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ABSTRACT
The first chapter presents representative criticism

of the teaching of mathematics, some typical testimonials of, its
values, and suggestions for certain improvements. Next comes a survey
of the educational situation with particular emphasis on the
reorganization of secondary mathematics instruction. Chapter 3
presents arguments for the value of mathematics instruction for
logical thinking, especially in geometry courses. The role of
undefined terms, postulates, propositions, and theorems is discussed,
and the example of a mathematical structure, the field, is presented.
The next two chapters present discussions of the contribution of
mathematics to civilization, and to education, respec ively. Stressed
in chapter 6 is the idea that the educational value of mathematics is
the central point of the pedagogy of mathematics. Mathematics is
related to science and to art in the next article, with numerous
applications suggested. The concluding chapter emphasizes the
relationship of mathematics to art and hew both doing and
appreciating each require creation and discovery. (LS)
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EDITOR'S PREFACE'

1414s as the elenth of a series .of Yearbooks which The National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics began to publish in 1926.
The titles of the preceding Yearbooks are as follows:

z. A Survey of Progress in the Past Twenty-five Years.
2. Curriculum Problems in Teaching Mathematics.
3. Selected Topics in the Teaching of iathematics.
4. Significant Changes and Trends in the Teaching of Mathe-

matics Throughout the World Since rozo.
S. The Teaching of Geometry.
6. Mathematics in Modern Life.
7. The Teaching of Algebra.
8. The Teaching of Mathematics in the Secondary School.
9. Relational and Functional Thinking in Mathematics.

zo. The Teaching of Arithmetic.

twoBound copies of all except the first two Yearbocks can be secured
from the Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, New York, N. Y., for $1.75 each postpaid. The first
Yearbook is now out of print and the second is obtainable only in
paper covers ($1.25 nostpaid). A complete set of Yearbooks (Num-
bers 2 to x r inclusive) will be sent postpaid for $14.25.

The purpose of the Eleventh Yearbook is to present as fairly
and as clearly as possible the place that mathematics should hold
in modern education. The book is not intended to be a de use
of the teaching of mathematics, foi when properly taught ma.he-
matics needs no defense. However, there is so much loose thinking
among .educators and laymen generally with respect to the im-
portance of mathematics in the schools that it has seemed wise to
attempt to clarify some of the most important issues.

I wish to express my personal appreciation as well as that of
The National Council of Teachers of M4hetnatics to all of the
contributors to this volume who have given so freely of th(sir time
and interest in helping to make this Yearbook so worthwhile.,W. 1). REEVE
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ATTACKS .ON MATHEMATICS AND HOW TO
MEET THEM

BY W. D. REEVE
Teachers College, Columbia University

CRITICISMS OF MATHEMATICS

IT is my purpose in this chapter first, to present a number of repre-
sentative adverse criticisms of the teaching of mathematics with some
evaluation of their fairness and worth ; second, to offer some of the
most important and typical testimonials and constructive criticisms
on the value and method of mathematics instruction ; third, to indi-
cate what seems to me to be the main causes of recent attacks on
mathematics ; and finally, to suggest certain improvements that will
meet these criticisms.

In a recent discussion between two prominent educators concern-
ing shortcomings in current.ochool practices, ale of them ronarked:
"Now take mathematics, for example ; the trouble is that it never
gets back into life - -eveh the arithmetic or the other subjects that
we teach in the junior high schGal." Can we deny that, on the
whole, the statement is true ?

Professor David Sneddeb, a confirmed critic of the practices in
our secondary schools, holds that "algebra taught kit American high
schools is a nonfunctional and therefore nearly valueless subject
for 90 per cent of all boys and 99 per cent of all girlsand that no
changes in method or in content will change the situation.' Te
what extent is this charge warranted by the facts?

Algebra and geometry. An editorial writer in a metropolitan news-
paper offers the following criticism of algebra:

Those who have followed the sailing chart of this column know that
its conductor never assails public or private schools, their teachers. or
curriculum. It has criticized teaching methods and learning processes
and will continue to do so.

This column has, however, one bone to pick. with the schools:
algebra. Quite frankly I see absolutely no use for algebra except for
the few who will follow engineering and technical lines. 11I;econfi-
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dence in thoie who determine the curriculum will never 'be complete
as long as they leave this subject in nearly every course of study.

I cannot see that algebra contributes one iota to a young person's
health or one grain of inspiration to his spirit. I can see no use for
it in the home as an aid to kparent, a citizen, a producer, or a con-
sumer.

If there is a heaven for school subjects, algebra will never go there.
It is the one subject in the curriculum that has kept children from
'finishing high school, from developing their special interests and from
enjoying much of their home study work. It has caused more family
rows, more tears, more heartaches, and more sleepless nights than any
other school subject.

Algebra is required In practically every course except those courses
which are frankly dumb-bell courses. It is a requirement for gradu-
ation; it is a requirement for college entrance, and yet in the face of
all this it is not a requirement in any respect for anything in life with
the one exception noted above.

I would not mind if it weren't for the fact that behin the question,
of algebra there is the larger question of academic tr dition which
believes thift certain traditional subjects, long known t be useless,
are still to be retained if one is to be "educated."

- Now cut this out and hand it to your algebra teacher. want her
(or him) to, write me and I want you to write. I am st ipped for
the battle.

It is obvious that algebra did not get back into the life of this
writer. Moreover, if we continue to teach algebra as we 'have
taught it in the past, we may expect the subject to pass out of the
picture in most secondary schools.

Heywood Broun, in his column in the Neu! York World-Tele-
gram, recently wrote:

There must be something wrong with the manner in which we teach
the young idea to shoot when such a large numbOr of pupils hate their
studies with so palpable a passion. . . . I have a vague impression
that some of the higher mathematicians have announced that the axiom
is no longer true. Einstein and others have brought cut., back into
favor. And all this irritates me no end because, whether it is true or
false, my difficulties in acq..iring the hypothesis have borne no later
dividends. I cannot think of a single tough spot in my existence in
which Euclid reached down to lend me a helping hand.

Just so! ALI how many boys studying geometry today will
later give the same kind of estimony? What is responsible for such
antipathy against mathematics? I think it is largely due to the
stupid way in whi..:h mathematics is tou often presented to the
pupils.
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In the February, 1934, issue of McCall's Magailne, in an article
on "'he Little Red School House," Maxine Davis wrote:

Experiments shol that many children who are compelled to study
algebra get. little. or no value from it. On the contrary, it arouses
irrliation and annoyance, and a desire to escape school. How often
have we heard our parents say, "Your school daysiare the happiest
days of. your lifel"

Well, mine weren't. There_waithat leternal bugaboo of geometry and
trigonometry..

How can we expect people who have had this sot crf emotional
experience with the study of mathematics to be anything but criti-
cal? Some may say such persons are exceptions, but I fear thkl,
are not. When I told a woman who sat near me at a recent din-
ner that I was a mathematics teacher, she said, "How In the'world
can you make that subject interesting to childre,,?" I replied that
the task was very simple, but I do not think she believed me.

Mathematics is even condemned in fowl recent plays in New
York City. In one play the line, "Why, she is as crazy as my
geometry teacher," probably conveys more than was intended. In
another play the comment is more rancorous:1"I haven't thought
of suicide since I was fourteen and failed in algebra."

Pitkin says, in his book, Life Begins at Fort3i:

Everything' is done to prevent life after twenty. Algebra is taught
udder compulsion to millions who can never use it. even in intellectual
play. '

Life needs. On several occasions We have been told by educators
that 85 per cent of the arithmetic we teach to children could be
eliminated without loss to those who have to study it ; that all they
really need to know is whatever arithmetic is necessary-4p huying
goods, making change, reading, writing letters, and traveling. In
commenting on such remarks the editor of the New York Times on
May 2, 1932 said:

It is probably true that arithmetic 41 the schools, as one critic
asserts, is cluttered up with too many branches having no practical
value in modern life and of very doubtful "disciplinary" value. But
when he goes on to include among the deadwood of the arithmetic
textbooks the subject of "arithmetical ratios," this particular critic is
in error. What the world needs at all times, and particularly riow, is
a sense of proportion, a sense of ratio.

About percentage, for instance, one finds astonishing ignorance in
the mog unexpected quarters. Learned articles on the economic situ-
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ation will speak of a decline of ioo per cent in employment or in
foreign trade, which,,literally. would mean the complete diaappearance
of employment or trade. To double anything is' to increa it -too
per cent. To cut anything in half, which is the obvious me in
the present case, is to reduce it so per cent.

The mad days of three years ago and the sad. dayswe are I ng
through now are both in a large measure attributable. to a state of
mind which has parted company with every law arithmetic to-enter---
a curved- mirror land of distorted ratios and pr ortions. .

Here, again, is evidence that mathentatiss bes not get back
into life as it should.

The following' is typical of the kind of criticisms that appear
today in our current pertodicals:

Thisoproblem of weighing the values of the subjects of the school
becomes acute during depression. With bewildered taxpayers demand-
ing economy and elimination of the nonessentials all school material
should be given 'a fair hearing with all the evidence considered. Cur
needs today fare. not those bi yesterday.

A change along this line will not require much expense. In good-
sized schools there will be found many sections of such' subjects as
Latin, algebra, physics and French. And a searching examination
would prove that not more than one inAtIve or even tent in those classes
is ggiting a brth-while return front sfudy as it is taught at present.
The remedy would be to scrap..all.but one or two divisions of thok
subjects and have both teachers and pupils devote their time to sonte-
ting in the nature of frills and fancies. Teach the girls how to choose
what they must huy; teach them 'little matters about Making a home
attractive. ,Teach the boys how to take care of a flower garden or a
lawn; teach them how to make things with their hands. In short,
train them to do what thousands who have gone before them are actu-
ally doing, not what Seemed good to our grandfathers to teach our
fathers.

These writers fail to recogniie that duty of our most capab
boys and girls a as little interested in the so-called "frills and
fancies" as others are in Latin and algebra. They usual] like
mathematics whet it is properly pre,ented. In fact, the solution
to the problem h s in better-trained teachers and not in the elimi-
nation of funda dental fields of knowledt;e. \,

In the Fe/un/how/ Rrsomk Bid/tin of Ohio State University
for November 15, 19.0 (p. 34S), Charters says:

There. are suvres of boys and girls, compelled to stay in school by
law. to whom work upon civic projects %void(' be an ineffable release.

' Farr, Holly L., School and SotintY, Vo!. .37, p. 14s.

Cd
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And even for the average student It can easily be argued that facility
in handling civic affairs of iliterest is of much greater value than a
few- extra theorems in algebra or an additional theme in' English.

Another type of criticism may be illustrated by the following
statement by Morgan in the Journal of the National Education As-
sociation for May, 1932:

Increasing leisure demands richer school piogram. The stability and
well-being ,of American civilization demand that our increasing ,leisure
be matched by training in the arts of life. This requires an 'enriched
curriculum in the schools. The

* the ew conditions are literatu
most. vital phrases of the curriculumtinre, music, and art. These are

the real fun amentals. They are not fads and frills. The fads and
frills are La in and highly technical little -used phases of mathematics,
such as square root, cube root,' and. apothecarieS' weight, If the de-
velopment of material power is not matched by a cultivation of the
aesthetic and spiritual.phases of life, our civilization must eventually
crash..

. Apparently this critic'does not know that the topics he is attack-,

ing have already disappeared from the most of our schools. The
damage to mathematics, however, is appreciable because the unen-
lightened public that struggled with these topics believes we are
still emphasizing such topics in our mathematics classes.

Instructional weaknesses. At the 1932 Conference on SecOndary
Education, Dr. Jesse Newlon made the following statement :

The American secondary school is a stronghold of conservation,
where the curriculum is hopelessly traditional and not vitally connected
with the needs of youth. The inertia of the secondary school is tre-.
mendous. Its teachers. and administrators, with few exceptions, are
but stereotypes of an outworn concept of education. Every. attempt
to affect fundamental changes has been stubbornly resisted by a ma-
jority of its personnel. .

This is a caustic criticism with a large measure of truth in it: and
while it does not single o.ut Mathematics, we can be sure that mathe-
matics teachers must answer the charge. The fact is that the senior
high school is the most reactionary part of our whole educational
system with the possible exception of the colleges.

According to President Butler of Columbia University :

The ability to perform the simplest mathematical operations is, to
all intents and purposes, confined to teachers of mathematics -or special-
ists in that subject. Algebra and geometry, whether plane or social,
are as unfamiliar as the Laws of Manu.

13
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President Butler made_ just as critical comment' about reading,
writing, and natural scieker4a1 that is no 'reason why we should
congratulate ourselves.

Failures in ,mathematics. According ta a report of the superin-
tendent of the New York City schools in 1929, more high school
pupils failed in 'mathematics than in any )other subject. In one
particular school more than half of the pupils failed in first-term
algebra, and failure in 'high school' mathematics as a whole was
26.9 per cent, the next greatest failure being in foreign languages.
The report failed to mention that algebra is required of all students
and is taken in the ninth grade, whereas some of the other sub-
jects like physics and history are eleitives .and are taken later.
Nevertheless, one is not justified in belieying that in the long run
such large percentages of failure can be productive of good

Algebra, studied by 56.3 per cent of the high school stu ents in
1900, dropped to 35.2 per cent in 1928. The correspondin figures

for geometry were 27.4 per cent and 19.8 per cent. These ecreases

are doubtless greater t6day. While some of this loss ca be at-
tributed to the introduction of new subjects into the secondary
schools, part' of it is undoubtedly traceable to a. genuine loss due
to a dislike for the subject: The question naturally rises here as.
to whether the fact that a large number of children of/ eligible age
are not now in high school may not be in itself an implied criticism
of the subjects in the curriculum, algebra included.

In a recent report of an investigation of the mathematics nec-
essary to do acceptable work in college courses in educational sta-
tistics in' the United States, it was pointed out that simple
arithinetical and algebraic tasks are not easy for many graduate
students. A large percentage of almost 1,000 students who took
an inventory test were utterly unable to do some very simple c!xer-
cises involving the essential abilities for successful mastery of edu-
cational statistics. Many of these students, and students in other
fields as well, have for some reason or other developed an unfortu-
nate emotional complex against these simple elements of mathe-
matics. I believe this is partly due to the non-mathematically
minded teachers who should never have been permitted to teach
the subject.

Curricular trends. Until recently all uncrgraduates at Princeton
University were required to continue the study of 'either the classics
or mathematics in their freshman year. Under the new regulations
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it is permissible to substitute other subjects for this requirement.
Commencing this year, Barnard College is omitting intermediate
algebra from its list of required entrance subjects. Itis clear that
changes in' requirements will be made in other colleges and uni-
versities. Such 'changes are all a put of the present movement

1 to lessen the emphasis that has been placed upon mathematics in
the schools. ' ,

A 'Midwestern superintendent of schools, after'attending a confer-
ence of superintendents in Chicago,..lving statement
to his teachers of mathematics:

Since only 12 per cent. of the 'pupils who study mathematics in the
high school are ever going to college, we do not need to worry any
longer about teaching mathematics in the secondary school.

Such changes in administrative policies and the persistent criti-
cism of mathematics.challenge the very existence of mathematics
in the curriculum of the secondary school. Some teachers of mathe-
matics are inclined to take an indifferent attitude tbward the quest
tion. They say "If anything is to be dropped let ;t be the fads
an he he frills." One teacher remarked, "We should worry, we are
no worse than the teachers of English.":. Perhaps not, but the
question cannot be dismissed in this way. My own feeling is that
the present complex state of affairs which we must continue to
live demands a greater knowledge of mathematics rather than
less. However, anyone who thinks that mathematics cannot be
dropped from the high school curriculum needs only to recall the
fate of formal grammar arid Greek to realize what is possible. As
one commentator puts it, "If a pupil postpones his Greek until
he enters college today, why should he not postpone his Latin, his
algebra. and his geometry tomorrow?" -

Nor can we dismiss the attacks by ridiculing the critics. They
may be and often are ignorant of mathematics and in some cases
have been the victims of non-mathematically mirded teachers; but
they are not stupid. They know that the teaching of mathematics
is not what it should be and they are determined either to bring
about an improvement or to drive' mathematics entirely out of the
curriculum.

Who shall study mathematics? We are all aware that the pupils
in our secondary schools are not equally gifted in mathematical
abilities. Some individuals shouhrcertainly be excused from fur-
ther study of the subject, but no one,4 think, has the wisdom to
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decide who will profit most by its study or to predict who the
future Newtons and Einsteins are to be. David Eugene Smith's"
delightful stories of the unpromising youths who later became
prominent mathematicians point the moral in this instance? I

quote:

. . . Of late a new type of educator has appeared, the one who
proposes to weigh in psychological scale the intellect of youth and to
guide it aright. . [We] have-it today in the phase of vocational
guidance, and in this work so many excellent people are seriously en-
gaged.that we are certain to see It become an important phase of modern
education. Let the boy who gives promise in science begin his special-
ization early, say those who seek to guide the youth in k scientific
manner, and let the one who takes to Latin bend his energies there.
Let there be scientific tests to show whether or not the particular
individual can hope for success in the particular vocationa worthy
effort and one alt. will produce good results. But there are not want-
ing those who will be less scientific, and who will assert that one who;
by virtue .his surroundings and family, is destined to be a hewer
of wood, shOuld early come to like to hew, and should be taught chiefly
the nobility of labor with the hand. That we may realize some of
the dangers that beset those who seek to guide the youth aright, and
who may -feel called upon to sidetrack all that is not 'immediately
practical, let me tell you some advice that I myself have given within
a few years past in cases like these, and lay, before you the problem
that I had to face.

Not long ago there chine to me a father who wished to train his
'boy for trade in a seaport town, 'and who asked my advice as t6 the
proper education to give him. The proJlem seemed simple. The
community was not an educated one; Vlived off its little shipping.
industry; the boy was destined to small bUsiness and to small reward;
he gave no promise of anything better, and the advice was, therefore,
unhesitatingly offered that the only mathematics he needed was arith-
metic through the sixth grade.

Another parent asked me a little later about his son.. The boy was
of the _ordinary type and would probably, follow his father's occu-
pation, that. of a sculptor. What mathematics would iS be well for
Wm to take? I suggested a little study of curves bme geometric
drawing, and tl e modeling of the common solids -a bit of vocational
guidance that seemed to me then and seems even yet particularly
happy.

: third boy happened to be with me on a stea; and I took some
inter . in talking with him and with his motlier. They lived in a
city no particular note, at any rate. at that time, and the tiny was

'Smith, David Eugene, Problems in the Teaching of Secondary Mathemaiie.s.' An
addre,s delivered before the New England Asciation of Teachers of Mathematics.
Ginn and Company, !913.

4.
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going into the selling of oil within a few years. The profits of the
Stpdard Oil Com )any appealed to the family, and I advised him to
learn his arithmetic vell and get into business as soon as he could.

Out of the store o ny memory I recall a' curious lad whom I came
to know through my sympathy with the Wilily.' The mother was
a poor woman, and she took the boy, when little more than a baby,
over to Riverside Park one day when there was a naval parade. A

-drunken sailor; having hid a tight with a group of hoodlums, rushed
through the crowd of spectators and slashed right and left with a knife.
In the excitement the boy, in his mother's arms, was horribly cut in
the face. When I knew them he was about ten yedrs ohl, unable
to 'speak plainly, Lmd already a misanthrope through his affliction. I
advised the mother to give the boy a vocational education, telling her
that through the use of the -hangs he would satisfy his desire ,for motor
activity, and that this would compensate him for the loss of verbal
fluency and would tend to make him more contented with his lot. In
this advice I feel that 1 would have the approval of educational circles,

And finally, out of this series of experiences, let Me recall the case
of a boy whom I came to know through a noble priest who found
him one morning, an infant a few days old, on the steps of his church.

. .

We ,talked over theibest thing to do Jur such a roundling, one who, at
the time I knew him, was in the primary grades. He showed no great
promise. he was without family recognition, and his only chance, ap-
parentlywas in the humbler walks of life. I recommended a voca-
tional school where he could quickly prepare for the shop or the lower
positions of trade, and the good priest approved. my plan at theetime,
although he finally followed quite a different course. ,

It is 'apparent, however, that I have here spoken in pArables. Per-
haps you already recognize 'the boys, and perhaps you feel how sadly
I blundered in my counsel. For the first of these whose cases I have
set before you felt a surging of the soul a little later, and this was
recognized in time, and he became one of the Seven Wise Men of

'of
'Tales the philosopher, he who introduced the scientific study

of geometry into Greece. The second felt a similar stntggle of the soul,
and his parents recognized my poor counsel in time to save him and
to give to the world the founder of its first university Pythagoras
of Samos. The third 1 / oy, for whom only the path of commerce
seemed open, and this it a town only just beginning to ,lie known, was
the man who finzlit .et the %vorltl's first odlege-entrance examination,
the one who wfote ovtr the portal of the grove of Academos the words,
`Let no one ignorant of geometry enter here- Plato. the greatest
thinker of all antiquily. The fourth, the hopeless son (f poverty,
maimed, sickly, with no chance beyond that of laboring in the shop
for such wage- as might by good fortune fall to his lot, became the
greatest mathematician of his day.- always the stammerer ( l'artaglia),
but one whom Italy has delighted to honor Tor tthire than three centu-
ries. And the last one of the list, the poor foundling on the steps of
St. Jean-le-Bond in Paris, became D'Alembert, one of the greatest
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mathematicians that France, a mother of mathematicians) ever pro-.
duced. .

Shall we, then, advocate the selection of those who are to study
mathematics and close the door to all the rest? Are we so wise that
we can foresee the e who is to like the subject, or suct:eed in it?.
Have we so adjusted he scalesof psychology that we can weigh the
creases i'n the train, r is there yet invented an X ray .that will reveal ,

to us the fasoning of the cells that make up its convolutions?.
e Of course it will at once be said that these illustrations that I have
given are(nteresting, but that they are unfairly selected; that those
boys gave earlier promise in nutthetnatics than I have said. It will
be asserted that I should have tit* the case of the stupid boy, the
one who did not like school, the one who liked to play with little
wind wheels, 'wlfo liked to fight, who actually did r away from
school, and who stood near the bottom of the class it mathematics.
Such a case would be a fair one, one in which we could safely say
that prescribed algebra and geometry are out of place. And I suppose
we musl agree to this and confess that the argument from the historical
incidents that I have Mentioned was unsound. Let us rather take this
case that t4iave just described, and let us see to whom the description
applies. I heed hardly tell you who this boy is;1 he is well known
to you; . he is well known to the world; and'Iong after every educa-
tional reformer has passed into oblivion his dame will stand forth as
one of England's greatest treasures, for it is the name of Sir Isaac
Newton.

But again I have been unfair, perhaps. I should have taken posi-
tively hopele. s cases, for such can surely be found. I should have
taken some ill crate man, one who does not learn to read until he
is nearly out of his teens, or else some man who shows no promise in
mathematics by the time Ile reaches manhood, or some one who by
the time he is thirty is to show no aptitude in the science. It is so
easy to theorize! But let us have care, for the men whom I have
now described are Eisenstein, Boole, and Fermat. Take them away
and where is your theory of invariants, your modern logic of mathe-
matics, and the greatest genius in theory of numbers that the world
has eve:. seen?

Indictment against secondary education. A recent criticism made
by Professor Thomas It Brigs against secondary education may,
I think, be particularly applicable to mathematics.

Partly as a r suit of the impossibility of making the curricular al-
justments that are olMously needed, partly because of recurrent and
resounding cr ticisms front those Who find it easier to he destructive
than to build up a new program, many teachers have lost faith in the
efficacy of the very subjects that they profess to teach. This is'one

i

' firitn!, Thomas if . '11/4 Vi.ion of Set ontiary Educal ion.- Teachers College
RucOrri, Ot tuba, 1932, pp. 7 -9.
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of the most tragic and discouraging facts that affeCt secondary edu-
cation. How can a person teach with enthusiasm and effectiveness that
in the efficacy of w ich he does not have complete faith? A lack of
confidence results i small and decreasing knowledge, in perfunctory
teaching and in mea ingless drudgery that controverts values.

For this and for several other reasons the students in our secondary .

schools understand, learn, retain, and use little of what the curriculum
plans. The facts are abundantly presentedlin our professional litera-
ture and may be observed by anyone who takes the trouble informally
to test 411 fair sampling of the schools. By any reasonable criterion the
investment by the public in our secondary education has faile I to pay
academic and social dividends Mat jtistify the huge expenditures of
time, effort, and money. By any reasonable audit secondary educa-
tion for the masse, is bankrupt. Inappropriate offerings make in-
evitable small accomplishment by those naturally incompetent for the
traditional academic achievement, and Ole admission, encouragement,
or compulsion of such pupils to pursue these subjects interferes with
the progress of those who by natural and .environmental gifts might be
expected- to attain significant accomplishments. Students most aca-
demically gifted are now most severely haodicapped. Others in a hope-
less struggle with what is inappropriate to their talents are achieving
little that contributes to their own advancement or to thati of society.
It is difficult .to emphasize this fact for the great majority of our
youth and at the same time to recognize the eminent success for the
smill minority who in the best schools find the opportunity for achiev-
ing the peculiar stixcess that.should be clirmiton to all. In the success
of this oinority is the beacon that should lead the profession to make
secondary education the most potent factor -in preserving and advancing
our democracy. The small, the pitiably small, accomplishment of the
majority of our pupils is a well-egtablished fact.. Though perhaps an
inevitable concomitant of an attempt rapidly to provide a secondary
education for all. it is discouraging; but even more discouraging is the
complacency with which the repeatedly published fact has been re-
ceived. Perhaps this complacency exists only because we do not know
what to do. Perhaps we merely await leadership to advance out of
the wilderness.

t With the rapid development of the number, and enrollment of sec-
ondary schools we have not Seen able to recruit and adequately train
a body of competent teachers. It would'have been difficult under any
circumstances to prepare in every decade almost as many new teachers
as there were experienced teachers in service, but when the complexity
of the student body steadily increased and the purpose.; of secondary
'education steadily became more confused, it was impossible. Attribut-
.ing high praise to the top fraction, perhaps one-tenth. and generous
credit to perhaps five-tenths more. the brutal fact is that approximately
half our high school teachers are below, many of them far below, the
standards that should reasonably be required. With all teachers in
the French lyaes and in the German Gymnasiums our small fraction

r.
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of best can no more than hold their own. While training in meth"ds
of teaching and in the other appurtenant subjects of education is im-
portint, it can never take the place of thorough knowledge of the sub--
jects to be taught. It should supplement rather thanIsuppldfit, Our
teachers are relatively strong in method, but limited and weak in
knowledge. Too few of them in the academic fields exemplify the
culture that liberal education should develop; too many are satisfied
with the dangerously little learning that they have acquired in college
courses, without at the same time acquiring an insatiable appetite that
leads them ever onward in learning and in the enjoyment of learning.
The public is largely to blame, for it has judged personality more
than scholarship and effective inculcation of culture. Whatever She
large program for the future of secondary education, it should begin
in our colleges for teachers .with a better ming, allequately founded
on knowledge, and a love of knowledge.

Finally, there is everywhere, among -the profession no less than
among the public, an expecfation of mir cles. Although the fetish of
education, however it be defined and however small its accomplish-
ments in making its Products more socially And intellectually effective,
is dominant, therejs a idespredd suspicion that all is not as it,should

'be in our secondary schools. Evidence of defects is hospitably heard,
but little is done. There is generally a feeling that some panacea will
be found, some single act that will remedy all defects. and set us on.
the. highroad to educational prosperity. This sentiment, it may be
noted, is not peculiar to the field of education. Needless to say, there
is nb such panacea, nor will there ever be, in education or in economics.
The causes of depression are complex; the cure must concern the
fundamental. So long as we look for a miracle that will overnight
give us a full - fledged and permanent prograin effectiveness, just se).
long we shall endure inefficiency, se under vast sums of money and
infinite possibilities of youth, and in vain satisfaction With
the fetish. NVe need a vision that ill distu b our complacency, stimu-
late us to action, and direct the ending effor4.3 toward educational
betterment.

'Reform in education. The late ry Syzzallo in speaking of
a need for a gwoning reform in bhc school education said:
"There are too many academic specialists in our public sc ools who
know very much about a little field of study and nothi much
about the wider ranges which make up the rest of life." Ie ex-
pressed regret that such specialists in subject matter have been
'given preferment in appointment, promotion, and salNry, with
the result that departmentalized teaching has increased to the detri-
ment of the child. The teacher of the future, said Dr. Suzzallo,
should be "a character niln, or woman, interested in people as well

as in books, a man of this world and not an atademic recluse."
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I believe we could all agree with this point of view. How to rem-
edy such a situation is a problem of great importance to us tall.

iOne method of handling this problem is to set up what is called an
integrated program. I have discussed this rather fully elsewhere'

TESTIMONIALS FAVOR, ELE TO MATHEMATICS

Mathematics in governMent. Mark Sullivan, as a critic of the
New Deal, laments that men able to use calculus and the higher
differential equations are being brought to Washington for utiliza-
tion of that ability in government service, He has atacked Ezekiel
for attempting to state statistically the demand, supply, and price
of h;gs in the United States for some years ahead. In defense of
the mathematician, however, Dr. Harry Elmer Barnes recently ex-
pressed the following opinion in the New York World-Telegram.

It is possible to put a very different interpretation on these develop-
ments in Washington. To many it means the'first real effort to bring
government thoroughly up.'to date. The fact that men like President
Cleveland had not the slightest grip on the mathematical and scientific
facts which have created the modern world is one reason why we are.
in our present mess. Many other Presidents were even worse off in
this regard. 'Even Woodrow Wilson, a university president, was bliss;
fully innocent of modern science and engineering and relied upon the
rhetorical methods of the age of Cicero.

Our modern material civilization has .been built up by the use of
calcttlus arid higher mathematics. It is 'not unreasonable to assert
that a comparable intellectual equipment and apparatus are needed
to control our institutional life. Without the calculus and higher dif-
ferential equations'we could not build a complicated machine, a sky -
scraper,, abridge, a subway, a railroad, a large.ocean-gding ship, an
electric lighting plant, a telephone, a telegraph cable, radio or any
other representative manifestatiori of modern ingenuity.

If this be so, how can one expect to run a government, which is
far more complicated than any machine or engineeri4, project, without
at least some appreciation of the function of higher mathematics? We
mdy be glad that there is a man in the White House whose perspective
has advanced beyond long division.

It is high time that our statesmen should begin to think in terms
of modern science instead of relying upon the rhetoric and hot air
which have dominated politics frotn Pericles to many of the present
spellbinders in the United States Senate.

Social values. The social values of mathematics, both rsalized and

'Reeve, W. D., "Mathematics and the Intezrated P(mram in American Second-,
ary Schools," Teachers College Record, April, 19351 PP. 497-507.
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potential, are stressedfr.' the mathematician, E. T. Bell,5 in the
following statement:

1 For it must now be obvious, even to t blind imbecile, that American
mathematics and mathematicians are beginning .to get'their due share
of tkose withering criticisms; Motivated by..a dtastic revaluation of all
our ideals and institutions; from the pursuit of truth for truth's sake
to democratic government, which are only the first, mild zephyrs of
the storm that is about to overwhelm us all.. In the coming tempest
only. those things will be left standing that have something of demon-
strable social importance to stand upon. Mathematics, weas'mathe-
maticians believe, has so much enduring worth to offer humanity on
all sides from the severely practical to the ethereally cultural or spir-
itual, that we feel secureuntil we stop to think.

The arresting thought that we as mathematicians have done next
to nothing to inform and convince the sweating men and the sweated
Women, whose hard. labor makes possible our own leisurely pursuit of
"the science divine," that mathematics does mean something in their
lives and might mean more, may well make us apprehensive of the
-future, for these too patient men and wumen in the storm ahead of
ustsall will cast the deciding vote.

The harsh attrition has already%begun. Are not mathematicians and
teachers of mathematics in liberal America today facing the bitterest
struggle 'for their continued existence in the history of our Republic?
American mathematics is exactly where, by common social justice, it
should bein harnessed retreat, fighting a desperate rear guard action
to ward off ,annihilation. Until something more substantial than has
yet been exhibited, both practical knd spiritual, is shown the non-
mathematical public as a justification for its continued support of
mathematics and mathematicians, both the subject and its cultivators
will have only themselves to thank if our imm>fdiate successors ex-
terminate both.

Taking a realistic view of the facts, anyone but n indurated bigot
must admit that mathematics has not yet made out compelling case
for democratic support, so that the men and women who pay the bills
which make mathematics possible can see clearly what they are asked
to pay for. This must be done, and immediately, if mathematics is
to survive in America.

Our task is to develop somehow a generation Of teachers, who
not only know a great deal about their own field of study, but who
also understand something of the "wider ranges which make up
the rest of life." The trouble is not so much with mathematics
as some of our critics would have us believe. I have elsewhere re-

° 13x11, E. T. In a review of The Poetry of Hathrmatics and Other Essays, by
David Eugene Smith. The American Mathematical Monthly, November, 1935,
P. 559.
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ferred to several authorities who have exalted mathematics, and
one yearbook in the series of which the present volume is. a pare
was devotee entirely to the topic "Mathematics in Modern Life."8

The Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch, commenting on the proposed
curtailment of a..ithmetic in school currict4, maintains that the
schools should not withhold the "mathematical ke*" to the "gate-
ways of a larger life":

One of the "educational, experts" of -Teachers College, in Columbia
University, says. of the study of arithmetic: "Arithmetic should be
taught, but not all arithmetic. We should transmit to the children
of tomorrow only that which they are likely to need. Even hig ily
cultured periple have need for only a small amount of mathematics."

His conclusion is that something like 85 per cent of the arithmetic
usually taught in the,schools should be dropped out. He can see little
use for anything more than simple addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and division. A questionnaire sent to some 600 persons found
but few to reply that they had found the higher mathematics of any
direct benefit to them.

This was quite natural, as a result of the questionnaire method. One3'WoUld like to see the results of a questionnaire sent to ioo,000 or
more men and women who have been "questionnaired" for the past
20 years asking the one simple question, "Do you favor the question-
naire, as a means of gettirig comprehensive, accurate and reliable in-
formation on debatable matters of opinion or sentiment?"

The difficulty with this Columbia expert's opinion as to the teaching
of mathematics is that its practical application in the schools would
leave a countless number of young people handicapped, later on, when
they desired to push into one or another interesting and profitable life
work, or subject of study, and found that they did not possess the
mathematical key necessary to unlock the door. It is the place of
education to open up, not close, the gateways of a larger life.

Commonplace values. In the opinion of Myron C. Taylor, promi-
nent businT man, mathematics is the most important subject in
the curriculum :

What shall we put into the mind? For the uses of the present day
we could hardly put too much mathematics into it. A brain that is
mathematically minded has a decided advantage over any other in
affairs of trade and commerce; it is a fine type of mind to approach
problems in physics, and it is just the sort of mind that would lead
one to he philosophical. And so perhaps if one were. permitted to
study only one subject, depending upon companionship and one's
everyday contacts with the wor:d to pick up the lanmlage of the com-
munity after a fashion, mathematics would serve one better than any

^Siva: 11,trbook of !he Notional Council of Hathemitics,
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other subject in the courses of study. Sb it would seem that one
cannot give too much attention to mathematics.

A recent trend in high school *commencement programs is the
vitalized commencement, in which the activities develop from" the
regular classroom work. The commencement program for Hiram
High School (Hiram, Phio) in 1929 "centered around the idea of
mathematics in everyday life." A report of this program, by Mr.
Harold E. Davis, appeared in the April, zuo.jssue of Ohio Schools.
The purpose of the program was.:

. . . to show the graduating class in the performance of work char-
acteristic of the. school and to establish some definite relationship
between school work and the lives and activities of the students. It
has been the purpose furthermore to intellectualize the commencement
program, and to give the graduates a chance to show they have devel-
oped sufficient intellectual interests and capacity to talk interestingly

:to' their parents and friends about some topic of wide interest and
concern, to which they have given particularattention.

Edward Howard Griggs:' in his new book, The Story of an
Itinerant Teacher, mentions the personal benefits that he has de-
rived from the study of mathematics:

Feeling that with my wide reading, I needed intellectual discipline,
I chose mathematics for my major subject, with no intention of using
it afterward, in teaching or other practical ways. Never have I re-,
gretted the choice. Mathematics is one of the oldest subjects in the
curriculum, and one concerning which there is at present the most
confusion of thought. It is the one completely exact science, just
because it deals with pure ideal concepts. We define a straight line
as the shortest distance between two points. There is no straight line
in Nature. Nobody ever saw or drew a straight linr,Vhat we call
straight lines are poor, approximate illustrations of afi idea tit; exists
only in the mind. Mathematics is thus pure reasoning with ideal con-
cepts. When you argue that two apples and two apples make four
apples, that is not mathematics; it is a concrete illustration. It is math-
ematics only when you think that two and two make four, to any intelli-
gence, anywhere in the universe, any time throughout eternity. Mathe-
matics is thus the grammar of science, a language for the statement of
all scientific facts and laws. Anything that can be stated at all can
finally be stated in mathematical terms; and only then is the statement
exact.

In our effort to introduce mathematics early in the course of study,
we have brought in all sorts of concrete material, and permitted the
pupils to meniOrize. Learning the multiplication is, of course, sheer

The Story of an Itinerant Teacher, pp. 41-3. Copyright. xto4. Quotation
used by special permission of the publishers, The Bobbs-Merrill Catipany.

Jo'
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memory work, and should be in the memory .period,
until one can say it forward and backward, awake or asleep. Every-
thing else in mathematics' is pure reasoning; and allowing-the pupil
to memorize problem and propositi4n, brings him, at eleven or twelve,
up against a dead wall; and he finds that he does not,- like mathe-
matics. Nine times out of ten when a student does pot like mathemat-
ics, it means that he has been wrongly taught.

I am not one of those modern educators who hold that discipline
in one field tap not be carried over into other fields. Of .course I know
what they mean when they say that "knowing algebra and geometry
will not help you to decide whether the butcher has cheated you on
six pounds of steak"; but accurate thinking is accurate thinking; and
mathematics is the one perfectly accurate form of thinking known to
man. Once the habit of accurate ;thinking is formed, it applies to
everything you think about. It is not necessary to speak theoretically;
I know that I can organize my ideas more logically,'-better avoid
overstatement and express my thought more accurately, because I did
some six years of mathematics during my brief term in college.

We need more testimon like this to put before the peoVe who
are not convinced that the. study of mathematics has any impor-
tance in the schools. But bettkstill we need to teach mathematics
so that our pupils will ultimately. offer such testimony.

Ma4laematics and the cosmos. The following editorial statement
appeared in the Sew York Sun on November S. 193o:

In search for the ultimate reality in nature, now virtually abandoned
as beyond the powers of the puny three-dimensional intellect of man.
mathematics was long a useful guide. , Its importance, increased with
time until men of science came to regard it as the only language in
which a natural )henomenon could properly be discussed. Today the
curious are told t at they will know all that can be known about such
a phenomenon wh they have discovered a mathematical formula
which adequately de. rites it. Mathematics is nn loot;er content to
he a tool; it threatens to absorb almost everyl,hing else. Sir James
Jeans asks us to look up the Great Architet;9t of the Universe as a
pure mathematician.

In the Rede Memorial Lecture the University of Cambridge the
other night the brilliant British ;ism outer expounded his latest physi-
cal and cosmic theories. lie had exvinded the lecture into a small
volume, T/u' Mystrrious Universr,,whu. he put on sale in the horfk
shops the next day. Like everything w ih comes from 'his pen. it
has a fascinating boldness. There is danger of some of 'his readers
taking his ideas for scientific gospe;. But he warns them. -Every-

- thing that has been said," he writes in his final chapter. "and every
conclusion that has heen tentative) }` put forward, is quite frankly
speculative and uncertain." The conclusions, except in the last chap
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ter, are not wholly or prinCipally his own; lie reviews the whole field
o modern physical science. ,

1The universe begins to look to Jeans more like a great thought than
a great machine. If It is a universe of thought, then its creation must
have been an act of thought. "Time and space," he says, "which form
the setting for the thought, must have come into. being as part of this
act."' The line of demarcation between realism and idealism is be.
coming blurred. Objective realities exist, but we are assuming too
much if we label them either "Real" or "Ideal." The true label he
thinks'is "mathematical," but this term must be taken to connote the
whole of pure thought and nct merely the studies of professional
mathematicians.

What does the man in the street gather from it all? Perhaps that
science shows signs of becoming religious. Pure materialism isitather
out of date, When matter is dissected it is found to ue composed
of something which does not meet our ideas of matter at all. NObody
nowadays attempts to say just lvhat an electron is or ventures to hope
that .3i-dr-cal n ever know what it is. As baffling as the mysteries of
"the microcosm are those of macrocosm. Suns and planets 'may
evolve out of nebulae, and it is not difficult to picture the birth of
nebulae from the ghat aggl erations of atoms; but whence the pro-
tons and electrons which co pose them? The mathematician may
put kkiese questions aside as idle and impractical and find consolation
in his beautiful equations; the rest of the world will not so easily be
satisfied.-

Functional thinking. The following excerpts Ire'from a recent
study by Dr. H. R. Hamley, in which he discusses mathematics as
of. mode of thinking.8

Our purpose in quoting these authorities [Spearman, Dewey, Ri-
gnano and Piagetj is riartly to uphold the thesis that reasoning is ideal
experiment, and ,partly to support the view that school mathematics
should be taught as the symbolic expression of actual or potential
activity; in other words, that school mathematics should be presented
as a concrete and dynamic, rather than as an abstract and static,
science. We,do not think that the function concept can be grasped
by the average Student in any other way. Mathematics is the pro-
jection of life upon the plane of human imagination.

Now, the conduct of experiment involves the following main activi-
ties: the collecting of data, the arrangemeni. of the data according
to some attribute or quality, the identification of the data by name,
and the interpretation of the data so organized in terms of relations
or correlations that have been found to subsist between them. In
other words, experiment involves the recognition of the mathematical
concepts: class, order, variable, and correspondence. . . .

"Functional Thinking." Ninth Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers
of M ahrmatics, pp. 37-38, 44-46.
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. . We have now to inquire how far these, aims are capable of real-
ization through functional mathematics. Of the. utilitarian value of
functional nathematfts there can be no queition. The function is the
mathematical correlate of physical change, expressing in symbolic
Language the relationships that accompany change in the physical
world about us. . . the utilifarian value of functional mathematics
is commensurable with the utilitarian value of physical progress.

The cultural value of niathetpatics can hardly be considered 'apart
from that of mathematics in .gerteral. D. E. Smith has appraised the
value of mathematics in an article both eloquent and profound. °He
shows that mathematics did not come into being to satisfy utilitarian
nee6. "It seems rather to have had its genesis as a science in the
minds of those who followed the courses of the stars, to have had
its early applications in. relation to religious formalism and to have

.had its first real development in the effort to grasp the Infinite.:' That
mathematics has beauty has not been generally appreciated. Few who
are not devotees would be ready to claim that "the true spirit of de-
light, the exaltation, the .sense of being more than .nan, which is the
touchstone cif the highest excellence, is to be found in mathematics
as stirely as in poetry. . . ." If beauty is an attribute of culture, then
cultural mathematics can claim to provide, in a special degree, the
food of culture, for order, rhythm, symmetry, h?etony and unity,
which are among .the accepted qualities of beautiare also among the
popular concepts of functional mathematics.

That mathematics has disciplinary value some are disposed to doubt.
They maintain that the days when itwas believed that accuracy, judg-
ment and reasoning were specific abilities that could be.developed by
appropriate training and discipline have long since passed away. Others,
while admitting that the doctrine of formal discipline has been rudely
shaken, still cling to the belief that there is something, in "the human
worth of rigorous thinking." This subject was considered to be a
matter of such vital importance that the National Committee on Mathe-
matical Requirernents made a special study of "The Present Status of
Disciplinary Values,in Education," giving the result of the experiment
and inquiry up t.$) the year 1922. Many experimental studies of this
subject have been made since Igor, when Thorndike and Woodworth
undermined our faith in the faculty doctrine. Some of these have been
vitiated by faulty technique, others have been discounted because they
-do not touch the real problem. ho,se that may E)e considered valuable
and unobjectionable as to procedure seem to point to a conclusion
which may be summed .tip in the words of Burt: "A common element
is more likely to he usable if the learner becomes clearly conscious of its
nature and of its general applicability: active or deliberate jminsfer is
far more effective and frequent than passive, automatic, or 4intentional
transfer. This seems especially true where the common ele'enent is an
element of method, rather than of material, an ideal rather than a piece
of information." In other words: method of procedure, consciously
accepted as a desirable ideal, is the key to the problem of transfer.

u
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The bearing of this conclusion on our present problem be cib.
vious, when we remember that functional mathematics is neither a
technical skill nor a formal. discipline but a mode of thinking. it may,
and often will, involve many skills but its real domainis to be found
in the concomitant changes of correlative variables and the relations
that subsist between them. If we seek the material of transfer in the
common elements of 'mathematics and life, we find them in the con-
cepts: class, order, variable, relation, correspondence, correlation, and
function.

Numerous reasons, might be given to explain why Mathematics
has come in for so much criticism in recent years, barticularly alge-
bra and geometry in the secondary school, but I will mention three
which I consider of fundamental importance. In the first place, the
stupid way in which many teachers continue to present both algebra
and geometry cont ;tbutes largely to the unpopularity of thesesub-
jects. So long as we continue to teach these subjects mechan-
ically and include in the course of study much ,material that is
obsolete, we may expect the pupils to dislike tnathpmatics.

Secondly, the general educators, many of whom perhaps have had
untrtunate experiences with mathematics in school, consider that
it is the subject per sr that is at fault. They would therefore elim-
inate it. There are some who, although they may not know much
about t'he subject, or even ho. w it should be taught, recognize its
intrinsic worth while at the same time they know that the teaching
of mathematics is had in many schools.

In the third place. the professors of pure mathematics in the col-
leges and the universities who once had whatever responsibility there
was for training their students to he teachers of mathematics turned
over the responsibility for such work to the schools- of education.
The results reflect the obvious lack of interest. Schools of education

an teachers colleges have dominated the teacher-training programs.
and instead of turning out teachers with proper academic background
they have produced too many teachers who kno-v but little more
subject matter. sometime's less, than what they v:Te actually sup-
posed to teach. Standards for teachers have thu, become topheavy
with requirement< i,t ge4ral methods courses. principles of teaching,

and like, and with practically no uniform academic standards
that are satisfactory.

File problem of mathematics education in this country cannot be
solved until we remedy at least the three situations first described.
We must first set up higher standards fur teachers of mathematics.
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For example, no teacher should be allowed td teach mathematics,
even in the junior. high School, who has not at least completed a sub-
stantial course in the calculus. .

In the second place, we must educate the educators with reference
to the importance of their-.supporting our higher standards' for
teachers and also with respect to the importance of mathematical
education in the schools. This can. be done if we show them that
the modern course in mathematics is modeled on the 1936 plan in-
stead of that of the seventeenth century.

Finally, we must convince the professors of mathematics in the
colleges and universities that they must ta6 a more prominent part
in the teacher-training program. Most of their students will prob-
ably plan to teach mathematics. It is the duty of such college and
university teachers to pay more attention to the future needs of
their students and help the rest of us, whose primary function is tg.
train our students to be teachers.
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THE REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY
EDUCATION*

A STUDY OF PRESENT PROBLEMS AND TRENDS, WITH

PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO MATHEMATICS

BY WILLIAM BETZ
Rochester, New York

"The day has come to begin the work of our renovittiong. . .

We must arise and move on.. We must liberate outwits from blind
technology and grasp the complexity and the wealth of our own na-

4ture."Alexis Carrel l

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

Facing a staggering problem. Never in the whole history of edu-
cation haye teachers. Been more baffled and worried by the, scene
they are obliged to face from day to day: So great is the confusion
of the present period, and so vexing are the questions demanding set-
tlement in every field of human thought and endeavor, that one
shrinks with some dismay from a survey of the educational pro-
grams set up for our adolescent youth. Yet, so pressing is the
need of orientation, so vital is an honest formulation of our difficul-
ties, as well as a re-examination of our basic faith in a system of
universal education, that every effort in the direction of a compre-
hensive review, however fragmentary and halting, is at least better
than passive or stagnating indifference. In the following pages the
attempt will be made to lift into prominence and tO analyze those
factors which seem to be mainly responsible for our present educa-
tional troubles. With the analysis will be submitted constructive
criticisms and tentative proposals on behalf of a desirable co-ordina-
tion of the old and the new. In order to remove the appearance
of a purely subjective cppraisal, there will he frequent references

*The writer wkhes to express his inclehtednegs to Profes!or W. D. Reeve of
Teachers College, Columtia Univer-ity, for valuable editorial aqi-tane, and to the
numerous publishers and autho:s who made po,,ible the quotations and references
appearing in this monograph.
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to the current educational literature, thus enabling the realer to
check the author's position against a sOfer body of opinions.'

Nature of questions to be discussed. The extent of the territory
to be covered is such that it will he impossible to Mel this
survey anything but the "high spots" of the educatiof 1 situatiot
The following queries may serve to suggest the genera nature and
scope of the problems to be discussed:

I. What are the chief causes of the present educational unrest?
2. Ilave we a consistent and practicable philosophy d'f education?
3. To what extent should "social reconstruction" be a determin-

ing factor in a basic philosophy of education?
4. Which guiding principles, if any, may b,e applied in the ap-

praisal of the newer educational trends?
5. What is the present status of the curriculum- revision move-

ment ?
6. How.are the secondary schools trying to cope with the ptoblem

of mass education?
j. Should vocational education be encouraged at the secondary

level ?
R. Is it possible to maintain standards if secondary education i

to he adapted to the individual pupil?
9. Along what lines should classroom procedures and methods

be chanced, if the findings of the newer psychology of learning are
accepted ?

Does the professional preparation of secondary teachers call
for extensive readjustments?

Althoue,t this study is intended primarily for teachers of mathe-
matic's, its scope must necessarily he enlarged to include the edu-
cational scene as a whole. Education is viewed as a unified process
extending from the kindergarten to the university. Hence, fre-
quent exeur-:ions Nill he neule into the elementary field for the sake
of a more inclusive perspective.

PART ONE

EDUCATION IN A CHANGING WORLD

A Wt:Itl.I) IN TURMOIL

External causes of world-wide unrest. That the whole civilized
world is tviw upinu, through an upheaval uoparalleled in history
has heogne a commonplace observati'on. From day to day the news-
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paper bring us startling accounts of new and upsetting events at
home . aproad. ' Everything seems to he in-a state of flux. Great
empires are facing as sudden dissolution or transformation as the
neighborhood grocery or the eomniunity's time-honored institutions.
Enterprises, large or small, local or nathmal, seem destined to feel
the imp :act of forces that cannot he ignored.

We all know, in a general way. what is hack of this development.

.oftenThe story has been told often that its restatement is almost.
superfluous. Tlie World Vat., so we are informed. 'merely ac-
celerated the approach of an .nev.ta.i i l 1a crisis which sooner or later
was hound to overtake the modern world: Our machine civilization,
with its ever-iticreasing use of high-powered and au,nimatic pfoduc-
lion devices, is in violent contrast Nv ift h the era of handwork. Tegh-. .

nological unemployment appears to he with us permanently. Agri-
culture, continually made more efficient, is likewise tending in the
direction of controlled mass production. And so the -technocratic'.
zIge is upon us. bringing with it an almost unent,ling eries of eco-
nomic and social problems. The great industrial .nat ions, all striving
to he self-contained instead of co-operative, seem to he bent on a
life-and-death stru..4-gle for raw materials, markets, and colonial out-
lets- for their excess population. In our big cities thousands of un-

o employed workers are anxiously awaiting. the return of prosperity.
Governments everywhere are trying to feed their hunQry millitols
and at the same time .vainly attempt to balance bud.,ts. Re-

trenchment at some points and unlimited expenditures at other
points have thrown civic anti national households into a state of
chronic uncertainly. In the., meantime, the, popular demand for
-.table conditions and for economic security is approaching the status
of a relit4ions dol!ma. As a corollary, political reorientation is ',chub
nn in an unprecedented wil. While the democratic nation: of the
VC-It ern world are experimenting with tzoernmefital modifications
' ithiri the framework of their constitutions, the fascist and collec-
tii-tic states are eniorcing the dictates of a minority on hehalf
of an extreme nationalism or a militant prolet:Iriat. In this battle
of t2igantic dimensions the fate of the individual is becomino:

incria-;itelly in,h!nificant and pricarious. Is --not the conclu-ion
itHified ili:11 ',libation, forever tenccnrd with ti..o diAlity (I in-
dividual devrii,pinvin and hadei-hip. will be driea either to iir-
pott.ot -uriendt r ''r to a pa,--ion:or defen-e of its mo:t pr-ci:m.:
Lonvit-tioi, and ri inciple:?
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Internal causes nrest. Hardly less important than the eco-
,nomic and political factors just mentioned, as causes of our dis-
turbed outlook, are certain subsurface influences. These, ,too, are
well-known to any student of modern education. The old land
marks of former, days have been rudely shaken. First and foremost,
a deified materialistic science must he held largely responsible for
an all-too-prevalent mechanistic interpretation of the universe. It .

is the tragedy of this age that precisely at the time wen science
is losing its mechanistic bias, the spiritual forces of mankind are
held in bondage by a false reverence for alleged scientific finalities
that are heing discredited by -honest scientific thinkers. As vet,
psychology, religion, philosophy. and education are suffering from
their fatal contact with a rAhine conception of life and human
destiny. I fence the futile attempts to derk'e valid g.uiding principles
from an experimental philosophy of education which rest; on a
mechanistic foundation. In proportion as the individual is viewed
merely as an inconsequential atom in a relentless evolutionary strug-
gle based on the survival of the fotest, and in proportion as life's
ideals are given the status of purely pragmatic and provisional
generalizations devoid of intrin-ic worth and authority, education
is finding it increasingly difficult' to' rescue its faith in the unique
value of the educational proce,s for the individual child. Hence
we have a type of mass education which is forced down to the level
of the -statistical ztverage. In a world thus robbed of its anchor-
age and it: dependence on clearly charted routes, education is grop-
ing about blindly for pilots that appear to know how to steel: a
'ours(: at a safe distance from the rocks of de;truction.

How a philosopher views the' situation. Under such conditions,
how may a teacher preserve sanity of judgment and alinnest of
mind? More especially. how may we rise above the babel of con-
temporay voices and rescue for ourselves that unified thinking
which is our only e-Cape from hopyle,.: cynicism or personal dis-
integration For an answer, let us rum to a philosopher who has
been sufficit;ntly close to the popular mood to have dev..aloped a
deep undertanding of our spit itual dktemper and its pos,:ible or-

'rec'tion. Will nurant. in his .11omi:wc of Philosophy. ha, uiven
one of the most penetrating (Tit ici,u,s of the modern eca. together
Nvith it revealiip_! dia2nosis that tuit!ht represent .t fir-4 -step in the
direction of a cure. Quotations firm that %ork are presented on the
follow ing page<
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%Annan conduct and belief are now undergoing transformations pro-
f i founder and more disturbing than any since Qae appearance of wealth

and philosophy put an end to the traditional religion of the Greeks.
It is the age of Socrates again: our moral life is threatened, and our

. intellectual life is quickened and enlarged, by the disintegratio'n of
ancient 'customs and beliefs. Everything is new and experimental in
our ideas and our actions; nothing is established or certain any more.
The rate,complexity. and variety of change* our time are without
precedent, even in Periclean clays: all forms\about us are altered,
from the :tools that complicate our toil, and the wheels that whirl
us restlessly abotit the earth, to the innovations in our sexual relation-
ships, and the hard disillusionment of our souls. The passage from

` agriculture to industry, from the village ..to the town, and from the
town to the city, has elevated science, debased art, liberated thought,\_.
ended monarchy and aristocracy, generated democracy and-sodalism,
emancipated woman, disrupted marriage, broken down the old moral
code, destroyed asceticism with luxuries, replaced Puritanism with
Epicureanism, exalted excitement above content, made war less fre-
quent and more terrible. taken from us many of our most cherished
religious beliefs. and given us in exchange a mechanical and fatalistic,
philosophy of life. All things flow, and we are at a loss to find some
mooring and stability in the flux. ,

In every developing civilization a period comes when old instincts
and habits prove inadequate to altered stimuli, and ancient institu-
tions and moralities crack like. hampering shells under the obstinate
growth of life. In one sphere after ;mother, now th..t we have left
the farm and the home for the factory, the office and the world, spon-
taneous and ."natural" modes of order and resPonse break down, and
intellect chaotically experiments to replace with conscious guidance
the ancestral readiness and simplicity of impulse and wonted ways.
Everything must be thought out, from the artificial "formula" with
which we feed our children, and the "calories" and '`vitamins- of our
muddled dietitians, try-4.1ae bewildered efforts of a revolutionary govern-
ment to direct and co-ordinate all the haphazard processes of trade.
We are like a man !to cannot walk with(an thinking of his legs, or
like a player who must analyze every. moe and stroke as he plays.
The happy unity of instinct is gone from. us. and we flounder in a
sea of reasoning and doubt; in the midst cit unprecedented knowledge
and power we are uncertain of our purpoi0s. our values. and our goals.

From this confusion the mu rscor short h y of a ?nature mind is to
rise out of the moment awl the part, and c'onte'mplate' the whale. What
we ban. lost above all is total perNpectiz-e. Life seems too intricate

Ito and mobile for us to gra,p its unity and :-1:znitiance; we cease to he
citilcbns and become only individuals: we have no purpof.es that look
beyond our death: we are fragments of men. and nothing more. No
omb (t ";cept Spengler) dare-: tudity to ,survey life in its entirety; analy-

dnd we fectr the expert: in every field. and keep
our-el\ es. for safety's sake. lashed to our narrow specialties. Every
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one knows his part, but is ignorant of its meaning in the play. Life
itself grows meaningitcss, and becomes empty just when it seemed most
full. ..

Let us put aside our fear of inevitable error, and survey all the
problems of our state, trying to see each' part and puzzle in the light
of the whole. We shall dame philosophy as total perspective, as
mind overspreading life and forging chaos into

or
. . .

For what if we should fatten our purses. -or rise to high office, and
yet all-the while remain ighorantly naive,, coarsely unfurnished in the
mind, brutal in befuivior, unstable in character, chaotic in desitE,
blindly miserable?

Ripeness is all. Perhaps philosophy Will give its, if we are faithful
to it, a healing unity of soul, s/oz.rn/y and sell-contradictory
in our thinking; it may be 114 we shall clarify ourselves, tied pull
ourselves together into consfstency, and be ashamed to harbor contra-
dictory desires or beliefs. Awl through this unity of mind may come-
that unity of purpose and character which ?nukes a personality, and
lends some order and dignity to our existnce. Philosophy' is har-
monized knowledge making a harmonious life; it is the self-discipline
which lifts us to serenity awl fr«doni. no is pow,r, but only

,wisdom is liberty.
Our culture is superficial today, and our knowledge dangerous, be-

cause we are rich mechanisms and poor in purposes. The balanceof mind whichonce came of a warm religious faith is gone; science
has taken from us the supernatural bases'of our morality, and all the
world Seems consumed in a disorderly individualism that reflects the
chaotic fragmentation of our character. We face again the problem
that harassed Socrates: how shall we find a natural ethic to replace the
supernatural sanctions that have ceased to influence the behavior of
men?, iVithout philosophy, without that total vision which unities pur-
poses and establishes the hierarchy of desires. we fritter away our social
heritage in cynical corruption on the one hand, and in revolutionary.
niadness on the other; we abandon in a moment our pacific idealism and
plunge into the co-operative suicide of war; we have a hundred thou-
sand politicians, and but a single statesman. it:c mote about the earth
with unprecedented speed, but we do not know, and have not thought,
where we are going, or whether TeC shall find any happiness there for our
harassed souls. ts are being destroyed by our know lc(h2e, Nrhich has
made drunk with our power. And sit, shall not ht' eft without

CRISIS IN EDI t*Y1 ION

A pNyibologist looks at education. Having noted the me.z-zage of
the philosopher to MIT disorg.anized society, let us turn to a trenchant

' Durant, Will. TI,' Ihnsion, ix. x -xi. Simon and Schuiter,
New Yolk, he Op, in the oriainal tet.
Italics are introduivii here and in ail for tun Nike or empha:sis.
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'analysis of the educational situatiod which confronts us at this
time. It comes from the pen of a distinguished psychologist who
has also given evidence of his keen interest in the deeper meanings
of life. Professor Raymond 11. Wheeler of the University of Kansas
is a leading exponent of configurational psychology. The' fol-
lowing, abstract from one of his recent monographs is significant
here :

Why is our educational system under fire all the way from the
kindergarten to our graduate schools? Nearly everybody senses a bad
situation; it is doubtful if anybody has completely analyzed what it
is. Perhaps the reasons can more adequately he seen if education is
deliberately examined as an institution created by the people for the
purpose of facilitating social progress. Then the problem requires a
close inspection of cultural history, and a clear-cut recognition of a
cultural change that is taking place on a world-wide scale. today. This
change penetrates deeply into science and is altering the fundamental
pattern of dur thinking. Indeed, the change is so revolutionary that
the conservatively minded person can see nothing in it. No one sees
into it whose mind is burdened with inertia, or whose attitude is shaped
by nineteenth century points of view.

Essentially. the crisis in education is synchronous with this in
the fabris: of human culture. Its immediate occasions are numerous.
Among them is the discovery that nature has been misconceived, more
especially human nature. Science, too, has been misdelmed. When
man rediscovered science during the Rt:naissance he overestimated the
part played by environment the stimulus. the objective. the inductive
process as compared with the part played by man himself, in relation
to environment. lie underestimated the part he played the depend-
enie of environment on him -in the observation process. lie neg-
lected the deductive aspect of experience, itself. Consequently he did
not discover until the twentieth century that nature, after all, has a
deductive as well as an inductive way about her, implicit in the char-
acter of her objective methods. And what is quite as important, it
was not until the twentieth century that scientists discovered how
beautifully they were letting the deductive aspect of the observation
process impose itself upon nature. lie I the 'scientistl had left fact-get-
ting unsafeguarded against errors of logic. Iie had taken for granted
a certain conception of reality and was leaving it unin-pected. It was
a mechanistic conception.

Meanwhile. it came to he for purpo;es of educat;on, that
knowledge is More itIthictiVe than dedue ti\ :11111(1-1 ext-lo-ivtly bloc-
tiVe. This fatal error ha, cost us much. The inductive bias assumes
knowledge to he built up piecenwal from so nun it experience here and
so much there, The bit, air put to.z.ether. "I he <e hid t urrit ulum is
based upon this thesis from the kindergarten to the graduate school.
Separate courses; separate skills. Now we know that knowledge al:-

i
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cumulates in no such fashion and that, for the most part, individuals
become educated, in spite of, rather than because of, formal efforts
to integrate these isolated scraps of knowledge into a single whole,
the individual mind. Education has been successful, in a ni,,asure,
because there are good teachers who have always intuitively sensed the
fact that knowledge does not grow in piecemeal fashion. They have
been, successful teachers because.t hey did not practice the psychology
that they had learned, and because they ()volcanic: the handicap's under
which a diYidof curriculum placed them. . .

Culture is unitary, transposing from one! end of knowledge to the
other, across science, literature, art, philosophy, social codes, theory
!ind practice. It is a single pattern. l'her,e is only one.mind by which
to ,.solve all human problems whether they be in physics, psychology,
or politics. .1nd tin- one 4nind will solve its problem,- if at all only
by beginning, in each case. with identically the sow kind of assump-
tions and by advancing with the. same set Of mul34s. F undamental
mistakes made in.one field of endeavor will also lo' made in all the
others, at the same time, and for identically the same tea.:ons, he
change in human thought, toClay, is precisely the discovery of such
a fundamental error which has transposed across all thought and dis-
torted the nature of ;Ill observation. So it is that, toddy. there is
transpiring a universal ,revolution, encompaing the totality of human
thought and attitude. We see it in numerous so-called -movements,-
the relatMstic movement in physical science. the organismic mo\ merit
in biological s( ience, the conl:.,11rational movement in psychological
science, and the socialitic mil% villein in practit econo1nic.4 And pol-
ities. It is no accident that all these eent-: ;ire occurring simultan-
ously. 1 he revolution is beginning to penetrate into the minds of
educator.; who are beginning to in -pm t the educational s ,tem with
the conviction that there 1111111.1111untally i:11 it.
hilt '.hat. they do not 1.now. Jo -i what w tong Can In'; ,tell
in the litAt tit C11:01:zr:: of in sciem

This ncw conception of ni:turc demands ur:c couct ption of ( Iu,
ni and 01 ditoctil, Y thar la 11'pr of tr,if Ili r di

y f/i2Irle 111 11' h( 01 (!f) 1!( fillip! //hi)/ IN, till Mc
'!,),Ls, .i!e. It points th,- z..-oy out oi the ph

piol;qt, , 1)1, I ( ,i)/( , Plitt); 0'
...:)./ ,1):,/ Ir Hi/L.'. It the

th/u/.' dr, hlvit p .tr,))11 11141 7,11,11, v

111,!t- it I. nh, f), v,
,/ 1,1111,1. I ;MI ( lb,' 'int; w!, .11:1,1) r,
,:ni`!?, I ,,#1, IP? t 11, 11/11, ati. 1- 14011 ..

It h !lie 1.11( (ttj, .11 t.l 1 lit. Ir.irliji:L! )( 111,in
h I, 1,04.1 t-filttt.,;/:(11. i,t by th,, t. te.,, h -
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tand education, still prevailing, do not yield methods that provide the
growing mind with that unity of knowledge wrika4 it craves, and makes
it useful, nor does it furnish the growing mind with that social insight
upon which the integrity of the social order rests. The secret of
democracy is co-operation, yet childhood and youth are taught under
a scientific philosophy of competition, the philosophy of a mechanistic
order. Youth is taught this falsehood in biology., in psychology4 and

business. ... .

The resistance against new discoveries . . . comes from the man
who was once too sure that he was right and now finds it very difficult
to change. It conies largely from that leadership in education where
one ought to expect the quickest and surest grasp of what is going on
in the world today Ns it is, educational leadership is far behind
scientific leadership, (Ten far behind the leadership of educated
laymen. This leaders /rip in education is so far behind, on the whole,
that unless it comes to life, reforms will be accomplished without it. . . .

Education has spent its substana upon the mechanics of a machine.,
worrying about tcchnicalitio of method and efficiency, 'without knowl-
edge of what it is that makes the mind efficient. It lacks a philosophy,
a goal, an understading of culture. It is ignorant. of history, science,
and logic. As a consequence it has set up a :shallow educational pro-
gram, dry and devitalized, that works against the true forces of demur-
'racy by stimulating superficiality, conformity and the homogeneity
of the mob. Denuiracy hinges upon unique contributions of the
individual, upon itulizcidual digerences. not-upon their elimination. A
common ground of knowledge and sympathy can not he obtained or
preserved on such a basis. Special skills or special subjt.cts, taught

out of relation to culture as a whole, do not integrate: there is no
transfer. . . . Methods have the cart before the horse. The true pro-
cedure by which we learn is not that of beginning .with the -elements"
but that of beginning with limited, but unified, general grasps of 'total
situations. Learning is orientation, a single process; it is not several
processes put together.

Again, educat..on is on the firillEf lint because it is saturated with
a hy;cocritical and false utilitarianism. Pragmatism has been misde-
fined. A fad is not true becawe it works; it works because it is

true. 1'ragmati3in ozceremphasizes ;mans at the expense of eels,
method at the expense of purpose, the practical at the expense (if the
ideal. The pragmatic is that whieh functions as means toward the
ideal, which is the end. Thre can be no prat tit al out of relation to
the ideal, no process out of relation to an end, no progress without the
anticipation of a goal whit h is its i);cn lina:elcilL;e should not
be taught as subordinate to titc prat flog, but the pro: tical as subordi-
nate to kno-icledge.

Learning is disco:,ery, always di,,,r;rry. It is not achicve(1 by me-
chanical methods of i-Xt rcise and drill, nor, in the eo:,;(nti::nal sense
of the term, is it .,ubordinate to pain and pleu.Nurc. Tn,re are symp-
toms. not (whys.
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Education has much of its work to do over. That is US it sliould be.
Tite stiencrs have had to do it; :hey are doing it now. irlirn
educators discover what their true task is and build a new temple.12

PART TWO

THE STRUGGLE FOR. AN ADEQUATE PHILOSOPHY
OF EDUCATION3

PHILOSOPHY AND SCIENCE AS ESSENTIAL ENIERetosEs

Our constant dependence, on philosophy. It has been said that
philosophy is an unusually persistent and honest attempt at clear
thinking about life's great problems. if such thinking is pursued
with sufficikynt intensity and thoroughness, it will lead inevitably to
a consideration of the beginnings and the end of all things. In
other words, all true thinking seeks an adequate anchorage or
starting point from which it may proceed, and with equal necessity
is directed toward a goal. \ And so, throughout the ages there may
be observed the never-ending struggle to li,u1 convincing answers
concerning such fundamental questions as the following: "Where
do we come from?" "Where do we go ?'"'What is the purpose of
all things that exist ?" "What is the goal of the universe?" "Why
should there he a universe rather than noiiiing?" Is anything
truly real ? How can we know?" "'What is truth?"

As soon as man emerges from a state of primeval savagery, he
begins to ask questions of this sort. To this day, they cannot ,pos-
sibly be evaded. Like a never-ending melody, these questions ac-
company us from the cradle to the grove. They transcend all of
life s activities.

Science and philosophy as complements. It needs to he repeated
again and again that both science and philosophy are permanent
and essential human enterprises. There :mid be no quarrel between
them. Each has its characteristic domain. If their respective func-
tions were clearly differentiated, much of the confusion in present-
day thinking would he eliminated.

HaYrIOnd 1101(kr, "The rik in Billtratil.11:' Si hoof old Sociei y,
1 miner t. till. 7ch-79.

III thy preparation (II tin, v, I ih r viy:10 . aitvil by Pro-
u- -or NI. Drnia,bkevich, introduction to t he Ivy:. du American
Book Company, New Volk, 1.,;;. IP at hi- laydn to thi4 re-
markably sitar tratNe arul to an uarhi r 1, luntr h% Pna..-or A N.

rntiiird T he .Ilan of btu, h, n and t): h, r -,It,, he Macmillan
Comp.my, New York,
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It.

ScinCe is interested in Ih1 (..scoviery of is zind in their syste-
matic study, The scientific method has enabled man to enlarge
his dominion over this material world to an exteut'previously con -
sideredimpossible. The achievemynts of modern science read like

fairytale. 1;11y the expert use of observation, of laboratory ex-
perimentation, ainl of Mathematical analysi,l, the scientist has
fashioned the-tools which have Cllabled 11i111 to .tra11414111
to relieve human sffering-, to place heretofore unknOCvn material
comforts within the reach of everybody, to extend the confines of
knowledge beyond .anything held possible in previous centuries.

But this spectacular 'success of the scientific method has led cer-
tain men of science, though usually not the greatest scientists, to
look with contempt at -tnqe.speculation.': Such an attitude ignores
a very simple Inv akl-impytant distinction between the relative
functions of science and philsophy. It is obvious that the scientist
can never subject:..to observatinn or experimentation either the
beginnings ofithings or their final fate. That is. the question of
"ultimates- is !ATOM' his province. Philosophy begins where sei-
cher ends. scientist may also be a philosopher. But wheh he
speaks a: a philosOpher, he moves in a different realm:

Scicuccin the sense of experimental -science or "science proper--
is interested in kno;,.inq facts, their immediate oriin, their- fouls and
eon Veti licn(CS. It ntrols and verities its own kliowit.dge nifty within
the realm ('I those facts. EXPribliellial (10(S 110t, SI !i(ly nor
can it study -.the first. (owes and last emirs of till existence. Those
thin...!,; cannot, nil account of their very nature, i)e demonstrated in a
lidmratory. Similarly. experimental science is not concerned with the
problem of the last foundations of all knowledge, of the validity of
knowledge in generd

All told. experimental science nn account of it' very nature, result-
ing from its metholl of investigation and verification, cannot penetrate
hdow the surface of phenomena or the reality as it appears to. be.
But humanity clamors for an answer to the question as to . hat is
the ultimate sense of all e\i,tence. 'rho hi,tory of philosophy, in its
metaphy-:ical or ontob'e.4ical doctrines. presents a series of answers for
the benefit of all who wish to he at -isted in their quest for a rational
ultimate certainty by the proved lindinE4s and suvve,tiop: of great phi-
lo!..ophrs. Such the tir,t ,fundamental fact about tle. hi-.tory of
ph ilo,ophy .4

It is (lear. that neither science nor phihophy can furnish cow-
an:swers to ultimate questions. Ea,..11 is moving on a i.urve

th.mia.hkefith.op. .1.;1. pp. 11-4t. hy 1,I 'The M.1(11611.111 Com-
p.oty, 1)111111-Awl 4..

.
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that approaches, but never reaches, its asymptotes: This gap be-
tween reality and its human interpretation can 1a bridged only' by
enlightened religious faith. It remains true that "where there js no
vision:the people perish." l'isiou is the fundamental concern of
philosophy and religion. .

Education and philosophy. Obviously, education-rests on-the triple
foundation of ,science, p'hilosot v, aid religion. Some educa-
tional leaders seem to have .1.61,...;otten this fact.- In their desire
to'make education purely -objective" and "scientific," they have
been misled into an abandonment of philosophic orientation. Here
is ope of the principal sources-of the present confusiv in our edu-
cational aims, and in our educational theories and programs.

In hiS. Inglis Lecture on The Way Out of Educational Confusion,

frofessor Dewey stated, with perfect truth, that this confusion,
which is only too apparent, "is due ultimately to aimlessness."5
Precisely, but what caused, this aimlessness? Is it not due in large
measure to the very men who are now deploring its arrival ?: Was
it ,not the same Professor Dewey who urged us "to abandon the
search for absoli : and immutable reality and value,'"' and -w-ho
identified religion with superstition?' We are certainly facing a
peculiar situ ion-when another well-known. educator assures us
that until "t e' people'' have decided what they want in education,
there is no hope for improvement. is not this a declaration of
bankruptcy on the part' of these same educationtti leaders to whom
"the people" have looked for guidance? Is not our educational
crisis due largely to our uncritical espousal of pragmatic thinking

ffwhich William James defined as "the attitude of looking tatty from
firstthings, principles, (ate vriet, su ppwed necessities, and of look-
in...,, towarirfist thiligs, consequences, fads ?" But how can -la -I,
things- he diss dated from "first thine "? I fiws not a g(-al pre,,up-
pose a .t,irtin,,7 Nut and a dire, lion ? ITT. can one discuss "con-
sequence.:- Without) -antece(lents-? At best, a priLJnaiic attitude.
leads one to -muddle through somehow,- and to adopt a policy of
momentary expediency.

' Dowey, Jolat. T hr Way Out of Edneti,,n.i' Confu.,i qt, ItA, I.t.cture. p 40,
!Lt.. ard'Uoi% cr-,t.' l'rt-. C.itithrid..:e. iii. .,

" Dot t}, John. I he.'Vur,1 l,,r ett-41'!\', p. :It, Mutton Bald' ;fuel Co , Nov
lotk. I.,: ..

J.Irrt ,, IA till tin. 1'r.1,171 ;:, 777; pp. .7. j- :;::. 1.,,11.:(11.111, G:Cell and CO , Nutt- N't)rk,

t
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r.

Instead, it is here contended that the first step in the direction
of educational recovery is.an honesexamination of the "first things
and principles" from which we-have been aimed away to our
detriment.

BASIC PHILOSOPHIC ORIENTATION

Importance of basic concepts and assumptions. Every well-in-
formed teacher of mathematics knows the role which is occupied
in the study of mathematics by its underlying concepts and assump-
tions or postulates. The first genuine example of a postulational
system was Euclid's famous textbook on geometryY It taught the
world how to organize knowledge on a basis of definitions'and first
principles. We have ample reason for saying that thi! deductive
techniques of mathematics have furnished a pattern that must
eventually be folloved in every other field of research.'" Only by
being equally careful in its fut.damental approach can education
live to become "scientific." The confusion and uncertainty char-
acteristic of education today will be overcome only in proportion
as its basic concepts and its guiding principles can be stated in less
ambiguous terms. This is impossible without a clear understand-
ing of the working vocabulary of the contr:buting sciences and of
the great hist,.ric systems of phiblosophy.

In particular, the e:lucatir should be familiar with the meaning
aml philosophic import of such terms as materialism (natuialism,
realism), idealism, skepticism, dualism, pluralism, pragmatisn, and
the like. Ile should know that each complete system of philosophy
Was its own inch/physis, or conception of the ultimate reality, its
own epistemohNy, or theory of knowledge, and its own ethics, .or
doctrine of conduct and values.."

Thus, tlar materialistic approach to the problem of reality is
empiricisn, . Materialism assert::, that all knowledge is based on
the experience of our SE'nes. Ethically. materialkm lead: to deter-
minism. according to which an conduct k governed by mechani-
cal n;tt Ural Lt1, the inherent properties of matter. Hence, a OM-

}:c% J . Thinking about Thinking, p. I:. P. Dutton and Co.. Nvw
Voll.: 19:6.

!" BUIL T ht Scar, h !or Truth, The William-. C W ilkin-;
I.

I tun:: h h. op ce ch.tp: I III ; ,t al-o Patrick, CI W
ininquetten to ph,, I-IV, flolditon Minim , list, tun. 19.4, re -

% Istil, 1935.
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sistent materialist. must deny thit freedom 'of the will as well as
moral responsibility..

Idealism, on the other hand, asserts that the ultimate reality is
spiritual or immaterial. Its method of obtainIng knowledge of this
true reality is the speculation of our reason. Ethically, idealism as-
serts the freedom of the will.

Just as we now have d-mulliplicity of consistent systems of
mathematical axioms, so we may approach life's ultimate problems
in the spir.it, of one or the other of the greaLphilosophic systems.
And choose V..e must. In the .follnwiiik.passage, Professor Ralph
ileatley has iAtated this thought very clearly, though perhaps the
negative fort of his opening sentences may seem unwarranted:

We can never fully. know what is the true end of man: we can never
know the prkise purpose of the secondary school: we can never know
the part which mathematics ought to play in training the youth orthis
nation. These matters rest ultimately.upfin philosophy, and there are
many philosophies. The 'answers vary according to the philosophy we
choose, If we choose that, one which yields the most liatisfactory
answers, we must realize tilat this very satislirtion, however obtained
----from standardized tests, subjective opinion: the experience of the
ages, common sense--derives its ultimate validity for us from some
philosophy. Our choice of answer, of what to us is satisfying, reflects
indeed our choice of a philosophy. Our neighbor may choose differ-
ently. As between the respective merits of these philosophies, who
can arbitrke?

Even if we can never surely knOvr, 'a common philosophical notion
prompts us to the belief that if we would live, be good citizens and
good teachers, we must try to discover by thinking the "lost satisfying
philosophy concerning the education of boys and girls in secondary
schools.)'

In the of these preliminary considerations, we shall now
examine. however briefly and imperfectly, the dominant educational
philosophies of our day. It will appear that our main, task is a syn-
thesis that avoids extreme positions and fallacious inferences.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF PR -NONT.NTIC' INSTRUMENT.NLISM"

Preliminary statement. .1.11V attempt to summarize in a kw pages
the educational implications of so complex a philosophic movement
la; is represented by the various pha,;es of pragmatic thinking which

Reatiov. -(.)1wrvnte and Diver-ity in St.( mul-try Mathcnnitit;," 7'he
ichtla (',wu,ii of 7.1.,trherc M ithmrti, c, p 165, Bureau of

0/111111UL Um% er-it, New Vorh, 19z3.
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are now current constitutes an almost 'nsuperable task. But since
it is undeniable that the influence of pragmatism, particularly in

, the form given it by Professor Dewey, has been an all-pervasive
edudtional ferment of our generation, such analysis, however
fragmentary, cannot he evaded. The very name of the mqvement
carries us back to ancient Greece. The term. "pragmatic.' was
employed by. Kant in one of his most important treatises. But it
was William James, through. his volume on Pragmatism, who gave
general currency to this mode of thinking. We are here concFrned

primarily with that phase of the pragmatic attitude w:hich has be
come known as instrumrizhzlint. Its chief exponent in this coun-
try is John Dewey. who has given us his views on the subject
in an impressive series of volumes or monograpys." Unfortunately,
Professor Dewey's style is difficult and his Etyg lish often seems im-
penetrable. As a result, it is doubtful if nxiny leachers have ever
had the time or the energy to read one of Dewey's major works.
Most of them have been affected by Dewey's educational ideas
only- indirectly. through a 'large numVer of slogans. It is these
slogans. typeated uncritically until ,They have been accepted as
axioms. which have been responsibk;, in the main, for the educa-
tional influence of l'rofizor DeweY and his MIIIIVFOUS followers.

Not long ago, nearly every appraisal of Dewey's educational con-
tributions exhibited a spirit of frenzied enthu-:iasm .bordering nn
idolatry,' .\ more conservative estimate is now emerging, and the
baneful effects of pragmatic: thinking are at last beginning to be
realized.

Pragmati,an as a method. We now have' a number. of excellent
critical discussions of pragmatism. and particularly of Dewey's
instrumntali-m. In the opinion of the writer, nothing would pay
greater educational dividend.; to the tuaching profess inn just now
than a careful study of these candid studies.''.

" sr, c=urt Lilly Democracy qt,,/ Ref-on 'rur!...,n in Philo,ophr, Ilton.zn
(-nd:o!. /...itt7;":". find A. :110:e. Th.' (),,e t r, r Cer!.thrt v. andt'iri. The by Ikwev

and hi, folh,weN, al-o of importavie
illu-t nit:on-, the re2.411r tn.c. 1st rufrred to the fret tee of Profeor 11 II.
«,mment Iry on De,.%' /h-m.ern entitled Thy Demo-

( of 1.:fire,-:!!,,:t. pp ix ff., The NIA( mill.in CompAn. New York,
1., :

1' In addition to 1 forne- erg t Hint commentary. reference ,hould here lie math.t h. NI . p Pi. 107 I i :

II If . ;: r!rwt..11,111,:don New 'York. , I. I., -The
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The manifoldditied nature of pragm'atism is characterized by
Patrick as Tows :

-Pragmatisin is a tendency and a movement rather than a philosophy.
In fart it holds philosophical systems in profound suspicion. It is
more like a -corridor- through which one may enter upon philosophical
studies. It is on attitude and a habit of thought --a habit of looking
for7,..ard to rroultS rather than backward to first -principles. Every-
thing is to b" jUdged by its fruits, by its consequenees. Thus it fol-
los that Oly 1,1, (1, theOry, or diS pule whih does not make a difference
in its pea' i( f Onscfpen!..r for us erases at once to have any sinifi-
cane. .111 these are simply dropped: they cannot he tested. Hence
a ::resit number of ancient philosophical controversies. theories. Ilypoth-
e.-es. s2, stems just collapse: they fade away under this rigid pragmatic
test

In the oldi.r philosophy there was much talk about certain ideas,
such a- t;od, latter. Reason. the Absolute, the Soul. These ideas
were ultimate. and we felt that we could rest in them. But the
Pragmatist does not take this attitude toward them. He does not
'WOW Ist l St. Ile inquires as to their cash. value. Ile put them
If) 7.ork dud se, 7,410 COnSeqUelleS they Mil y yield. If they %Ill not
work, ii: to not true. Pragmatism unstiffens all our theories, lint -
hers them tip and each one at work. In actual life we have al-
ways th deal with definite concrete situations, and these .situations
are to be met and solved on their own merits not on abstract tra-
ditiomal /ife is a ma.-_-e through which wr are threading
1)10' way as 1,1,1 ti-e can, finding the pith aS 7Ce go along. AnSWrS

.k01; e,! former 011(1110)1V 71ll not solve this one. rvthin
ehttn::s, de.-..clops; nothing is fi.ved, static, final.

mioal chnge,- they gr.ow and become perfected. There
art. no ti,1 or .6)1111 Moral laws and no eternal principles either of
Con,/' I 'Jr kno;ddge. Reality is in ilte making; you and I are mak-

to the future is an open road. oh,:truitud by no
nc, or limiting fates, and dip-mined by no a priori

s, I.,acia. Reality is found in the flo;,:, lif c.xperiencr. The
foard no predetermined end; each 'lull is surmounted

a- it (.ms int, vim. What happens next is not determined. but is
continecnt up,n what has happened. ./.;(,' is a series- cf problems to
be s l;',1 a -11(t es-ion of real truge.les with real difficulties. To think
is .-1-,11 11;,ly se problems and ithqs are tools to in Ip
ii, ,01,11.,,i.

Rt.flev k 0161. evaling, Picture, of a God-made. put--
t rtird h eternal principles of justice or hy eternal math-

1 o ,'f Edocati,m in the Unittl Stat.. 7he
1'. 5: II I .rr hor.b h!lcr mit imti in-( lit nt T r:tt ; 011M-dila

I IN K:iis 161.. \V. II . -Tcndtncir..: in Edo, Ati"nal Philo-4)1)1w," Chap. III
to 7 I.. KAndil. Editnr), The
\t%
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erratical laws, are just fancies. Leibnie theory of the world as the
best of all possible worlds is false. The only real world is the world
of real experience. . .

The spirit of Pragmatism is the spirit of youth, adventure, and
experimentation; it has no patience with idle vaporings about fate
and destiny. No philosophical ideas are true which 'cannot be put to
some practical use. Take such words as God, free-will, or design.
Other than practical significance, says lames, they have none."

In other words, 'pragmatism is. only "a manner of approach to
philosophy, a doctrine of logical method, and, not a theory of the
1-7niverse." According to the pragmatist, "matter and spirit, body
and soul, subject and object, a priori rules of thought or conduct
--all these are too far away, too abstract, too unreal." Hence
"philosophy cannot begin with then-1; it has to do only with ex-
perience: the world is a world of pure experience."

Now, what is experience? The instrumentalist defines it, incom-
pletely, as "the interaction of the living organism with its physical
and social environment." Again, "ideas are not psychical entities
or subjective representations of an objective reality; they are plans
of action, taking into account future consequences with reference
to the weal or woe of the organism. By Intelligence is meant just
this ability to organize responses with constant reference to future
cons( q1ue11(-c.c.-17

A CRITICAL. APPRANAL OF PRAGMATIC INSTRUMENTALISM

We have gone far enough in our analysis to make clear some of
thelcardinal flaws in this mode of approach.

T. To say that "all experiences are real," is one thing. Hut to
affirm also the truth of the coneys/. of this statement leads to
grotesque absurdities. How can one assert that "all realities are
experiences?" Certainly historical events are real, though they
can no longer he -experienced" by any living organism. All race
experience is real. but no individual could ever `.reconstruct" all
of it, even though he lived a million years Such ethical ideals as
justice, truth, and honesty are real, whether we appreciate their
existence personally or not The school is life," we are told. But
the school can never reproduce or -recon%;truct" all of life. We can
never eliminatt. from the scene the equally important 7.icarious ex-
perience of the rare.

" P.itri, k, W.. op (it I T1 1. pp_ S If (The bracketed fictire here. and in
repre-entA the title cited in .t precedini_! footnote intinated by that

'' p.number I
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2. The .pragmatist's conceptiOn of truth, as ordinarily stated,
leads to complete intellectual and ethical nihilism. We are told
that "truth is that which works," and that "the truth of an idea
is not a stagnant property inherent in it." Instead, "truth happens
to an idea; it becomes true, is made true by events!'" Now, as
Patrick correct y points Out, "the verification or test of truth is one
thing, while thb structure of truth is quite another.""

I

3. While it is often very helpful to look upon concepts, ideas, and
thinking as instruments or tools for solving life's problems, it is not
true that all knowledge and all thinking are instrumental. Medita-
tion, contemplation, reflection. philosophic speculation, and the like,
are certainly of vast importance, even though they are at their best
when not concerned with utilitarian considerations or practical
"consequences."

4. It may stimulate us to think of the world as "constantly in the
making,'" of growth leading. to more growth, and still more growth,
by experimental living.- and the like. But what is the incnntive
for constant striving, fnr all this experimentation, without a pur-
pose, without a worthy and inspiring goal? How 'can growth lead
to desirable further growth without some guiding principle? The
absence of such standards, howcver pravbional they may be, must
inevitably lead hi social and cultural chaos.

These inescapable implications of the pragmatic attitude have
often been overinoked by Professor Dewey's many admirer. Edu-
cation has paid a heavy price for these weaknesses in his theory.
Only a radical revision of our educational creeds can bring order
out of the present cnnfu,ion and aimlessness which Professor Dewey
himself deplores, but finr which his nude of thinking is so largely
responsible.

THE Mill W.411'111' Or C11 \1c!:. AND ()I, SOCIAL RE(1)Ng1Rt-crii)N

The concept of "change.- "Everything flows," said Heraclitus,
some five hundred ears before the Christian era. Since then, the
concept of change, of flux, has continuously affected philosophic
discussions. l nday. the apn,ties of *lige seem anxious to make
it the dominant cnnept tai edu atinn. just at present they repre-
sent a pnwerful pre,sure :2rnup. and in the surface their ar.zurnents
t'em both nnvincim: and impres-.ive.

p 3,)r.
'v /bid p. ;93
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In the first'place, the doctrine of evolution, so we are'told, clearly
points out the ceaseless transformation that has been going on in
the physical world. From the tiniest atom to the island universes
floating in outermost space, nothing seems immune from the impact
that constantly modifies the cosmic scene.

The same ap2enrs to be true of all human institutions, as Spengler
has shown. Culture epochs cd;ine and go. and civilizations rise and
fall, in obedience to the same inexorable laws of growth and decay
that govern all biological organisms.

In this evolutionary setting, it has become our fate to experience
the arrival of the machine age with its unavoidable outcome, the
industrial revolution. a result the time-honored customs and
beliefs of society are being subjected to transforming influences be-
yond the wildest dreams of even a generation ago, The whole world
i3 being tested in a crucible of fire. Will the result be a new birth
or complete chaos?

The doctrine of change in the field of education. The school,
we are told. cannot remain indifferent to the titanic conflict we are
,vitnessing from day to day. In ringing phrases, the militant edu-
cational reformer tells us that the school has degenerated into a
museum of fossilized procedures, of antiquated curricula and objec-
tives. We need a complete turnover. Above x,11, the school must
assist in the -continuous reconstruction of society" and in bringing
about the adjustments dd mantled by the new economic order. This
thesis has been stated as follows by Profffsor Dewey:

An identity. an equation, exists between the urgent social need of
the present and that of education. Society. in order to so. e its own
problems and remedy its own ilk. needs to employ science and tech-
nolo*. for social instead of merely private ends, This need for a
swirly in which experimental inquiry and panninq for social ends are
oriNnically n. ta.;noc, is also ..te need 'o r a new education. Tn one
ea,:e as in the other, there is cupplied a new dynamic- in conduct and
there is required the co-operative use of intelligewe on a social scale
in behalf of social values.'

More: recently Profe,sor Kilpatrick ha, further expressed his
views on the same subject :

Mo.,t inclusive of the am devidopmeot-; now demanding attention
is the fm t of modern rapid chamze, nnruii di,cussd but tr.wically
(ii-11,Innled in social thinl:inu anti educational practise.

Willi:tm 11 (I. Thr Frontit-r. p I) Apply.

tor,cuntnry Nrvk L. ;
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.

A modern notiort,.of change has emerged. Affairs develop in ever
novel fashion. Newituat'ons continually confront. New aims arise.
Old knowledge and h, bits are reworked in with the _new conditions,
and nt' results appear. Cult lin' thtcs accumulates: ever new knowl-
edge, distinctions., ;mita( s, and technic's. Efficiency thus increases
and social intelligence grows. Individual intelligence sharing.the new
cultural product should grow correlatively.

Amid ever novel e»nlitions, thinking is stressed, nu re habit could
not suffice. Each U. situatimi is a problem, demanding its study and
thouglit.' tr:v out our best thought plan; we wateh'whether it
works. Each new program is thus an experiment. Amid changing
conditions, WI' liVe experimentally, most do so. Education ceases then
to be mere acquisition of SOW( tilikt: krinfird Er) liCCO111('S

C.Vin7/111Cntal.. OthIrWiSC, it writ' no firtrtinlitc preparation for a chang-
ing and experimental

In a rapidly changinif civilization new social problems thus con-
tintrilly arise, with ever new solution.i. proposed. These new solutions.
democracy demands, must he passed upon by the people. Citizens
must then be continually studying. criticizing their institutions to im-
prove them. Social education thus must become a lifelong process.
Tliis must begin before twenty-one, or the person is sadly handicapped
and probably biased against study aml intelligent criticism.

The schools must accept the new task. The pupils must learn ever
!letter. with their increasing years. to study anti criticize our institu-
tional life, in order, intelligently, to help improve it. The alternative
is unintelligent indoctrination in the status quo::t

Extreme demands, No ore ..11()111(1 object to a sensible and balanced
'ictnand an "up-toliare- educational program. Our future citi-
zens. taxpayers, and wage earners can hardly learn too much about
the conditions which they must face all too soon. It would he
highly menacing to our institutions to bring up the rising genera-
tion in ignorance of the pressing cc-inomic. and political prob-
lems that surround us on all sides. Hu; does that obvious duty war-
rant a disregard of all other eduLational values or needs that we
have held sacred thus far ? In a frenzy of enthusiasm. the social
reformer would start with a clean -late. Ile has lint one objective.
to makc.The school ...-ucit./1.-Cr nif 1-1 r!. In the interest of this new
gospel, everything else must li sac riticed. Suc'd hoary subjects as
Latin and mathematit s must 1,o, forei.2n 1:nr_!tiages are tatu u. -ci
cmce is tolerated for iN of i,il servi, \alins.- and literature and
art are retained ;N 11.N imr-. Any defense of the -old-
line subjects- is *tlenonni d as the Hot, ry of v:ted

hats,oti,t \. 1:-% u. ' V Vl it, th na! 1,!
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Apparently the pupils will be expected to give newly all their
time to current political and economic problems. They a e to learn
about unemployment and its causes, about technocracy and the
"economy of abundance," about taxation, production costs, wages,
and profits. Are they also to be informed about the real or t leged
dangers of capitalism, about the merits and possible flaws of s ial-
ism, communism, and fascism?

One gets the impression that under this new dispensation
social reconstruction, each school is to' be transformed into a con-
tinuous &bating society. - The schoolroom is -to be kept in con-
stant totich with the march of events by every available means. such
as excursions, visits to factories, bulletins, news letters, movies, and
radi talks. Newspapers and periodicals are to replace the text-
books. Intricate and highly "explosive'problems that have baf-
fled the ingenuity 'of an army of experts are presently to he attacked
by immature boys and girls, many of whom Cannot read seventh
grade books, cannot, write an English sentence, and cannot perform
the simplest computations.

.\ college professor has remarked that if all the economists and
statisticians of the world were placed in a 'no, end to end, they
would not reach a conclusion. Perhaps that 'he reason why the
reformer such great results from pupils who are "unbur-
dened by the useless knowledges and skills of the traditional cur-
ricula." That many of them are thus unburdened, every teacher
knows only too well,22

A saner attitude. Significantly enough, thi teachers who are to
be the principal agents in creating the new, society centered school,
are beginning to realize some of the difficulties that lie ahead of
them. They know only too well that whenever the social studies
still appear on the educational menu under such specialized designa-
tions as history, civics, and economics, the "average pupil" extends
to them the same impartial sales resistance that all the other "vested
intere-is" of the school have so long been aware of. These Teachers
are beginning to su:pect that the trick 'if using a new name for
tbe..e ..ubjecis" is not going to make a new being out of a poorly

F.ir a ,-urve... of the \treme ctun.nqd above the reader may be referred
to El rreit. S. (Editor), Cibill,-no. to Sr,-end.tr bluration, Appleton .Century
Co , w York, or contra-tine point of view. see Dernia,hkevich, M..
-Thy .11:rbra of Cy.-it,," T he Harvard T biter, Record, February. 1.it5; and

. fotr.droli," 1 ttr phil,f,phy of Education, pp. iy7
diner is an 13,,tik Comp.tny.
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prepared, aimless youngster. In their group discussions, they point
out the hopelessness of assigning to the teachers of the social
studies the role of super engineers of the new educational age.

It is encouraging to observe this sane wientation in the authori-
tative pronouncements that have recently been issued by the Com-
mission on, the Social Studies. In an impressive series of reports
and studies, some of which are still in preparation, the Commission
is submitting its findings and suggestions. Of particular interest
is the volume entitled Conclusions and Recommendations.-'3
Chapter Two of this volume presents a "Frame of Reference";
Chapter Three offers a discussion of "Philosophy and Purpose in
Education"; Chapter Four is concerned with the -Selection and
Organization of Materials of Instruction." Much of this report
should be broifght to the attention at every teacher, and particu-
larly to the attention of every iconoclast who, in the name of the
"social studies," would demolish the entire educational structure.

We submit merely the following statements as samples of the
commendable sanity and thoroughness which, on the whole, charac,-
terize the work of the Commission on the Social Studies:

The main function of the social sciencrs is law acquisition of accurate
knowledge cif, and in formed insight into, man and societ y; drat of
social science instruction is the transmission of such knowledge and
insight, with attendant skills and loyalties, to the individuals compos-
ing society. Regardless of the special circumstances of et time,
these ful.114ms are vitally important and likely to b. (live in the
'measure of the breadth: and dcpt h of their colter pilau, involving a
rcal knowledge of man' and "swirly under most diverse conditions and
civet:instal:0 S.

. . . Se/1010'5Np has it .s OZen perat and to .say' t hat SCirn(i'
exists merely to serve the instant need of things, (-awes, or parties 1s to
betray a fatal ignoram e of its nature and of inexorable move mint., in
hough,

The Commission believes that I undamcntall y lhe dish:1(7(AI ed pur-
suit of truth and the purmonent interests of soci, t v as' a whole are
not, and ( 011114 he, inc0111 pat 114, and that hotli t sot. jtit se jun/ ist
Iii NS st y and the teacher of any social MT iii 111< dossroom are
committed. to scholarly, se le nti fic ideals bate rent in t ir pro fo,si It and
nr u potion:2'

23 RrPrt t he Cotnnti,%bm on Illy' .Social St udie , ('harle '4,1)14. Nrw
Vork, z()It. 1.nr a re.vi).)) of the final volume. and Rre,n71,/,-)! tation),
sec The So,.1,11 SHolirs. Vol. XXV, (h11)111.r, elle) iall) the paper I)) N1r. Kn-
noll Gull, pp. 2sS 293.

"ibid., pp. 7-8.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF PioimANENT VALITs

The concept of "invariance." Every student of mathematics has
occasion to learn that this great science is not exclusively con-
cerned with "variables" and with "transformations.' It is quite
as much interested in "constants,- so much so that the concept of
invariance has become one of the key ideas of mathematics. Thus,
the elementary number facts will always remain the same. Two
and two will always be four. The sum of the. angles of a triangle,
in Euclidean geometry. will always be Itio'. The quadratic formula
has ar unchanging relation to the standard quadratic equation.
This idea of invariance, as the mathematician sees it, was given
currency especially by Professor Felix Klein, and it has been dis-
cussed admirably by many othvr writers."''

Now. the pragmatkt seems constitutionally unable to tolerate
this idea of permanence, of enduring backgrounds, of controlling
"frames of reference.- He feels that he is being put into a strait-
jacket by any attempt at "indoctrination,- at binding agreements,
at fixed principles of action or of conduct. Ilk style is cramped,
so to speak. by anything but a provisional and highly "experi-
mental- attitude toward reality. Ile desires fo lie absolutely free,
"reconstructing" the universe as, he sees fit. Ile is forever on the
road toward ever-shifting horizons. To a certain extent, this has
come to be a national characteristic. I.ike many summer tourists,
we are "always going full blast nowhere.

But this old world of ours has been a long time in the making.
Somehow, after billions of \ ears Of cosmic' adVeffillre, it seems to
have achieved a few settled adjustments. If this had not been the
case, there would be no super galaxies. and certainly no solar sys-
tem. There would lie no biological organisms. for the very essence
( ife is orm 'Wil:atimi. and that implies a plan. hen man arrived
on4he scene, ht' found no alternative but that of ''accepting the
universe,'' its law of graOat ion. its laws of health. and if he was
wise its laws or -coimnandments- of co-operative effort.

Education and its frames of reference. All the forces of nature
seem to ''work togethe: for good.- and man. unless he courted de-
struction, found it to his advantage to conform to this plan. 01)-

s,. Ku -cr. (' I "NIA Immo ii - .tl:11 1 hr ()::, 1,,,n ,,I (',,-m- NI md " S, i i pia
V d! ht-1».;?:, .:. Nu w Yuri,. 19 ;:: Smith. I) I.: . "Thy h.( tr\ ,4 NI.ohcm.ttt, and
( ithvr 1.:..t \ -.- S, r..ptt Mai henbuie.t. N,11/4 1..0-1., i..-: t : II,11. I.: "I. , I ht. ()lain of
; he .tic t n, e,. the %% illiam Anti 1,1 iiktn- Cu . ILLItunt,r,.. 1,1.
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vinusly, then, there could be no "experience," and hence no
education, without the interaction Of .planful organisms and a
plant 'd physical world. An aimless chaos is hardly a fit laboratory
for "experience," for it lacks the very first presuppositions of ex:
perience, which are dependability, order, and duration.. The uni-
verse, we are reminded by Sir James' Jeans, appears to be a Great
Thoughts-Alit! work of a Supreme Architect, a Master Mathe-
matician."

I Live nut many of our educators fo`tgotten the facts of invariance
in their personal and social philosophy ? Fortunately, the reVolt
against complacent agnosticism or skepticism is steadily growing.27
Thus, Professor T. V. Smith of the University of Chicago has ren-
dered a real service by analyzing the relation between .kepticism
a,nd enduring values.2s a' chapter devoted to an appreciative
study of the late Justicellohnes, there occurs this passage:

All men accept the universe. -Egad. they'd better!" True, not all
accept it, as did Holmes, like a gentleman. Some tak, it lying down,

\ resigned to whatqer comes. Some take it with raised voice, defying
nigotis and devils. Some take it .diumbly, querying neither whence nor
whither. Some take it witle.eyetVa-wonder at all that is, a-twitter at
what may he. Some take it equivocally, today aflame, tomorrow
hardly a nicker, day after tomorrow dumb desair.:'"

'4t) it come:: down to this: Shall we assist our boys and girls in
accepting the universe intrikent/v and "like a gent or in
the spirit 0! "dumb despair'? For there is no doubt that radical
emp.irMstn, .as Bertrand Russell frankly admits in his own case,

Jvan,:, Sir Jame... -61he nier-e .\ (ireatThuipliit." Chap XIV of //a-; Slirice
Did/ oerrd God/ (1.6.11sar,) Il. Cuttun. Thumas V. CruV ell ('o, New
York. Too. See ,, an,. The l'Hil-er,e irotind .N L rtq 19 t4 1. and
The My.terh erp to:o. evi-ed The Mai nullan New York.

27 Admirable eNpu:,itiuns the attitude tuNard metaph-ical
or relwiim- problem, ate now available. See. tur'e \ample. smpu,:uni ot Mud-
er Scientifu npunun.- e:1111-lell and edited b I...hAoul II. Cutoin. and published
under the title It:, S. e Dr,,,,;rred G!! eittql 12n I. Anhhu the
s( it rep7e-etaid are Julion S.' Hu Sir J Arthur Thom.

Tiniz.!un Da% ie.. tdu.vr 10..12e. See
al-, Carrel, :7:, the VW:no:. ii. Ihrpor and lirhther, New York. 1,);;;
Eddinoun. Arthur S atare of the Phy-1,a! W ,'rid, The Nth-1101.ln Co New
York. t92; Fddin.:!,m, Arthur s ',nee and !he 1 ern 11-,r1,1, The Nlacmillaa

Nets- Vulk. s. Aithur S r.iti?;,,, i,r s, III,. Mat -
main . and. I-1 Nlaun. Ft.:m The Gicat

11h. NI New Turk. i , ;
1' V , Wilk: 1. (13!"1. C.mpany.
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can only lead to "the debris of a universe in ruins" and hence to the
dubious "foundation of unyielding despair.' 3"

"Everything in nature is engaged in writing its own history,''
said Emerson. But every real story is based on a plan, a plot. Shall
we not give to our young people enough orientation and perspective
to enable them to select wisely their own life plan, within the
work of permanent backgrounds?

WANTED A COMPREHENSIVE AND CONSISTENT EDUCATIONAL
PHILOSOPHY

Three permanent centers of interest. It is the function of educa-
tion to assist growing human beings in developing satisfactory rela-
tionships between- themselves and the world into which they are
born. This process is obviously an endless one, and it has many
aspects: When it is directed too exclusively .t.cr only one or two
of its legitimate objectives, it becomes one-sided and, to that extent,
a taricature of what it should be. This is precisely what has hap-
pened again and again.

T. Educational programs which are concerned primarily with the
real or alleged needs of the "educand," the 'individual to be edu-
cated, lead to "child-centered" schools. This type of orientation
is particularly marked in the modern school.

2. When the educational process is built principally around the
real or supposed demands of the educand's soda/ group, or the
community, we have a "society-centered" program of education.
We know that this type of emphasis has been a concern of 'Mu-
cation since the days of primitive man.

3. In so far as both the individual and society are ultimately gov-
ernederned by co.onic processes and by such forces as account for the
historic evolution of human civilization and of lium:in institutions
education cannot ignore the objective considemtitm of these per-
manent causal factors and their underlying relationships. In its
extreme form, such an emphasis leads to a "curriculam-centered"
school.

Importance' of a balanced educational orientation. It is essential
that the educator should never lose sight of the t hree poh., around
which his work will always have to rotate. If he forgetA or ig-
nores .any One of then), he will eventually wreck the educational

Ruell, Bertrand, At Am and Life and 0: her Esayc, pp 17 ff , Longtnitns,
Gruen and Co., New York, 19:i.
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machine. Our "child-centered" -schools and the "activity program"
only too clearly show the consequences of a narrowly,subjedive at-
titude. Again, a pikely social emphasis leads V) a type' of regimen-
tation and autocratic ,indoctrination that we now witness in certain
European Ind Asiatic countries. Finally,. the mechanized trans-
mission of the accumulated wisdom of the ages invites the danger
of excessive formalism and a resulting decay of thental and spiritual
creativeness.

Is it not possible to give due attention to all three of these es-
sential aspects of the educational process? Can we not avoid a
constant swerving from one extreme to the other ? By so doing, we
41,111 at last eliminate the glaring inconsistencies in &ur current edu-
cational philosophies. Some of these inconsistencies will receive
further attention in later sections'of this diseission.

The present struggle for a dynamic philosophy of education
in a changing world needs to be oriented, above all, by.aconsidera-
(ion of ultimate objectives, and not merely of immediate interests.
In the language of Professor G. T. W. Patrick :

The great things of the world have been done by men who were
inspired by .great ideals, ideals of justice, righteousness, beauty, and
truth. Th:..s lofty ifiicals are not something to be ;mar and thn
trsted by their ;atisfactoriness; they are sonwthinq'to be attained.
Beauty which exists just to be appreciated. truth %%Nell egists just to
be contemplated, laws of nature which just have to be discovered and
wondered at, ideals which just have to 1w aspired to all these great
things would seem to have no place in pragmatic philoshphy, which
is too subjective. Som('tlilng ett)ltal inuAt draw us on.31

PART THREE

THE riasENT sTATus OF "pRoGREssivt..- ucc.yrioN;
Introductory statement. What is now knoWn as -progressive" edu-

cation, or as the "new'' education, is the culmination of a long de-
velopment. .1t first very sporadic and of uncertain character, the
inuv-ment ha- now acquired the zest of :t cult. In its extreme form,
it has as-umed an uncompromising intolerance that aims to destroy
the traditional ethicat pro2xam, Its impact on school proce-
dures. on curricula and standards. may be obs'erved at every turn.

o tea( hei, of inailwinatics this movement should 1w of consider-
inter,...t. t' it ha.; given approval to tilt' curiou, idea that

a' Patti, k, G. T. \V., op. (it., 1111, p. 397.
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-mathematic:; is useless to the average child and therefore must
either be eliminated or restricted to its few practical and incidental
'functions." The threatened removal of mathematics from our high
school curricula, for the majoyity of secondary pupils, is due in
large measure to propaganda circulated lty the uninformed.

It will be shown in the pages that follow that -progressive" edu-
cation is based on a rather involved philosophy of education. Many
of its aspects are contradictory. Like every other pronounced de-
parture from the beaten path, it has produced a conservative and
a radical group of devotees. It is the extremism of the latter group
that is forcing into the open a critical examination of the funda-
mental assumptions which govern the -activity movement" and the
programs of the "progressive" schools.

.\crtvrry MovvmENT

A brief retrospect. The Thirty-third Yearbook of the .Vational
Society for the Study of Educatiwz may be regarded as the best
single source of informatiim now available on the activity move-
ment."2 Its second chapter (pp, i(1 -43) offers a -historical sketch
of activism," contributed by Professor Thomas Woody. which shows
how by gradual steps man made his way from the authoritarian, pas-
sive type of education imposed by the clan. or the community, or
the printed page, "to the authority of nature.". "Recognizing law
in man's nature, educators came to dream of harmoni:in his edu-
cation with that law. Herein is to be found the source of modern
activism." Professor Woody presents an informing summary of
the-evolution of this idea through the centuries, eSpecially since
the (1:iys of the Renaissance and the Reformation. Outstanding
supporters of the naturalistic trend in education. thus interpreted,
were Comenius, Rousseau. Pestalozzi, Froehel..and Ilerbart. The
.\merican ph;4 of the movement. dates back more than a century.
Wk. are reminded that the designation. "the* new education," has
been -part of the .\merican pedm.,,o2ical vocabulary for a hun-
dred year,: the ida..., it not the 11,otk. have been current in NVe,:t-
ern European writing to some extent for five hundred year;. and
to a pronounced extent for three hundred.'' But it wa-: chiefly the
plulu-ophy and the ptzycholo2y of l'rofez,i)r Dcwe that launched
activi,m in a new bigh:y tlynatfue form and with a revolutionary

ht 1. tip itc Nt,,vrment.- 7 y, ri .! . N,cr, v

r h Stud\ Puldit Slp1 Pub': (-it p.m% Ithminin....tim, Ill ,
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social implicationd momentum. Dewey not merely epitomized
the contributions of his many predecess.ors. lie and his followers
transformed and greatly ihtensilied the central concepts of activism

\with the aid of more recent. psychological and sociological findings
or assumptions.

Characteristics of the-activity movement. In the third chapter of
the yearbook mentioned above, Professor Kilpatrick attempts the
considerable task of formulating a coherent,....'_definition of the activ-
ity movement today." He states that in *their-effort "to find an
authentic picture," the Yearbook Committee ''collected and studied
(1) forty-two expert-made definitions : (2) twenty-11\T ciireful-ly
selected published curricula, illustrating. the activity program; and
(3) fifteen 'books giving authoritative treatment of the subject."
These forty-two definitions are given in Appendix f. while the
courses of study anti the fifteen books are listed in later appendices.
Professor Kilpatrick's summary.occupies nearly twenty pages. It
records a..large variety of .opinions and trends with regard to thir-
teen major aspects of the educational process. .1.s to ways of inter-
preting the principle of activity in actual shohl work, Ch;ipter IV
of the same yearbook, prepared by four other reviewers, lists ''six
groups of practices" arranged in ascending order, from a moderate
and merely incidental rise of activitie!:. experiments, demon-a rat ions.
pupil participation, excursions, and the like, to -so profound an
acceptance of the faith ..hat the learner deelops through his own
initiated activity that there are distrust of guidance, le-a it trans-
gress individual possibilities, and great emphasis upon study of the
individual and upon helping him to further his own effort,." As to
the concept of -activity,' Chapter IV offers the fullowi.ng ,tatement:
in final summary:

Central among the many meaning, that the proponent-. of the tiv-
it principle have in mind are kinds of N..rk l t ) that enlist the per-

c.(ncern of the learner in what he is loin'!, 12) that inidve par.
ticipati..n of the learner in the life ;Winn him, ;) that en(our.we the
learner to initiate ac ti(m that will further the thilw- in whit Il he Co-

14) that a-;utne and teach per-((nal-respi(n-ihility 1(.1 !he no

:"'"tuenct-' of "nos nwn (1"irw (5) that 1(.-ter (reatie -eh e\preiiin
as a means and a matlifestation of the de, eloping well. ( /.) that deal
with the larner's reality and endeavnr tit teach the It fate
hi' (mit reality. and ( 7) that aS11111011C Ilct v-ity (.1 a freedwn \\ hid(
!liaises this dnatnic liint! rot the pall of the learncr. S..nte
pr..p..nents :-erin to use the term "ac.itity- a:- hrit v.ay
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ing these elements in the learning program. They assume that the
term "activity program" implies all these chalacteristics.""

Dean Clyde Hissong, in his study of the activity movement, lists
certain basic ideas or principles which the majority of the schools
concerned seem to endorse." lie gives particular prominence to
such items as (I) good health; (2) "learning by doing"; (3) an
at m of freedom; (4) the avoidance of standardization and
tests in favo of individual development ; (5) social adjustment and
extensive co-o eration; (6) opportunity for creative expression;
(7) joyous and creative learning; (81 the attempt to satisfy the
pupils' "needs" rather than following a prescribed curriculum.

From these and many similar studies the inference may readily
be derived that all good schools could at once subscribe to a large
part of the activity program. An inspection of published courses
of study and of booklets which are based on this creed usually
reveals an unsuspected wealth of excellent materials of instruction,
of new means of motivation, and of opportunities for "joyous par-
ticipation" and creative self-expression, such as any real teacher
should welcome."'

The "danger zones" of the movement, and they are very real,
are caused mainly by (I) an inaccurate conception of the learning.
process; (2) an unsound doctrine of freedom: (3) a disregard of
standards and of critical thinking: (4) an unwarranted neglect of
organized knowledge and of the essential tools of learning. Unless
and until these defects are corrected, the activity movement must
be regarded with caution by all true friends of Amerietan education.

Weak spots of activism. Ti.e activistaas,,erts that we "learn by
doing." To what extent is this true?

Now, biologists and psychologists have made us thoroughly famil-
iar with the fact that -organic bnavior is determined by the struc-
ture of the organism." More,than that, it now pounds like a truism
that "a child learns to do hy doing, as does any other organism :;,t
Thus, we learn to walk only by actuai walking, to speak and sing

"Ibid., PP. 65.66.
irksime. CI% fit% The Activity 211,ei.rtnent, WarNvit k & ILtitimorr. if) u.
For r.tt tons of this t pr, tor t. moldy. the paolphIrt rot Ird Crdoz,z/

()/P jr, in Elen:entary Edneation, by Ow Vol% vrNitr, of tilt' St al t of Nvw
y,,rk. Alban> . 19:9.

.1" St.t. J :Inky. -A Itiol,tei,ti Vim of Bth.tjor Modiro At mil," in the
Jou,nii nl C, r, hoto,:y, No% vrobt.r. () 11,r atl able (It-t it the
1).1011o:it:A apt is of behavior.
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only by using our vocal chords, and to make a multitude of neces-
sary adjustments only by the corresponding bodily responses.

But is it true that all learning implies gross muscular or neuro-
logical activities, and in exactly the same sense? Do we learn only
by "doing"? To what extent can all.the subtle but vastly important
mental reactions of the child be covered by this formula? Are
thinking, reflection, zippreciation, and the like, to be regarded as
"activities"? If so, are these on the same level as playing a game,
or cutting out paper dolls? Again, race experience certainly cannot
all be ",leconstructed" in the school by means of activities, and
yet this experience cannot possibly be ignored. Hence the slogan
that we "learn by doing" needs to be clarified and to be restricted
to its proper domain.

Finally, to what extent (1 activities, unless they are organiZed
with the greatest care, lead to cumulative growth, or to growth in
the right direction ? ('an the unguided activities of groping chil-
dren ever pri )(hire harmonious educational results?

Let us now rvview a few significant statements on this subject
from educators who cannot he accused of lack of interest in the
"new edut

Stanwood Cobb. one of the founders of the Progressive Education
As.nciation and at present one of its vice presidents. widely known
as the director of the Chevy Chase Country Day School. devoted
an entire chapter of a recent volume to -the limitations of activity

I education.'" From this chapter we quote the following significant
passages :

The tendency today is not so much that the activity method vill
not he used by teachers, as that it will be abused by them. As in every
reform. there is danger of too great a reaction.

A common defect in the use of art ivit v projects is the neglect to
ascure de finite cultural result c, . . . In ()tiler words. the activity proj-
ect should he a means toward d,- finite educational goals and not an end
in itself. . . ,

The tools and to hniq?ley ref such as reading. writing, and
aril Inn et if. --cannot he Ireirni d by the project met hod but only

t eel by it. These skills must be made automatic by means of much
drill and practice. . . .

Lazy. unambitious, and slow-tem perament children do not respond
well to the project met hod. They learn very little b y means of it.

r Cobb, Stanwood. u.. /(orb) 11 for t ite C Ch.11) VIII. The Avalon Press,
Washington, 1914.
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Such children cannot achieve their brst academic results except by
means of academic pressure and discipline.

Retarded children definitely above the border line of intelligence
need thorough drilling in the techniques of reading and arithmetic more
than they need activities. . . .

Academic handicaps on the part of normal but retarded children
can he overcome by careful technical tecvk on the part of teat hers;
but if such children are abandoned to Manual arts and project activi-
ties they are thereby condemned to sufier throughout their academic
career, and perhaps throughout lift., fro educational inferiorities which
could.casily,,have been overcome on the lower educational levels.... . .

"Learnin4; by doing" is an excellent formula for inducing interest
and effort in children and for awakening in them a consciousness of
how the Human race has materially progressed. It is the best method
of learning any trade, prolessii a, or art. But has this formula any
proknincnt place in 1 hr .01-g 01 Mr' racial knOTIedge
IOC(' over immense periods of time, arch: the dczAppment of abstract
thinking.' . . .

Reading. rather than activity, is the way to erudition. . . .

The world had. had "activity education" for sit 'thousand historical
year: .tnd knew very little at the end of that priod. But during the
relati,Tly brief period when the world has been practising edut.,ttion
hy means of hook-learning, its knowledge has grown. apace. humanity
has Itarned a hundredfold more in the last three centuries than it
had learned during the previous six thousand years.

projccts can"*.be 11.1pful in motivating our study and in pi-
pi-1'm'; HA to linth rStfinil 7,11fit ;i.e mid. But nine-tenths --1 would say
ninetx.- nine hundred! hs o j 'What M ochTnS knoW col,i t'S 10 us ironi
110- priord prwr . .

Activity correlated with altract thinking is the method par excel-
km( ta of s:ciprit disoArry. it:. which observation and experimentation
hoth in-H.(' and verify ideas We 111114 grant that the educational
fun-lions of at are valuable and indispensable. But cannot
a:rord ter lrt uctivity crowd out the fun, ions of (distract (Wilco fon.
C,-1-1,(in I hiat;N. r rlll hi" le grn«/ 1111011 bdirr through doing than thilik-
ine but olio r tkint:S t fin be !carnal only through lhiaking. 3"

Y car:- net, Professor Dewey, in his 1)r0wrrar y and Education.
also cautioned aeainst a narrow interpretation of the activity idea:

ti; it v (1f), nett r rvp, rienrr. It is dispersive, centri-
1.:\peritnya a.; trituz involve- change. but change

meaningle,: trio-ition unle,s it consciot.-.iv connected with the
return wave of tml,tgituatt-es whit It 'low from it. . . . Blind and
apt it I..n impul,e, hurry us on heedlessly from one thine to another,

a, thi, happens. erythine is writ it water. T In-re is 'lour of
tyir-Ih ;Jilt mftk, cxperieme in any sense'

1'61 , 1,1) I t 7.
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of that term. . lw measure of 11x1 value of an ex perience lies
the perception -of relationships Or contintcilies to which it leads up.

There is no difference of opinion as to the theory of the matter.
.111 authorities agree that th,lt discernment of relationships is 11u gen-
uinely intellectual ma t t er ; hence, tine ethic(' live Inat cr. . . Thought
or r,etleetion, as we have already seen virtually if not explicitly, is the
dkcernment of the relation between what we try to do and what
happens in con,:equence. o experience having a meaning is possible
without some element of hought . . . Thinking is the met hod of in-
tell igent framing, of lea, ;ring I hat I'M P10 ti's and rewards mind. . .

Direct obsery Minn is naturally more vivid and vital. But it has its
limitations: and in an)' case it is a necessary part of education t ha I
one should acquire 1h,' (thin( y to stip plemr;Itt the narrowness of his
im»tediatel y personal experiences by :Hill:ins; the experiences of
others. . . .

Processes of instrnctiorr are unified in the degree in ;;!rich I y cen-
ter in the production, of good habits of thinking. While we may speak,
without error, of the method of thouLtht. the important thine is that
thinking is the met hod of an educative ( xperit nee. The essentials of
secth r1 are there fore blew ical with tlee essentials of rfirction.

In their study of chiid-crntrryd schools, Rtnzg and Shumaker
likewise k.411e a word of %%arnint; alf.ain:-4 the aoidance of real work
and of consecut:v thin in?., \' hit h only too often the conetitience
of ,inrelated activities.- rhe followint; pa,sa..zes are of particular
interest in this connection:

Emphatically. int, !fro toil (Irv, lo pment by many of these
s I. They staii for informality and they !.(.( ore the outcome,: of
informality. Th, it rr ntcrsof intcrrst (they are well named} lack in-
tllectual ri:,,o in plan and dr-..elopm, lhey dr,' 10o oft on-
.cpicuouc evonplus the path 0i Iraq re4qa»,

Third:int; i; intb.r,! bard t here is no harder work yrt there is
no royal road to umb-vgam!in;;; prolon:;rd frrlr !7,-1.1 nal ,oT, rs the
only rout,'. The importort midnim:s drc 111:;icult comp,11,10ion.
T y not track tht ms1`,rs. 0(11,o1 is 0)11,441.d to teach

. lh»t.
ltt tint 1 he hit, rson is tile ini,)rMr,1 person. 1 In

the Ion; run the int, pni,n is he :h° ltqc ulr to f1.S1 dIrd y
of mednims,c, cow rpb, i on., and skills."

The child as the center and the doctrine of freedom. Of even
4reattr moment N the 1711 dill:!!' cmtl .pt. of initiative and child "pur-
;,. in Pith 1,.I toini It, clmr :u the rldiCal all hunk.

1 0-7 I ,11, ;f: Ch.t;- NI NIL 1:\Ii.!..in ,,,lotted
h. rcr:,!i -: .1!_ \1 b. -!!: t 71. 1.1:'!; \ I1% v,.ts.

Ard Hit!!: Atm. / ( ,:! `s, h pp l :1 and
! hi 13-1, .. %k
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In such a school, the "child is..the center." "Out of the child's own
activity comes his growth. Ile need.; contact with a rich environ-
ment, hut the past can hold but little of value to him, for it must
he secured in second-hand fashion, and second-hand experience can
not be vital." Hence, "orgat@.ed knowledge must be disregarded
and 'the teacher must sit back and watch the activity 'go 'on
apace."' In such a school, "the teacher does not direct." She
has a "subordinate rule.

In it later part of this study evidence will be submitted on how
the doctrine of "child purposing," of "felt needs," and of "incidental
learning" has 'affected our curricula and our standards. The dis-
placement of the teacher's leadership by that of the child is, how-
ever, of such serious import that it merits further attention at this
point. In a certain prominent activity school, so an official account
states, the sponsors -never let a little thing like a program interfere
with the day's business. . . . Everyone.k intent on his own plans.
The teacher k asked for advice, occasionally, but there is no un-
necessary subservience to her idea.-42

Common sense should detect. the injustice of such a scheme both
to the child and to society.

In the firq place. such a doctrine in its extreme form certainly
7,11 never m.k in a system of mass education. A group of thirty
or forty children without definite, collective guidance would soon
degenerate into an incoherent null).

Sccond, the activist's conception of freedom is not substantiated
hy modern hiologii al science. The profound influence of the en-
vironment on a developing. organism is now recognized.'" It ap-
pears that it makes a tremendous difference whether or not a child's
environment represents the type of milieu that he should have for
his ideal development. This involves the idea of control and of
guidance.

Third, it k far from clear how the momentary interests of any
given child can he transformed into worth-while conseuti-c,. centers

inter it for the irouty, or why ono child -hould subordinate his
n -fel! needs" to those of his neiAhor. In other words how can

ciifd co-op ration emerize in an at morphere of unrestrained

C , op rit p 1!
"AO, p .00 E , Introlu, ti Prooressivr Edurlt

,tuntn.tri/in:! of:dv +1 "Hcvd..tn to thr Liat of Modern
op , I ;II. I'; 1,1
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ualism? Extremely serious problem cases are often due to the re-
moval of uncompromising "law enforcement" in the home and in the
schoolroom."

Fourth, it is not true that all normal children crave unfettered
freedom, Quite the opposite is the case, as is pointed out very
effectively by Dr. Grace Adams. For seven years Dr. Adams worked
as an assistant to a psyChiatrist who specialized in "adjusting' the
so-called "problem children" of the rich. In a revealing study she
tells. us that "children are at heart tremendous sticklers for things
as they are and as they should be." Again, she discovered that the
child "can be made to perfofm the most irksome task with the most
eager pleasure if the performance is turned into a formal and com-
plicated ritual.''45 Any experienced parent or teacher will readily
endorse that statement. The golden-hued sentimentalism about the
Child should be corrected, so Dr. Adams thinks, by a more realistic
and truthful attitude. After stating that the average child may be
-expected to exhibit undesirable character traits, judged by adult
standards, she says:

The normal child is like this not because he has been poorly trained
or badly conditioned or harshly repressed, but simply because he is
a normal child. Most of us are inherently much more like him than
we often care to confess: and we would resemble him even more closely
if advancing years, and the experiences they brought with them, had
not made us otherwise. But progresAive education, by shielding the
child so vigorously during his early years, delaNIs tilese chastening
experitwees until long after the more conventionally reared child has
learned to adapt his nature to them. B this method infantile traits
are certainly not repressed. But neither are they corrected. They
are encouraged, made more pronounced, and pr9longed beyond the time
when they should he gradually changing into characteristics more suit-
able to adult life."

BASIC IDEAS OF "PRMRESSIVE- EDI:C.11'10N AND THEIR
APPRAISAL

The organization of the movement. The ofticid1 sponsor of -pro-
gressive" education in this country k the Prngrcsive Fducation
Asciation. Orgdnized iii tom, this asociation has grown tre-

" See Parsons, Alice Beal, "The Dr-potism ot Polly Roc, " ilarperc, November,
I9 o. 1t 669. Of siunificance, in th;s conneetion, is the modern play, The ChiQren's
Hour, ihich has been attractim: large audiences for many months,

"See Adams, Grace, "Freedom and the Child," ,S,:ribner's, March, 1935, pp.
155 ff.

"Ibid., p. 186.
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mendouly, now having a membership of approximately 7.000. Its
official magazine, Progressive Eduotion, started in 1924 as a quar-
terly but since 1929 has appeared as a monthly. The principal
.1merican supporters of the movement are such private schools as
the Lincoln School of Teachers College, Columbia University, the
Ethical Culture Schools, the Walden School, the City and Country
Day School, all of Nev i York ity : the Tower !fill School of
Wilmington, Delaware: the Heaver Country Day School of Chest-
nut Ilill, Massachusetts; the Francis \V. Parker School of Chicacgo,
Illinois; the Fountain Valley School of Colorado Springs, ('olorado.
The .Association is affiliated with the -New Education Fellowship,"
an international organization having representatives in at least
twenty-eight countries, distributed over four continents. .Many

foreign periodicals ..f c' 1)0W devoted exclusively to the movemant.
In the secondary field, progressive education is still distinctly on

trial.- even more so) than in the elementary field. There are indi-
cations that its original violence is already a thing of the past,
Modified progressive education may prove to he a real help in
making our secondary schools more truly cultural agencies than
they are at present)...

characteristics of prc;gressive education. The principal tenets of
t, 1,m:23T:sive Education Association and of the New Education
Fellowship may Ile summed up as follows:'"
-1. All indoctrination should be eliminated. Formal discipline

and the learning of bookish facts should he abandoned. Vital 11e-

11111-4 take the place of mechanical memorizing. Learning by
doing, by exprivneing and experimenting, is of paramount impOr-

2. Since -only life can teach life,'' tke yhold nuut hr the scene
of 1' of phpial v, of ntrikiin: thiuf instead 1)1 oterriy

too/HZ at thi-m or (:ring about th,-in. All barren intellectualism
to he eliminated.. Thy !;,ri, h,t;,./eit this schoo/ find life ,,iu.'t dicappear.

requirr: the con!Lult introdm tion ni /if,. .it/Htions and of Ilt`W
1:/r1;cly discovered and selected by the pupil himself.

" For further detail, if the hktory of the t00% (anent rvference may he mark to

Iturr. S. E , 11. 1, p. thy Progre-,ive Edu-
, :,,n

I Jeint !-/Os( I, h. NI ''p. ,.;! , i .1. rp For a more det.tilecl -13tyment of
odutati,.11, Ntc tla olfit idl pUhli.:111011S of the Pro-

pre,:,1\ salon
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4. Only purposeful work will produce real learning and thinking.
Hence the pupil must make each problem his own and must work
at it independently. All school work should he permeated by the
spirit of play. The customary techniques will then be acquired
"incidentally." The what of school work should be subordinated
to the how.

S. The tyranny of established programs and of rigid time sched-
ules must go.

6. The child's immediate interests and desires should be hcld
sacred. They should drive out the usual "chalk and talk- of the
traditional school.

7. The artificial stimulation, represented by marks, conzntional
report cards, rr7,'ards aml punishments most be abandoned.

8. "Integrated" instruction is to re p,1 arr the piecemeal approach by
means of separate subjects. The stream of life is a living unit which
cannot be experienced and appreciated by its.dissected fragments.

9. The teacher must cease being a "talking dictator.- Ile is to
aid and to listen rather than to command.

1o. Spontaneous a(ti-ity On the part of the pupil rill t take the
placr of sequential :,:or/ and orfzankcd curricula,

A tentative evaluation. There are those who glorify these tend-
encies and proposals with all the enthusiasm of :t religious faith.
They are hopeful that these idea.; \\*di eventually transform our
entire public sy-tem of education and not remain limited to a few
highly favored laboratoity schools. They look forward to a TIV
educational paradi74t. in which children will really he happy, in
which there iii Ile activity instead of pa-sive lktenintz, and
in which n'PrcNi('n \\ ill ('(',1-4.. 'Filet' see the arrival of school,
that shall be the cradles of a new social order and of truly creative
endeavor.

. To \\hat extent, then. is this pourant sound. and at ltich point,.
is it utopian or dangerous in its fund;tnn ,-sump ions?

It k obvious that, like the associated art t\ ity 1W vement. the
doctrine..: of 111...rres.k.e e,rittati11 1.,,,t nrimarii on ])(vo,y'...., prate.
matic in,,trumentall,.m. NV(' have 'already criticized it' doubtful
theory of 1,1toled,..te and -experience,- it!--. erroneoth, conception (If
"truth.- at its reiec i ion of lirt print iples and bindin.2. ,tandad,
or a....irrement-:. We have :tl-o pointed I ' t the dant.ter ..pot; of 1 lit'

activity muvement. .\11 t itt,c v,-caktit......c.-: have I ,ccri taLtii over,
Uncritically ittlil alma :-.t Niftily. by the confirmed follo\ers of the
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rogressive" creed. The reaction that has already set in bids fair
to revent a major disaster to American education."

. lost certainly, we shall plan to retain the sound features and
e corrective influences of the movement, without subscribing to

its numerous flaws and eccentricities. Under conditions of mass
education it is impossible to dispense with a considerable amount
of discipline and control. When the community pays for the edu-
cation of its children, it has the right to know what is going on
in the schools. It has the right and the duty to guide its children'
in accordance with reasonable standards of personal and social effi-

ciency. It cannot afford to give. too much attention to private
whims. It must make sure, first of all, of a wholesome, an-round
product that will function successfully in later life. Is. it not pos-
sible to harmonize such a more realistic view of education with

1the desire to see children happy, healthy, active, and even creative?
Visits to the schools of the country, from coast to Coast; Would

reveal that in thousands of classrooms this conception is already
more than a dream. Progressive education has undoubtedly served
as a pruning knife. It has made us acutely aware of our major
educatimal shortcomings, our inflexible curricula, the perpetuation
of meaningless drill, the questionable character of our testing pro-
grams, and the inadequate preparation of our teachers. To the
extent to which the progressive education movement is correcting
these drawbacks, it is placing us under a debt of lasting gratitude.

PART FOUR

THE CURRICULUM ITS BASIC FRAMES
OF RI- .:,RENCE

A scene of confusion. A teacher entering on hi.; duties for the
first time discovers with some amazement, as soon as he has learned

"Attention should here be directed to the fifteen-year trial of progressive educa-
tion in the Soviet schools. The plan was found wasteful, ineffective, and sub-
ver-ive of di-cipline. So glaring were its defects that it has been dropped in its
entirety. For a description of this Russian experiment and the reasons for its
abandonment, see The . \'e-x York Herald Tribune, September 2, 19A.1; Bagley, Wil-
liam C , "The Task of Education in a Pertnd of Rapid Social Change," Edwational
..tdminidrati,n and Supervi,ion, November, to;;. 561-S73: liazky, William C

subje t Matter Illisolete?" Edueolisinoi Adminiqration and Superz.ion, Sep-

tember. p aces: Kindel. I. I., "The Edurational Morro-Go-Round in Soviet
Rut.t." The Kddelpi,in Retie:, May. ifp5. pp_ 327-334; DennaAlkevIcii. M., op.
(if., I.I. pp. 1-1A').

:.
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to look behind the scenes; that there is no longer a feeling of con-
fidence in the worth-whileness of his work. This feeling of uncer-
tainty about the objectives of the school extends impartially to all
phase?, of instruction. In fact, such is the instability of our edu-
cational convictions that we seem ready to scrap at a moment's
notice plans that were hecalded only yesterday as a glorious achieve-
ment. One day we become very much excited by the children's
ignorance of the "fundamentals," and we straightway makecop;ous
provision for -remedial work." A Month later,' Some one tells us
that we are neglecting the creative talents of the pupils and their
"individual interests and needs," and we hasten .to make amends
in that direction, often by curtailing the same "fundamentals" that
seemed to require so much remedial attention. Our passion for
educational novelties manifests itself' as regularly as our habit of
buying new spring hats or new winter coats. If we are not greeted
each year at our educational mass meetings by some new setting,
some readjustment, some "brand-news' crop 91 devices or slogans; we
feel that something is radically wrong. At any cost, we must be
-progressive." We have become "pragmatic" and "experimental"
with a vengeance.

And so, "adjusting" the curriculum has become a major educa-
tional sport. -Everybody is doing it." Problems that have taxed
the ingenuity of the wisest are boldly attacked and -solved- in the
smallest hamlet. The latest curriculum-revision wave produced
more than 35.000 courses of study, which are now on exhibition at
Teachers College, Columbia University. And the end is not yet.

If this game (lid not involve the cultural and vocational welfare
of millions of young people, it might he regarded as an amusing
pastime, like playing checkers or pinochle. The situation looks
immensely serious, however, when we become aware of its enormous
cost, not only in dollars and cents, but in ruined careers and wasted
years. We do not seem to realize that we cannot develop an inte-
grated national lire, a unified social consciousness. when the work
of the schools is built on sand, on a fleeting impressionkm, on
momentary -felt needs,- on local or provincial enthusiasms, On
uninformed prejudices. When the curriculum becomes the football
of powerful pressure groups, the result k chaos. it cannot be de-
nied that many of our leading educab--4 have been guilty of fos-
tering this spirit of educational unre,t. of chanT at any cost, even
though they have been unable to otter more than temporary sub-

.

1
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stit Lacs. In particular, at a safe distance from the classroom, and
without first-hand experience, the curriculum "exports" have offered
their wares wita.anrassurance that is often inversely proportional
to their actual competence.. Real teachers have become weary of
this costly and futile game,. and they insist that there shall be less
-ballyhoo anti more educational honesty, as well as genuine ac-

. quaintance with schoolroom possibilities.

Riacut.tNt-MAKING wrrtint.:T END ,

Curriculum rPvision and the American scene. The literature on
curriuld ton-building in this country has grown to vast dimensions,
and atan evet:accelerated pace. It has'been asserted that this steady
outpouring of suu,gestions fur educational 'reconstruction represents
merely a symptom of our national restlessness, our pioneering- life
in a new continent.

The ,intimate connection between curriculum-making and the
-drama of .merican life" has been Set forth with force and clear-
ness by Prt.fessor Rugg. .,To quote:

.Vot once i : a century and a half of national history has Mc curricu-
lum of thr school caught up t,vllt fur dynamic cmitnt of 11mcrican life.
Whether of colonial reading or reckoning school. Latin gr'ammar school,
academy, or tmxlern junior high school. the curriculum has lagged
behind the current civilization. Although the gap between the _two

mhas been nr1;e:Ily cut down in the last three-quatter4 of a century,
nevertheless the American school has been essentially acatlernic,
day. much of the gap persists.

.Vot only has there been a huge gap between the curriculum and
spur 11.H111 lifc: a Sinlilar MP' IW prrSiSt f'd Ia thus preSlit day between
the gro4.:ng child and thy currhirlum. There are. indeed, three criti-
cal fiustors in the educative pro( css: the child, contemporary Ameri-
can society. and, standing between them. the school curriculum.

.1o7i., in more thin/ a hioi,hc(1 V1 11)'S of sptcnidtinttion of Mr na-
tional cqrivational schrmr, the materials of instruetion have not only
th-rn largcl.v (goof from, and( rd. lortit;n to, tht. inqitutions and culturo
of illy AIM 1-1«Ill prop?, luivr ',molly to pro side for max-
imal child gro;cth. If the curl( ilium of our schools :s to serve its true
function, however. it must be reconstructed on a twofold basis. .1dr-
guar,' pro-,1sion mutt for rsohol de.velopment, and
tolt.rant foulelstan art; of .1merican IVY WW1 by cm-lc(' as the,4;reat

intA-ttu,- tit l ihr,,ition. Its ircon firm-110n, MOT fort',
ontst co/1(.1110.ot( upon t:,.0 foci , hthl gro:eth and the dynamic content
of %kit

Now. from the early day,. of colonization, .1merican life has been
dynamic. With each succeeding generation the rhythm has accelerated.
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The dominott //tim is change, nuivment. The innovation of- today
is relegated to the scrapheap of tomorrow. Even national points of
vie:' ale alterud (wernight.., .

The American tempo, I soy, is prestissbno owl its intensity fortis-
simo. The current ti! American life is torrential. It is personified by
the 'pervading hum of motors and the dynamic synco:.ation of our
new national music. The American mind, like its indus!ry, displays
itsclf in 11107:11111, eXMOM111011, "bigness nnfi bedamlloiness,"

In a hundred wars, Ihrwever, the public school has lawd jar be-
hind. It has aev(r caught up with the »u»nentum of industry, busi-
nuss, community life, (Pr polities. Only rarely has it succeeded in deal-
ing with contemporary issues and conditions; ;river has it aqticipoted
silt lot 'weds. The masters of the American mind have fa:..hioned the
imblic school as a great conserving. agency, and the halo of the past
has-orienrol those who have made the content of our school curricu-
lum. partly have educational 'vatic's affirmed for the school a pre-
pututory and prophetic func tion,,"

So it vprars that because Of our fezTrish notional tcmpo, the
puldic ;:enool, has forever -lagged behind.- This outcry against our
alleged kicktvartiness is still with us. Oin recent example must

'.!:f?sulticta. In an addres., lwforta the Progressive Educaiion .kssociation
at its mutating in Hartford, Ccnittacticur..NIav 12.'1.1o.:,.1. Professor
J. 1.;t111h NI(ii-tugh. of eahers College, said that "o5 per cent
of the schools in the United States are entirely out of stp with
conttmporary life. Commenting on this statcntnt, an able school,
man oftered this rductio ad absurdum:

If 05 per runt of the schools tit today ow of step \Vitt] C(lIlltanl-
1).w:try life, then (tart:Milt. that proportion must Itat been out of
"lel) t (.11 tttall and tktnty years ago -th:it `a3Y "5 Per (1.011t ul
our cititens ;ir out of step with modern trends. \Vito. then, creates
the contcmporary Pie? Surely, it is not till: t'llt
if :Ilt\Iilinl this statement prove, just the i)pposite ut tvhat it intend,:

1.1.1111t HMI the l'InI)11:1,:i`; Did( ell in tile 'Willie '11111.11. upon the
}trill( 1\1111\VIVIlt!e t, Illo,t Condit( iVt 1.11 In lt.tritill Ilta

\ 11111,11 fire contenlliorart life.''

alit rtpk 1 1 ) ; I ht. (l t1 1 0 I ith.rV. 111C.\ ( ou!(I the un-
questiond : o hicYtments of .11111.1c:in l i a t been : t (

to.iipl,slit,1 by hopelessly inadequate schools?'
peicnnial ta\planation of our supp..s(1 dthational

11.1).4,1. f',h()t)! tirri.-,lung m1)1 the 1)r. t it Lily.- in
;t -.. 4. I..r .. it

It 1. s-;1!..).1 l'.11.1 .!..:t (.t.
\. I :111. ' Pin 1st .:,1 \
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tardation is that of "college! domination." More recently; however,
a well-known professor of education assured us that until twenty
years ago we had been held in bondage by Europe, that we were
just beginning to emerge from that intellectual slavery and were
at last building a school system in harmony with the ideals of the
fathers of our country. A strange alibi. Of course, the majority
of our people, as well as the basic features of our civilization, origi-
nally came from Europe. It would have: been decidedly queer if
the pioneers had brought with them no educational ideas which
they considered it desirable to perpetuate. But.did that constitute
-domination by Europe"? Do we not all belong to t.lajtelt family
of western nations. that have a common cultural background? As
the following pages will show, we have had ample opportunity and
have made het'oic attempts to achieve dur own. goals. 1,Vhat is

obviously lacking, to this very moment, ir1 clearne 's of purpose and
a consistently applied eduiational philosophy. It had a really
convincing plan, our American initiative could be trusted to put it
into effect.

Four decades of curriculum revision. The Twenty-sixth Yearbook
of the National Society for the Study of Education gives a particu-
larly illuminating survey of national currictilum-making during the
past generatiim .7'2 In this development we may distingOish at least
three distinct types of procedure.

The Committee of Ten. This committee ( iSo2) was largely
composed of college presidents and representatives of private
schools. Of the ninety menhers of its subcommittees, forty-seven
were college professors and administrators, twenty-one were head-
masters of private schools, while only fourteen were principals of

public ibigh schools. The work of this committee exerted an enor-
mous influence, but chiefly in administrative trends. Its emphasis
was on college repartition, on uniformity and standardization, and
on time allotment. The baneful effect of the unit idea, ertdorsed
and ifilposed by the Committee of Ten, is still with us. Its quanti-
tuti;',. formulation 61 an adequate college preparati&as remained
on;' of the chief stumbling blocks in the path of educational reform.

f Era of .National Committees. This era exterull approxi-
mately from !so; to our own day, startiott with the work (:f the
Committee of Fifteen I tso;) anti continuity.; to the work the
('otutni- ion on the Social Studies, which is till in progress. Of

?csee op. at., 1501, seC. I, chap,. 111-1' .
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' particular interest to secondary schools were the contributions of
the National Comunttee on Mathematical -Requirements (1.910-

1923), of the Classical investigation ( 1021- 1925), and of the Mod -'
ern Language Study ( !924-1928). The Twent y-sixth Yearbook
offers a penetrating critique of this phase of curriculum - revision,
The shortcomings of the work done by these committees arc attribu-
ted mainly tostvail-fact that these committo.!: "contained not a single
professional studetpt of curriculum-making, not an educational psy-
chologist, not a sociologist, not a critical student of society.- "3 This
arraignment is then continued as follows:

Recent national "subject" committees (like their predecessors) have
not viewed the curriculum as a whole. Never have they taken a posi-
tion aloof and tried to determine the vital social needs of children and
adults. Instead, they have Nen defenders of tip it particular faiths.
They have been special pleader's for their subjects. They, have main-
tained that their function was to inventory present practices. The
(.1;vsics Report put it: to investigate the "relevant facts of classics
teaching and to formulate proarams for improving the teaching of
their subject, They never reall)1 questioned the wisdom of teaching
the existing content. They assumed that it should he taught. They
stood like their predecessors of t890 -1920, fur the status quo.

.\-ever once did these committees open their minds to the really
fundamental curriculum queStions: Should mathematics and Latin be
thuillit at all' to all pupils? 1 f so, on what grounds? To whom?
With what materials? Ilow chosi-n? On (1 broad anal ySiS of t heNSOChll
nredS,0f COntrIlierary America or on the basic of disciplinary values?
- Instead of answering these questions the reports (the Classics Report

especially, the Mathematics Report much less conspicuously) used their
vast arrays of facts to defend the position of mzulematit.s and classics
in the curriculum."

As to the Mathematics Committee, %ye are told that "the person-
nel of the committee NlaS (110-41IIII(` of profe,rionally trained stu.
dents of curriculum-makin,r. hence the lack of objectivity and' com-
prehell-it'ene,4-; in its procedures.-

t_o .\-cation -wide Curriculum-Making. Wkit the above cornpre-
hen,iem.ss might mean was soon reflected in the t bird phase of na-
tional curriculum-makini:. It 11 ill pl'uhably ;4o down in history as
the urat ( urriculum jamboree.-" since the -,pecialist.-s- had
failed to produced acceptalde curricula. tin' 4-hid Fitly emanated from

placc-, that pahaps the (id, %Joon! ti .1( rc nI the country
m /bid. p.

p
14 :Svc lido, awn.a Admini,fr.aion (Ind SUPer; Nomiter. p OS.
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Might fill(' tile answer to the great conundrum. Thus began an upi-
SOde in curriculum-mal:ing which fostered the notion that 'Tacit
community must have a curriculum all its own," The results were
startling, As already stated, more than 5.coo different curricula
have emanatcql from this mu%.ement, and new surprises are still an-
nounced from day to day. The idea of expecting classroom teachers
without special training, without extensive library reSollrCeS, and
without an adequate time allowance. to fill the painful gap left hy
the specialists. was .in the frank Ivorl: of Professor William C.
Bagley -nut only silly hut tragic." It is hardly necessary to en-
lage on that pathetic. theme.

The new approach. Anil now ve are fainv, the pervithiai
challenge: \ \'hat next ? \Veil. the kern eye of Profe,sor Rugg fore-
saw the only logical exit front the dilemma of curriculum-making
as interpreted ten years ago. In Chapters 1(1 and IV of The nventy-
sixth r'r:l'lno of thr .Vdtiondi No( y for t ke. Stmt..; of Education,
lie outlined his %it.ws of a really procedure. .\bove all.
wt. must have a "Clear nrirlitatinli :IS to the outcome of education":

The day has passed in which a single individual prules.nr. teacher
or adminktratur, 1p-y(111)1,1;6A, hicationai nr rtsearch spe-
cialist, can hope to master the mai;ifold. highly professional tasks of
curriculum-makinv,. hey are far mu difncult and complex for any
one person to hope to compass them all singl-han:lcd.'''

There must be, accurdit.z to Prof( Rut4.2.-. type.: of -ltr-
ci:tli-t who hould take part in cu-nperative enterprise: (1 )

ho.e trained in the -turfy of the validity of materials: and (2) thus('
trained in the sirnte ril tirritilummakin2,- in the stmly of sf)cietv
and of educational p-linhvg.. Ile adds that "it is inconceivable
that a curriculum (an he made properly 1-)y rutin'. group morkiin.;

But mho 111 takin- part in this chin( tilt UN]: ?
Professor 111..4.2. :-.."appliCis the an....mer. in the

1.1 i'l`k of slotill.&; :'"olc of iilmdlion i not to 1,, gon\unimolol
l,r rill dndly,is of social lott, r,
hilt nut not be rlornivioti.,1 1,1' it. It 111,:,/1 runt' hart!
thinkim: awl by frm)i 0! ph tv th,

C1 CrS For the grcit nor rurricultun,
therefure. the analy-k ial ;it ti 'tic.: nulurn, e the jlt(l.!Meril

finIllier but it is the iudziocitt of the tt tip(01
tilt -t it.ntiltc !-Itirly of siwiety not The Men' 1..1(111.11 re. -tilts of -.1)t ial

ii,w)1(1. op. rit 5..

4'
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analysis- that will determine the more intangible, but *directing mate-
rials of ourcurriculum.

Sochi/ analysis merely gives us the techniques and kno7cledges we
should have OH tap. P. For the basic insights and attitudes we must
rely, as We do for the sham( nts of the goals of education, upon kunwn
judgvilto., It is imperative, liOWIVer hat 7C(' 111(1 kr use Of Tay the'
MOSt va 'judgments. The forecasting of trends of social nun', matt,
the perception of the focal problems and issues, and the connections
underlying them, deman41 'erudition and maturity of n Action that
eventuates only from prolonged and scientific study of society. To
the frontier of creative thought and of deepest feeling we go for
guidance as to what to teach."

It would 141.'0111, then, that we are now ready for a fourth stage of
national curriculum-huilding, that of the "frontier thinkers." 1.1'i-

dently the challenge has been heard. The mantle of wisdum..has
obviously descended, on a group of self-appointed disciples who feel
the urge to lead us out of the wilderness into a maw land of promise.
Infortunately, the new symphony of expert talents Set'111.1 ,tt)
marred by occasional dissonances, perhaps due to faulty orchestra-
tion. At any rate, a unified melody has not yet emerged. There
are,are, in fact, quite a few versions of the new theme sonir.

flut the main point is that the central secret .has 'already leaked
out. "Ishe solution now proposed is amazing as it is simple. It

is to the effect that, since the curriculum has caused so much trou-
ble, we can improve the educational situation only by (ilhdh/tin:f th,-
curriculum. This may :num] like maje t, a pour. un-oplikticated
school teacher. It is like curing' the dog by tho famou. expedieni
of cutting off his tail just behind hi- ea ;- -.. Vie ail iv :il of -Nirvana-
'may, indeed, he the final attempt at curriculum tinkeritel. for there
will be no "suhject,- left fur further benevolent execution. .\nd

so the curtain is ahuat to ri,; un ittother New Deal in education,
t he school.

Ni NV \\* 111. ;1.1',i1 \\Ill! III' Rkl, t II I
The pliiItless school. The :11'..1111110111. \\ 11.1111 underlie 11114 1111tz1

relirta:-(111 a maze of partial truth-. ati"! errors.
I [yr,. N", !mi.! our (dd lend-. ahead\ ( at
11:1111ely 1110 cificIriti. ttt 1)1:1111:1111' 111-111111!(.111-1-111 .01.1 111 1'111

of the ;IC111I-14 ;Old flit' rr!.1111-;1111 Chlid H.

)itni, (110 .,1 J. h
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tare interests and problems tronscend in importance the experience
of the race. Individual freedom and "felt n:eds" must be respected
atany cost. Standards of excellence are necessarily outmoded. Se-
quential learning is of no consequence and is regarded as stultifying.
The traditional "subjects" have been kept in the schools, we are
told, only because of it blind belief in the -obsolete" doctrine of
mental' discipline. We must drop that hoary myth and with it
throw out foreign languages, mathematics, and other "disciplinary"
subjects. Everywhere and at all times the emphasis is to be on
social values, social efficiency and participation.

When the school has been thus emancipated from its traditional
fetters, progress can at last Ae made in achieving the real objectives
okeducation.. It is true tha these have not yet been fully formu-
latd, but they are expecte to emerge in due time, after further
experimentation and -reei nstruction." The new school will be
very different from anything we have had thus far. Glimpses of
what is intended may be found by those who are curious by reading
some recently published monographs dealing with that subject."
The aim of the transformed secondary school is described by one
of its enthusiastic proponents in the following manner:

The new high school should have as its central anti dynamic objec-
tive: to prepare young people to take an ac ti7.e part 'in planning and
building a new society which fulfills the matrrial and cultural needs
of the great mass of the m (-rico/ people. This objective is definite,
meaningful, and dynamic, a guide and a drive to action.'"

As to a program. essentially that of "social reconstruction," we
are informed as follows:

In planninv the community and the hold there shot d be a long-
term plan which states in .broad outline what the nerd-, f the people
are. There should also be a short-term plan xtendintt say over sev-

Everett, S IEditorI, .1 h ;//ner Se,,.ntbtr blur aloft 1221.
" I hid I). )o. For further information cunt mune t1n. --a.cial" objective of

education and related problem-, the-reader may he roared to such sources as the
follocconz- Kilpatrnk, William II t Editor), lhe Frontier, 12°1; The

Fronfter, rt Journal rf ('r:!/ m Mir H071, especially
the i-s-ue of January. 14);;;: John I.. 1:414, .11Ion .ind I hr PhIlOvophy of Ex-
,Prrunrnfalism, The Century New York, t ,;t . I h ertret. II II , II a Mo,' in
New nirrefionc, \V W. Norton ,, Nett Itc:ner, Edward
-Can the St hook hanite the Sol tal Te her, 16.cord. February,
I.;;;; Counts, Aire ihr th.14 -I e it ,1* r The John Day
Co , Inc New \Rork. repo -claim: NA t i (.1 1 he John 1),% P.(11114110 and.
I.-T(1 1,111y, The Thatehrh Dcptrtment Nu/wt./went/me,

Chaney and Lilo, V, a
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eral years which is followed by succeeding short-term plans. Step by
step each plan leads toward the goals set in the lung -term plan, which
of course is revised in the light of the experiences accumulated in
working out the intermediate plans."

The curriculum is conceived of as a series of "experiences and
activities":

Instead'of organizing the curriculum into narrow s hje is of study,
it should he set up as integral parts of the broad tht in; or objective,
namely, "planning and building the new society." .1. convenience
of reference, these parts might be designated as areas of experience,
for example, "making a living," "developing health," etc. Each of
these areas would have definite social objectives which would he ap-
proached through a consideration of crucial lite problems and through
participation in vital activities."'

The many proposed "activities" of the new school are' justified in
the following manner

Two fundamental principles of modern psychology are that learning
is an active process and that people learn what they practice. In
accordance with these principles, the new high school should have an
abundance and variety of student activities."2 :

As to the equipment of the new school, we are told that it will
1w converted from a "factory" into a place for "living." There
will be movable iahles and chabs. Each classroom will have its
library, its newspapers and magazines. Special rooms will be avail-
able for particular "areas of experience." There will he other rooms
where pupils may write poems, draw or paint, or "just rest." Of
course,-radios will be available at every turn.

In such a school there will he "no hard and fast grades" and
there will he little or no emphasis on marks. The oupils themselves
are to be judges of their own achievement. Above all., they will
spend considerahle time Qs making tirst-hand studies of the com-
munity. They will vi.it factorie, and office,. slums, mu-eums. and
city halls. They will learn. as directly as possible, all aboin family
and community budget,. Their knowledge of economic:, govern-
mvin, and .ocial planning is to become real and -fun( tion:d."

And 11 hat about the 11 a, hl r in such an emancipated school It

is recognized that the new program -ma-ter teat hers
Their main function would Ile that of 1,./iribincr. Fla( h nut,ter

Evcrett. !4. (Editor), ,:-;;)

p
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teacher would he responsible for the work of approximately a hun-
dred pupils. lie would be a "teaching counselor, remaining with

.his group of pupils throughout three, four, or six years.'' There
should also be ordinary teachers who are to "advise a group of fif-
teen or twenty students." "The adviser is responsible for seeing
that pupils really work; that they put themselves wholeheartedly
into projects; that they accept and carry out duties and responsi-
bilities. I le stands in lieu of requirements and administratiy pres-
sures." Quite a contract for the "ordinary" teacher! In fact, an
"imaginary typical day" for a teacher whose special field is "statis- '
flea! mathematics" is suggested in Professor Goodwin Watson's

)

monograph."' The schedule extends from 9 A.M. to S P.M., when at
last the harassed teacher-adviser is "free for recreation and study."

Each pupil has a card file of desirahle projects, under various
"functional" headings. From these he will select certain ones
whenevr an how approls to him." Some of them represent -long-
term purposes," and some "short-term purposes." Professor \Vat-
son submits a tentative list of seventeen -functional divisions" of
the curriculum. They include such diverse items as -establishing
a home," "bringing up children," "working out a satisfying, philos-
ophy of life." Evidently, mere subject matter and ordinary text-
books NVill not he necessary or sufficient in developing such "func-
tional" areas. Each will require several hundre(I guides," and
..new:luides kill be added constantly

Tti Lfet thi, Nvhnle enterprise started smoothly. Dr. Samuel Everett
wisely renfal:74 that "a social philosophy must first be formulated
and accepted." .1s to separate subjects, however, he says with
finality:

Ninq Anterivan,.. %%ill rtftcr tug hi;n,r. mathenfatici, physic;, diem-
i,try. and the like. :IS thc:-V:-Ilhjet'IS are nuw tatn410. 1:)t. the !lost part

/ .cut h skills and kno4.1f rhfi. ran hr harm,/ in a grului,te school, on
.:Ibn..,..i.,. intli:.iduats fell the nail med for mch Spt Ciali.:1///0/1.67

Ills i.;. an( IllIvr 1111111 It) !Ill' I In'ury of -incidental learnite.!.." dk-
pri.yril ..() nit( n. Flit' saint' writur athievt-.1 cych L:reater lic.2111,,
ur depth,. lit in,i210, when he %%ri ::

l'i-w \int.ricrin-, \ ill ..er tr::\01 ;ihr,,ad and th t /...ere :()..e need fiircivii
1;.n.!tre.!ta. . rylatkely few IIIlk i(111.11-; \\ Hi tit it reilm 1;iiwnaLi in

p
"' pp :
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busint,;:, Only a very small group of children will love language for
it.4 own sake. The whole tont, of a secondary school can be so devel-
oped that the drqUiSiliOn Of .1,0reit;l1 langlidge is I/ mark of the It
class (tnd as a builga of in-chlious distinctiin will be in disrepute.'"

One wonders \vhether this gentleman ever saw one of the 11111Zt.
ocean liners that annually ca:ry a million .Vnerican tourists across
the sea. One wondcrs whether he has ever witnessed an assembly
prouyam Ltiven liv modern I:wiz:LI:y.4e club:4 in our high schools, or-
gnized by pupils wIto evidently enjoy the study of foreign lan-
guages. .1nd one doubts whether this astute observer of the .1meri-
can scuee realizes that many thousands of young men and women
in our professional school-, as well as all research workers and
technicians in counties.; laboratories, must, if they are to he leaders,
make wide use (f foreign books and reriodicals. Similarly in math-
matics. ls such training alsb to tie acquired -incidentally,- as a.
sort of adult -project-?

We have. given enough samples of what is intended in the ideal-
secondary school of the future. .1fter learning of these plans, a
clever teacher remarked: "These educators art shining examples of
the minimum edbeation which they wish to force on our American
schools. the only type of education which ti e seem able to com-
prehend." \\*hell the whole world is clamoring for more complete,
systematic, and thorough train:ag in every field of human activity,
We are advised hy these educational spokesmen to develop a plqn-
less school devoted to functional" areas adjusted to 'personal in-
terest,." or alleged individual -needs."

Curricula based on orientation. Much nun, sit:nil-want is the
emphatic plea for educational or profe.4.-:iunal orientation. which is
encountered .Malin and again in the recent literature on secondary
educat ii in. Many subject platter teachers have, of course, been
keenly aware of this legitimate demand. They know that each sub-
ject i,, or should be.,:1 constituent and vital part of the great sym-
phony of personal and social intere-ts. only !Ho often at frag-
mental y and pieccrneal mode of teauhing obscures this all-important
fact. .1 he speci a( ular succes, of such huoks a4 ell, :. Hut/inp of
//istory dumun-tiates the positive bongur fiur a panoamh VitW of
1111(1'! - "11 the P;11-1 (it. WWII It''' 111'11N.111(k. .\11ParUhl 1Y. !ilk Ze.4C ot\.,
ilw radio, of air travelind of ill,. movies ha,: prepared IN ful4

larger visions and more hit ln,ive discussions. We all know of the

-ril. I ;' 2.: . ,,,.
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dang6r of extreme specialization, so characteristic of our age. The
specialist only too often is a person who "learns nor and more
about less and less." The story is told of a bone.specidlist who
was called to see the victim of an accident. The poor fellow had
broken his right leg. Shrugging his shoulders, the specialist re-
fused to take the case because he was merely an expert in "left

Besides, the fund of human knowledge has become so vast that
no single human bein-g can cope with it alone, even in restricted
fields. Thus, I)r. Alexis Carrel tells us that a comprehensive mas-
tery of the essentials of the new "science of man," as he conceives-
it, would call for the unremitting, painstaking labor cf at least
twenty-five years on the part of even a super-scientist." Similarly,
I)r. E. T. Bell informs us that modern mathematical science has
grown to such dimensions that "a detailed, professional mastery of
the whole domain would demand the lifelong toil of twenty or more
richly gifted men.'"

For some time, the colleges have recognized the imperative call
for orientation. More than four hundred colleges are now giving
survey courses in one form or another. But how can the secondary
school meet this demand? How can one jorient" pupils who have
not yet acquired even the rudiments of a general education? At
Least two plans, differing widely in scope and in merit, have
emerged. The first is a debatable imitation of the orientation
courses offered in the colleges. When high schools offer "explora-
tory'' or -survey" courses extending over a few -weeks or months,
they art' in great danger of encouraging a superficial smattering
of subject matter that is imperfectly understood and quickly for-
gotten. Such courses may be entertaining and even -popular."
They can never he a substitute for more substantial, long-continued
contact with any one of the major subjects of the curriculum.
Above all. they undermine the appetite for really serious study by
creating a false sense of mastery. They are reminders of the brief
-exposure- oitirses given in the academies and high schools several
decades ago. Such text. as -Fourteen Weeks in Botany- rarely left
a disoverahle trace in Ow pupil's mind. Why revive a plan that
\\as discarded long ago as futile? And yet. it n,lw proposed that

pupils,- especially. he given precisel that sort of "snappy
Carrt.l. A, op. ,it., [271. ::s:

E. 'T., op. (it., I 25 I. p. 5.
%.
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orientation." In mathematics, we already have a number of cur-
ricula and texts based on this idea. Primarily for -slow" pupils
or "non-academic" pupils, a one-year survey course in secondary
mathematics is now proposed, involving the elements of business
arithmetic, "applied" algebra, intuitive geometry, trigonometry,
demohstrative geometry, statistics, and copious related units of an
optional type. In some cases, morsels of physical science are also
to be included. Any teacher of mathematics knows that such a
one-year program is dishonest and impo5sible. It will lead only
to the further destruction or disintegration of secondary mathe-
matics.

Of very different quality is the type of orientation that gives the
student a real understanding of a major field in which he may be
interested. It may be described as "intensive orientation." Such
a plan has been developed at the Fieldston School, New York
City. After seventeen years of experimentation.. the plan is now
working. successfully. In a thirty-page monograph, Dr.- V. 1'.
Thayer. director of education of the Ethical Culture Schools, has
given us a welcome description of this program.n Thus, in the
field of art. a student may pursue a four-year, preprofessional orien-
tation course. Any major center of interest of this type is then
used as "a bridge to culture,72 leading to many extensive contacts

. with science, history, mathematics, and other related branches. :\
student thus prepared carries away not only a substantial equip-
ment in his field of concentration. but also in many of the other
basic domains of knowledge and skill. It is the type of orientation
that one might Nelconit, in any high school.

The core-curriculum plan. Closely resembling the proizrain of
intensive orientation k that advocated by proponents of the ( ore-
(106711 um idea. But Nrhilt, the furmer is essentially prevocational
in character. the latter is very general and is intended for ever)
student. Various modifications of this plan have appeared in print.
One outstandintz example.. the result of the Vin2inia Curriculum
Program, is described by Mr. Sidney 13. Hall. Superintendent of
Public Instruction in Virtzinia. in cullahuratiun with Principal I:. M.
Alexander.73 For all pupil- in the secondary schuol a curecur-
riculum h. been net up hie h is ort2anited aruund certain bruad

crc,.t. s. ( ditur). 1 t'h.ip IV.
/bsid . p
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of knowledge. It is based on centers of interest that arts defi-
nitel related to eleven major funtifins of social life. The cur-
riculum eNtends throuldniut all the years of the hiuh school .period.
Definite provision ismade for those pupils who also wish to ''elect
the study of specialized organized bodies of knowItsdge such as for-
eign lanvatag.es, mathematics, and So on.' Various -adaptations-
of he plan are stuzgested. It is nottswothy and very encourav,ing
that vocational education is definitely ruled out of the picture. Jo
quote:

I. The scope of the curriculum for the entire system of public
yr b1)111C 01.1111i701 (IS C011111111011S vystviit oil the basis of

run( tion and ('l nter-of -intrrest approach. The secondary
should he intsrved into this common-school proffani and shiadd

not be rt...;arded as a separate ini4itution with peculiar functions of its
.,iwn.

2. I./win/tow/ obi athin expt comnlercial training, other types of
trainim; on (lil and exploratory work, Itould he post polled Un-
til p nen!! education is over. This m,.ons (hot gen,-rat
ciluf at ion 7,.ould normally continue to :chat is now 'considered the
'nil of the junior-eollifze period.

,4hutild lau-entined until in the judgment of school authori;
tie,. untzuided by the school, they can dischar!,:e t(')

society.
.t. I his totunion-school program should be concerned with the value

of it; own ('our-,iss. coursrs .v/mith/ /lent h, ohne,/ //nom/ inwpara-
/ion for 7.-o( ational work or adz'am studi,..s.7'

A divergent and more conservative plan is that ,itufrested by Dr.
\V, Ic, Featherstone. formerly Director of Secondary Curriculum.
Los California. and now .Assistant Professor of Education
at columbia University.T's It is definitely rese( ..,,nized that there are
tummon educational essentials Nvhich all pt. :,(1f1!:-.11111St have acquired
in the interest of social solidarity and the security of life itself.
More than that, the importance (If rout/nu/7y in the major activi-
ties i, admitted. Beyond that, each pupil may pursue such ''mar

activities asuna appeal to him particularly. The one great
enemy of such a core-curriculum is seen to lie the current unit sys-
tem. In the following' paragraph our present dilemma k clearly
p,iinted out :

'!'.!err many v1(11(11, whi( II }whine.: in the core - c'urric'ulum
hi,tor. art. r ti eat r. psychilltIL!v.

" 17.
p. 67.
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and probably others. Obviously we cannot provide, a period a: day
for each of these and have any time left for other mattqrs. Further-
more, we dare not spread them out. providing a dose' of one here and
a dab of another there. If we do; we shall violate one of the meist
important principles of teaching, that of emit;nitity. There is only one
alternative, and that is to develop unified programs which bring into
one learning situation essential materials thitt were formerly/ found
only in subjectrmatter fields sharply separated from one another. We
roust ,find a thread in the form of a..crntral theme or central jelro upon
which we can string the separate heads of languai.x. geography, scicTico..
an 'the like. and have when we have finished something that is AV ()Iv

in is own right and dot just an aggregation of unrelated emities.''

The integration movement. .1 further variation of the same *gvn-
eral idea is reipresented 'by recent insistent demands for a greater
intr..uation of our instructional enterprises. In this case we may
have in mind a' core-curriculum such as those describcd above, or
we May think of the fusion of two hr more hvr wise di,I;nct lint's
of work. The latter plan has been advocated particularly by et
caters connected with Teachers College, Columbia y.
'Thin, Professor I.. Thomas Hopkins ha,. submitted a detailed list
of the characteristics of an "integrated individual- and f the cur-
riculum chatu;e5 which this concept,set'LliS to 111114.77 At present.
one of. the most active supporters of this plan is I )r. Jesse II.
Newlon of the Lincoln School of Teachers College. The following
typical passages from one of his recent addrese on this subject.
as iiitioted in Tracher.c C Ni (001. may be of interest :

His of critical impurtance.at this particular tinie that the curriculum
he designed to make i)-A-)le the achievement of the htoiaol ial
of education.

To this end an effective 1)1;111 must compreho 1,1 all .-:)..n;cicant C tol-

tural proce--)es and problems in onler to ...;:ve the iutlk i,i11ii the he.t
pos....ilde orientation to the world in Olich In. lives. It 11111! 110[1111W !.

}Inn to all important area: of human knoN ;run c. I lic:c
111Ut he n1 gaps in his !..ucial edtaation. . . .

Integration of the everira and a( of the le.orncr at rat-II
It 777e1 is :i1SH 111("W ate tn. .11' t 11.111 I it 1,1e pl it r
11111t it 111:InTiak. I Ilry art' WO piddc111, ift nic,11.1161.:'

Experiments in this direction have been going on at the Lincoln
Sch,)1 +1 ince ha Icon in t-, math,-

'" 1 bid pp 67 .6,1.
Set' 111,;.Isin.z. I.. \ !,- r , ;

b"/ Ree.r.,/, April, 1,1) £,.1) i 612.
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matics and science in the sevenih grade. In top a course devoted
to a study of the evolution of Western culture was introduced,
replacing the usual ourses in history, English, and art. This
course is expected to culminate in an intensive study of American
cuiture. Needless to day, all the usual subject - matter boundaries
are deliberately-ignored in these experiments.

Comments on these plans. /First,- as -to-the planless, school, it is
to be hoped that our_proverbial sense of humor may keep us from
taking this edtirational burlesque' too seriously. However, if
heavier artillery is needed to demolish this almost incredible ex-
travaganza, th re is an ample stock of it for such bombardments.
For. example, et the reader turn to such devastating critiques as
those f'urnis d by Professor :)agley, Professor Mandel, and Pro-

% fessor )eme hkevich.79 Above all, Jet him learn of the verdict of
Rwsi, when, fter nearly fifteen years of a compulsory, nation-
wide t of planless education based on the pattern glorified by
our own theorists, it swept the whole useless structure out of
existence."

`5.-- We may however, feel much more optimistic about the otherresthree plans discussed above. In,due time, their extreme and vision-
ary features will be eliminated. Orientation of the Fieldston type
has great possibilities. The core-curriculum idea has the merit Of
not giving .up an emphasis on essentials. And integration has al-
ways been a more or less subpith4c4olt< objective of every real
teacher. The "many-sided- interest of the Herbartians and sub-
sequent "correlation" theories have served to keep this ideal alive
in "modern education.

)n the other hand, any attempt at excessive fusion will almost
certainly lead to failure. There have been numerous previous
attempts in that direction. They have never been successful. Thus.
11w plan of fusing mathematics and science was launched with
much enthusiasm, thirty years ago, by a grim!) of leaders in the
diddle West. .\ special committee was organized which eventually
submitted its recommendations in a published report," Much lab-

- sy C "I: Subject -Matter Obsolete?" op (it. hol. pp. 4cf
RAndtl, I L cl,,u(1-cu4no-Land," Teachers Collev Record, May,
pp. 6:711 t t and Ihmlia-hkvich, NI , rf tit Pp. 245 If.

!-Le reterum m tw,tnott. 4I. pal:t. ;,{

'I Report the Committee on the Correlation of NIathmatics and Physics in
Set ordary st,cond This con-titutes the Appendix of the
Pro, eedino of the Second Annual Metinc of the Central At,oliation of Science
and Mathernalb, 1 ea, hers ( uut lit print
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oratory wiirk was suggested and particular endorsement was given
to the famdus Perry movement, then at its height in England.
Professor ferry's main objective was in the direction of applied .mathematics in a thoroughly correlated setting. Hardly a trace of
that movement is left in England, in spite of the enthusiasm Wi.1-1{
which it was greeted by many teachers. Must we a..Vays T-trpeat
the errors .of others ?

A critique of integration, in its relation to mathematics., was re-
cently offered by Professor W. D. Reike.'2 He furnished a helpful
bildiograph) and pointed out some of the merits and dangers of
the movement. Of particular importance is the following passage:

It should be said here that before teachers can properly correlate
mathematics with other hells, they (night to learn how to correlate
the various parts of mathemotics. They should first learn how and
wlutre arithmetic and informal geometry can he correlated, how and
where' algebra may be best correlated with arithmetic and informational
geometry, and so on. Unless we can do this, there is small chance
that we can successi illy correlate mathematics with science, music,
the arts, and other applied fields. We should not make the mistake
of breal: ng down subject-matter lines before teachers are qualified to
make the proper coryacts and to explain the significant relationships
')etwen subjects to their pupils,"

Teachers cannot integrate several subjects or courses unless they
have mastered each of them. .1t present, it is (mi, to clear that

haVe not yet developed adequate mastery in even one field on
part of the majority of our hachers. Are they to spend three

tears in Wildllate schools lo. the ...)le purpose of integration?
'"-at salary :nducements.and what professional security ale we
offering in rettun? le is significant that in most European ountris
ha, hit\ of sf c are also the traehrrs of math, ',hairs, In spite
of thi ideal preparation, they pry fer not to fu.,c i
I ht. V realiie that Vaell of these fields has its own 'minis and its own
tee iniques. and mathematics should constantly support
each other. but t:1,..y would only lose their characteristic educational
font t brio:: fused into a single subject or "arra of experience.-

I; v-I(

.ndianging backgrounds. .fter clay' or weeks of weary trove;
t an arid desert, in;:ny a caravan has been spurred in

1.1 I) . "N1.1011.111.01,, and the Intrtr.th.(I I'rovr.ini in .itum,"
, r r 74. N1.0., h. i : pp. p t
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by the realization that an oasis promisilfg fres11water att(I a source
of food NV:is not far distant. iti,t so, in Our moods of despair over
the educational :ittlati(111, we may gain renewed courage and vigor
by keeping our eyes on those enduring landmarks that never fade
from the picture. For there are three such mountain peaks: They
are Nature, \Ian, and the Ultimate.

In the Icahn of .Vaturt, we witness evcr here-the reign of de-
pendable la. cosmic force E5I gravitation prevailed before
the arrial of man, and we may count on its further operation in
all the aeons that .nay lie ahead. 1 tic >un alld it 4 ..-atellitus have
been spinning through :Tact for untolE1 million,: of ear, Life-

lite-su-taittiP4 principles ;mil energies have keen at Nvork
ourite.f, anti a belief in their beneficent Continuance

hot at variance Nrith accepted Ifnitilifzt'
A, to .1/(//a, the mystiiot., strait:4y on this strnip.to earth. we

1,11mv at that hi,: physical ned-, dependence ('I food.
E lothing, ,heller, and other material comforts, as well his social

w111 al%\ s remain the foundation (11.1n, EEaseles.: struggle
to triumph ov.,- holp4cr, want. limitation. and di- ca-e. Loot!. aml
painful hn- 1 ern hi- cx.ictin,.4 has 'won the

fee for hi- edit, ation. man ate the leon, still to he learned.
cvi r 1111.1.1. 111( t'111Cr"t's 11(' of !-I11'1:11 1111111:111-

1;- (111111.,14.d. writ( t. men and

I in:111v. ehave 1)1il (111 the road lon.2 noli,J1 to ft.E1 increasingly
-me of the per' manEnt prc-enE 1. of :1 / /;'I'/ 111,1,1 jail. virulent IA hit.11

ni arr than hrathin...... and c10-er !Lin 'kind- or feet.- '..;clitte
all It colufi",t, and other, gill it ciod.- \\e may wish

it whther we 1.111 it tee .'..."11,,,rwe 'Mold, ttr t ht. In-
1,111 r, 111 i I",.'11 Life. the deep -t tranl..ind have revel.-
t'1171\ ,11 1.1 it :11I11.11il

;- ht11, .1 C.1::,1

11 .11 111(11* o \ \11

::11,111(111

it tati:- ntotal alti:;-. iii.:11.ndoor and tin.sell-
de,...tion.

t
gt ,It "11,11. loll. :111\\ ;his. it th,:i

1.!1:1 '1.-; I Lt. in' im
1;!\ i!tlf;; t I... i: ;)/;://, alit Illy

"IL .111.1 "i'Ht..11.:1 !UCH! lit 111.X.t.

11.t 11)1' "111HirEr' t" 1;ft 11.;n f.oni
ht it li,t t 1 1 , 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 : 1 , 1 1 . 1 1)1 (-1 111t' f-
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(1(31)1 to the forces of nature, his hond:e_tt. ttl Tear and super:- tition.
and to devolop :111 ever Imre confident control of his destiny.
///(!hill/ iint/iivitcra is not. a ton,/t///t. /1 if
Ethic m torever concerned \\ it'll the development and the trans-
mission of Iii.411t.r alit) noble'!' toil In, of into the ha,ic rlatiot
ships mentioned ahm..e.

:roust:lilts of the curriculum. If this analysis k sound, it foll()%,;

once thatithe curriculum ,hould he the vehicle of a Itruad orienta
thin. It :should initiate in l'aC.11 intik idttal a Ltroin..4 v to
onderstand, ttl appre( and to tuntrol hi- en\ imminent, not fut
pttrlv slii;11 reaons, lint :1'\\;t\'; in the direction of an incr a-int.),
social %elfare. Ilnce the permanent eletnenk of the eurrit ultint
must he tho-t manual. mental: and spiritual adaptation..., \\ blob race
experience has shm% n to) he essential fur human progre,s and for
an intet4rated social life. it r' /mist 11(11't at be"(1.ci

ill Ili! elirlit 11111111, rIS v : 1 he pith 101-

ce4/ rif r. 111(11/11 c, (1( bib c, r111e1 /k .011 ill t V.

I. 7'l/e' pidctit art.\. .\11 the achicvenwnt, ,of Hui. Ma4111.11
liVillia111111 art' 1.111111;11111111:111V prntlilltS 1tf 111I. /111111;i11 /bind. Tht
111a111111' is 11./111111'.4 Inn an men,ion of the hand. .1 he litim:m
hand and its suhst it ute, the machine, art forever contented with
the utilization and the trAn-formation oil the ",:t\v fur
:11 -hed 1) nat me, for the immediate and u1tintait prpo-, tot

soo iety. 1 he epic 'If the hand still remain- to he \\ titter'. The
story (of the tian-ition flout the ( rude implemnt, of thi

111 Hi! nrilvt1-; of a tilittlrn Ill.tt hino -hop i- :tit pionn of
human and It one "i the tr,i2di
of our chit, that 111.111y .114111 l] and ;1111111- 11.1 11.112r t\11,1 i
1'1111' tilt' 1112,1111% ;11111 111 .111-1.11111.11 111. 1.1' 11 1..11111\111"1.. 11111-1

11'11 Irt' -11111. Id" the 1,1 s-1 1011i1/ (.10.1111'..1;. 11

1.1J1 ..1,1111 but for the Keen ap
p.,( iation of the :Wilily to -inal\e one- and
not niriel ith a nia, hint% 11111,1 fin ni-11 .1.I1 Il ttl :l Fc:1

-.01;11.1t. ,01irt %. t te.tt i\t .1t 1i \ - li I :Il'"'11
111 i hi lit rdit-. in Rot 10.1llr 'entur, N %\ oi ( 111. 11111 I It 11 1)\

1.11\\ T. 11;111. \\111 ,tIt ;1... 111...Itl 1.111. ,1 -1:01111 i iL.:;1111/.;1

lion in hill :trill

2. 1. 11:c \\ 1111.11. .11..1 1).11111.1 11..- 111,

I:; Vs.tild 111,11 111.,11 :111 ft11"1!1, 1111,1,;:,.,. IT

,1 1I i(1+' 111111 111-I.i1It t 1;11, };.! :t- ;11 t I1)
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munication. Dewey has stated correctly that the invention of sym-
hots. was the greatest single 'event in human history.";' The pres-
ervation of human' accomplishments by means of written or printed
,records made man a "time-binding animal," to use a famous phrase
due to Count Korzybski!'5 Hence we have good reason to.stress
the transcendent importance of the language arts in the curriculum.
Ii,ere we may also include the study of foreign languages..if time
permits, for as a great thinker once said whenever we study
another language; we add another soul to our own.

3. Science. We- have already pointed out that science is con-
center? with fads. The aim of the physical sciences is the discovery
and formulation of the relationships which govern the happenings
of nature. lience science is the handmaid of technology and of all
forms of engineering. When applied to the "human machine, it
leads to the life-conserving study of health. The biological sciences,
including psychology, have opened up a new universe that the school
is only beginning to appreciate. Modern life depends on science
at almost every step, and the curriculum must make adequate pro-
vision fur broadly conceived contacts with scientific backgrounds,
including a constant emphasis on bodily health and efficiency.

4. Mathematicv. In co-nperatiun with s ience, mathematics has
furnished the principal tools for discovering, testing, and stating the
law's of nat 'Art'. it is Int' aligract form of St /eller, thr prototype of
all Ycirner. Without it. our material civilization would crumble into
dust, and man would return to a state of savagery. These undis-
puted facts alone wiuld warrant a mandatory emphasis on mathe-
matical training in nut schools.. The socid/ It has been char...!0(1 that in the ttnavuid-
aide endeavor to understand and control our phy,i( al environment,
we have neglected the study of man as a tot ia/ hein-. To this al-
lged fact leading edit( ational (Hits now attribute 111;IIIV of out
pre-wilt-day difficult urryt-tke Hwy in-I-I (lit lunch
lail. ail altnu-t exclusi%V. tuilidt'!.:11,01 (If tilt' ,it 1,11 ,1 ;Ohl 111 tilt'

our -chuuls. While 1te reject t trenic derniuld-
in tin- dire( tiun, it is certainly true that the (its /en- uf a denim racy
,mr,,unded by dangt:ins woi ent... ht. lit

the ft:n(1,1111(10:d 7.(g 1,11. ntiffiti;( . :It'll p,,!ihin- of the

I ) .%1%. I-1o) i ,! F.

, \t, ,11 ,t , IL,I); :1 I

:
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immediate future. For a time, at least, this social emphasis may
have to replace or supplement the customary pageant idea of human
history, the orderly recital of man's evolution from a primitive state
to that represented by modern civilization.

6, The fine arts. Music and the representative arts, aside from
literature, constitute a form of release from life's daily routine.
Here, at least, we have a field of almost pure creativeness and-of
it! 4l appreciation. The liberating influence of the line arts can
hardly be exaggerated. No human being should be sent out into
life without having passed through the door that lead. to this land

enchantment.'"
l'ho..se six domainS constitute the permanent frame of reference

for all curriculum-making. Thr v are hasie berillSe I iii'V 1;loi11

out of the very nattle of thincs. They are the product, of human
evolution. They all date back to the beLfinninqs of hunt.in
And they zill continue. until the end of the story. If all human
institutions were destroyed today, provided human beint:s remained,
these six great basic categories \souk return with inevitable e-
tainty. Not one of them, therefore, ...an be emitted from the cur-
riculum. for that would cause the loss of an essential -area of
experience.

NVe have not included in this list the all-important matter of
chard( ter bui/dint:. sitnpl because ethical education (10t'S not

ute a -subject" or a formulated course of study that can htb
mastered from Iv to da by alstated seri, of le..,ons. The 5(11(iul
MUM. certainly make a delinitt contrihut ion in this direction.*? Hot

it (-in never relieve the bonne and other a....:encies from their share
in developing strong. moral t hatat ters, front .stresing ethical and
religious ideals, and from dirt ouragim. ;ill form, of antisocial or
criminal hehavioir.

The time element. I..ver sin( e thene ha\ e Leon modern schools,
there has been the puzzling question of how the time could he budg-
eted to) ac( imintodate all the dc,ired old( In the iotlyrn

.11, At I t our,c, in
s.!,-to.f 11 thicti -,11.).,1. I. 3 %%1I, urn, .1: I I, I th It man \

-!,1,1.un) vie. 1 t!,,t ht t.tu,t tht t .tr .1 I., t t t hilt he

,11:( IhtV lifttf .1M1 .111 Iit "I \ "OW
Itii \%11:.1) arc (1,,Int: ur tkt.:k III III:- 11111-1H-1, I, I h.. Ni.%%Ail.,

Jt : .1I
o !, 1.+: 7 / ,.!1; 1.

r ilt!"., ,1: \ it '1 the

h;tt'd .t1.1:1' .1"1:
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.1merican school, the soluthm has het n made zirittally impos-

.ible by the unit systi:111 IVI1141 i.c st ill ill Ion r. I uiii. I hr giz.cn
Instrcui mu.t 'emit .;11117 1' ork iu each of__the

'Ink rIonii,is outlinril pc) Of at It, 1St

yt (1)5, !Tolll lartr oligh L;Parit' trlf, (Ind p; hi 11 hrOUL;h

14.C1:.r. Ty accomplish this, \\e 111l1-4 three or four
periods ; %%eel: to some of the major suhject-, instead of fivo.
%, :11 Jr.t a titAihle Mar t4i11 of time for health trainintz, and for
%.ork in the practical and tine arts. St lino]. puferrin...; a cor -cur-
.iculum, or orientation courses in minor %%ill then ht. ahle to
vok cut 11Tful variations and still provide for continuity in the

II Hot.
If it Le ohjffted that hc dinilv, attention may he

directed to the time-schedules of other leatlint: countriN, as pub-
1i:died in Milli Siall*k'S a> tile l11c/I/W11/f I.r (;) bOOkS Of the
natiOntit i11.q/7 lilt' Of 1.0/(/1 Pc Colfrtr, lit /6' /)oft of tb .Va!io)hif
( 0/)/inittr on liathrinatif 'II 16 qui), HI% , !

t .Vatitllial C(11111( Tro.'t brri of .11,1;1;,.nwtics (it)2t)1.
.\II pr()% lilt, for continuity ;it illy print lila' stilt-
jects, and especially in latp..4tiaJA-, inathrmatic-, and science. The
tom' nunther LIf pescrihd %vetI:l periods ti-tt:111v. ex«ed. that of
the correspondin...., ;in '.t 111)I)k. l \.11i11)1C in hill' .1.1p,111t.*:l'

--(1,,nflary schools middle st ho ol.I. t art thhtv
of voil 1, (..1( et'L, ;Old the 1:111- 11:IVe el !WI ()I
11'r1dy 111-1111(11,111. tine Ill11111)y tt1 1)1 I. 61,1.11 !Writ Id: a,_
sh,.ited to to.o Itt.nt,t1 itt hook. for fat;hout a

01 i. either four or 1,%e.

hi! I \!I!1 i INI (11,1 \\II (II NI \I \ 7.".

lit' crucial tillt",(1011. \\C 11.1\ t. rrict ri..I I)! ( I\' iII tilt ;IA

\ In I '1;1(01 It' .1 11(.1111 I' -ri HUI i:y :ILO

!Iirr11 (11:11 ;111 ;in \ Illltl, !MI %%ell inform,.(1
1.(.111 /,. 111.11 III IIII 1111;;! 1 :,1;; \ h

111.011t1.1.iti, I !.,. 1. pol most 1.tr

hihf. 111 .01 the lent t- It %%ill

(qo111:11. III lie :1 the \A..: (1.1%.

! 1\ c 11.1 \%c%er, th.tnv to , ..1 I

I., H.,: i%, d .11 tie.r.! 1.. 1,
p!..p 1 ot \.;

h 11., ..k oi.oh
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mat ics_ from the list of prescribed s:uhjects in their htiv schools.
.1titunt.; the principal reasons giyt.n fur this action. by responsible
officials are the 11)11()%vin.4: ( pour teachin,.;, (.2 pour tt'Xill()(11:S ,

( 31 a lack ()I essential and convincing objectives."
Nnw there is -hardly J.-ny doubt that the laccu-atinn of "ponr

teaching" may be extended with equal justice to ativ and ever:
other secondary subject. Perhaps the same think is trite itku of the
textbook:. Su it comes clu%vii to this, that utu- courses of study
eidently du nut seem to reflect cum-incite...Ay the real z-pirit and
the purpose of mailieniatical instruction at the set-uotlar le\ el. "hi

lint it difieietly. the ttue -lion lhat \\ t sue W)\w fat is the

fullsm
hturii t,.hit 111,. It'll or pit (m1i;11 t fintri1411:0!I sit Nlrilir'

midi". !licit ;could its y lilt fusion iii l i,r r shit ;111011

of till ow. ProPic ii it In. sons rib
11,1; I. 155 ( (is 101. C .10)'

PurP('' 1
service %Aut. of inatilenLatics, The an-\\ ma\ IIe resiiied

into tu p:o is... Wt. roust fo.1 lool, into the "rn.t) ;//,!/- \;11111.-

of mat hunidtics. fur that is the mil\ p11.1-e of the sulijict that -et.'11N
It) illtrrt.1 Iht. 111.111 ill the :11111 1\ rt (11

11.1 it. that pail (If the -.1<it-V ha- been truateil -41 111.11I l'.\

s (Irt- (If «11111wItilt \\ I lie!, that all\ silt' \\ Its) t.111 It 11::; Itllrtrill
hini-ril iits. Alcrt.1 ;hi- cidcli(s. i, nilt a

rtfiii.ili,o) (II it- tru:11.
in n .110111' .lt thutt: NN.1-

iille (If tI;s' \\ III Ihs 11.111 if tit e .0 1.11-.:1, pit tills
.!115.51 ills F1're Isl. Ix Ion% 15.51L)e.- Ii- l .1, ;Ind 14:11), l's r11virote.1

;Ind Applit,1 s- It's'! 'II His Its r. lr'rssiln

it- \ 15,unda!;,,ti ;111.1 tuul. 1. 1.

Ili, I hi- pit lore u :\ , ;1:11 co.

st ;en I Ind lei le.-tt \ in

iht. pit ;Oil ( 1.0. 1 ;
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This same theme is treated in almost endless variation in scores
of articles or reports found in such publications as The Mathematics
Teacher, School Science and Mathematics, Scripta Mathematics,
and the Yearbook of The National Council of Teachers of Math-

.
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cation of its methods of admission. 'Hereafter, students are ad.>
mated on either an "unrestricted" or a "restricted" bask, according
as they have, or have not, met the usual requirements in mathe-
matics. Tho 1,e w..o come without such preparation, may pursue
such studies " do not require high school mathematics as I their I

background. It does not give admission to the College of Agri-
culture or. the College of Engineering or the Course in Chemistry,
and does not permit the student to major or specialize inichemistry

.... bKnmerce, economics, mathematics, pharmacy, political science,
pre - medicine, philosophy, psychology or sociology, or in any of the
other natural sciences including physical geography and geology, or
to graduate from 'the School of Education with a major or minor
in any of these fields.""."

Commenting on this action. Professor Langer, of the University
of Wisconsin. writes as follows:

It seems important under the circumstancesfirstly, that the facilities
for the study of the mathematical subjects in the high school be guarded
against any impairment, and that under no circumstances they be
allowed to deteriorate from their present status. Secondly, it seems
important that students be brought at an early stage to a realization
of the role played by mathematics both as a subject in itself, and as a
buttress to innumerable others many of which are not obviously related
to it.".'"

Mathematics as a mode of thinking. it k true that our unitary,
one-year courses in algebra and geometry give a totally inadequate
picture of the -instrumental- value.: of mathematics. This is not
the fault of the subject nor of the teachers, Inn of the insufficient
time allotment. Iieiiles. even the undeniable. practical contribu-
tions of mathematics have failed to impress certain critics. These
writers readily admit the ancillary functions of applied mathe-
matics in modern life. hut they follow Professor Inglis in assigning
the "direct" valu-: of a -ubject to the domain of vocational or prac-
tical training. and concerning the "indirect- values of mathematics
they continue to have their doulits.''l This skeptical attitude as to
the "general- value- of mathemat i ( : - . is Mill due, to a %ry LIN(' ex-
tent. to the unfortunate "inunt,d dicipline- C I ) 11 I l'ON't Ny . I 1 a ppr a r

'1.an.:cr. 12 1 . ""I ht. k% \1 till, .tt the I'm% (1,0 of W!
con -in. Thr .1 merit tit .11,!:11,m :1

p :10
" Alux.tn,kr. - .C ,r h.tp Xi. 11,01Alt..n

11 filin f,
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of CIU1111.!C my ni,t haphazard or chaotic, they are lawful. To
deal with them SLICL"cr--711.111y. which is a major concern of man, it is
nucessary to know their laws, r1 discover he- lay..s of change ZS the
aim of SI'N'N(('. Ill this entirprisi of .sciencr till' ids al pYtV01 ype
Mat hrina inr CunSiStS Mainly in the study of functions,
and the study of functions is the study of the w-ays in which chant;es
in tint' or more things produce changes in others.'

PART FIVE

ImuckTi()N, (W.V11()N.k1, 'FRAINING, AND THE
S1'.\N1).\1:1)ti

%tatcnient. In IsSo tlwre 1)19.:-"n" 14
ti) 17 %);tr- (If :t2J- in the Inited Slates. of %%hum or 2.s
per cent, Wt'Ft' enrolled in pul(lic secondary -Itools. In to..,o there
were 0..t persons LI to 17 ye:1r; of ;e2e, of %%-hont 4.;54.8tc.

oC .,h.' per cent. 111.1*:' V111'1111(11 111 ...-c0)11(1:11'y SCI1()111,." . \t
iit...(.111, (wie III:111 per (rut of ow- adolescent poptdation are
at.p.nditi:. our hool-: and the hope has heun expit,sed lit
s(qm 1,1 tht riltit:troin;t1 authorities of the country that in
the ne:tt. fill e tn.iv hae 13) per cent ettrollnint of all our
yolitr.t people.

Nio.v. 1:1(.....0 litisiness -11Aving an increa-e of n:trk j}cr

11I1 VIII a Ii1. drc:1.1.r- --1,11)111(1 hi' t\11crIt11 11)

\\-111.11 iile dtilrt,itin ;pit It'd I,/ 1111- :-1111:11I1,11.

it 1111111illi :tit t-1(11 .11c1. into (mt.

:11 thy I illic.R.111.11de hind- yr, flutliplizy

IT11 11..-11 1h iltti,c 11) 1.:111 ,111101,11 10,1),11. I , :\Linv

I h.'llTlik folmd thentsck,s op against "aradentii. ( tir-

it h \%,.n. 1', ti Itjthy. And :..tt t- 1(0-

ttur l' l.- 111,:t

i%%cv Ni,%%, ,ecomial,.. dtication. Thc Al i!it I.no\%.

"1 ilic 1121111., of

(.1 pl,frinpr.;
in the 111"t. \Vt. It t\t 1:uilt up 1.% I -I, Hit. 1.))..;)t -\ -,t)..n 1,1

-) h,),,l- in II:) \1),)1,I. \liar 11...)11 %1.

11:t\'). ,!, ,,r t,, 11,11:11.1

If 1, tt;: / I' !
C.t . r.% 1. r

, /
I : 11 r Is rr
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school. plant, has been the source of alternate pride and despair to
the taxpayer. .

But there is another side t9 the picture. Only a moderate be-
ginning has been made thus far in ascertaining the real educational
and vocational possibilities of those admitted to the high school,
and in providing them with appropriate opportunities for growth.
-When tested by conventional scholastic standards, a very large
percentage of the present high school population must be rated as
-failures.- It is impossible to deny or to ignore that fact. To
make secondary education available-to all who wish to apply for
it is one thing: to maintain a reasonable degree of efficiency under
such circumstances is quite another thing. The conflict between
thL demand for mass education and the preservation of reasonable
standards constitutes the dilemma which democratic education is
now facing.

RVLATIoNN or THE MEASUREMENT .MovEmENT

The effect of educational tests and measurements. When the meas-
urement movement was launched on a large scale in the field of
education, about two decades ago, the opinion was expressed very
commonly that a new era had dawned on education. We are now
able to appraise the significance of that movement more sanely.
Grievous mistakes were made by the pioneers. Influenced by the
spirit of Thorndikets famous dictum that "whatever exists at all,
exists in sonic amount,- a veritable deluge of testing devices began
to flood the market.

The reveVions of the suldect-matter test, tom Were soon tried
nut on millikms of children were certainly disquieting.. Soon there
was added the alleged proof that a child's I.Q. is constant. School
procedures everywhere were profoundly affected by these findings.
1n eduatiunal determinism of unparalleled intensity threatened
to sweep a-ide our brave optimism of former years.

Fhe follies and scientific inaccuracies of many investigations in
the field of educational nleltsutements are now admitted by alt who
are intere,ed in facts rather than fanciful theories. Ever since

1;:ult%ts heroic battle at.;ainst the erroneous assumptions
anti 11 It t 1.11. of the te-tin:4 movement. the of a clearer
undil andill:.! has mntitmed to spreatl' - We no longer expect to

st-i kk .1'.1;;; . tP; W.tr k VIIrk, Bahl-
; H . Icrt!6, 01,.,1 in Education,"

h.'r ( . Ix'. < re!, N,vtinbur. Hr.tt t. '1' . "The In-ignift-
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solve our major educational problems by the .naive expedient of
"counting noses."

In the follow* pages we shall refer to certain educational tests
not because we hare the pessimistic interpretation commonly as-
sociated with tlitn, but because we shall, derive from them certain
conclusions that are pertinent for the purposes of this discussion.

Educational 'records in English and mathematics. Since language
and mathematics are the most highly sequential tibjects of the
curriculum, they are bound to reveal, more than any other subject-
matter fields, the difficulties which both the elementary and the
secondary school encounter in their effort to solve the problem of
mass education. There is fairly conclusive evidence that English
and mathematics go hand in hand in showing up the numerous
maladjustments which have been caused especially by the lower
ability levels in every modern school system.

With reference to reading, a very large amount of statistical
material is now available. Thus, Assistant Superintendent John L.
Tildsley of New York City reports as follows in the official
monthly journal of the New York high schools:

In June last we gave the Terman test to 27,573 pupils who entered
the 9A grade of our high schools from public elementary and parochial
schools. The range of I.Q. was from 55 to 174. Some 6,109 registered

of less than 9o, 2 2 .4 f,; We then gave the Haggerty Reading
Test to the pupils who registered less than 90 in the 'Ferman 'lest
and learned that 87.5', scored less than the norm for the 8th grade.
These results bolstered the judgment I had 'expressed before that we
had between 40,000 and so.000 pupils in our high schools who were
not equipped to do high school work as hitherto conceivee6

An immense amount of work has likewise been done in ascertain-
ing the degree of mastery achieved by pupils at ,the variow. griole
levels in the field of mathematics. Thus, Professor Raleigh Schor-
ling, of the University of .Michigan. gave a test comprising zoo simple
;tasts in arithmetic to 3,5.15 pupils in grades 5 to I:, inclusk,,."7
:Some of the items in this test and the corresponding percentages of
correct response; on these items in grades 7, S. and o are reproduced
on the fullnwing p:12es.

(.1nt t` tit Ow SL:111:it 1111. /..1/4,/tr,o/qj .1,1,noil !r ;Non and .C:gler:
pp :n :13

"`"I'0,1.1, I. lift 1.. "Hinny,' 1.)1.11.16.),C 1101 t 14.
St Tlit tit rtl for Brim: IMinitt ttith Repri t 1, A. hu.nint

Stand,a(1.,- ?»t! Te.it her, Nlay, pp ;ii
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QU'ESIIONS SF.I Iltog PRoll SSOR SultoRI.INWS LIST

5. Add:
F. "pi _

;. Add:
.1

5 2 10

14. Add:
SI ti

19. Subtract:
o' 2.2 = .

23. Multiply 769
70%+

24.
34' X (so

2s. Multiply:

Psi I .t-nt
.

1;,.' 7-
151,. P111.51.

5%*"` 4

50 0

45

22 4

54 5

(s' 2

1...rr514
. .

t

454 t Psttlik

65.5

(10.1

52 2

51 4

SI 3

(11-51,51c5,5

It; Point.;

; 4 , .

78.2 :

57 -3

51) I.

lit.)

86 6

293 X 12
5

:9. Multiply:
1,1; X 2'.$ X '4

30. .....k:1211iply

3.2

31. I15511cat t. the flt.5,1T51.51 (mint ludic :ti-A5-r:
:o x 400

35 . I MI it ,i1t Illy t itn.tl in,j1111:) .t:,

Dot', 1.2 sx 0.15,,t1.11./, 0
tlr .(so or .0(10 t,r h.),

40. I :

S5 t 3.H.100

4;. 1)".'ide.

30.0 4 2 (l s 4

31 ; 3'1 6

32 I

4" i

.. , 515 11. .i II11.1111,11 .1,1 t

1 ;

3 I).- t

- r 1,

1 s.15 1 1 n

40

40 2 52 4

Is ti

'
0

s5 6

s;
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Questions

55. *rite the fraction as a per cent: 51.2 82.2

Pet Cent of Corms Responses

Gelple7 Grade 8
6.0 Pupils 613 navnA

64. Write the following as a decimal fiac-
tion: 74.7

1 ER -.

.Gra:le
Pupilo

76.3

.79.0
0.1

67. Write the following as a decimal frac-
tion:- 42.6

40(:4, gig ---_.

74. Write as a common fraction: .

fore =

53.2 51.6

39 T 45.7 62.4

79. 2$%0f80____. 42.7 so. 0 57.5

83. -_-`-;: 'of 43 = t 6. 0.6 12.8 22. t:)

88. 7 2. ____ri., 0(14. 12.2 ; 18.2 25.2

91. What is the average of 4, 6, 8 Old to? 18.6 139. 5 40.5
______

97. Complete: the interest on $15o for s 4',6
__

20 4 .14.0
months at otq, is . .

The following table presents the norms Jo: grades 5 to 12, inclu-,
siVe, on the same zoo tasks in arithmetic.

75 percentile
Aledian score
25 percentile
Lowest score
Highest score

----------5

6:/

1
6'

636

7

Grade
tt 9_ _..._

315

to it 12 .
211

SI Q
07.0

0 541
22,1
94.0

634 '63;
.

235,

_..
24.)

0

.34 2

17 b
12.3
t o

31 o

28 8
12.0
17.6
? 0

7c 1

5o l')
39 8
30 4
6.0

86 o

54.2
43.8
35 0
0 o

91.0

59 8
48 6
39 9
5 0

94.o

,442 3
1 51 .7

42 6
12 0
92.o

72 2
59 o
41) 0
10 0
yo o

'the same investigator tested 2,693 freshmen in the University of
Alichigan on the fundamentals of arithmetic and algebra." Some
of the questions and the corresponding percentages of correct re-
sponses_ate_ze,produced-on page 90.

----An algebra test .prepared by Mr. Harold Lundholm of the Uni-
versity High School, State University of Iowa, was-given in 1932 to
11,572 pupils iii the Iowa high schools at the completion of a course
in ninth-year algebra. It was a power test in the.sense that approxi-

El Ibid., pp. 317-319.

4
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SELECTED TEST ITU' S PROM PROFESSOR SCITORLINO'S TEST

Selected Test Items

11.

Per Cent of .
Correct

Responses

Part I (Arithmetic) .

4. Multiply 86,5 lly o 67
5. What is .the average of 4, ii, 66, o, and g? .. 71

::. Reduce 3/2o to a decimal fraction 0 68
r5. Write as-a decimal fraction jag millionths 45
:6. What per cent of as is 75? 28
20. Whatper cent of a is 'V .% 14

. t. .,

Part II (Algebra)

r. If d is the cost per dozen, what 13 the cost of oge? Si
5. What is the squaie of (x + y)? . 74
7. Krform the multiplication: -3x(2 + sy) .. .. . 64

: tro. Add: - + - . 27
a b .

12. If ey + d . o, and c is not equal to o, what Is the value of y? : 2

134What are the factors of at - bl? 74 .0
Is. Add: 1-- + n 1. .1g

tn

x6. Add: 24
x y

17. For what value of x is the exprission
x
x without meaning? .023

:8. Simplify: 1/(64)(i)(126lii 14

Part (Presumably a "Power" 'rest)

x, Write as a power of 12 the number of cubic inches in a cubic Mot 34
2. The perimeter of a square is 4y. 1Vhat is the diagonal? 2I
6. What ig.the difference between' the squares ,of two successive integers,

the smaller of which is y? z5
, The area of a triangle is (lb. What is the product of the base and altitude? 34

8. Write a formula which gives the cost c in dollars for nx miles rwire at
d dollars a pound, if oi.e foot of wire weighs p pounds 20

(Write equation only)

i3. ind two numbers whose sum is zoo and whose difference is 25 3o

mately one minute was allowed per question. Tfie test was of the
"objectivr" type and the items selected were of a comparatively
simple nature. The pupils were not ready for the prompt reac-
tions expected of them. In Part I, comprising twenty questions wn
algebraic relations and representation, the percentages of correct
responses fell below 5o per cent On eleven items. In Part II, con:
Wiling twenty questions on the fundamental processes,. fourteen

4
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o

questions scored below so per cent of correct 'responses. Part III
contained work in problem analysis. Of the fifteen items included,
tourtken fell below so per cent of'correct responses..
On his Psychology of Algebra, Professor Thornlike reported on

a itst comprising twenty-eight simple algebraic tasks which he
gave in tern schools that had a high educational rating. .A11 the
pupils' tested had studied algebra for at least one year. 'The re,

.sults showed an appalling weakness all along the line. In the:lan-
guage of Professor Thorndike: "It does not seem exaggeration
to say that, on the whole, these'students of algebra had mastery of
nothing whatsoever. There was literally nothing in the test that
they could do with anything like TOO per cent efficiency."90 Find-
ings such as these led Professor 'Thornlike to express .the opinion
that, pupils having an intelligent quotient below I ro are, in

'era!, unable to understand the symbolism, generalizations, and
proofs of the usual course it algebra. Hie also stated that if this
conclusion be accepted, it t mild rule out more than 56 per cent
of the present first-year algebra students. He recommended that
put.ils with are, thus excluded might be, given a course. in mathe-
matics within their capacity, or, in some cases, might study the cus-
tomary first-year course in algebra (luring their second or third year.

We have given some of these figures merely to explain why many
educators seem to feel, that the traditional work in mathematics
as at present organized is too difficult for the majority of elementary
and secondary students and that for this reason alone mathematics
shouldbe made an elective subject. Again, they are of the opinion

`that if mathematics is to be retained at all in the general course,
it should be so "simplified" that pupils. of average ability tan pur-
,sue it with a higher degree of measurable suctess. We shall exam-
ine these arguments at a later point in this discussion.

ADAPTING TIliE HIGH SCHOOL TO INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

Attempts at adjustment. In the light of facts such as those men-
tioned above, the high schools have tried, often very earnestly, to
find a way out of, the present impasse:. 6:They have attempted many
adjustments or modifications of their traditional procedures.

In T932 the' Committee on Secondary School Pmblems of the As-
sociated Academic Principals of New York State, as a result of

"'Thornlike, The Psychology of Algebra, pp. 3ao ff., The Macmillan Co.,
New York, 1924.

.0°

111,11
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five years of study, adopted nine theses as. an expression of the phi-
losophy of education to be followed in that state." ''The first
of these .these.4 stated. that secondary schools should pryvide edu-
cation adapted to the needs of all pupils. This thesis recognizes
that in the moiler') highXliyol there ate enrolled pupils of every
degree of ability and interest, that the idea of selectivity is given
up,lhat the single standard of achievement is abandoned, and that
a high school education is the right of every normal boar and
The association devoted its' annual session, December 26-28, 1935,
to a discussion of the question of "how this philosophy can be put
iflto practice."

We touch'here on one of the most vulnerable spots iit our entire
educational program. It hasNong been regarded as a settled issue
that "every normal boy ;Ind girl is entitled to a high shool educa-
tion." But what about Those Who are not "normal," w ) have not
mastered even the rudiments of an elementary educat on? The
answer now commonly given is that for them, likewise, .we must
provide some form of secondary education which meets their "spe-
cial needs." We can hardly do Otherwise. To xeglect these boys
anagirls would be suicidal But from that point on the roads
diverge very sharply. To continue to throw these backward and
unpreparedpupils into tlit ordinary high school courses is to invite
the complete collapse, of both secondary and ligher education.

At present the high school is merely a "receiv'ng station:: As

one principal has expressed it, "Everybody goe.c to high sr/1001.
The genius, the normal, the halt, thr lame, and the blind come to
us together and on equal terms." Shall we not at last apply the
principle of individual differences, so often invoked for sentimental
purposek, in a really scientific* way? What is the use of all our
testing and measuring if we refuse to (10 anything about the facts
which the', conAtant13,.bring to our attention?

Administrative attempts at adaptation. On the surface, a plan
involving mass education would seem to preclude the possibility of
emphaziizing individual differetices in the classroom. When the
number of pupils assigned to a class exceeds thirty,(and when the
teaches' carries a load of five or six such classes a (lay, it is impos-
sible, for the teacher to keep in mind the individual interests and

1' Sim:miry Re I'm of the Commit tee on Se,. onda, y hoof Problumc, p 16,
Acaiirmic Print

1"` New York Slate Education, Dvcuthr, 1 . :5, p. =-1.
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needs of the pupils enrolled inher classes. %MN, in addition, the
teacher must follow a prescribed curriculum, and when her pupils
all? expected Itt face uniforip. city-wide or statewide tests, it is
evident' that the dice have been loaded heavily agqinst the idea of
adapeation. to individual needs. In proof of this statement the

table on page 94 is reproduced from Bulletin, 1932, No. 17, of the
National Survey of Secondary Educti..ion. I.

. An inspection of the table reveals that not a single one of the
many plads. reported as being iit use may be regarded as satisfac-
tory in any real sense of that term. It will be observed that only
a mitderate numlier of schools carried on "remedial" work or, de-
pended on "adjustment; classes, and that the schools reporting these
plans as successful represent a comparatively small fraction of the
total number of schoolsitiVed in this study. Evidently, then, we
must look it a different direction for a solution of the problem of
mass education.

Subject-matter adaptations. The tk

Iri

sting movement, as alreaey
suggested, has clearly proved the- existence of a vast amount of re--
lardation in the entire school population. Fron2 a. standpoint of
mastery, we' simply have not arrived at any fair degree of suc-
cess. With a resignation amounting to fatalism we havet come
to feel either that "nothing can he long about it" on that all re-
quirements must be reduced to such a level of simplicity "that even
theslowest pupil can Cope with them. The latter plan appears so
plausible that the administrator tends to favor it because it prom-
ises to reduce the persentages of retardation and "failure." its.
tirmcndorts,dinger,ko!oeve,r, is in the ,direction of such a dilutionanger,
of the eurricu um for all pupils that very little of value remains for
anybody. Th s, speaking 91 algebra, one experienced administrator
said to a group of teachers of mathematics: "Unless you can bring
this subject down to the level of morons, you need not expect to
teach 't ,very much longer." In other words, the "moron" is to
deter e the educational program of the school.

An examination of current textbooks shows conclusively the fol-
lowing, unmistakableresurts of this demand for "easykm":( r ) the
vocabulary has been greatly simplified, in accordance with Profes-
sor Thormlike's efforts in that direction : (2) many "technical"
details have been removed : (3) the entire presentation has been
made much more elementary.

In mathematics the simplification movonent has al Tady aChieveq,
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:

FREQUENCIES WITH WHICH VARIOUS PROVISIONS FOR INDIVII&Al.
DIFFERENCES WERE REPORTED IN USE., OR IN USE WITH

UNUSUAL SUCt'ESS, flY 14,$Q A SECONDARY SCH001.S*

5

Provision

Use with Estimated
sUe .. Unusual Success enlur in 4

Divitici1 by
CulitinnNum.

her

....-....1,
Per INm
cent ho ,

Per
Cent .4/

I : .1 4 3 _........--0 6

I. Variation in number of subjects a
i

pupil nifty carry : t),428 75 795 9 0.12 ..

2. Speciil coaching of show pupils .. 5.099 51) 71t 9 0

3. .Problem method 4, 210 41) 444 5 . 10

4. Differentiated assignments
S. Advisory program for pupil guid-

ance --

4,047'

3.604

47 788

42 540--

9

6

' .20

.15
6, Out-of-school projects Or SHOWS 3,451 40 431) 5 ... .13
7. itomogeneous or ability grouping . 2,740 32 721 ti ..26

8. Special (lasses for pupils who have
failed 2,012 30 350 4 .13

9. Laboratory plan of instruction 2,61 I 30 f 323 4 .12

W. Long-unit assiements 2,0.2 27 349 .4 o .15

II. Proyet curriculum 2,293 27 305 4 .10
12, Contract plan 2,293 27 465 5 .20 ,.

13. Individualized instruction 2,145 25 309 4 .14

I 14. 'Vocational guidance through ex-
ploratory cpurses 1,911 '2i 1st) 2 .16

15, Educational guidance through ex-
ploratory courses . 1,000 2: 103 2 .10

16. Scientific study of problem cases ., 1.343 10 146 2 . II
t 7. Psychologi al studies i!,o77 12 ,,-) 1 N . 00

IS. Opportuni y rooms for slow pupils 940 11 172 2 . x 8

19. Nlorris9n
20. Special ci

pupils to

lan
aching to enabli capable
"skip" a grade or_half

737 9 175 2 24

grade l, 72n S 114 I .16

21. ':motions /rime- frequently than
each semester I ()so 8 103 1 x5

22. Rt.medial classes or rooms .... _ so.i 7 oo, I .15

23. Adjustment classes or rooms ..... 544 ' 0 55 I .10
24. Modified Daltoq, plan 4M 0 52 1 . I I

25. Opportunity rooms for gifted pupils 3:2 4 (19 I . 21

20. Restoration classes Ica 2 =4 0 .13
27. Dalton plan 102 2 15 0

_ .09
28. W'innetka technique III) 1 14 0 ' .42
29, Other . 101 I

From National Survey of Sccondary Educat ion, Monograph No. 13, U. S. (Mice
of Education, Uulletin 1932, No. 17, Table 4, P. 9.
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considerable dimensions: This is true of arithmetic especially,' but
also of elementary algebra and plane geometry. The latest develor-
ment is 'a Arm ) o one-year orientation texts that' have given "ap
all attempts t c lerace and thoroughness. fn these 1)6°1.3, a

,),

series of "sn pshots" has replaced the sequential presentation of.
more substantial treatises.

Some cities have also begun to issue their courses of study in
various 'editions, according as they are intended for good, average,
or slow pupils. Grade-placement charts have been modified in a
similar way. A three-track system is officially sanctioned in. many
schools, and a different time-schedule is in face for each of the
three different levels of ability. officially recognized.

Educational guidance. For some years, also, the schools have been
doing a gratifying amount of "folloyy-up" work, scrutinizing with
greater clre..the progress of the individual pupil. liut for the de-
pression, which curtailed the clerical and executive staff of many
an institution, much more progress it, that 4iirection would now be
in' evidence. -Again, with increasing frequency, the ..educational
history of each pupil is being recorded, thus enabling the official
advisers of tht- pupil to deal with him more wisely. At best, these
counsellashave a very difficult task to perform. Often They fol-
low the tine of least resistance by sending the pupil from the "aca-
demic" classroom to the shop or to the vocmional'school, Such
educational "guidance" may .rescuerthe pupil from the Scylla of
"failure," but quite commonly substitutes for it the Charybdis of
a closed door at the end of. the line. Other attempts at adaptation
to individual differences, such as the introduction .of differentiated
courses and of special adjustment programs, will be discussed at a
later point.

THE ISSUE OF VoemioNm.ism

Statement of the issue. The problem of the unadjuste :- retarded
high school pupil has led many to advocate a solution which at
first sight look~ very promising. It is to the effect that the mkior-
ity of these young people are not "hook minded,- that, instead,
they are "hand minded.- Hence they should he sent to vocational
schools, offering courses n the practical arts, in trade instruction,
in pre-engineering work, and the like. It is assertvd that vhe real
trouble with the "academic- type of high school is }hat it lacks the
"life-career motive" and therefore does n t appeal to our most
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active akid vigorous boys and girls. Once more we meet here the old
,argument of narrow and early vocationalism against general train-
ing .and: liberal education.

Prevailing misconceptions and fallacies. We have already pointed
out the importance of adequate hand training and of art apprecia-
tion for every boy and girl. But we must carefully 'distinguish,.

, such liberalizing contacts from a strictly vocational emphasis.
What, then, are sonic of the pros and cons of vucationalisni at the
secondapy level?

t. If it were possible to diagnose ,correctly the latent-practical
or professional abilities of each fourteen-year-old pupil, lind then
to plan and to provide for each an appropriate course of study,
many of. our troubles 'would probably vanish. We are ,far from
'being able to carjy out such a scheme., Most children are not
sufficiently mature .at,the age of f nirteen or fifteen to feel reason --

ably sure about their permanent li 'e interests. A premature voca-
tional choice would lead to miseryeand social maladjustment.

2. It is not true, as one promhient administrator asserts, that
"eighty per cent of the high school pupils -are hand hungr:.."rhe
majority are not. Even a superficial acquaintance with shop
schools serves to bring out the fact that they complain even more
bitterly about their unadjusted and aimless pupils than do the
"academic" high schools. The lower grade of trade schools have
become the "dumping ground" of "problem cases" and .often re-
semble reformatories rather than "joyous laboratories of direct
experience." In other words, handwork" alone is not the glorious

°miracle formula though theorists cling to it ardently.
3. At best, trade schools of this type furnish an opportunity for

apprenticeship training. They cannot turn out master craftsmen. It
is"true thikulle gradvtes of such schools are still in demand in large
industrial cities. In prosperous t hues they can usually find B-

ate employment as junior craftsmen. But if they do not continue
their education, they often receive a rather unsatisfactory wage
and alsO4ace the certainty of periodic or permanent unempltiyment
before they reach middle age.

4. Our industrial system, as Nic rybody knows, is in such 'a state
of turmoil at 'present that it trtkes more than courage to recommend
a narrow typ, of industrial training to any youngster. Today, tech-
nological to...mployment predominates. Its problems demand a
much broader educational equipment. Hence tkosc lw know a
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good deal about modern industry are advisintagainst early Indus-.
. trial education.

5. It is highly significant that indlistrial and agricultural workers
as a group are strongly .opposed to a merely "practical" education
for their own children. They know something of the limitations
resulting from an 'exclusive emphasis on handwork. Again, die
young people who crowd our evening high schools, after a day in
the factoty or in the office, know even more of the boredom of
this machine age and have experienced the emptiness of mere
manipulation. ,

6. So mechanical has become our way of living, so enslaved are
we to the machine and to. the routine of business, that only a
broadly trained mind can hope to find in the rich cultural pos-
sessions of the race an antidote to the weariness resulting from the
daily grind, and a satisfying refuge for leisure hours. It seems
almost criminal to rob young people of the few precious years
which they have to get ready for the wear and tear of life, by a
premature injection of the mechanized performances which only too
often are destined to become their steady diet.

No royal road to learning. It is also a fatal 'error to suppose that
early vocationalism somehow corrects or makes less serious the
scholastic Or attitudinal shortcomings of the 'pupil merely by sup-
plying a more potent or more direct kind of motii;ation. A stenog-
rapher or typist who cannot, spell is disdharged or relegated to a
secondary place. A machinist who is unable to measure accurately
and to niake shop computations cannot expect to hold a steady .job.

\ Everywhere the demand is for greater efficiency, for good judgment.
for almost instantaneous reactions. A dawdling, shiftless boy is
simply "out of luck" in a modern industrial plant or in almost any
practical career. At best, he may look forward to the occasional
and uncertain employment accorded to the unskilled laborer, since

''in effect he is a mere "hand.",
How, then, is the vocati' nal school attempting to supply that

mastery of the fundamentals which even the humblest industrial or
commercial worker simply mist possess? An inspection of many
shop texts and "practical" coyrses of study shows that only too
often The situation is met by ignoring it. Thus, in mathematics, no
attempt is made 'Itwelop insight. -The fundamental processes
are "reviewed" by a lot of mechanical, imitative work which is
based not on principles but cm unexplained rules. There is 1.o

4
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videiFedt, acquaintance with modern ,educational objectives, or
with th, newer psychology of learning. Obsolete processes and
outmoded types .of exercises are continued in abundance. Not in-

1 frequently, the organization of 'the topics and the presentation of',
new materials are almost archaic.
,Teachers of sllop 'classes have found that it is next to impOssible

to carry on group. instruction when no two pupils in a class have
a common educational background. The disabilities of such pupils
often date back five or More school years. As a result, shop teach-
ers commonly depend on individual instruction, with the aid of
lesson sheets, special shop manuals, or work books. With thirty-
five pupils in a class, each individual pupil may receive as much
as five minutes a day of individual instruction. At that rate, back-
ward pupils will sometimes take many days to complete a single les-
son. Such,is the price we pay for the mistaken notion that "voca-
tional" training, instead of foundational teaching, is a quick rem-
edy of a cure for educational retardation.

. The old and the new conception of vocational. education. Educa-
tional treatises written thirty or, forty years ago assign to the sec-
ondary. school the task of direct life preparation. Professor Halms .

insisted that it is the function of such a school "to stimulate every
individual, to aim at intelligent self-support or some worthy fo m
of life-work, whether he inherits an income or not ; and to give h
general preparation for such activity. "1"2 In his. opinion the s -

ondary school in the past prepared its pupils too exclusively for t e
proferions, and:

What we do not yet fully recognize is the function of the second ry
scliool as regards the ,vocational aims of those who subsequently dev to
themselves to industrial and commercial pursuits. This function 'de-
serves recognition on the broadest grounds, both for the sake of the
vocational interests themselves, and for the sake of all the possible
interests which the individual or society has.

This means that in addition to the plirely intellectual courses of tl,e
school we should maintain in every secondary school. whether public
or. private, courses in manual training,and commercial courses, which,'
together with their general educational aims, minister directly to voca-
tional and social aims.1°3

It is noteworthy, however, that even in the days of Professor

" lIvnus. Paul II., Educational Aims and Educational Volurc, p. S. Quoted by
permi4.smn of The Macmillan Company, publiAers. New York, 1902.

"Mid, pp. 85-86.
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Hanus there was no intenfion 40 identify "manual training" with
the teaching of a trade,, .One of the writr 3 of the same period
expressly says that "the working boy of today needs not 'so much
any one trade as t%at combination of qualitiel whitil. will enable
him to turn with facility from one occupation; another as each
in turn` is sup' planted;in the course of the inchistrial,eltOlution.""4.
And commercial educatimiWas 'Conceived .so !-broadIS that its ulti-
mate aim, for the young man at least,.--Wv -described, as that of

'making him "a public-spirited, intelligent, Well-edutged and suc-
cessful man of affairs."05.

The "cosmopolitan" and the "manual training" high school car-
ried on for years in the, spirit of that tradition. For a.while every-
thing loriked very harmonious. But the ever-increasing momentum
of the machine age, the effects,of technological unemploym-ent and
of economic insecurity, and the resulting influx of pupils into the
high school, caused a gradual, yi t inevitablexhange of orientation
with. reference to vocational education. \ We are now in the midst .

& of a, transformation that cannot be evaded or postponed. The
Smith-Hughes Act.of inJ7.proved as ineffective as did the numerotis
'exploratory" shop courses .that we still find in so many junitir
and senior high. schools.

The new outlook is governed by the thesis that, in the futtn4,
vocational education will wentially a postsecondary problem,
and, accordingly, the secondary school should limit itself primarily.
to general types of,education...

Who are the sponsors of this new iew of vocationali;m? Those
who have been in close touch with is development and who have
made thorough studies of obr preset industrial system.'" Among

the leaders in this;nvestigation i Professor David Shedden of
Teachers College, Columbia Univers y. Whatever one may think
of his drastic views concerning the cultural work of t'he high school,
the many years of careful attention which he has given to the-social
and vocational problems of American schools compel us to heed his s

'" From "The Working Bob" by Florence Kelley, ,interican Jou/11411'o/ Sociology,

IL, p. 158. Quoted approvingly by Professor Iianus, op. cit., 11021, P. 87.
Ibid., p. oo.

" To Professor Paul R. Radosavljevich of New York University the writer is in-
debted for an illuminating account of Ai-responding recent developments in Russia.

Of particular interest in this conrection are Professor Paul P. Blonsky's two
volumes entitled .Trudoraya SIJkOld (School of Work 1, ;tfo.lcow, ro2q. Professor
Blonsky is the head of the large4 =choral it Mo!koo:. :.000 tbipils. from the kincyrgar-,.
ten through the second year of the secondary school), as well as a professor of philoi-

t,
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authoritative advice in, the. field of vocational training. He has
outlined his position in' a series of recent publications.loa lie re-
jects in Coto, its. futile and inefficient,' our present provisidn j6r
vocational training at Mt secondary level, including the usual "shop
work" in junior high Achooli, as well as technical, manual arts, and
industrial high schools, commercial departments, home economics
departments, agricultural high schools, and Smith-Hughes voca-
tional courses. He characterizes as "fantastic" the notion that
junior high schools can profitably offer genuine preparation*for any
vocation. We are told that because of prevailing economic condi-
tions, any one hundred boys, now entering any typical American
high school at fourteen or fifteen yeds of age will be found, fif-
teen years later, distributed among seventy to eighty unlike voca-
tions. Professor Sneddet predicts, somewhat prematurely, that.-by
1940 all commercial departments twill have disappeared frau Amer-
ican high schools.

Professor Snedden insists that in the future all pupils must attend
full-time schools of general education until the end of their eight-
eenth year. .Training for a junior vocation may begin at tighteen:
for an operative vocation not under twenty; and for mastership
vocalt-WiThei rot under trierity-fiv. He advocates "a New Deal sys-
ten-i of fail-competency vocational education at\the. post-secondary
level," consisting of one or-a flew school; specialiied for each voca-
tion in each populous state, and administered on a Mate-wide basis:

Under the Expected New Deal a fully developed, fairly democratic
system of vocational schools designed to serve all of the million young
own and million young women who in these United States must each

ophy in the :leadenly of Social Education, caller Krupskaya." The following
passage from Professor Blonsky's work (p. 164) Vol great significance: ./

`'We do not want to produce an artisan:.t aim. of the School of Work is not
the teaching of a trade, but the developme'n of the worker and brother and ally
to all toiling humanity; a keen observer of ie life of mankind, a ripe individual,
yet retaining the altruism and poetic feeling of childhood. an individual living in
close touch with present -day technique an( silence, nature and artsuch is the
product of the School of Wih-k, bringin together active men and humanized
nature: such is the little industriali-t is te in; contemporary life by way of the his-
torical evolution of niqn aral in accordance with the evolution of thildhood: such
is he, the able and informed, builder 'of the future o a better human life, mightily
iteeped. in light atol happine..."

11, I"' See especially Snedden. l): MiT1601 Ifi4k Sf t01,11 iM'al School.; in
rcco. Bureau of Publications, Teachers 'College. Columbia University, New York,

o u ; <ce also "An I:wet-til New Deal for Vocational Edut ation,". Teacher; Col-
lege Record, October, 1934 5341

1
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Ytar, someaere, betkveenitfeir eighteenth and twenty-fifth years, etit.
ter .uptat ,full-time, sustaining vocational work, or, later, advance to

\ higher vocation or stmt of vocations; it is predicted: (a) will re-
quire perhaps from one thousand to three thousand distinctive kinds
of vocational schools fur the entire country; (b) will require alto-
ae' titer not' to exceed fifteen to twenty thousand distinctive schools for
the entire country; (c). will entail an annual cost not to exceed two
hundred to tour hundred milliokl-dollars per year; (4) will .prove ek-.
ceedingly. simple of administratuni, once baAie guiding principles' are'
accepted; and (e) may be expected very soon, even in strialy pecuniary )

*terms, to expand. theiproduCtit,e and taxpaying powers of our popula-
. tion far ,beyone, the annual cl'ogt "of the system of vocational schools

Tun PROBLEM OF STANDARDSA
&battle of conflicting opinions. The writer has,hadethrbenefit of

many 'group conferences with a large number of elemehtari and
secondary teacher§ representing a conMderable iitimber of com-
munities. He ha's never met one subject-matter teacher in the
higher grades who failed to insist that without reasonable founda-
tion and without careful sequential training n pupil it almost 'cer-,

. tam to become a 1"probletn-case.", Thus, a pupil cannot learn to
multiply until he can add. He cannot solve 'percentage problems
unless he'can handle decimals.:He is helpless in algebra without
some proficiency in arithmetic. Teachers everywhere regard it as
axiomatic that progres s.. is impossible without a moderate an-iount
of effort 'and .self-activity on the Part-uf the pupil.

When such abilities and attitudes are lacking, they .caanot he
created overnight by a sort of magic. The correction of deep-seated
(1iabilitie i. never a matter of a few "remedial" lessons ; vvry
often these shortcoming s call for heroic measures extending, over
weeks and months.

Now, the-cdncational theorist seems to thinl: that all these teach-
ers are sadly mistaken. They have no right , we are t uhf, to call
any pupil a -failure.- It is too discouraging to childrk:n to be
branded in thk way; children should always have a buoyant sense
of ...success.- Even thot.411 they tnisspell many common Words, can-

-not read elementary texts, and cannot solve jthe most ordinary
problems in arithmetic, these deticiencie:-; should; be no hindrance to
a ...Prim's. unimpeded development onward and upward.

7.,a, 17,1, C,Feyr Rr in!, October, t93.1, p. 58. See also high roinb, June.
1.1;4, 1).
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At any cost, children must be promote+ It Irtite Nacho's busi-
mess to lied out what can be done about it. Teacheis-have, come
to feel that etiquette forbids The mentioning of such animpleasant
fact as retardation. A conspiracy of silence is expected to eliminate

-all prOblems of maladjustment. 'Unfortunately, mathematics re-
fuses to be built on anything but an honest foundation; It is
incorruptible. Two and two will never mak6 five. .Nor can mathe-
matical skills he acquired witkout careful, continuous effort over a
period of years. Because of this 'refractory nature of the mathe-

. matical curriculum, it is now to be punished by being destroyed.
The grand discovery has been made that we (jo not need anything
itt the liiireit-ruth-ments....01..arithmetic in 'everyday life.'."" Every-
thing else, including fractions and- decimals, may safely be assigned
to "technical" course at the higher levels. Such details, it is claimed,
can readily be "picked up incidentally" whenever they are needed:
This assertion., that mathematics and the ,other fundamentals are
superfluous or outmoded'. for the average pupil has;beenreee*
with such warm approval by 'a group .of-apioTiesswe" educators
that one wonders how far this aberration will extend.

From the standpoint of the teacher, the disturtinia-nd amazing iT

thing.about this development is that no suggestion is ever offered as
to how it is to be made possible to do any kind of educational work
with a large group of pupils when no two of them have a common
foundation.

Let us now hasten to assert that the real question which refuses
to vanish from view is 'whether society has a right to expect from ev-
ery child a reasonable mastery of the fundamentals in the trunk line
subjects. If that question is answered affirmatizT1, as it should be,
it will then be necessary to invastigatr the reasons for 'the educational
disabilities of so many children and to find out what can be lone
to correct thrum:, I

The reje.ction of standards. How far some educators are ready to
go in their policy of intliscriminate adaptation to individual differ-
ences# may he inferred from the following statement, matte by Pro-
fessor Guy M.

Provision for individual differences, which is really funvioning,
means that there ore no failures, no money spent ontrepeaters. :11

child is entitled to,six years in the grades, three years in the junior
" Wilson, Guy M., What Arithmetic Shall We Teach? HouOton Main Co.,

i

Baton, 1926

""--
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high school, three years in the senior high school. Admission require-
ments for grade t is age 6, :to the junior high school age 12, to the
senior high school .age 15. these are .the general admission reRtiire-
ments: by agreement with pupil and parents slight modifications may
be made in either direction. The teacher's prOlent becomes one of
adqptation. In all of the grades, the workois adapted to lize interests
amiability of the child. Under this scheme college entrance as such. is
ignored by the public schools. The service viewpoint is developed.

The best single adaptation is that of granting to the teacher full
freedom to disregard or adapt administrative machinery to the needs,
of her pirticular children. The teacher's major instruction should 'be:
"keep the child in mind; meet his real needs with.sizlible tasks, self-
chosen, self-planned, and. adapted to ability."'"

At a recent educational meeting in the New York area, Dean
Milton E. Loomis of New York University is quoted in the metro-
politun press as having made a vigorous attack on "regimentation."
He is reported to have said, in part:

If democracy is to survive, American practice must conform to
American theormust free our institutions from the caste spirit,
and bldil 'lualized edilcation 'mist lead the way. . . Adequate in
their own day, the three R's are no -longer suftjcient or of paramount
importance in modern educational technic. . . The social studies and
The fine arts are now the proper foundation of the curriculum.

This sudden and meteoric solicitude on behalf of the social studies
and the fine arts fits in beautifully with the prevailing dislike of
"high- mortality' subjectA and the rejection of standards. One
more quotation of this type must suffice. In the Chicago Schools
Journal of September, 1934-February, 1935, there appears this
passage: -

Fortunately, the policy of reorganization is simple. 7'he basis for
all ,-ducatiodal reorganization should be the needs of society and of
the individual for the present age, the present year; the present hour,
the present minute. Nearly all other ages have recognized thiS truth
but we have preferred to follow a pattern cut .4or and by men of a
day long since passed. The earliest civilizations insisted upon this
principle of educating for the present. . . .

For the ninety-five per cent, ho,wever. who will not co to college,
who lack the ability to succeed in college, and who should not go
there in any case, diffevent types of education should he offered.. . .

If you will study without prejudice the curriculums of elementary and
high schools througlmt the country you will discaer an amazing

'4.Wit:nri,-fluv M. "The Chill ac the ('enter." Sreond Yearbook of !hr Drpart-
mesa or C1.1,room Teaehn, p. 13, Wa-hinaton, 192 7.
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nutither of subjects that have little or no practical or cultural value
for ninety per cent of the students.

The substitution of a new program for the old in the secondary
schools will not be easy, but It must be made. Beyond art, music,
some of the social subjects, and a limited amount of science the fotin-
dation is weak. . . . To circumvent future passim:3 the study of
etonomies at various levels will be demanded,. It can be made inter-
e!.;ting even to young children, but at Present it is ineffective. :the,
stigma which the schools have so often placed upon labor will be
removed and vocational education, or education for versatility will
become respectable. The primary function of free public education in
a democracy, the development of citizenship, will be recognVed as the
task of the public schools, from kindergarten to,college. Guidance,
direct and indirect, will lighten. the pathway adolescence and
youth."°

Appraisals of the present trend. Fortunately, not all of our edu-
cational thinkers have failed to recognize the ominous implications
of these tendencies. Professor Boyd H. Bode is of the opinion that
the net resid)t of current educational policies is that "our conception
of general education has become a collection of .odds and ends for
which it is impossible to have any profound respect."'" He says.
that "we teach a little of everything," expecting the pupils to
achieve a synthesis in some unexplained way. Instead, "the various
element4l'in their education tend to neutralize one another, and so
the final result is apathy or intellectual and emotional paralysis."

The most searching critique 'of the principle of "adaptation,"
however, is that of Professor I. L. Mandel, In his Inglis lecture,
entitled "The Dilemma of Democracy." he exposes with relentless
logic both the fallacies and the fateful consequences of the educa-
tional theories we have been considering, This essay should he
pad by every teacher who is interested in the present situation.
Professor Mandel points out the errer of supposing tliat all subjects
are of equal educational value. He traces this error-to the con-
venient but totally false belief that the doctrine of generalized train-
ing, incorrectly called formal discipline, has :,ten disproved. Recent
investigations, as was stated previously, point in exactly the oppo-
site direction. In brief. Professor bar 'el finds the root of the
trouble to be the constant confusion of f....etrn of opportunity with

Boozan. William J.; "Rvornniration in the Public SchooINSAym," Chifaqo
Journal, September, to14-Fehruary, 1935.

In Bode, Mood 11_, "The Confusion in Present-Day Education," in The Educa-
'tional Frontier, Chap. I, Kilpatrick, William H. (Editor), [201.
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eqnalitk. We submit "the . followit significant passages front: his
monogiaph :

To insist that courses should be so differentiated as to be. adapted
to the heeds and abilities of the pupils is one thing; tqadapt standards,
to the abilities of the pupils is another and means the complete abaft-
donmeht of any standards at NI, The significance of this principle
is that:high.school graduation is again reduced to the time element and
scrambling through the required !limber of units at a pupil's own
level. . .

In the desire to (to justice to is'highly probable that the new
dispensation will result in doing justice to not.te..° In the confusion of
equality with identity there is a very seriaiii'dahger that the real prob-
lem is evaded of devoting that care, which is essential, to the discovery.of
ways and means of treatment most appropriate to individual differences
of capacity. In the widespread concern that pupils.at the lower end of
the scale 'of _intelligence now admitted to the' high school shall profit
from their stay in school and that the word "failure" should be eradi-
cated from school practice, qfiestionale justice may be done to,this
group by the warpinof standards to meet their capacities: but at the
other intellectual level there is no doubt that injustice has been and
is being done not only to the brighter pupils but to society as a
whole. . . .

The 'Fxtension of ,the period of education for all adolescents is in-
evitable;_ it is not beyond the scope of wise educational statesmanship
to devise the most appropriate methods of promoting equality of oppor-
tunity, equipping all with .a common language of intercourse, giving
to each according to his ability, and leaving an open road to talent. "'

Some common misconceptions. In the current educational litera-
ture one constantly finds' statements which are sources of 1114:un-
derstanding. While it is certainly true that not all children can
reach exactly the same goals, in a given period of time, is it not
absurd to argue that because of this fact there should he no stand-
ards whatsoever? Again, those who advocate a multiplicity of
standards never indicate how a school system can operate on such
a basis. Finally, it is forgotten that "in man, the things Which are
not me:Ourahle are more important than tlyise which are measu-
able:''' In other words. many important types of training are
not of the verbal type and cannot he tested by written examina-
/inns. There are physical, mental, and spiritual adjustments which
demand constant attention in the school and which can never be
recorded in .terms of a standard scale.

i'21(anlied. T. 1.. Thr 1)1Irm ma of nrmoerar y, in li< Lecture. loz4. pp 50-70.
ii.avard univvrity (7ambridt.T, 19.

Carrel, Alexi ,. op. dr., [27), p. 2;4.
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Obviously, however, there are other aspects of the pupil's life in
school which do require the. application of definite and e'en uniform
standards. The moral ideals of bf -ate not determined by personal
likes_or dislikes, Honesty, truth, justice, integrity, loyalty, and the
like cannot be juggled to suit the nvenience of ;.he crowd. Nor
can intellectual and ae4hefic standards-be "adjuited." There are
niany situationewhich/require the unflinching application of such'
standards.

We can sum up these apparent or real contradictions by saying
that a pupil should certainly not be rated a "failure" so long as he
is really 'trying, to the best oaf his ability, to improve in every
po;siblc way, within the limits of his capacity. On the other hand,
standards of excelleirce arc never to be given up.

In the light of these comments it wouldtteern superfluous to point
Out in detail the mixture. of truth and error in the solution recently
proposed. by.Dean M. Mc 'onn of Lehigh University:

It is easy to see now.that the gospel of standardization was based
in part on a tacit, uncriticized, and unwarranted assumption:/' the as-
sumption, {tamely, that all men and particularly all children are equal
and alike, or nearly equal and nearly alike, not only. in their right
to Life. Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness, as the democratic d6c-
trine declares, but also in kinikand degree of intelligence and capacity.
In short, we quite overlooked he little matter of Individual

orwhich, in fact, little or .nothing was heard thirty or forty
years ago,

entirtaly,mised the fact that the great majority of the children
in schools, aril even a substantial minority of the undergraduate's in
colleges, wert not at all like us, but were endowed with quite. other
kinds of capacity and often with lesser degrees of capacity .of any }tin&

For those others -the majority!---our generalized oiiforn Stand-
ards were all wrong, in that they gave exclusive sanction and exclu-
sive prestige to tasks which were unsuited to their kinds of .capacity
or impossible for their degrees of capacity or both. As a consequence,
the Standards have caused. and are now causing, untold damage and
untellable misery to vast numbers of children in the elementary schools
and high schools and even in colleges, thwarting 'and warping and beat-
ing down young lives.

We vaguely imagined that in providing anct-enforcing substantially
the same kind of instruction for all children we were.serling the
democratic i;rinciple already cited: Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of
liappiness for everybody, Hut in fact our uniform and exclbsively
intellectual Standards have deprived a majority of our piipils of the
last two of those rigfits.

Plainly, then. what we nerd is more standards; many highly difler-

;
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entiated and carefully graded standards, adapted to as many kiwis
of capacity and to as many levels If.attainmeut as we can Melody
in the children actually in our school. Each of the new differentiated
standards wouid naturally---like our present Standards carry its ap-
propriate prescription or indication of subject matter cr kind and
meptod of instruction and its own norms of excellence. All should
be'given equal sanction, and to each should he accorded its appropriate
prestige. Thus, and flans ,only, shall. we succeed in bringing to all
children those benefitsfirst-rate facilities and feasible goals and suc-
cessful and happy attainment which our Uniform Standards
sought to bring to all but have actually brought only to one limited
group, namely, those who are in some degree bookishly uperior."4

In defense of standards. In concluding this part of or discussion,
we submit'a few, significant comments relittin; to the necessity of
maintaining standards and to the danger of ignoring :hem. Pro-
fessor Bagley has repeatedly summarized the consequenices of 'plan-
less and effortless education. From a paper entitled ?.'How Shall ,

We.View Elementary Education?" we quote the following passage:
We turn now to subject-matter. . , There is noterm --not even dis-

cipline--that is in greater disrepute In educational theory and practice
today. The severest epithet that one can hurl at a teacher or an ad-
ministrator is to say that he is "subject- matter conscious." I have
not discovered what the antithesis,*or correspOrding virtueA.really is. If
"subject-matter consciousness" is the vice, is unconsciousness of sub-
ject-matter the virtue --or perhaps inneence of subject-matter since
innocence and virtue are closely associated?, I any left myself in the
predicament of the .student of the new physits; I cannot comprehend
education without subject-matter; --but perhaps I could if I had.com-.
mand of the proper symbolism. . . The slithtest reflection is suffi-
cient to prove that an enlightened system of education must in large
part reflect authority. It should not reflect VA authoritarian control
by vesteil'interfsts, but it should reflect, the authority of tested .human
experience. . . It is the background of experience that- determines
the meanings which we read into the impressions that impinge upeM
consciousness. . . . .

The systematic and sequential mastery Of past experience as or-
ganized in the voriotis fields of human inquiry I regard as the most
dependable sourer, of helpful backgrounds. It is easy to deride such
mastery as the accumulation of mere information; it is easy to dis.,
credit learning processes that demand effort and sustained attention
in the face of desires and distractions. One may be sure that any
proposal which sanctions and rationalizes the lines of least resistance

"` Mc('onn, M , "ENaminatiow.q1Jd and New: Their and Abil1.4," 7'hr
Edural'impit Rottl, ()chiller. soli;. pp. 7 ff. Ri.print, may he obtained from The
American Council on Edukation, Wa,,ttint.tton, 1). C.
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will receivothe applause both of the gallery and of a goodly section
.of tile : ,

Writing on "the ?allacy of the passing grade" and our customary'
"get-by attitude," Professor Henry C. Morrison of the University
bf Chicago states the situation as follows:

'A.

Study of problem cases, in the laboratory schools especially but
elsewhere as well, seems to show in many pupils a characteristic well-
defined volitional' perversion which we have come to call the "get-by
attitude." The pupil thus afflictedand the victims are manycomes
to see any task which he has to do, nOt as a thing to be accomplished
in a finished manner as a matter of course, but rather as an under-
taking upon which he will economize effort to the deg which ix-

/ perience has taught 'him will be accepted. If we raise' tne standard
by requiring a highel passing grade for certain purpo Is, we simply
require greater exertion without changing the attitude. As the pupil
goes on into, high school and college, he often becomes very, skilful in
his ability to just scrape through. What college teacher has not met
these people? ,They occasionally ,become solicitous about grades and
upon being. assured that their work is acceptable, receiving B perhaps
when the passing grade is4C, they at once relax. .

Sow, the Leacher, and perhaps the parent, passes this all off with
a good-natured smile and the comfortable verdict' "Just a boyhe will
come out all right."i Yes, it is just a boya nine-or-ten-year-old boy.
The truth of the matter is that the attitude when found in high school
or college is a serious perversion and, unless corrected, results in per-
manent volitional retardation.. The attitude carried over info adult
life means irresponsibility,, low standards, and, whenever the social
controls become relaxed, lawlessness in a variety of social relations.
Such an adult is incapable of becoming a citizen, in the social sense
of that term, albeit he may legally be capable of voting and holding
Ace.' 16 .

Assistant Superintendent John L. Tildsley of Ne-w York City is
4 )stantially of tihe.same opinion. Ile says:

In view of the experience to which our '10:tild girls have been
subjected our schools of the generation past, the ever lowered
standards, the ever lessening demands made upon them, the failure
to hold, them to even the lowered standards, with this effect heightened
by the, example set everywhere in our parks and on the streets by
men on relief or in the regular. City service, I am omvincrd that the
mostimportant change We need to produce in these hays and girls in
our high schools is to build up in them as a lasting possession, the .urge

Batzley, William C., 91ow% Shall We View E:ementary Education?" The
Hathematies Teacher, March, ro35, pp. r7o-ego.

Morrison, Henry C., The Practice of Tea -king in lite Secondary School, rip.
4: ff., University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 19:o.
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to do one's best. I would be willing, ij it were necessary, to exchange
for possekio of this quality, knowledge of many subjects and many
skills. To the boy possessed of this asset, knowl«lges and skills in-
evitablpare added. In fact, in the very act of developingthi quality,
knowledges and skills accrue as by-products. This quality has been
thromh.the ages the dominant quality ol the great artist, of the gild
craftsman, even to our own day. It was rather conunon in the schools
of my boyhood. It was common among the New England house-
wiKes. Each sought to make the last pie the best over. Today in the.
high schools of New York it is most uncommon. -It reigns chiefly
in athletics, especially in sports requiring team play. Not to do one's
best when on a team is taboo... Sonu thing more than interest Ts
required. Many educators :o the contrary, I am firmly convinced that
in d school all of whose tef.chers are permeated by this urge, it can
be in large measure universalized among the students to the extent
that in whatever a student undertakes that he thinks worth the effort,
this urge which has become a vital element in his inake-up will drive
him-on towards the,or him, perfect performance.117

We have not yet spoken of the taxpayer and the parent who are
affected at least indirectly by the battle that is going on in the field
or education. 'While °parents, very naturally, prefer A "passing
-grade" for their children, ihey are by no means oblivious to the
danger of purely complimentary .marks.- It is safer to tell them the
truth. In the long run, they are bound to hear it anyway, often
when it is too late. For some time, the dangers of "painless edu-

', 'cation" have received attention in the daily press and in the peri-
odical We quote merely the following passage from a
recent papCr by Professor E. A. Cross in The Atlantic Monthly:

among; the patrons of the public schools there has grown up a con-
viction that something is vitally wrong w;th our'system of education.
This feeling at times breaks into vdrbal expression as a vague dissatis-
faction, and again as a more localized faultfinding with some particular
phase of education,, such as spelling, arithmetic, or handwriting. Sel-
dom does it go deep enough to touch the vital core of the malady.

The American system of education ought to be the best in the \vil.
It is universal. Every child not only IMO' attend school. but is I-, (mired
to do so. The state does not discontinue free education at the end of
the elementary period, but permits attendance in tax-supported schools.
colleges. and universities up to any age. In buildings and material
equipment our schools art' not equaled by any 'in the .world. We have
the most elaborate and expensive system of public training schoRls
for teachers. We pay. our teachers, not enough, but certainly more
than teachers are paid in other countries.

111.4h Point.), June, 1935, PP. 26 ff.
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But, with physical 'conditions as nearly ideal, as we hays them, the
'Parents and the.taxpaying public are not satisfied with the results we
get. This dissatisfaction is not limited to critics who stand outside the
organization and look on. It is shaYed by many of the most thoughtful'
teachers working within the system. Theyorten see the faults more
clearly than the parents, the taxpayers, .and the newspaper critics can
see them. And thousands of teachers are willing' and anxious to do .
something about these shortcomings. .

The products by which we must judge the schools are the children
who come out of them at the age of fourteen, or eighteen or twenty-
two, labeled by the system as 'educated young people. One of the
fundamental cimsiderations offered to justify universal free education
in a republic is that it creates thinking, law-abiding, and morally clear-
s'eeittg citizens. A self-governing state cannot continue without such
a body of citizens. Do our schools succeed in turning out men and
women of tkis kind? By the thousands, yes. But by the millions,
no. 118

If these otit§pgken and holiest appraisals be deemed inconclusive,
attent4 may beo'called again to the most .colossal educational ex-
periment' of all time. So 'great has been the revolt119 against plan-
less curricula ftitl "progressive" experimentation that there is to
be a return to 'extreme and deplorable regimentation, Thus, here-
after, all boys and girls are to wear uniforms identical throughout
the Soviet Union for each type of pupil. Examinations abolished in
1917 have been revived. The authority "of the teacher is to he re-
stored, Experimentation is to be strictly limited. Will this debacle
at last'eause our own visionary theorists to see the handWriting on
the wall?

TILE SUPREME NECESSITY : AN INTEGRATED PROGRAM. OF
FOUNDATIONAL INSTRUCTION

Summary of the underlying problems. What, .then: it is now neces-
sary to ask, can we do about our staggering prdblem of mass edur
cation? Before we proceed to outline plans that look more prom-
ising than those distussed above, let us state once more, in briefeAt
form, the facts which must be faced and the conflicting ways in
which, edwators have reacted to them.

I. The evidence is overwhelming that millions of children arc
retarded in their school work. Every scholastic test reveals far-
reaching disabilities in the fundamental studies. Every public

".cro,s, A_, "PainleNs ducation," The Atlantic Monthly, Deconber, 1935,

p" '7"4S0t..e ref acme 1491
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school teacher, especially in the upper grades and in the secondary
schools of large cities, is aware of an alarming amount of malad-
justment. The educational edifice shows signs of such strain that
indifference to the situation seems perilous and opt of the question.

2. The prevailing doctrine is that of meeting these undeniable
disabilities and maladjustments by the philosophy of pragmatic in
strumentalism, by a policy of complete "adaptation" to the alleged
"individual interests and needs of children," by the abandonment
of continuity and of standards, by planless and efAtless curricula,
and by a general disregard of racial experience.

3.* The implications and. consequences of this policy have been
pointed out. At many points this philosophy has been shown to
be erroneous, It does not cure the disabilities of children. It
merely ignores them. The high school curriculum has become a
collection of odds and ends distributed over more than three hun-
dred 'subjects.. Such a system is not only very expensive, but it is
essentially futlile. It is cruel to the child because it plunges him
defenseless intg the merciless competition of modern life. It is
unjust to society because it leads eventually to' incurable -problem
cases, Above all, it destroys the common educational background
which is indispensable for a democratic society. At the most critical
period in the world's history, when we need social solidarity more
than anything else, we have proceeded to establish an educational
atomism that is destructive of our finest ideals.

4. The theorists who advocate unlimited "adaptation" to the
child, as well as a multiplicity of standards, have not shown how
such a plan can be metre to operate in a system of mass education.
Logically, it would lead to a special curriculum and to a private
tutor for every child. A few private schools may be able to afford
such a luxury. Our tax-supported public schools are unable to carry
out such a scheme. Until the money is forthcoming for individual
instruction, until classes can be reduced to a maximum of fifteen
or twenty, we must' continue to depend on the best available group
instruction plans. If that is admitted, children must It trained
sequentially and must reach certain reasonable mastery standards
in the trunk line subjects. Otherwise the whole structure is hound
to collapse in ruins and utter chaos is inevitable: And that is ex-
actly where we find ourselves at this time.

A planned type of mass education. Shall we say, then, that the
only alternative is a return to a rigid system of regimentation such
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as Russia has again ilut into operation? Not quite. We shall
want to retain all the good features of the "new" education which
can consistently be defended, and which are not in conflict w(th
common sense and with a reasonable demand for efficiency. In-

tact, Novigh experience is already. available to show that we may
have lioth mastery of the fundamental and spontaneous, creative
interest on the part of the child. The supreme demand of the
school, now and always, is good teaching and authoritative guid-
ance.

It is more than a mere theory that in practically every type of
school, and 7:ith unselected children, it is possible to prevent the
shocking disabilities that arc causing so much trouble. Only, this

1k will never happen by chance. From the moment the child enters
the school, his progress must be under close scrutiny. His work
must be planned most carefully, from the treginning, with reference
to his maturity. At no time must he be allowed to get beyond his
depth. And at all times lie must be expected to measure up fully
and inexorably to the legitimate tasks he is really capable of doing,.
There ?bust be no arbitrary grade goals. A "continuous" progress
plan must be substituted. At every level the ideas of "time spent,"
"units earned," and "ground covered" must be replaced by the ideal
of real understanding and mastery, by excellence of performance.
index such a plan, disabilities do not arise, or they can be cor-
rected, in the great majority of cases. The are not allowed to
become the cumulative menace that is now in evidence everywhere.
Is such a plan utopian? Not at I1. It is already in operation,
as we shall now proceed to show.

Conclusive experiments. In large city schools it is always possible
to find cases of retardation dating back several years. A New York
City report refers to a certain pupil who remained in the same grade
seven terms. Is such a procedure justifiable? "The tuition cost
of the terms repeated by the pupils who were enrolled in [New York
Ci)y elementary schools in Septehther, 1932, had amounted during
tlie time these pupils had been in school to $21,75o,000."'2° For
many c.ears that city has been debating plans for eliminating this
terrific waste. Twenty-five years ago Dr. Straubenmuller recom-
mended the idea of separating the pupils at the outset into two
-streams,- an A stream composed of the brighter pupils who are
able to meet the usual specifications grade by grade, and a B stream

High rointc, June, 1935, p.
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consisting of those who must advance more sloivly and who should
not be- allowed to develop "a sense of being failures."121

The essential features of a "continuous progress's plan, adjusted
and perfected in accordance with tested pedagogical and 'psycho-
logical principles, have been in successful operation for some time

in a number of educational centers. It has been The writer's good
fortune to observe the 'way+ this program works, at least in the
teaching of arithmetic, in several large public schools exper;...enting
with it. One such-school is Public School No. 17 in Rochester, New
York. where the plan was introduced and improved by Principal
Frank Jenner: Another school of this type is Public School No.
173 in Brooklyn, which until recently had the good fortune of being
directed by an '..iiitz,tanding scholar, Dr. S. Badanes. The results
were most gratifying in every case. The failure complex was elimi-
nated entirely and the pupils evidently enjoyed their number work.
Written reports to that effect were furnished by the teachers con-
cerned. Same of these testimonials read almost like the "before
and after taking" advertisements of medicinal firms. It can no
longer be doubted that when the primary number work for young
childrAn is carried on,with a scrupulous regard for their maturity,
and When the teaching process stresses understanding and genuine
applicalion rather than mechanical drill, there is gratifying reten-
tion, and continuous progress becomes a certainty instead of a du-
bious possibility. This conception of maturation has nothing to do

with the mistaken notion that children cannot master the cumu-
lative processes of arithmetic, uch as those involving long division,
fractions, decimals, and percen age, until they are three or four
years older than the customary ag . The proposed postponement of
arithmetic because of the retarda on of so many pupils is not
wan ranted. It would only make a ha situation worse. ll./viicor-
red methods of instruction are used Jr t the beginning, the mas-
tery of arithactical processes is a continuous o-,oth phenomenon,

each year adding its necessary increment.
Even in retarded classes that have almost been ecked by drill

devOid of insight, a great transformation is regularly. iliserved when
the causes of the difficulty are attacked honestly. Oft(i it is neces-
sary to jzo hack to the very beginning. As a Tula/this is 'the only
kind of -remedial" work that really succeeds at any level of in-

struction.
"1 ILidL, p. 12.
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The following illustrative account is based on the written report
of an expert remedial teacher whose function it has been for years
to adjust the problem cases of a large public school located in a
foreign-population district of a typical industrial city. She had
soon discovered that no progress whatever was possible without
going 'back to first principles and .laying a firm foundation. After
that, the work ceased to be hopeless. Such has been her experience
from year to year. To.quote:

.
The case of one class was particularly 'illuminating. We followed

and recorded the work of this group from the fourth grade through
the ninth year of the high school. The original analysis showed tech-
nical rote memory training. The number facts in addition, subtrac-
tion, and multiplication seemed to have been assimilated.. But the
processes of subtraction, multiplication, and -division were not under-
stood. There was no4videncelOof conceptual mastery. The children
admitted that they weremVery_poor in arithmetic" and had a great
dislike for it. Problem solving turned out to n almost impossible
hurdle.

It became necessary to rebuild thaaentire siicture of primary arith-
metic for these pupils and to give them the thought training which
they lacked. For many months, progress was very slow, necessarily
so, No child was any longer permitted to go beyond his depth or to
proceed without a conscious feeling of mastery. At last, the class
began to move forward at a more rapid rate. This was not a sponta-
neous maturation effect, but was due primarily to painstaking daily
instruction. In the sixth grade, these children forged ahead so rap-
idly that they went beyond the usual prescribed program of work.
Most of themare now in ninth grades of the city high schools,. A
recent follow -up study showed that out of more than thirty pupils
of the original group who entered high school, only two were given a
"failure" mark in mathematics by their high school teachers. These
two pupils had a very peculiar educational history which fully ac-

'counted for their difficulties in high school.

In the liiht of such careful :Ind long-con tinued experiments we
may now assert with confidence (1) that elementary mathematics is
not "too hard" for the average pupil ; (2) that mental maturity is
not attained automatically with advancing years, but is the r'esult of
carefully directed mental growth.

DIFEERENTIATED CouRsES AND SpEcim, ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMS

The three-track system. When the disabilities of entering pupils
are not too marked, it has been found possible in large high schools
to apply the principle of selectivity after the pupils have been ad-

0
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witted. The well-known X-Y-Z,tystem is one illustration of this
idea! It is not an ideal plan. Because of conflicting schedules, it
is rarely possible $,o organize classes on that basis without a- consid-
erable overlap of the various ability levels. That is, a I' group
will often ,have mahy Z.pupils. ftgain,? pupils will = usually cover
far less ground, and even that in a less tliordugh manner. At the
end of a semester or a year, they are usually separated from the
achievement level of an X or a I' group by several months. Slat-.
urally, Z groups should be given separate sets of achievement tests.
Obviously, this involves a special-kind of bookkeeping on the offi-
cial school records. Now, it often happens at the end of a year that
a Z group cannot be continued intact. In that case, the school
usually has no other solution than that of having the subject
dropped or putting the remaining Z pupils into a normal section.
That is, administratively, the X-Y-Z system usually breaks down,
in continuous subjects, after one year. Pedagogically, however, it
has considerable merit. While it does not correct the disabilities of
retarded pupils, it is less likely to discourage .them than is an un-
differentiated program. Finally, a three -track system expects nor-
mal and accelerated pupils,to rise to a higher level of performance
and thus prevents the cult of mediocrity.

The problem of the superior pupil. In our large cities there is
a considerable number of brilliant adolescent pupils who are neg-
lected at present. It is from their ranks primarily that we must
obtain our future leaders. When their education is held at a level
of mediocrity they will either' never arrive at the goal they might

, have reached, or they must make up lost time by an almost crush-
., ing burden of work in later years. Physical breakdowns in college

may often be traced to an insufficient scholastic foundation. Realiz-
ing this situation, many parents have begun to send their children
to private schools; often at a great sacrifice. Js it -democratic,"
then, to neglect the most promising of our pupils in the secondary
schools ?

The idea of establishing specialized high schools for ih.ese out
standing pupils is by no means a new one. In some cities it has
been in operation for many years, since certain schools, by common
agreement, have been permitted to maintain a very high standard
of admission. Such a school I:, the Brooklyn Technical High School.
Another is the ,time-honored Boston Latin School. The plan has
recently been eli,!arsed not only by administrators but also by lead-'
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ing scientists. Assistant Superintendent John L. Tildsley supports
it in the following plausible way:

Of the pupils who took the Terman Test last June, some' 8.6%
registered I.Q.'s of lir) or over. In our high schools we must have
between mom and 25,000 pupils who belong to the class of bright
pupils and who are capable of truly intellectual, even creative work.
There are, therefore, enough such pupils for two specialized high
schools in each of the larger borougils and one even for Staten. Island..
For these and for the 175,00o- between 90 and 120 I,Q, eve, should plan
an education designed to cause them to realize the full measure of-
their possibilities in their own interest and that of the State.122

Dr. Alexis Carrel recommends this type of selectivity and makes
it clear that the selectjon has nothing to do with class distinctions
sand similar considerations. He says:

We must single out the children who are endowed with high poten-
.tialities, and develop them as completely as possible. And in this
manner give to the nation a nun - hereditary aristocracy. Such children
may be found in all classes of society, although distinguished men
appear more frequently in distinguished families than in others.. . .

It is chiefly through intellectual and moral discipline, and the rejec-
tio of the habits of the herd, that we can reconstruct ourselves. . . .

A choice muAt be made among the multitude of civilized human beings.
. . . The ohly way to obviate the disastrous predominance of Me
weak is to develop the strong. . . . By making the strong still stronger,
we could effectively help the weak.123

To prevent wrong impressions, these statements should be read
in their context. It will then be seen that- they were framed by one
of the most enlightened and liberal of our modern thinkers, one
who has in mind only an emancipated and truly noble human life.

The problem of the retarded pupil. Until we decide to adopt an
integrated mode of foundational instruction such as the one de-
scribed previously, we may expect to have in our secondary schools.
under existing policies. many thousands of very poorly prepared
boys and girls. Realizing the seriousness of that situation, the offi-
cers of the National Council of the "ffeachers of Mathematics or-
Llanized two national committees which have been making a special
study of the administrative and pedagoeical aspects of the under-
lying problems. Professor Schorling, of the Uni-..ersity of .1lichigan,
ha,: acted as chairman of the committee interested in the techniques

instructi(m approprilte for retarded pupils. Dr. C. N. Stokes, of

Carrel, AlcNic, op. ri:., (271. pp. 295-2) .
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Temple University, has investigated the types of classroom broniza-
tion found feasible by administrators. Both committees have repeat-
edly submitted preliminary reports of their findings, which were
pgbliOed in various issues of The Mathematics Teacher.124

G, Particular attention should be called to a supplementary mono-
graph 'prepared by Professor Schorling, entitled The Technique of
InstruOion for Dull Normal Pupik- issued by, the Bureau of Edu-
cationl Reference and Research, Ann Arbor, Michigan. It contains
valuable suggestions and findings, important excerpts and summa-
ries from recent studies,' as well as an extensive bibliography. Of
144 pupils classified as dull and enrolled in the seventh grades of

. a Ii higan school system, only .3.5 per cent had a reading ability
corre ponding to the seventh -grade level, and only 6.9 per cent had
reac ed the seventh-grade norm in arithmetic: As many as 29.9
per ent were only at a fourth-year level -in reading, and 20.8 per
cen had not gone beyond the norm of that grade in arithmetic.
Oil of the most significant contributions of this study is the state-
ment that "the curve of growth: toward a specific maturation under
constant environmental influences appears to be the same for the
dull as for the right." /

The best available plan for retarded pupils entering the seventh
grade is 'that of giving these pupils a special two-year training
course intended to remedy their weaknesses, thus building up the
necessary maturity for I school courses at the minimum level.,

-,
Such a course has been trio in a number of school systems.125 It
should include work in English; basic mathematics, social studies,
and modern arts and crafts, much attention being given to health
factors and to adequate recreation. The best results are obtained
when the teachers of these pupils have had grammar school expe-
rience, since high school teachers rarely know the program of the
elementary grades. At the end of such a two-year course the re-
tarded pupil is ready for a 'reduced e;ghth-grade program, after
which he may continue in school with a more reasonable expec6-
tion.of succe's.

The Mathematics Teacher, November, 1932, pp. 420-426; October, to43.11).
350-365.

'See Feincold. G. A. "Intelligence and Persistency in High School Attendance,"
Sch'ol and Society, (Vtober 13. 1923. See also the same author's article on "The
liascc Function of Secondary Education," op. cit., [511; and IliQh Points, June.
I') 1961, 1). 14'
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PART SIX

THE TEACHING PROCESS AND THE TRAINING
OF TEACHERS

THE IMPENDING RTVISION OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Conflicting theories of learning and teaching. We have seen how
profoundly our schoolroom procedures have been affected not only
by the dominant philosophic ideas of our period, but also liy cur-
rent educational doctrines. It is now necessary to show how the
teaching process itself is being affected by changes in psychological
theory. Gradually, it Is being realized that a whole generation of
teachers have been misled by mechanistic laws of learning.' When,
this fact is finally understood, we may expect a great: transforma-
tion in classroom methods, in the construction of textbtfoks, and
in our ordinary testing machinery. At pr&.ent, three conflicting a
theories of learning are competing with each other. They have
been described with scholarly clearness by Dr. William H. Brownell
of Duke University in the Dena Yearbook of the National Coitncil
of Teachers of Alathematics.'26. We submit' a brief exposition of 1

these instructional theories.
"Bond" theory of learning. Under the stimulus:rssponse hypothe-

sis of learning, it is claimed that "learning is connecting." When-
ever, there is a response of the learner to a stimulus, a "bond" is
formed, This "bond", is conceived as involving changes in the
nervous tissue. It is believed by advocates of the "bond theo,
that the strength and the permanence of a "bond" are largely a
matter of repetit,ion, of "exercise." That is, the "trace" left in the
nervous organism by each response is strengthened by repetition,
by drill. Moreover, it is claimed that the learner is more likely
to make progress if the "bonds" are established in a pleasant way,
if the "effect" on the learner is agreeable rather than painful. The
more attractive or pleasurable the learning process is made, the
more lasting its results are going to be. The "Law of Exercise"
and the "Law of Effect" may be regarded as the backbone of the
"bond theory'. of learning.

Brownell, W. ti , "P-ycholo2ical Considerations in the Learning and the
Teaching of Arithmetic,- in The Tenth Yearbook of the National Counril of
Teachers n I Mat hema!ieS, pp. 1-3r, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia niver!,ity, New York, t935.
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If this tlieoty is held to be correct, it becomes necessary to ascer-
tain by a careful analysis 'of each subject-matter field precisely
what are the "bonds" to be established, and how much repetition
or drill is necessary to make them pernianent.

Drill theory in arithmetic. The appalling consequences of such
a mechanistic conception of the learning process have been dem:,
onstrated with dramatic force in the field of arithmetic. The drill
conception of arithmetic has been outtirid as follows by Dr.
43rownell:

Arithmetic consists of a vast host of unrelated facts and relatively
independent skills. The pupil acquires the facts. by repeating them
over and over again until .he is able to recall them-immediately and
correctly. He develops the skills by going through the -processes in
question until he can perform the required operations automatically
and accurately. The teacher need give little time to instructing the
pupil in the meaning of what he is learning: the ideas and skills in-
volved are either §o simple as to be obvious even to the beginner, or
else they are so abstruse as to suggest the postponement of explana-
tions until the child is older and is better able to gtasp their meaning.,/
The main pointf, in toe. theory are: (r) arithmetic, for the purposes

6. of learning and teaching, may' be' analyzed into a great many units
or elements of knowledge and skill which are* comparatively separate
and unconnected; (2) the pupil is to master these almost innumerable
elements whether he understands then or not; (3) the pupil is to
learn these elements in the form in which he will subsequently use
them; and (4) the pupil will attain these ends most economically and
most completely through formal repetition.'27

Under the impact of the drill theory, courses of study and text-
books have been forced .to allot an ever-increasing amount of time
and space to mechanical repetition. And it can hardly be denied
that the drill theory at present is by far the most popular method
of instruction.

In the classroom its popularity is manifest in the common extreme
reliance upon flash cards and other types of rapid drill exercises, in
the widespread we of workbooks and other forms of unsupervised
practice, and in the greater concern of the teacher with the pupil's
speedy amputation and correct answer than with the processes which
lead to that computation and that answer.

But the popularity of the drill theory is by no means revealed only
by the prevalence of certain practices iu classroom instruction. On
the contrary. its popularity is evident. as well, in the organization of
arithmetic textbooks, in much of thP research in arithmetic, in current

p. 2 .
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practices in measuring hiqvement in arithmetic, and in treatises on
the teaching of arithmetic.v14

Perhaps this overwhelming prevalence of mechanical drill is due

not merely to its supposed scientific soundness. In even larger
measure it may be caused by our preference for mechanical ways
of 'solving all the major problems of our day. That is, the machine
age views the mind as a mental machine capable only of mechanical

reactions.
Absurdities of the drill theory. It is not posdible, because of a

_limitation of space, to discuss in detail the flaws of the "bond" theory.
There is increasing agreements however, thattis is essentially false.
In particular, the Law of -Exercise has been reStaterl by Thorndike
himsylf and has been entirely discarded by other psychologists. A
similar statement holds with reference to the Law of Effect.'"

There is little doubt that the drill theory has almost ruined the
teaching of arithmetic. When a teacher is a mere drill sergeant
who pays no attention to number concepn, to underlying meanings

and prin.ciples, we may expect exactly what we find todaywhole-
sale`failure in arithmetic. Here is the deepest cause of the present
breakdowit.of mathematics in the elementary and the secondary

The fatal weakness of the drill theory is that it ignores the all-
im)ortant factor of meaning and that it confuses mechanical reac-
tion with,thinking. Above all, "the drill theory sets for the child

Ibid., p. 3.
"For more detailed accounts of present trends in`beducational psychology, in-

cluding the problem of drill and repetition, see, for example, Bode, Boyd,Conflict.-
Mr Psychologies of Learning, I). C. Heath ands Co., Boston, 1929; Brown and
Feder, "Thormlike's Theory of Learning as Gestalt Psychology," Psychological

s.

19.;4..11', pp. 426-4 t7; Cason, H , "Criticism of the Laws of Exercise.and
Effect," Psychologiriii Rg-ciew, 1924, 3z, pp. 397-417; Dunlap, Knight, Habits,
Livright, Inc., New York, 2932; Hartman, George W., Gestalt Psychology, The
Ronald Press Co., New Turk, 1935; Ileidlireder, Edna, Seven Psychologies, The
Century Co., New York, 1933; Jastrow, J., "The Current Chaos in Psychology,"
Scientific Monthly, August, 1935, pp. 97-t to; Jastrow, J., "Has Psychology
Failed?", Thr rl meriran Scholar, Vol. 4, No, 3, to i5, pp. 261-269; Murchison, C.
(Editor), Psychologies of top. (lark UniveNity Press, Wort ester, 193o; Mkurphy,
Gardner, Gener.d 11%yrhology, Harper & Brothers, New York. t93t; Pintner et al.,
;In Outline of Eduortional Psychology, Barnes and Noble., Inc., New York, 1934;
Thornilike. E. I.., Human Learning, The Century Co., New Y.ffk, to3t ; Wheeler,
R. II., The La:, s of Human Nature, I). Appleton Co.. New York, 1922; Wheeler,
R. II , The .Shure nt Psvrholug. Thoma-: V Crowell Co., New York, 1929; and
Vheeler, R. II and Perkins, F. 1'., Princtp/e3 o! Menial Development, Thomas Y.

Crowell Co., New York, 19,3i.
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a tear** task the magnitude of which predetermines him to fail-
ure."14? Thus, in the field of combinations invplving rerely wb6le.
numbe\.s, flame than 1,600 number facts are to. be learned, which
the child should know at the end.of his fourth year in school.

Similar analyses of other phases of arithmetic have resulted. in item-
totals equally staggering. Thus, Knight demonstrates the presence
of 55 "unit skills" in the one process of division of common fraction's,
and Brueckner finds 53 "types" of examples (exclusive of "freak
types").in the subtraction of common fractions alone. In problem-
solving Judd' reports, on the basis of an examination of only three sets
of textbooks, approximately L000 different ways of expressing the
fundamental operations in ope-step verbal problems, am Monroe and
Clark are able to differentiate 333 kinds of verbal problems (52 kinds
of "operative problems" and 281 kinds of "activity roblems") with
which children must eventually be able to deal. These figures, large
as they are, can he regarded only as typical of what would be found
if the many other aspects of arithmetic were dissected as have been
the relatively feiv yeviewed above.

The statement that the drill theory in its extreme form sets an
impossible learning task for the child would seem to be justified by
the results of the analyses nu'ntioned above.'3t

. ;The story becomes..even more complicated when we add the
trine that the 'Various number "facts" must be arranged and learned
in the order of their relative difficulty. Thus, it is claimed that
certain combinations have been shown statistically to be many
times as hard as others. Hence we have "easy- and ''hard" number
facts.

7
Just what value these figures !of statistical degrees of difficulty

have is problematical, Have they, fur example, been collected from
a fair sample? Why should the order of frequency of error he a sign
of the degree of difficulty? And what, exactly, does -difficult" mean
in relation to a mass of unrelated facts? Is difficulty of understanding
or difficulty of remembering the source of error? And, to go at once
to the root of the matter, is the occurrence of error and in particular
of such bizarre combinations of errors a sign of the incapacity of the
child or of the inadequacy of/ the teaching?

That a statisticiaa trained in the interpretation of his results and
conscious of the limitations of his method would reach the second of
tlire conclusions. I am personally' convinced, And my conviction is
all the more strengthened by a study of the volumes on the teaching
of early number, of which the hooks already cited are liut the better

''Penth Yearbook of the National Connell of Prat her, of Mat!tentatiel, [1:61.
p 6

" ltillj , p. 7,
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examples. In l their pages, there is no word, not one, in regard
the meaning tof mathematical processes. Consequently thee is no
way whatever wit /sin an intelligent child's reach for correcting his own
errors in the light of a well understood process. In these books, Yhere
are no processes; there are only statistical facts. . . .

In short, the statistical method as applied to elementary mathe-
matics as had the sublime result of eliminatins mathematiekfrom the

icurriculum. As matters now stand, arithmetic is merely a device for
'training errand boys to :come back from the grocer's with the\right
change.'3'

It is now itnown that the hierarchy of difficulty imposed upon
the elementary number facts is likewise in need of reconsideration.
Mr. L. C. Thiele carried experiments in the Detroit Public
Schools in order to find t the relative merits of. the drill theory .

and of generalized met ds baied on concepts and on insight. Mr.
Thiele writes:

The pupils who employed the generalized method learned the com-
binations of arger numbers almost as well as those of the smaller
numbers. For example, 7 +9 and 9 7, which are listed as the most
difficult,of all the addition combinations on Clapps list, were not any
more difficult than 5 + 2, 4 + 2, and 9 -4- 3 for the pupils.who were
studying according to the generalized method."3

Incidental learning theory. In their justified abhorrence of.purely
mechanical drill methods, vprogressive" teachers looked for a sub-

. stitute. They began to feel that children will perhaps "learn as
much arithmetic as they need, and v.111 learn it better, if they are
not systematically taught arithmetic," but ,establish their contact
with that subject through suchaiatural quantitative situations as
arise in the .various activities of the classroom. That is, the num-
ber facts were to-be acquired through incidental experience.

This "incidental learning theory" has now been tested thoroughly
by groups of teachers who believe in the activity Rica. 'erhaps the
most authoritative study of this sort ever undertak9( in the field
of arithmetic was that sponsored by Dr. Paul R. formerly of
Lincoln School of Teachers College, Columbia University. Four-
teen experienced teachers from private and public schools partici-
pated in the study. Its purpose was that of investigating "oppor-

1" Deflrance, M.. "Statisticians. Dull children, and Nychologist:," Educational'
Administration and Supervision, November, In3t, p. 565.

e. T.., The Mathentatiptl Viewp..int Applied to the Teaching of. Pe-
mentary School Arithmetic." The Tenth Yearbook of the National Council of
reacher, Mathematics, LI:61, p. 221.
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tunities for the use of arithmetic id an. activity program."1" The
summary of undings.given at ,the end of the published'report de-
scribing this'investigation leaves no room for doubt that "incidental
learning" will not produce results in arithmetic. Wie may regard
it as an established fact that while activities and pro nets may prove
extremely valuable and indispensable as a means of motivating
arithmetic, they will not automatically lead to an understanding
of its concepts,.priticiples, and processes.

Theory of conceptual and meaningful teaching. According to this
theory it is of decisive importance whether or not children under-
stand what they learn. If they see no sensefnwhat they are ex-
pected to do, no amount of repetition or. mechanical drill is likely
'to secure retention or correct- application. A parrot May repeat a
phrase countless times without arriving at a rational comprehen-
sion of it. ):

Rent psychological thought is virtually committed to the idea
that 'mere repetition doel not guarantee learning, and that the learn-
ing response rather. than the learned response is of primary im-

h portance.135 Professor 'Wheeler has stated the futility of mere repe-
tition very strikingly in this manner:

Drop a. ball a millidn times and it will not fall more easily the last
time than the frrst. . . . An electric current will travel just as well
through a switch the first time as it will travel the thousandth. Repe-
tition makes no difference to the switch, nor to the current. . . . To
assert that we learn by doing, or learn through exercise, is as meaning-
less as to claim that we grow by living in time.'36 .

According to Professor Herrick. "some stupendous feats of learn-
ing can apparently he done in the twinkling of an eye-, as when
one 'sees through' a difficult "

new
in a flash of understanding:"'

This is by no means a new idea. The central thought was stressed
as early as 19t0 by Professor Dewey, when he said, "Practical skill,
modes of effective technique, can be intelligently, non-mechanically
used, only when intelligence has played a part in their acquisi-
tion."1"

"Hanna, P. R., "Opportunities for the Use of Arithmetic in an Activity Pro-
gram," The Tenth Yearbook of the Nation411 Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
[1261, pp. 85-,t 2o.

13' Dunlap, Knight, rip. cit., 11291, pp. 33 ff.
"Wheeler, R. II., The Science of Psychology, [1:91. p. 323.
'Herrick, C. J., The Thinking Machine, p. 241, The University of Chicago

Press, Chicago, two.
'Dewey, John, flo-, We 'Think, p. 52, D. C. Heath and Co., New York, 1910.

4
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As to mathematics, we are realizing.at lait that it is "a closely
knit system of understandable ideas, principles, and processes."
Mathematics is based on concepts. The mastery of these bask con-
cepts on the part of the learner is the most essential problem.of
the teacher. When we take this view of the teaching of mathemat-
ics, we cease to have any use for the idea of confronting the pupil
with it "heterogeneous mass of unrelated elements" to be mastered
by repetition. Instead, the emphasis must be on a real comprehen-
sion of mathematical principles and relationships.

Now, the development and mastery of clear concepts takes time,

It should never be hurried. The gencralkations of any subject can-
not be acquired in a few lessons. The fundamental discoveries in
any field cannot be made at One stroke: the learner must be con-
fronted with ever new situations demanding a repetition- of these
successive discoveries, and not a premature memorization of facts.

°It follows that the in'tial stages of each learning process must be

'gauged carefully with reference to the maturity of the Ilkrier. Im-
portant ideas and processes must be ".spread" over a kider space
of time than is usually the case. "Spaced" learning is moreeffec-
tive than -bunched- learning.""

am This fact alone should raise grave doubts us to the soundness of the-Man-
chester, New Hamp'shirc, experiment, recently reported so confidently in three
suctessive issues of the Journa/ of the National Education Association (November,
1033 to January, to36). Under plan, formal work in arithmetic is virtually

_abandoned in the first five grade,, and intensive work is then begun in the sixth
grade. The new program, a, announced by Superintendent L. P. I3enezet, lays
commendable stre,s op reasoning and on the avoidance of purely Mechanical drill.
It is urged tft;it children be "made to understand the reason for the processes which

they use." That is as it should be. Nevertheless, such are the grave defects of the
new curriculum as a whole that the ultimate consequences ape hound - to he dis-
appointing, if not di-:estrous. Only a few of the-t, can be mentioned at this point.
(1) Mr. Benzet reports that splendid residts accompanied even this moderate
exposure to arithmetic, a, soon as it was taught on a rational basis, flow can any
one doubt, therefore, that even better reults wouldThe obtained it real thinking and
genuine motivation char:uteri/v(1 the study of arithmetic from the beginning, and
in a curriculum of normal length ? (2) A period of only :o or 25 minutes a day
is set aside for arithmetic in grade VI, of 25 minutes in grade and of 3o
minutes in grade VII-A ail in grade VIII. The attempt to cover such a large
number of conk pts, prim ipl,, and proces,es xeithin such a totally inadequate time
se hedule mint inevitably lead to imitative repetition, or to the abandonment of real
mastery, thus vitiating the \\hole plan. Mr that abundant work in
mental arithmetb, involving the solution of problems, "i, tar more important than
;of:unity in the four fundamental pro( l'(''," One wonder, whether such solutions,
oral or written. are of any value if the answer, are not accurate. (3) The Man-
i he-ter plan would e ertainlv make imposible the enlarged mathematical program
ii hith school3 of the junior high se hot,} type have adopted so largely in recent
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Some of the main pribciples of the new psychology of .learning
have hten outlined. by Professor Wheeler, brie of,its leading ex-
ponents, as followsf:

I. Learning is a function of maturation and insight. It is a growth?
process that follows liws of dynamics, that is, laws of structured, uni-
tary, energy systems or fields. .

i 2. First impressions are of total situation/Lare tidiffe entiated.
First movements aremass actions, likew61 undifferentiated. 'In spite
of appearances to the contrary, these impressions and move cents are
completely integrAte0. . . .

3. Leartiing is not exclusively qn inductive process. Fitst impres-
sions are not chaotic; and, unowifized. They are merely unstable in
the sense of not being under environmental control. .

ffarning, then, is iot a matter of forming bonds, a process of putting
pieces of experience together. ft is nolt based on drill and on repetition
of response. Bondi psychology, is krational and has never been re-
quired by the facts bf observation. ,4 is a mechanistic philosophy im-
posed upon the facts. On the contrary, learning is a logical process

.

and from the beginning characterized by a grasp of relations, no matter
how vague. Progress is systematic; it is a logical expansion and dif--
ferentiation of unitary grasps of total 4situations of wholes. It is or-
ganized and insightful, creative responv.io stimulus-patterns.

4. Learning does not proceed by trial and error. This concept is
based upon an illusion, the fallacy of the double standard, arising out
of the differenCe between the adult and the animal or child. There
is no such thing as a trial-and-error process anywhere in nature. . . .

5. More important, by far, than formal, prescribed methods of in-
struction are the personality of the learner and of the teacher, and the
relationship between these personalities: Learning is subordinate to
tlw growth and the demands of the personality-as-a-whole. The at-
mosphere of the classroom is more important than textbooks. The
latter are necessary, but are secndar3..

6. Learning depends upon the will to ledrn, which cannot be forced

years, after h ,:trnuous and lone;- continued efforts on behalf of mathniatiral
reform in this country. In other %%orri, the splendid progress at locred at last.
during the past generation is to he swept away by this latest palm( ia. Is it possible
to qurtipn the ominous effects of -Nlr. Bntves curtailed curriculum on the mathe-
math al preparation of at least three million pupils? Why shoald American 1161
dren ag.tin he placed at stir h a disadvantage, as Lornpari'd %%di, the adolesient puptls
of all-other leading. nations?

By wily of a further refutation of the NIarnhester pram ::ei Itutkiii h,em. B. R
When to Begin the Teat him: of Ahtlimetic.- itridho1

NiacLatt hey. Josephine, "Number .thilitie of Fast Grade ehddlo off
Education, M.tv, lit;; al,o Bur kin-h.ini, 13 R and Ni ti Lai hey. J . The Number
Abilities of Children \Vhn Thy, Knit, Gr.ole fine," The 7.:,envnrizth Ve.trbook
the National ctuietV for the .Surds of Fdto ation, pp. 47 4. Publit St lout' Pub-
114144: BlooMington, Ill , io
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by requirements or authority ,but must be challenged by dynamic
teachers and dynamic teachinfr

7. Learning depends on clearness of goals, and the fitness with which
tasks are adjusted to the pupil's level of maturation and. insight. Prog-
ress is made by pacing.

8. Goals are their own rewards, under natural law. .Grades; grade'
points, many forms of motivation by -social competition, and other
hypocrisies are detrimental to learning. The subject must be worth
learning in its own right: It can-be made so, easily,"°

Transfer of training. We 'have repeatedly referred to the current
misunderstanding of the problem of generalized training, incorrectly
identified with "mental discipline." The history of the controversy
rellitipg to formal discipline has been made available in a number
of sources."' In its modern setting, under the name of the "trans-
fer of training," the'doctrine is anything but "obsolete." Particular
attention is again directed to the recent foundational work of Pro-
fessor Lashley and of Dr. Orate. Their studies should be made
available to every teacher.

The key. sentence of the modern doctrine may be stated as fol-
lows: "From the standpoint of the teacher and the school, the solo -.
Hon of tlth problem of transfer of trainbig is to train for transfer.P,142.

In other words, transfer is not an automatic phenomenon. It is, as
()rata happily phrases tt, "a technological problem."

The new theory of transfer and of conceptual learning throws a
clear light on the all-too-prevalent disabilities of school children
amt high school pupils. Not having been taught foundationally,
being without a real understanding of concepts and principles, they
are 'unable either to remember or to apply the skill,: they seen-ted
to know so well. We have thus made it virtually impossible for
the pupil to succeed.

Necessary changes in teaching procedures. Enough has been said
about the new psychology of learning to make it obvious that we
must turn away from mechanical teaching and must emphasize
meaning, insight, intelligence. In no other field is this change so

"Wheeler, R. IL, "The New Psychology of Learning" The Tenth Yearbook of
the A',2:ional Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1.1261,.pp. 2 ;7 - 239. Sec also
pp 19-3t of article by W. A. Brownell in the same volunit;. 11.!6 {,

'" See, for example. Betz. W , "The Transfer of Traneng." The Fifth Yearbook
of the National Council of Teat herc of Alathematirs,pp 149-198. Bureau of Pub-
hcations, Teachers college, Cotumhia Univer,ity, New York, i93o.

"'Grata, P. T., op. tit., [921, p. 269; Lashley, K , op. (a, 1921, especially pp.
172-173.
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imperative, and yet so easily made, as in mathematics. From the
first lesson in arithmetic to the last. lessons in higher mathematics
the fundamental issue is the same. Hence we shall close . these
remarks on the new psychology with the following illuminating pas-
sages which, while relating to arithmetic, stress the continuous im-
portance of meaningful instruction and maybe applied generally.
.'Thus Dr. Brownell summarizes the importance of the '"meaning"
theory in this manner: .

Most of the illustrations of, and arguments for, the "meaning" theory
have been drawn from the field of primary number. This fact should
not, however, be interpreted to mean that the theory holds only for
the first three grades. On the contrary, meaning affords the soundest
foutoulation for arithmetical learning throughout the elementary school.

. Primary number has been most often cited for another reason. Almost
everyone agrees that. children in Grades 5, 6, 7, and, have to be able
to "think" in arithinetic. That ability to "think" in these grades is
conditioned by `thinking" -in the primary Rades.is a fact which is
much less commonly recognized. No one has shown limp it is possible
for children suddenly to become intelligent in upper-grade arithmetic
'when they have;been allowed no exercise of intellignce in dower-grade
arithmetic: In spite of the unreasonableness of stfch an expectation,
primary number is taught as if skills acquired mechanically would
later surely take on meaning, and verbalizations memorized unintelli-
gently Would later inevitably become well-rounded concepts. It is the
thesis of the "medning!' theory that children must from the start see
arithmetic as an intelligible system if they arc ever to be intelligent
in arithmetic."3

In Pcyckological Analysis of the Fundamentals of Arithmetic,
Professor Jadd wrote:

The issue between two fundamentally different views with regard to
the curriculum which are now before the school people of this country
is nowhere clearer than in the sphere of number training.. It is the
issue between the view that the duty of the school is tlut cultivation
of comprehensive general ideas and the view that the sole duty of the
school is to train pupils in relatively trivial particular skills. 'there
can be no doubt that powerful influences are at work in the pedagogical
world to reduce all training to the cultivation of practical and partic-
ular skills. fortunately, the mind of man is so organized that it gen-
eralizes. Even if all the curriculum- makers resolve to train nothinq
but particular abilities, pripils will gencrali:e and will continue to do
'what the race has done throughout its historv, that is, abctrart from
particular-situations those aspects which are most unkersal. Some

The Tenth ye,irbok of the N,Iiinnal Count il of Te,ithers of .1141hentaties,
11:61, p. 3t.
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children will acquire.the general idea of mathematical exactness no
matter how far curriculum-makers go in running counter to human
history. '

All the experiments and analyses reported in this monograph lead
to the conclusion Ow general ideas are the most- important-products
of instruction in arithmetic. .7'Ite. fundamentals of arithmetic are
general ideas and general formulas, not a multitude of special skills.'"

Let us look forward to the day when the convincing and tested ,-
principles outlined above will be "followed generally in every class-
room and at each level of instruct*. Toward thearrival of that
day we must bend all our energies,

.

THE TEACHER IN THE SCHO I. OF TOMORROW

Present status of the teachei."- The ma prIty of teachers have al-
ways been anxious,'as have been the mem )ers of other leading pro-
fessions, to render the best service of which' they ay capable. That
they often fall short of the ideal qualifications which modern edu-
cation has suggested for those to he entrusted with the great re-
sponsibility of preparing the youth of the land for effective citizen- .

ship and for a worthwhile life, is only too .7)parent. It is hardly
necessary to elaborate this point' in detail. Few secondary teachers'
at present bring to their teaching career either a comprehensive
scholarship or an adequate pedagogic equipment. A very large
number have -taken" the prescribed college course, and have been
duly credited with the requisite number of "points" and "hours."
Their cultural background, however, is either too narrowly special-
ized or too 'superficial to command general respect. Whose fault is
it that we are struggling with such serious professional handicaps?

Professor David Eugene Smith, writing on these problems from
the serene pinnacle of a lifetime rich in service and in scholarly
pursuits, ponders some of the reforms that seem to be imperative.

If culture courses for all teachers were established, who would ad-
minister them? There is the difficult: and it is a very great one. The
man must be an inspiring teacher, tilled with the enthusiasm which
the subject engenders, and one of broad knowledge of those things
which concern the finer instincts of mankind. He must be able to
appeal to all whose tastes are not hopelessly distorted by the radio
programs. the motion pictures, the cocktail party, or the bridge table.
He should be the best teacher in the school of educationbest in his

"`Judd. c. FI.. The P\ychoto,:ie,;t ma/pi, (-)1, the.rund,nentals of Arithmetic,
pp_ 116 -117, The University of Chicago Prc,s, Chicagg, 1927.
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range of knowledge, best in kis balanced mind, best, in his sympathy
with those things of life which weigh heavier than wealth, and with
which one may spend his time .happily in ilia,- home as well as in the
palaces of art or in the great libraries of the worltt.''''

That there has been a decline from the high regard which teach-
ers enjoyed not so many years ago is brotight out by the same
writer in the following passage:I ,

In approaching this phase of the matter I confess to a feeling of
helplessness when I compare the position in society held by the old-
time schoolmaster cith that of teachers in high schools and colleges
of today. In my youth the teacher in the "academy" was looked up
to with respect as a learned man. Ate dressed. the part, acted the
par -t, and in ge,neral honored 'it. Today a teacher in an equivalent
position in a hih school holds, in'the opinion of his fellow citizens, a
much lowe.. rank: He plays bridge better, but he is rarely appealed
to in a. matter of public importance: and any topic relating to litera-
ture, art, or religion seems Much more foreign to his interests than it
was to his professional ancestors. In short, the schoolma,ter of a half-.
century-ago was looked upon as a titan of superior intelli .nee, whereas
today the average school-teacher has lost that rank. One of two causes
.may explain this situation, eit the teacher knows relatively less or
the community knows relativ qy more. We are led therefore to ask
if the mass of citizens know relatively more than they did fifty years
ago, and whether their tastes are better than was formerly the case.
For the same reason we tire led to ask it the teachers are really as well
qualified, not in the science of education but in their general culture.
Are parents more often sending their children to private ichools because
of the poorer teaching. in the public one4'""

And why do teachers not succeed more frequently in overcoming
the defects of their original preparation? Or why do they not
strive to raise to a much higher level the excellence of their profes-
sional work ? Professor Smith pr?fers not to, answer tire -ques-
tions with finality, but submits searching queries that suggest his
own pe}sition. He says:

All this leads us to a very serious question is the inztruction less
efficient because the teachers in our ty systems have no longer the
time fur a normal and cultural way of living? Burdened as they are
at present by seemingly endles!:.,a-ports. by ur.e!ess and "wearisome
committee meetings, and by other activities Nvhit h -,zip their energies,
how can they do their best work in making the hours pa -sed in school

"'Smith. I) 1: "t'vrt.on ItioncrliAte 1'ri.1111 tn.; Conti-tint An

of Emit .tt fr Kr:Nl.tt(h. p 4: :
henry W "I'vd.v.:11v.tt urtittr fritne, 'larch, t;;5.

I' small, , t*,-;
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a period of pleasure as 'well as profit for tbe pupils? Is not the
drudgery of reading masses of papers outside the schoolroom one of
the reasons why young people of promise are coming to look upon
teaching as too.much like the task of a da, laborer? is not this ,,t.he
reason why they are seeking other means of living than what shbuld
be one of the noblest and most interesting professions they could
choose?

The bearing of this phase of our discussion lies right here: Where,
after all, lies the blame for this overburdening of teachers with nerve-
racking work outside of school hours? Is there no. way of closing
these educational sweatshops? Where, I repeat, lie the blame and
the remedy? Where were these teachers taught to examine with wearied
eyes the results of endless "tests" or to compt to correlation coefficients?
If these activities are necessary for the school, why are they not
performed by paid assistants with calculating machines to help when
needed? Where lies ,the blame if not in schools of education in which
all this work is recommended to principals and superintendents? Ahd,

, furthermore, is it recommended by-. professors who themselves spend
their extramural hours in doing this kind of work in connection with
their own classes? And still further, do the principals and superin-
tendents likewise spend their evenings in the same way?

I do not know the answers to those questions, but I feel that we
are all interested in helping to solve such problems.'"

A challenge to teachers. ,Two further demands, in addition to
those of .,7eneral culture and of adequate- professional training, are
now admitted to take precedence over all others. The tits` is to the
effect that all teachers must have absolute mastery of the subject-
matter which they desire to teach. The second has to do with the
subtle but vastly important factor of the personality of the teacher.

It is doubtful whether any one has stated the issue of the master
teacher with greater force than have the noted authors of the
psychological treatise entithla Principles of Mental Development:

It k the personality of the teacher by means of which the evil
effects of mass education must be reduced. We have seen that learning
is directed growth, the exp:Msion of a perzonalitythat controls the
process of learning from within. Rut it is growth of a human being
dependent upon motivation through persohality contact and the culture
which the personality in the teacher derives from the culture of the
race. 'Flier, are teachers who brighten the schoolroom with their per-
sdnality and enthusiasm, and who inspire the pupil with the romantic
and excitimr,color of the information which they divulge. They k.toi,v
life, and live it. They see and understand discovery and creation.
They are the dooncays into a Tcondrour world. It is from these that
the pupil learns. There are teachers whose rooms are as gloomy as a

"-ibid., Pp. 476-477.
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tomb; .eachers who rock the atmosphere with the cyclones of an
erratic temperament. There are others whose indifference chills and
subdues spontaneity; those whose superciliousness makes the pupils
stiffen with bridled protest and contempt; those against whose fawning
matter even a child revolts; andthose whose sheer emptiness casts
a pall upon the schoolroom.. . . No student pagscs through the edu-,
cational system without the stamp-ofsome teacher upon him. Thou-
sands art inspired to careers of virticular achievement by their teach-
ers, alone; thousands lose the benefits of school because of treatment
from their teachers. Untiumbered-menti.1 lives suffer septic operations
and endure the ravages of :permanent infection, through sheer ineffi-
ciency and stupidity of teaching. The teacher is the physician of
maturative. processes, and there is no redress front wounds that are
sewed up wrong.

Grades, hours of credit, these are most meticulously inspected, but
the Sterilized insight, the Unfulfilled demands and the disillusionment,
who knows about them? Not the system. It is not organized to care.
Personalities retard mental growth; they raise intelligence as measured
by test scores from the lower portions of a'given range to the h;;hest.
It is being done every day. It is the most pressing need of present
Education,'a more adequate training and selection of teachers. 'And
why are not more of the cream of college youth, with the personalities
to undertake this vital work, taught of its importance, and shown the
opportunity? Ask almost any better student of today if he is planning
to enter Education and his reply is;-"I should say not!" The educa-
tional dryness, dullness,. mechanical deadness of the mill, so fresh in
his mind from just having passed through it, is too much. The intel-
ligence ratings of a Teachers College population are not encouraging!
The financial outlook for the teacher is anything but tempting to the
individual with ambition .and personality. . . When a system puts
through hundreds of thousands of individuals, most.of them shouting
with gladness to have left it, something is wrong. It is not living.
Achievement leaves a memory mixed with pride ao I joy; the feeling
of something unfinished that demands a further completion. Learning
is, by nature, achievement; but where is the feeling of something un-
finished? . . . Why the many thousands who go on from high school
with no demand to reach a real intellecua.1 goal or to prepare them-
selves, seriously, fur the task of solving the major problems of the
race.

The teacherias the engineer of human nature. Intellit:ent critics
of our av hale told us that thus -far our civilization has rested too
exclusively one the :tudy and the conquest of external nature. We
have codified and glorified the laws of matter and have assigned a
place of supreme importance to the weir/mica/ engineer. We are
ready for a change. "The day has come to begin the work of our

'Wheeler, R. H. and Perkin-, F. T., op. (it-, [1291, pp. 509-511.
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renovation.. . . We must liberate ourselves from blind technology
and must grasp the complexity and the wealth of our own nature."
We are beginning to understand "that man'is not a machine, that
the laws of his behavior are laws of intelligence, will and person-
ality, not the +aws of association:14°

The teacher of tomorrow will be a human. engineer. He will real-
ize that "teaching is not a mechanical process of telling facts. It is
a contact made between a personality and a group of personalities,
in which the imparting of knowledge is subordinate to the vitality
of meaning which the teacher gives the facts by his .attitudes, in-
terest in the subject, breadth of grasp of the subject,. and! by the
atmosphereof the classroom which he engenders:")

In the school of tomorrow the teacher will regain theesteem he
once enjoyed, because he will be an artist,a SChitlar,aind afrierilt
He will direct the activities ,of the classroom with .consummate

: skill, stimulating and effecting desirahlt mental, choral; and spir- 7

itual gi-owth. And the community of tomorrow vb;j41 reward him by
granting him the freedom of his great profession, economic security,
and a position of confidence and trusted leadership.

CONCLUSIONS

General summary. The salient characteristics of educational
theories and practices, which have been reviewed in this discussion,
may he briefly generalized as indicated in the following statements.

. We have seen that education is facing a world in turmoil,
that the machine age and technology have led to a profound trans-
fomation of society and its institutions, and that mechanistic sci-
ence has made us uncertain of values and goals. We have lost our
perspective and the unity of our souls.

The present crisis in education was shown to he essentially an
outgrowth of t hi: crisis in human affairs. Ahove. all, we must re-
capture sense of the N\ holene,:s of culture, and a regard for the
unity of knowledge and the integrity of the social order. To the
mechanization of modern life must he opinsed the unique contri-
butions of the individual. We must strive for a unified grasp of
total situations and abandon our atomistic orientation.

2. It is characteristic of this period that our Jast educational

i\.
I."11"11 1). X.
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efforts are being neutralized by a lack of vision that is symptomatic
of our (4nflicting educational philosophies. The dominant philos-
ophy of this generation is that, of pragmatic instrumentalism. Its
grave flaws were pointed out. Educational sanity demands a re-
jection of these erroneous positions. The philoSOphy of change and
of social reconstruction was 'contrasted with the concept of invari-
ance and the doctrine of permanent values. There can be no edu-
cational recovery until the idea of "change at any cost" is replaced
by a comprehensive and consistent philosophy resting on a solid
foundation of ultimate objectives.

3'. The present status of "progressive" education was examined
in detail. The characteristics of the activity program were nut-
lined and the serious weaknesses of activism were pointed out. Our
analysis, of "progressive" education revealed some fatal "danger
zones" that must be eliminated if tie influence of this movement
is to be considered either beneficial or lasting.

116
4. It was shown that for many years tl. _ curriculum has been a

source of confusion. The various stages of curriculum revision dur-
ing the past four decades were reviewed. Four new ways of dealing
with the curriculum were summarized and criticized. The contin-
ual "adjustment" of the curriculum has made it a collection of
odds and ends, for -which no one can have respect. It was urged
that, instead, the curriculum be built on enduring backgrounds and
on basic. frames of reference. Six trunk -line domains were sug-
gested as its permanent categories. The importance of continuity
and of an adequate time allowance was stressed. The current "unit"
system stands in the way of a desirable integration and must be
given up. Finally, the unique inriortance of mathematics\was
discussed, over against the constant attacks that are being niade
on mathematical teaching.

5. Consideration was given to the crucial prohlem of mass edtt-
cation. The measurement ind)vement revealed a disturbing amount,,
of retardation and maladjustment at all stages of the educational
process Erroneous assumptions and infet cures have led to a wide-
spread indorsement of the policy of unlimited "adaptation" to chil-
dren's individual "needs and aptitudes." The various attempts at
adaptation were described. They have failed to produce satisfac-
tory results, thus proving that the fundamental causes of the diffi-
culties to be corrected have not been met. In particular, the notion
that vucationalism is a cure-all for educational retardation was
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attacked as utterly fallacious, and due attention was given to au-
thoritative rece views as *the future of vocational training.

The ominous ffect of "adaptation" on standards was considered
at length, Evit once was submitted that we must return to a defense
of legitimate and binding educational norms. It was Maintained
that the vexing problems of mass education will not be solved by
ignoring them. Only a planned type of mass education will be of
avail. This involves an integrated .program of foundational in-
struction based- on the idea of continuous progress' made possible
by genuine understanding and real mastery. Within this general
setting, attention was also given to the feasibility of specialized
high schools for superior pupils and of adjustment courses for re-
tarded pupils.

6. In the light of the new psychology of learning the teaching
process was shown to be in need of revision. The drill theory of
teaching was held to be one of the most obvious causes of wholesale
educational failure. It must be replaced by a type of instruction
that is based on conceptual and meaningful learning, real motiva-
tion and the genuine co-operation of the learner. The idea of "train-
ing for transfer" was seen to be the modern and truly scientific
successor to the doctrine of formal discipline.

The present status of the teacher was described as unsatisfactory.
The teacher of tomorrow Al not be a mere technician, but will
be trained more effectivei:. along broadly cultural lines. In the
community of .tomorrow thin master teacher will regain a com-
manding position, commensurate with his potential qualities of real
leadership.

The outlook. During the decades that lie ahead, secondary edu-
cation will assume an even greater importance than in 'the past.
The secondary school will become the people's university, But it
can discharge that lofty mission only if its basic philosophy is
sound. It must avoid fantastic educational theories and must be
built on the bed-rock of permanent values, and on the ideal of social
solidarity. The curricula of the emerging high school must he inte-
grated around the enduring trunk-line categories that (late back
to the dawn of history. There must he no opportunist tinkering
with values awl standards. Good teaching, and efficient guidance

he in evidence in every classroom.
America's cultural mission will depend in large measure on what

happens in the American high school. If we are satisfied with me-

a.
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diocre attainments, our national life will be characterized by medi-
ocrity. If, on the other hand, our young,people are at all times
imbued with ideals of excellence, the lofty visions of the founding
fathers will be increasingly realized."' Conceived in this way, the
secondary school will becomcf, as Dr. Abraham Flexner suggested
in a recent address, the keystime of the educational arch. We agree
with him in regarding the improvement of our secondary schools

as "the most important work for American education from top to
bottom:152

Meiklejohn, Alexander, HAW Does America Mean? W. W. Norton and Co.,
New York, rg5:"

. See Teachers College Record, April, 1935, p. 568.
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THE MEANING OF MATHEMATICS

"I COME TO BURY CAESAR, NOT TO PRAISE HIM."

BY E. T. BELL
Pasadena, California

A master learns. There is a true story of one of the foremost liv-
ing mathematicianscall him Ywhich illustrates the point of
much that is to follow. Professor Y is not only a great research
mathematician but also a superb teacher, as shown by the number
of first-rate mathematicians he has trained. _

Some
with

ago two yot ng wornerhwere working for their doc-
torates with Professor Y. Their long struggle had reached the last
stage: they were to present their joint dissertation before the
mathematical seminar. The presentation had been rehearsed fully
forty times, and it was agreed that the more confident of the two
candidates should present the argument. During the presentation
Professor Y sat motionless in the back of the crowded, stuffy room.
One theory holds that he slept through the ordeal as the perspiring
aspirant covered eight blackboards with masses of horrific equa-
tions. Finally the candidate ran out of chalk and sat down. Pro-
fessor Y sat up with a jerk.

"Have you an eraser?" he asked.
"Oh, yes," the eager candidate admitted. "Is there a mistake

somewhere?"
"I don't know. Rub all that stuff out."
Almost in tears both candidates cleaned all eight boards.
"NoW, young ladies," Professor Y resumed, "tell us what you

think you have done. What does it signify? Are your very beauti-
ful equations only equations, or do they perhaps mean something?"

They did their best, but it was a sorry mess. Ruefully they had
to agree with Professor X' that they had wasted two priceless years
of their lives in entangling a triviality in a profoundly learned-look-
ing mesh of unnecessary mathematical symbols. They crawled
home to a cheerless supper. After the meal they brightened up.

136
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\
"After all," said one, "he has bee most decent to us all the e two

ghastly years, and he has given us ore of his time than we de-
served. rata we do something to s ir that we are at least not
ungrateful, even if we will never bf. mathematicians?"

"We should," the other agreed.' "But what? A gift would look
too much like insincerity. I've got it! You know how fond he
is of that fat mutt of a dog of his? Let's' buy the biggest bologna
sausage in town and take it round as a present for the dog: Our
dissertation was just about good enough for Y's mutt anyway."

The offering worked. wonders. "Ah," the professor exclaimed, "I
see there are piassibilities I never dreamed of in those young women.
I must look into this." He did, and under his.expert guidance they
finally produced a very creditable dissertation ,which was nine-
tenths his.

Profossor V in his early days had fallen foul of the trap which
symbols lay for all mathematicians. Lecturing on a subject which
he had not fully mastered, he covered. blackboards with equations
for twelve weeks, having lost his class hopelessly in the second week.
One morning he 'suddenly stepped back from the blackboard and
staring at the cabalistic mysteries in astonishment, he shouted,
"Nlein Gott! There it is !" The simple demonstration which had
eluded him for months had fallen out of itself. That cured V of
relying on symbols. Thereafte tle used t,i; head more and his
hands less. Let us try to do the same.

What is in it? A fair competence in manipulations is admitted
by all to be a necessary prerequisite to understanding a mathe-
matical argument. But no amount of technical facility will of it-
self teach anyone what mathematics is or what proof means; nor
will it stiggeA what is probably the most important reason Why

mathematics is today an even more vital human and social necessity
than it was in the past. Tel much emphasis has been forceo upon
the practical utility of mathematics "as a tool," to the neglect of
the characteristic benefit which an elementary mathematical educa
Lion can confer on in nature minds of normal intelligence. Manipu-
lative skill may surfice for the average technician in the trades or
the hack in the mwest ranks of the engineering profession. lint
it is woefully"inadequate as an aid to self-respecting citizenship in
even a moderately intelligent society. What shall it profit a Inv_
chanic or a surveyor if he can apply the rule of thumb formulas in
his handbook as automatically as 11,.. breathes if he votes s.-mie plausi-
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ble quack into office merely because he himself, in his practical,
efficient blindness, is unable to distinguish between a sound argu-
ment and a tissue of rubbish? And what is the social value of a
gullible booby who believes every transient fashionable theory in
science or economics as if it were the revealed word of God?

These questions are not rhetorical., Unless the student, who gets
no farther than a first course in algebra or geometry akquires as
part of his mentality for life a clear, cold perception of what.'"proof"
means in any deductive argument or system of deductive reason-
ing, his time and effort will have been wasted. Deductive "rea-
soning" is the subtle device by which the spellbinders dupe their
millions. To how many of those who are convinced or converted
by some brilliant argument does it occur that the argument, if for-
mally correct, "proves" nothing more than what is implied by the
assumptions on which it is basec..?

The teaching of elementary mathematics, particularly of geome-
try, can be either a vicious fraud or an unsurpassable object lesson
in intellectual honesty. The simple, intuitive ideas of "number"
and "space- which most of us I4ve are so "natural," so "necessary,"
that unless we have once clearly realized that somelof them are not
natural and possibly none are necessary, we are likely to be easy
converts to any quackery based on other "natural" or "necessary"
assumptions that may be neither convenient nor sensible. Many of
the so-called natti.11 and necessary "concepts" are probably mere
conventions which human beings have adopted for their own con-.venience in understanding the world in which they live.

Even the most elementary mathematics can be so presented that.
two cardinal facts shall become lifelong acquisitions: (I) without
assumptions there is no proof ; (2) no demonstration proves more
titan is contained in the assumptions. Elementary mathematics,
unencumbered as it is by extraneous scientific or social theories or
hypotheses, is the one place in secondary education where these
cardinal facts can he acquired. The material to be presented is
simple and wholly unobscured by emotions; its lifelong lesson is
within the capacity of normal intelligence.

Tradition, or a shovel? It is related of Einstein that he said he
w.is led to the invention of the (special) theory of relativity by
-challent4ing an axiom." The axiom which he challenged was the
"self-evident truth" that two events can happen at different places
at the same time. Until Einstein upset the axiom by showing that
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it is neither self-evident nor necessarily true indeed it is nonsensi-
caL-the human race had believed it to be both.

Let us see what the dictionary' has to say about axioms. In the
unabridged Webster's New International "axiom" is defined in
"Logic & Math." as follows:

A self-evident truth, or a proposition whose truth is so evident that
no reasoning or demonstration can make it plainer; a *position which
it is necessary to take for granted; as, "The whole is greater than a
part"; "A thing cannot, at the same time, be and not be."1

This gives a fairly comprehensive, summary of the major miscon-
ceptions which have been held in the past regarding the mathe-
matical status of axioms. Detailed comment seems unnecessary.
The first example, about the whdle and part, is particularly un-
fortunate--; for it is neither necessary nor true in a vast region of
mathematics.

The definition contradiets the whole history of modern mathe-
matics. It might have satisfied Plato or Euclid, but it should sat-
isfy no one who was born later than 1826. The phrase "which it
is necessary to take for granted" is inexcusably misleading. It has
not been proved that it is necessary to take for granted any partic-
ular assumption in mathematics. Any assumption that is made can
be challenged. The whole spirit of the definition is out of date
by at least a century, and it is long past time that the word
"axiom," with all of its disreputable historical associations, be
thrown out of elementary textbooks and replaced by "postulate"
as in modern mathematics.

Before proceeding to a consideration of postulates, let us
pause here and ask ourselves why mathematics, of all sciences the
most progressive and the most prolific in its research activities, is
the most backward pedagogically. Who but a demented reactionary
would teach physics to boys of fifteen out of Aristotle's "Physics"?
Yet the equivalent of that unthinkable stupidity is precisely what
we do in geometry. Is it ne-essary always to plod after poor 01(1
dead and gone Euclid, slavishly imitating his primitive at tempts to
think straight, as if the golden age of the nineteenth «mtury had
never been? Shall we never shake off Greek tradition in elementary

'The Second Edition of Webster's New International Dictionary, Unabridged,
I9 A4, a1nioN1 sets the matter right, as follows: "A -eh- consistent statement about
undefinable objects whit h fprm the basis for discourse. Thu, the statement that
there is one and only one straight line passing through two given points i> an u.tioni."
[For 'undefinable' read 'undefined.1
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teaching and realize that. geometry, wherever it. is used outside of
. trivial "applications" for which no formal schooling is necessary,

, has known the supple freedom of algebrn. since Descartes, in the
seventeenth century; ripped off the strait jacke\ of Euclidean
"demonstratiOn';?

Whoever maint ins that we do not continue ploddihg after Euclid
may be asked yi produce any textbook on elementary geometry
which is fairly widely used in the schools of America' and which is
less objectionable frdm a modern standpoint as "a training in rea-
soning" than Euclid's Elements.

This brings us again to the question of what elementary mathe-
matics is all'about and what any normal boy or girl can hope to
get out of it. Beyond the few trivial applications, what is there
in elementary geometry but a training in deductive reasoning?
Nothing. And unless the training is modernized, lie habits of
"reasoning" which are drilled into the pupils are abut as bad as
they could be. The pity of it is that a decent job would be no
harder to do than the awkwLrd muddle consecrated by tradition
and sanctioned by mental inertia. Endless generations of com-
mittees on the teaching of geometry have proposed timid patches

:here and there on a corpse that has lain in state for generations.
What they need is a shovel and the courage to use it. We can at
least bury that rotteii word "axiom."

The nature of a mathematical system. Having buried axioms, let
us do likewise with another old stand-by which we have inherited
from an outmoded :ay of thinking. There are no "`"Itiws" in mathe-
matics. Laws are for lawyers, and popularizers of science who
cannot think straight. In mathematics there are undefined ele-
ments, postulates, propositions, and theorems.

We start with certain undefined elements. In geometry, for ex-
ample, two such are "point" and "line." These are probably the
simplest two which it is expedient to take in elementary geometry.
If we define a "straight line" as "the shortest distance between two
points" we are sinning against clarity. Whitt is "distance"? And
how are we to know whether one "distance" is "shorter" then an-
other ? Or that there is a "shortest"? The "shortest distance" defi-
nition is at the root of the inability of some of the older physicists
to understand the theory of relativity. In their youth they were so
thoroughly miseducated in definitions that do not define that they
are incapable for life of understanding anything new and sensible.
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It is not necessary yet to ask where the undefined eleinents come
from, or why we are moved to select a particular seta for

the rIstUlates. Let us concentrate for the present on the mathe-
matical game itself ; after we have seen how it is played there will
be time enough to inquire into its, origins and our motives in playing
it.at all.

The undefined elements having been agreed upon, the next step
in constructing a mathematical system is the laying down of postu-
lates concerning the undefined elements. Once and for all it'should
be realized that a postulate is a pure out-and-out assumptio :. It
may have been suggested by "experience"a more or less philo-
sophical term about which it is difficult to he preciseor it may
have been chosen on the mere whim of some mathematician inter-
ested in seeingwhat he could make. In no sense are the postulates
"eternal truths'' or "necessary"; nor are they guaranteed by any
extrahuman necessity or supernatural `:existence." The layirg
down of postulates is a free act of human beings and is not neces-
sitated by any mystical harm Ay supposed to reside in the eternal
essences or superhuman truths of the metaphysicians.

Let us suppose that we have agreed, upon some set of postulates
for the undefined elements. One postulate for our "points" and
"lines" might be "two points determine a line"; another, "two
lines determine a point." The latter, by the way, would not usually
be admitted in school geometry, for in that subject there are the
exceptions introduced by parallels which, by definition, are lines
having "no point" in common. But if we introduce an "ideal"
point at "infinity"--all a matter of words without any clutter of
'mysticismthe postulate becomes. "intelligible" without any ex-
ceptions.

Thus far we have the undefined, elements and riomulates about
them. To the postulates we now apply common logiC, or "the laws
of thought," and see what tle postulates imply. For this we may
assume that the postulates are "true"they are true only for the
purposes of the deductions we hopeto make, and not in any super-
natural or mystical sense of eternal verity. The thrre so-called
"laws of thought" of Aristotle are: "A is A" (the "law of idol-
tity); "nothing is both A and not-el" (the `'law" of excluded mid-
dle); "everything is either A or not-A" (the "law" of conbadietion).
Notice the quotation marks on "law" in each instance. This is to
emphasize the fact, which will be mentioned later, that these classi-
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cal postulates of reasoning were once thought to be superhuman
mkeKisities and not, as they are regarded today, mere assumptions
which human beings have made-and agreed to accept. So let us
refer to Aristotle's classical "laws" as the postulates of deductive
reasoning. Deduction proceeds by an application of theSe' postu-
lates -to those of the systemgeometry or algebra, sayunder inz
vestigation. .

. .

It is possible to make different kinds of assertions about the.un-
defined elements. The most important of these are the "proposi-
tions." Al proposition is a statement which is either true or 'false.
A little consideration will show that it is not always easy to recog-

,.nize whether a particular statement is or is not a proposition. For
example, we haAre an intuitive feeling that "three. lines do not
always determine precisely one point" is a proposition; it is defi-
nitely either true or false and which it may be is determinable:by
an application of the po,tiulates of deductive reasoning to the postu-
lates of geometry. But suppose someone were to assert that "truth\ is more identical than heathy." Is this a proposition? As a matter*
of fact it Is not; it is nonsense. How are we to decide when con-
fronted with a statement in the language of mathematics W:hethef
it is or is not a proposttion:.ince there is no ascertained way of
deeding; which applies to alt such statements, we.shall pass on to
something easier. But it is worth noticing that even c.i, the begin-
ning\ serious difficulties arise when we stop to question what it
may be that we think we are doing.

Prop ?itions are either true or false. A true proposition is Some-
times cal' a `'theorem." If true, we try to -prove" propositions
by deductiv reasoning.. If false, an attempted deduct4 proof will
sometimes reveal the 0.1sity' by the "indirect method." which will
he noticed in a moment. Proof consists in seeing what, the postu-
lates of the system imply. Thus if P, (J are propositionsr and if Q
ftillows from P by the postulates of deductive reasoning, and if fur-,
ther it is known (or temporarily assumed) that P is true, then 0 ii,
true. In particular, if P is one of our postulates wliich wt have
assumed at the beginning to la a true proposition, c) is true. . But
if it is not known whether Q is true, we may tentatively assume
that it is false. If from this assumption we can deduce that 0 is
also true, we have a conflict with the postulate of excluded middle

in "which ',..-1" is now ..true ").. But we atzreed to abide 1)2,, the
postulates of deductive reasoning. To avoid the conflict we say
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that Oa is not false, whicn we tentatively assumed; namely, () is
true, which we wished to. prove or to discover.'

The whole game is exceedingly simple. There are but two rules:
state all the postulates ; see that no other postulate (assumption)
slips into a chain oFdeductive reasoning. In geometry, for example,
it -looks as if" a straight line. which cuts one side of a triangle at
a point other than a. vertex "must" also cut another side. This is
the sort of tacit assumption which Euclid or some of his modern
imitators might easily make. If it cannot be deduced from the
remaining postulateg it should be put in plain view with them as
another postulate.

Let us dispose here of the tacitly assumedsanctity and "neces-
sity" of Aristotle's "laws of thought"--the three postulates of de-
ductive reasoning. Since 1912 it has been suspected, and since 1930
it has been known, that the ?econd law' (excluded middle) is/not--
necessary for consistent reasoning.

Now, it may be objected that this pitch of precision is beyond
the capacity of adolescents. If that is indeed so, is the a:ternative
to drill them in "reasoning- whiciNs loose, if not entirely nonsensi-

cal, from start to finish? As a matter of fact, young people can
'easily be encouraged to turn their natural tendency to criticize
everything and everybody into a most invigorating destkuctive-
canstructive criticism of alleged demonstrations in elementary
geometry. Encourage them to do everything in their p6wer to
catch the author or the teacher slipping into an assumption which
hai; not been stated .explicitly as a postulate, and they will soon
enter into the fascinating game of close deductive reasoning. Many
of the tacit assumptions detected by beginners will be legitimate
ones. but they must be disposed of by direct deduction from the
postulates or by reference to a previously proved theorem, and not
by dogmatic appeal to any book. On the other hand, some of the
most vicious assumptions may escape the notice of all except the
rarely gifted reasoners.

The game need not begin in all its severity at once -that is
matter for the practical teacher to decide. but 1.1111e5 a student
catches a glimpse of the real.game he is perhaps blindly attempting
to play. before the end of his first year in geometry. it were better
for him that he had never begun. and better for his teacher that
a millstone had been hung about his neck and he had been cast
into the middle of the sea. For what might have been developed

%."
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into a clear thinker in all probability will have been debased for
life into a tippler of patent medicines and a believer in all the
quack creeds and popular sciences that keep fakirs fat and pros- .
perous.

From the foregoing sketch of the nature of a mathematical sys-
tem emerges the distinguishing feature of any such system, which.
is paradoxically stated in Bertrand Russen epigram, "Mathemat-
ics is the science in .which we never know' what we are talking
about nor whether what we say is.true." The postulates from which
everything starts are assumed to be true; to ask whether they are
"really" true is to ask a question which is wholly irrelevant to the
mathematics of the situation. The deductions from the postulates
have the same "truth value" as the postulates themselves.

Although Russ'ell's remark may tend to overemphasize the view
of the older British school that mathematics is identical with logic

a view which, outside of Great Britain, is now kenerally regarded
as untenableit does call attention to a distinction between mathe-
matics and what is sometimes called "applied mathematics." To
see this, consider the statement often seen in elementary texts that
the a, b,.c, . . . , x, y, z, of algebra represent "numbers." This
statement is sheer nonsense. The letters are mere undefined marks
or "elements" about which certain postulates are made. The non-
sensical statement may, equally nonsensically, be taken as a defini,
tion of "numbers," To do so is to take unwarranted liberties will.
language. The very point of elementary algebra is simply that, it is
abstract, that is, devoid of any meaning beyond the formal conse-
quences of the postulates laid down for the marks.. Some of ele-
mentary algebra is true when interpreted in terms of rational num-
bers; some of it is false for these same numbers; for example, the
statement (which might be taken as a postulate in a first-course)
that every equation has a root. Tut we miss the whole point of
algebra if we insist on any particular interpretation. Algebra stands
upon its own feet as a "hy.pothetico-deductive system." An inter-
pretation of the abstract system is an appNation.

Objection may be raised, of course. to any such clear conception
of algebra fur beginners. Hut until the studont of algebra realizes
this conception or its equivalent as he may easily do after eight
months of a first course he has learned no algebra at all, and to
say that he has is simply a gross misstatement of fact. Either we
should admit frankly that we are presenting nothing but the mathe-
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matically prehistoric and erroneous ideas of the eighteenth century
on what 'algebra is, or we should stop pretending to give the stu-
dents anything. approaching a modern point of view when we are
doing nothing of the kind. Would.the electricity and magnetism
of 1776-, for example, be considered as sufficient as the patriotism
of that date for boys and girls about to face the world of the twen-
tieth century? If not, why should the mathematics? ITadernideas
arc no harder to grasp or to present than are the discarded notions
of a century.' or more ago.

An example. Geometry is ,considerably more complicated struc-
turally. than algebra. Hilbert's pOStulates for geometry, one of the
best sets extant, number twenty, while some sets of postulates for
algebra contain as few as five; one useful set contains twelve. .To
illustrate what has been said about mathematical systems we shall
glance at an elegant set of seven postulates for common algebra,
from E. V. Huntington (Transactions of the American Alathemet-
ical`Society, vol. 4, 1903, pp. 31-37). The system defined by these
postulates is usually called a fiddrand is identical, abstractly, with
common, rational algebra. What folloWs is a paraphrase of parts
of Huntington's paper.

The fundamental concept involved is that of a cla.s's in which two
rules of combination (or operations), denoted by 0, 0 are defined.
Elements (members, not further defined) of': he class wi,1 be de-
noted by small italic letters a, h, . . . . . .T h e sense in which
0, 0 arc "defined" is as follows: if a. h are elements of the class,
not necessarily distinct, then a 0 b and a 0 b are uniquely known
elements of the class. This is sometimes expressed as "the class is
closed under the operation c.), n." Neither a 0 b nor a 0 b be-
longs to the class unless so stated explicitly. These remark,: are
merely by way of preliminary explanation : tl,e postubrics follow.

Postulate .1 r. If a, b and b 0 ahelong to the class, then a 0 b
h 0 a
Postulate A 2. If a, b, c, a 0 b, b 0 c and a n (b belong to

the class, then (a b) 0 c = a 0 ( h O c).
Postulate .43. For every two elements a and h (a f or a b),

there is an element x such that a x h.

Postulate 11 1. If a, b and b 0 a belong to the cla,s. then a 0 b (")
= h 0 a.

Postulate .112. If a, b. c, a 0 I), h r-and a C (b belong
to the class, then (a 0 b) 0 c = a 0 (1) 0 c).
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Postulate M3. For every two elements a, b (a = b or a *-1 b),
provided aeala and b (1) b b, there is an element y such that
a 0 y--=

Postulate D. If a, b, c, b mc,a0 b, a0 c and (a 0 b)
(a p c) belong to the class, then a 0 (b (a O b) 0
(a 0 c).

The unusual (g, 0 instead of the familiar ±, X are used to
prevent any possible misconception that we are talking about num-
bers as in arithmetic. We are not ; the "marks" or undefined ele-
ments a, b, c, . . . , are marks and nothing more, and the seven postu-
lates state everything that we are assuming about these marks and
ED, 0. May it be emphasized once more, even at the risk of being
tedious,, that the word "law" occurs nowhere in the preceding set ?
There are no laws in algebra ; there are postulates which we lay
down. Thus, if anyone wishes to name A r, he may call it the "com-
mutative postulate" for e; he should not .call it the "commutative
law" unless he wishes to date himself in the hoop skirt and beaver
hat era.

Where did these mysterious postulates come from? Heaven,
some will say, and more will think. Deferring any attempt at a
more sensible answer, let us stick to the facts and tell th) truth:
they came out of Professor HuntingtOn's paper. "Yes," some in-
corrigible mystic may agree, "but where did he get them?- As he
does not say, and as it is not ethical mathemmical research to
take other men's ideas without acknowledgment, we arc driven to
the conclusion that he made them up. And that is precisely what
he did. There are at least a dozcii other sets of postulaties, qui'e
different looking from this set of seven, which define exactly the
same mathematical system. namely a field. If the reader care to
inspect another set, he will find one by L. E. Dickson containing
nine postulates in the same volume as Iluntington's set of seven
(pp. 13-2o).

It is easy to see, as already suggested, that these postulates define
common school algebra (including the ban against attempting to
divide by zero) up to the point where radicals are introduced: Sets
of postulates for radicals (or irrational 'operations) are also easily
manufactured, but there is no need to go int() that here. Perhaps
the complete freedom, the arbitrariness of what we are doing will
be more obvious when we realize that the seven postulates are inde-
pendent of one another. That is, it is possible to exhibit a system
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which does not satisfy any particular one of the seven postulates,
but which'does satisfy the remaining six. The reader may easily
verify that the set of all *Wye rational umbers with a ED b,

a 0' b now defined to mean (or to be) b and ab respectively, that is,
a e b=b and a 0 b = ab, satisfies all the postulates except
A r In the same way, a system satisfying all except Alt is the
system of all integral numbers with a b = a b and a 0 b
= b, A system which satisfies all except D is the system of all in-
tegral numbers with a -I-- b and a 0 b = a +b. Instances
of the remaining systems required to prove the independence are
left to the ingenuity of the reader.

There is sometimes a tendency to think of algebra as "infinite";
we can always go on.writing down letters or marks and combining,
them with what we already have. Indeed if we start with arbitrary
(undefined) a, b, c, . . . , we get a e a, aea ® a, and so On, no

one of which is identical with any other mark. But a particular
field, that is, a particular instance of a system satisfying the postu-
lates of common algebra, does not have to be infinite. Any Set of
n objects can be made a field by proper choice of particular defini-
tions for the general or abstract 0, 0 occurring in the postulate
system. For example, taking n = 4, we adapt the following from

Huntington's paper :

0 I a

a 4

a I d c h a b

c Z a L h c a

c c h a c z r a b

Here the first table states that a 0 b = c. h c = a. c 0 c = -
the second that b 0 b = c. c O h = a, etc. It is an interesting ex-
ercise to verify the seven postulates for this finite field of fuur
elements.

Attentive study of the set of seven postulates and experiment.
with them will he incomparably more illuminating than pages of
explanation of the meaning of algebra, so we shall pass on to some-

thing else. 1 geometrical masterpiece of the postulational method
will be found in Ililbert's Foundations of Geometry (1S99. seventh
edition, considerably augmented, 1930).
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The Greek tradition. The search for ultimate truths in mathe-
matics is as futile as it is in science. Although mathematical
theories or systems do not experience fundamental revolutions with
anything approaching .the frequency of the like in the physical sci-
ences, nevertheless they do experience such revolutions. Perhaps
"revolution" is not the right word in either case. In mathematics
broader points of .view are constantly being acquired, and what
once seemed to be an isolated set of theorems is included as a mere
detail in the more 'inclusive outlook. In physics a hypothesis is

patched till there is more patch than hypothesis, 'when the whole
is thrown away, except possibly the dead language in which the
outworn hypothesis was described. Even today some physicis!s
find it convenient to speak of strains and stresses in the nonexisti nt
ether which many of them once. believed in as anything from an
elastic wax to a subtile gas. Mistakes in mathematics have been
made and -believed in for generations; so gibes at scientists by
self-righteous mathematicians come with an ill grace. The fact
that' mathematics does at least grow continuously and at a terrific
rate is sufficient evidence that it evolves and is not the static, life-
less idol of uninteresting perfection that many believe it to be.

Anyone who teaches mathematics, who uses it, or who attempts
to advance it either pedagogically or scientifically, will do well to
keep in mind that the golden age of mathematics began in the nine-
teenth century, and not in Greece or in the Europe of the post-
Renaissance period. Vastly more was accomplished in that one
century than in the whole of preceding histo y. The first steps were
of course slow and possibly more difficult than, the achievement of
the greaCcentury, but it is a mistake to suppose that no pioneering
as liold as any of that of the old Masters was done from 1800 to
io36. Does it not seem rather a pity and rather inexcusable stu-
pidity that this golden age of the modeA maturity of mathematic:,
as a science has left only inappreciable traces on the teaching of
elementary mathematics?

The sciences bohily present to beginners_ in the subject some of
what they have discovered that is new., interesting., and useful.
Mathematics might easily lead them all. Why, then, does mathe-
matics stumble along in the rear, falling over its ridiculous toga or
whatever the absurd garment was that the Greeks favored to
prevent them using; their legs? Are we everlastingly to have "our
debt to Greece" dinned into on" ears and do nothing to discharge it
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\once for all and forget it? As long As we continue to believe that
the only way of mastering elementary mathematics is to follow

the historical tradition we shall exhibit in our teaching and in our
thinking the recapitulation theory and fail to get beyond the hairy

ape stage of rational evolution.
If these remarks seem too strong, we need but reflect on the

months of wasted effort that go into the mastering of numerous
trivial and utterly' useless theorems in .elementary geometry, in
the alleged cause of training in deductive reasoning. By the age

of sixteen any intelligent boy should be well started 'toward a
working knowledge of the calculus. That may be of some use
to him; fallacious "proofs" that two planes determine a straight

line will be of no use whatever to him or to anyone else. And what
could be a sillier waste of time than mastering a Greek proof that
the circumference of a circle is a constant times the diameter ?
Why not begin learn directly how modern human beings do these

things? As the author of Calculus Made Easy put it in his slogan,
"t'hat one fool can do another can." And we might remember that

few young people of sixteen are the fools some older people of

thirty to sixty imagine them to be. They are young, their minds

are fresh, their taste is too keen for stale tradition. They have
the capacity to learn provided we have the knowledge and the
capacity to teach. The new, the living thing is no more difficult

than is the old and dead. It is certainly less repugnant to young
minds.

Mathematical i.ivention. Picking up a remark dropped in tne
last section before our dislike of dead traditions ran away with

our discretion, lei us try to see how mathematics continually sur-

passes itself. Incidentally we shall see at least one origin of mathe-

matical systems. This in turn may suggest why mathematics is

useful in some of the sciences.
The evolution of the theoretical part of a physical science closely

parallels that of a Mathematical system. A very brief summary of
certain features in the development of theore(ical mechanics, elec-
trodynamics, and the quantiro tneory will suffice to bring out the

relevant details.
From the first crude attempts of the pior "ers to analyze the

motions of material bodies evolved the mystically anthropomorphic
notion of "force." Galileo and Newton brought this phase to fair

pet `action in the statement of the, three "laws" of motion. As
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these laws provide an excellent example of loose definition, let us
recall them. Erst it is necessary to "define" time and matter.
Time, according to NeVon, is "that which floWs evenly"a strictly
meaningless phrase, because it involves ap infinite regress in the(
notion of "flow': which is itself much later defined in terms of time.
_Matter is that which "occupies space." Thus space for Newton had
an.existence independent of any matter which might or might not
"occupy" it. Both definitions are "intuitively correct" abstractions
of human experience which we feel to be Sensible and correct ideal -
izatio > what we. observe. But neither definition defines any-
thing: nor will either bear even a superficial analysis. Both belong
to an outmoded way of thinking.

The three "laws" of motion presuppose a clear perception of the
space, time, and matter involved in these definitions which do not
define. They also -presuppose a knowledge of what motion is.
Motion, in Newtonian mechanics, is "rate of change of position,"
and is measured, if uniform, by the .nuMber of units of "space"
passe.6 over in a unit of "time." Is it any wonder that some physi-
cists have an ineradicable dislike for "definitions"?

The three 'laws" can now 1w stated. (i) J.:very body will con-
tinue in its state of rest or of uniform motion in a straight line- ex-
cept in so far as it is compelled to change that state by impressed
force. (2) Rate of change of momentum is proportional to the im-
pressed force and takes place in the direction in which the force
acts. (3) Action and reaction are equal and opposite.

In (2), momentum is defined as the number of units of "mass"
in a body multiplied by the number of units of velocity in its veloc-
ity. -Mass- is the "amount of matter" in a body. Although it
may seem incredible to some that human !wings could ever have
imagined that the above statements of these laws mean anything,
everyone will recognize that they do give an intelligible picture of
human expe-ences. The enormous amount of dead -literature on
the interpretation of these laws is one lo.;.!, controversy over the
nonexistent -meaning" of the "laws.

In a modern treatment the valuable part of this anthropomorphic
levislation of natural phenomena is retained: the laws are accepted

:t highly idealized summ:zry of certain "'ninth' facts of observation.
'Hit- e,tabli,hes the cuntact betwvrn the dedution.: from Ow laWs
and experience. But the statements of the "laws- themselves are
shorn of their meaningless mysticism and are put in the form of
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definite, precise postulates to which deductive reasoning can he
applied. "Masses" are replaced by numerical constants which are
connected by clear-eut postulates with the undefined elements of
the system, namely -particles." A particle has both mass and
"space-time position." The latter is no mystical concept but is
merely a set of four numbers, x, v, z, t arranged in a definite order,
say (x, y, z, t), which give the co-ordinates x, v, z of the particle,
with reference to some fixed set of axes, at the time t measured on
some standard clock. Instead of a circular or meaningless definition
of velocity, we now define velocity in a given direction, say that of
the x -axis, at a given instant t as the derivative of x with respect
,to t evaluated for tile) value t of t. This is a perfectly definite
mathematical idea. Similarly for all the other mystical notions
occurring in the expression of 'the laws." Finally, these -laws"
are restated in precise mathematical form as postulates. The last
trace of anthropomorphism and supernaturalism has been sponged
from the slate, and we can proceed to apply strict deductive rea-
soning to this set of three nonmystical postulates of elementary
mechanics. We have passed from the idealization of experience
to a mathematical system. Should we continue, we should pres-
ently find it convenient to introduce further postulates (not "laws,"
for the hundredth time): for example, the conserVation of energy,
as an extremely idealized abstraction and extrapolation of observa-
tion and laboratory experience. z

The history of the classical electromagnetic theory has been
similar but more condensed. The theory of the electromagnetic field
is summarized in Maxwell's equations. In textbooks which are
still widely used, elaborate alleged deductions of these equations
from hypotheses which are assumed to be closer to experience than
the simple equation; themselves are given. with the avowed inten-
tion Of clarifying their physical meaning.. These deductions are
cluttered with histor;cal material that is no longer useful or even
meaningful. preci,ely as parts of elementary geometry are clogged
and stitivd by useless traditions. A modern presentation of the
electromagnetic theory acknowledges from the heginning that sup-
posed -deductions- of Maxwell's equations arc. either circular or
fallaeiHn.. and boldly - tats'. the equation,: as pimtitii!try (again!)
1.1'1)111 he 1113111:Mlill it at theory of the field to he deduced.

In the modern quantum theory the transition from mystical and
unnece,,,ary Ititothr-sr,: to the mathematical system was even !mire
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rapid- and direct. The equations of Dirac,. say. instead iof being
"justified" by a nonsensical argument which could justify nothing,
are laid down as postulates of the theory at once.

These three examples illustrate the accelerated speed with which
the modern point of view has penetrated scientific thought. To
modernize our attitude toward mechanics took all of two centuries;
electromagrietism about seventy years; the quantum theory about
six years. If the penetration of the modern attack has done noth-
ing else, it has at least rid science of the pernicious supernatu-
ralism inherent in the word "law" as applied to science. Reputable
science no longer has "laws"; it has instead postulates and hypothe-
ses. The postulates are selected to suit the convenience of the
moment, and any or all may be modified or rejected rt. a moment's
notice to accord with growing knowledge of physical facts. Simi-
larly for hypotheses and the mathematical systems -- "theories "
constructed upon them. All this emphasizes bagain the purely hu-
man origin of postulates, hypotheses, and mathematical systems.
The laying down of postulates in science is a purely human activity,
and likewise for the rest.

In one respect a scientific theory differs markedly from a mathe-
matic-al system. From what preced.: it is seen that the framework
at least of a physical theory of the kind discussed is a mathemat-
ical system. The abstract mathematics when developed frequently
leads to predictions of finexpectea physical phenomena. When
these are sought and found experimentally, the theory is said to
have checked with observation. But if the theory predicts phe-
nomena which conflict with experiment, it must be either, modi-
fied (in its initial postulates, as a yule), or discarded. Now, al-
though the, physical theory has failed, the mathematical system
embodying the theory has not ; is in fact precisely what it, was
before, a set of deductions from postulates expressed in matheruati-
cal form whose agreement or disagreement with physical fact is
wholly irrelevant to the consistency of the system.

How is it with mathematical postulates and the syStems deduced
from them ? As for the physical theory, the postulates may have
been suggested by induction and idealization from.. observation.
This view is held by some to explain Euclid's mysterious delMitions
of point and straight line. The supposed process is soMmiliar that
it need not he described here. But, precisely as with the "laws"
of motion. no progress in deductive reasoning can he made about
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"points" and "lines" until postulates free of all appeal to physical
"experience" are laid clown. And who does this? We ourselves.

Let us get it out of our heads once and for all that the postulates
of geometry were inspired by some superhuman entity called Eter-
nal Truth existing forever above and beyond our poor human efforts
to create it. We do as we please about "truth," making our own
Mathematical postulates and agreeing to use a particular set of
rules, called the postulates of logic, to deduce consequences from
our freely created postulates. If the scientists of the eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries had but realized that their prAdatcs
were that and nothing more -not imposed from without by some
mysterious lawgiver, they might have written more sensibly than
some of them did. The "given laws" of the universe which they
imagined they were "discovering" were their own creations in at-
tempts to cN- elate their experiences in convenient, usable forms
of alx.;tract reference. With the conception of science as a social
activity of human beings instead of a supernatural necessity to
guide them, they would not have been half so disturbed as they
were when new experiences toppled one after another of their
"eternal verities" and "supreme laws" into the ditch.

Geometry has had the same experience. We shall glance at this
immediately. But first let us try to realize that the traditional anti-
human theory of the superhumanquality of the "truth" resident
in mathematical systems is still widely held by mystics and by
some mathematicians who find the history of their subject incom-
prehensible. 'What. if anything. is wrong with adhering to this
particular superstition? Nothing much, perhaps, except that the
irrational believer is likely to come an awful cropper tomorrow
or the day after when some researching mathematician shows that
a particular pet "neces,ary truth" k certainly not necessary and
is only non,en,ically "true."

The (;N-IC intanct. k that of the invention in is:t, of non-
Euclidean Ltrometry Lollatchesk. There is no need to ,ro

into the familiar story in detail. lty dnyint: the truth of Fuclid ,.:

parallel po-4ulate. which had been accepted a,. an "a\iorn- of
,.;pare 111 thv vicinu; tionary of both much-alai-cif
NNorck. Lohatchwsk invented a perfectly on.sktent u.eointrN
which w;1!: ZideqUale for any purpose to which uclid's sy.dem had
been put. That way but the beginning. Since is .-4) innumerable
useful gewnetrie4 have been invented by maihematician. either to
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serve definite scientific or mathematical purposes, merely or for pure
whim.

The same story was repeated on an even more extensive scale
in algebra, analysis, and the theory of numbers. These matters are
familiar to anyone who has had a college course)n mathematics;
so we may pass on to the moral of it all.

It will be noticed that the word "discover" has been studiously
avoided in favor of "invent." Did Lobatchewsky discover his non-
Euclidean geometry, or did he invent it? You can get either an-.
swer. If "discover" is right or convincing to you, then you believe
that there is some sort of fairyland, just as Plato did, where all the
theorems of all the mathematics of the year 5000 A.D. are now (and
forevermore) hanging like dolls, fire engines, scooters, and replicas
of Mickey and Minnie on the unaging Christmas tree of Absolute
and Eternal' Truth. Step right up, little one, and get the nice
shiny theorem which Papa Santa Claus has been reserving for you
since ages and ages before the last of the dinosaurs curled up in
the mud and smothered to death. Teacher will be delighted to
see it, and you may get an on your term examination paper. If
you believe any of this, no one on earth ,:an proa that yOu are
believing in something that does not exist. All that anyone can
do is to point out that you are making use of a postulate which
will not help t mathematics a bit. and possibly suggest that
what you really need is a close shave with Occam's razor. But if
on the other hand you believe that Lobatchewsky invented his
geometry, and Euclid invented his, you are not likely to believe that
Mr. I ienry Ford's ingenious mechanics pick their tlivvers off Chrint
mas trees. They don't. Still, the mystics maintain that they do.
Who is right ? Is anybody? Possibly the question is meaningless.
But it seems nun e economical to avoid useless postulates,

,Even beginners get a sense of creative power out of simple ex-
ercises such as some if those reproduced in connection with the
'in-:nil:0es for a field when encouraged to manufacture their own
mathematical system,. The lesson to be learned from all such
extq.ci that mathematics is zt social activity. a creation of hu-
man beings fur their own. n .eds from the practical to) the aesthetic,
and not a dull tyranny impo.,41 upnn them. Nothint.; .foris ti; to
create mathematical systems: Ne do it liecatte we like to (I() it
and because vc have found it both useful and amusing to mathe-
matiii.e our outlook on the universe.
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Mathematics applied. Many of those who are most vociferous in
their mistaken dogma that the only social or educational value of
mathematics is its use as a "tool- never even saw mathematics
used as a tool for anything more difficult than what a moronic
mechanic could do with his thumb. They overlook the fact that
there are too many rule4)f-thumb mechanics, plasterers, paper-
hangers, plumbers, surveyor's, and engineers (as well as many first-
class men in all of these activities) all unemployed. In their blind
enthusiasm for the idiotically impractical they continue to demand
That the schools shall produce more of the same. Theoccupational
absorption of the semicompetent probably passed its peak twelve
years ago. If the "tool" enthusiasts would catch up with the times
and acquaint themselves' with some of the enterprises in which a
mathematical training is a. prerequisite to reasonable technical skill,
we might hear less .emphasis being hammered on poor old antiques
like the solution of trianglesthat went out-of date in practical
technology a generation or more ago. Instead of waiting weeks
acquiring an old-fashioned skill in some trade or technique that
was in vogue in the days of the stage coach orearly railroading,
the student might use his precious time in beginning to learn some
mathematics that is likely to be of use to him in this decade and
the next. The old techniques are all reduced to rules of thumb
as they should be --tomake time for something more vital. Let
some enthusiast for everlasting drill on solving triangles -useful
enough perhaps to our grandfathers by the textbook methods try
to hold down'a job in a modern engineering office. The moment
he reaches for his logarithmic tables perhaps even his antiquated
Aide rule the scandalized boss will tire him on the spot. Machines
have. rightly, replaced brains where brains are unnecessary.

The real uses of mathematics are not in any 4If this prehistoric
stuft. If we must harp on the utility of mathematics in our rapidly
changing society, let us try to show that mathemati-cs is useful
indeed indispensable in vast regions of human activitt:. which are
of more vital interest to our race today than all the bonIkeeping.
surveying, navigating. crude "practical'. engineering. and the. rest
of t:ue paraphernalia that were so dear to the pedagoguespedaggues of 'the
Muddled Ages preceding the last scientific and indu.trial rvolutio'N

the one we are enjoying now.
The prat final use of mathematics i. in its applications to science.

In the physical sciences mathematics is as indispensable as Ian-

I.
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guage. In tine life sciences, including parts of psychology, it is also
indispensable though of less Ii equent occurrence. It is part of a
modern teachers duty (it seems to me) to make. himself acquainted
with some of the 'definite, living uses of the 9,Iathematics he pro-
fesses to. impart. A boy or girl growing up today in Victorian
ignorance of the part played by sciencie in modern civilization is
about as competent to race life in a hil.,hly "scientific" civilization
as a dirt-eating Indian. And hil(real comprehension of thee rudi-
ments of elementary science is 'possible witho , a fair working
knowledge'of the calculus. If European boys and girls ca' get at
the calculus by the age of sixteen, w1,44- carfnot American? Surely'
the answer is not that our own children are stupider than ..our
neighbors'. ,

Last, of the strictly "practical applications.' of very simple mathe-
mat,h1, we may mention what is called "'Fix Mathematics of In-
vestment." Three months of that will not convert any young lamb
into a predatory stock gambler, but it will g a long way toward
preventing him from surrendering his fleece to the first stock or
bond sale:,man who tells him he has nice solt wool. With a few
of- tVe elementary principles of simple and compoupd ipterest under
his thatch he need fear no Big Bad Wolf. .

.

There is, however, another direction in which mathematics can
be applied and this, possibly, is of more importance than the 're
bread-and-butter applications. Educators are awing th' se who
advocate most loudly a proper training to enable human eings to
make good use of the mob abundant leisure which, we are told,
k to be the common lot when we escape from .,*1-i. t muddle
and work fewer hours a day. To enjoy that 1 re a iodicum of
trained reason may not too extravagantly, be propose as an anti-
dote again,t. the boredom of eternal stupid games. T e exercise of
what intelligence and reasoning- power we ma") have is a more du-
rable form of entertainment than any of the tedious sub titutes fur
thinking- which have been invented as time-ki.130.

Only those %vho are themselves intolerably dull real! believe that
the itver:.1gts boy or girl =St eVt11:.F.1 ilitdy be doing . omething %vith
a ball or aduck of cards to tight off ennui. A hint of he unknown,
of the unacompliAted, will engage :m normal group in eager dis-
cwion and constructive effort. Only dolts are devoid of intel-
lectual curiosity. .

The natural thirst for nalurarknowlvdge l an be encouraged into

.r
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a lifelong taste. This thirst is waiting to be capitalized into a
social .asset by a more vital training in elementary mathematics
than that which is now offered to boys and girls of twelve to seven-
teen or eighteen. Without a working knowledge of the elements
of the calculus the Seals of the great books of physical science
must forever be unbroken to those who would try to catch a glimpse
ofwhat modern thought imagines the universe to be. A good start
is all the formal instruction necessary. That and an awakened
curiosity should suffice to master the competent expositions that a
Inure interested generation will undoubtedly demand. ,But even if
this much should be too utopian for the immediate present, there
is no reason whatever for 'allowing generation after generation of

.10 school children to finish their education ignorant of what mathe-
matics is and almost wholly uncritical rf arguments presented in
the form of deductive reasoning.

To sum it all up: the future function of an elementary mathe-
.- matical education should Ix! to fit minds to the scientific twentieth

century.
Modest proposals. Although it may be outside the topic which

was assigned to me, I should like to make four concrete proposals
in the form of suggestiois for a definite program to revise elemen-
thry instruction in mathematics. Dean Swift, it will be remem-

.bered, once made a '`modest proposal" to relieve the Irish famine.
Swift failed td relieve anything but his own "savage indignation"
because his thick-headed superiors thought he was Ti nly joking.
They laughed at his macabre joke and let the Irish keep on starv-
ing. To prevent a similar misunderstanding, I emphasize that
although my own modest proposals may seem fantastically utopian
in the present state of mathematical education in 'America. I mean.
every word of them. Further, I see no great merit in always patting
ourqlves on the bark fm the excellent job we. are already doing in
secondary mathemaCcal education when a little extra effort and a
little. more ambition would make it a very much better job. I fere
are the proposals.

I. Make it ruinously unprofitable for ,mthors to 7...rite antiquated
tixtbooks and for publishers to produce them.

accomplish this I suggest the next two measures. the first of
which is destructive. the second, constructive.

2. the pr. frSSIOnell journals of St COW! ar V I'd ucat on in
mdthi-maties obtain and print tlwoughly competent and ft aile_oly

1
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critical reviews of all mathematical texts at present used in the
schools and of all new texts as they appear.

For example. if a new geometry appears, let the first twenty
propositions (usually the first fo,kie will suffice) be analyzed. If a
single unstated assumption is usetf in any proof, the book should be
forthwith banned or'revised. A modern treatment or none, of both
algebra ana,geometry, is what the student of today needs.

3. Let a large number of both the younger and the more experi-
enced teachers of elementary mathematics take it upon themselves .,

to produce textbooks which: will meet the demands of strict dedue-
five reasoning' (in addition, of course, to the necessary formal tech-

This might be accomplished by mare teachers availing them:-ielves
during their-summer vacations of the opportunities provided in the`
departments of mathennitics of the larger universities.for becoming
thoroughly familiar with modern presentations 'of elementary.
mathematics. I have no doubt that most of the progressive depart-,
ments of mathematics in the country would he glad lo co-operate.

4. Aim at a workilig knowledge of the calculus as the crown' of
a secondary,,s( hool education in agkematics.



THE CONTRIBUTION OF MATHEMATICS
TO CIVILIZATION

ilv DAM) ECGENE D.sc., LL.D.
Teachers College, Columbia University

The landscape. If we seek a point from which to view the broad
landscape which we term civilization we way proceed by divers
paths. The one most readily found and with the easiest gradient
leads us to the spot from which we see first Of all that region which
concerns the liffairs of daily life matters oftrade, of finance, of
profit, of losF, and all that 'concerns this machine age which is

overwhelming us with social problems which we strive. often with
discouraging results, to solve. Whether or not this region is part
of the landscape we wish to see depends upon our definition of

civilization. To it, however, Mathematics makes contributions so
evident that we need hardly consider them. If we imagine, for a
moment, what would happen tomorrow if every trace of mathe-
matics were, banished tonight from the region of commerce, oft
transportation, and of daily life in general, the picture would be
that of a desert of starving humanity: no medium of exchange, no
buying the needs of life, no measuring of time or of objects, 4-to
machinery for light or heat, no transportation, not even the sim-
plest barter that required counting. The picture is too impossible
for us to conceive, save in some such slight degree.

A second way of approach may he the one leading to a point
from which we view the domain of the sciences. This is the more
interesting, for the picture is morejapidly changing. science being
forever new. With the included region of applications the changes
come not merely year by year, but day by day and hour by hqur.
Compared with the progress of science. the iifiairs of daily life

.seem stagnant except as they lay under contribution its applica-
tions. Such applications. are seen in our means of communication

by travel, by the printing prey. by electricity, and by radio
wages and are also seen in the conveniences of the modern home.

It is an easy matter to show how far-reachini.4 is the influence of
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mathematics upon such subjects as physics, astronomy, map draw-.
ing, insbrance, biology, and most of the other branches of human
knowledge. A glance at a standard treatise upon any one of them
above the schoolbook class will show how inLbted each is to
mathematics, advanced as well as elementary. The landscape seen
from this point of view is one of grandeur ; and to it we shall return.

A third route leads to the point of view from which to see con=.
tributions of Mathematics to the forming of the minds of rfien:7
the acquisition of habits of thinking such as geometry may culti-
vate, and the consideration of what Professor C. J. Keyser has
called "the value of rigorous thinking." From this point we see
first of all the region of psychology in which we consider the culti-
vation of habits which transfer to related fields of mental activity.
The view is enticing, the more so because the path is over a rocky
road and a long one. It is one to be taken by that rather unusual
being who makes of philosophy something besides mere words
the ',flan who has the genius of originality and the power of lucid
expression.

There iS also a fourth route to the po;nt we seek. As we make
ascent we may consider the meanings of the words "Mathematics"
and "Civilization." Failing to define them satisfactorily, we may
attempt to explain them sufficiently for out purposes. We may
oven branch off to the points of view to which the other routes have
led, finally reaching the one where we can see the landscape at its
best and with the widest sweep of vision.

The meaning of mathematics. In the first place we should natu-
rally wish to define our leading terms, Mathematics sand Civiliza-
tion, for upon these definitions depends the spirit in which we
view the landscape. We shall not succeed in our attempt, how-
ever, for the first 'of the terms changes from time to time, and
the second changes from place to place as well.

To illustrate one of the difficulties of definition -until about the
yiar 1500 music hail been. for t.wo thousand years at least, classed
as one of the branches of niathematics, id the influence of music
upon civilization has been very great. With the coining of the
Era of Leisure, if such an era really develops, it will be even
greater than ever before. When we cf wsider the intere,t shown
in the mathematics of music' by such :iholars as Pythagora-,

See Art }lib R. C., "Nl.tch. In.ctit.:an, and :\ ," .1 no tic .in .1f,i1hemati,,d
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Philo laus, Aristoxeneus, and Ptolciity among the Greeks; Boetius'-'
at the close of 'the ancient Roman period: mathematicians of the
Renaissance period and later, like Mersenne, Grammateus, Stevin,
Huygens, Jacquciiiirsikevre (Faber Stapulensis):, Euler, and Johann
Heinrich LambeirSt to speak of the interest in mathematics
shtiwn by musicians, we can see the.probable.development, in the
future, of a still closer union of the. two branches of knowledge.
The contribution 'of mathematics to civilization will then have a
new, or at least a more modern, meaning.

To say that matheinatics is far-reaching in this special field of
the fine 'arts does not, however, help us in our definition of the sub-
jert nor shall we he assisted by the fact that what we in the
English-speaking world call "Arithmetic- was practically never con:
sidered a part of mathematics until about the beginning of the
seventeenth century. Before that time such branches as "profit and
loss," partnership, and the conlputation of interest were not con-
sidered as divisions of the subject ; nor were the "four fundamental
operations" generally so classed. Arithmetic was then the theory
of numbers; primes, roots, series, and the various propertiee, of
numbers. The name "Arithmetic" began to be applied to computa-
tion simply to add a supposed dignity to what had been the train-
ing of a\merchant's apprentice. We have a similar and rather
ridiculous., movement at the present time in the effort to apply
"Rosearch to all kinds of merely mechanical study, even down in

the primary school. In the seventeenth century the effort to

adopt the scientific term by the elemen4ary school succeeded, the
,old -Arithmetic" being then changed to the "Theory of Numbers.''
Probably "Research" will have a similar fate, some other term
being invented to take its proper place.

Apparently, thererore, we shall have to admit that Nfathemat ics"

is a kind of indefinable term, like "space," "angle," -plane," and
-time.' We may explain the term with a certain deer, e of suc-
cess. but we have no good definition for it. We mildit say that
it is a branch of logic based upon certain a,-umption: which may
or may not he true amt whit h relate to certain ima..lined things
which we call point, and angle-;, which we
also cannot satisfactorily define. What N\ e then NVkil to know is

\ \X I. r::: Ii4r111,ur. J. M . hv t r the 1...fm,.tn Tun.
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,its influence upon -Civilization" a term which is equally impossi-
ble of satisfactory definition. For the mythical -man in the street"
it may.he sufficient to say that Mathematics is the thing which
contains such other things as arithmetic, algebra, geometry,
trimonpmetry, and their offspring in college and university courses.

The meaning of civilization. We see that the meaning of "Mathe-
matics" is not easily stated, and it is evident that the word "Civil-
ization" is still more difficult. I have many times talked with
scholars of undoubted ability who do not think that the Western.
World represents as high a degree of civilization as parts of the
Orient. 'They point to our crime, our merciless wars, our litera-
ture, and our eternal seeking for wealth, comparing our lives with
those they livetheir absence of nerve-racking business customs,
of salacious fiction, and of greed for money. The contrast is not
always in our favor. If I should ask them about the influence of
Mathematics upon Civilization, the answer would be quite different
from any that we should be likely to get if we asked a. Wall Street
brrker, an automobile manufacturer. or a professor of education in
some of our colleges. Their psychology is possibly not ours: nor
are their ideals, their scholastic attainments, their use of leisure,
or their appreciation of the beautiful in architecture, in painting,
in music, or in any of the other fine arts. No one can live among
those who look down upon our civilization without realizing the
soundness of some of their views. They agree that we excel them
in certain comforts of living, in our science of sanitation, in our
efforts to better 'he conditions of the poor. and in such things as
scientific agriculture. but they deny our superiority in the finer use
of the mind or in general happiness.

They would say that the influence of mathematics upon the
Weste.n World relates solely to science. finance, the applications
of physics, astronomy. and the like. This is not the case, but it
is what appears to many thoughtful men to he true. As to the
Orient. the influence relate: to abstract values the cultivation of
the habit of logical thinkinv and the explanation of the universe in
which we tied ourselves and relates less to the applications of our
scientific knowledge to industry.

Having, now considered in a cur,ory fashion the complexity of
the problem. let us turn to some of thr more oltion lines of influ-
ence of an indefinable subject upon an indefinable condition of part
of the human race.
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The genesis. The contribution.of Mathematics to Civilization be-

gan millions of years before Civilization was born. As soon as
the earth began to cool from its gaseous state and crystals began
to form, mathematics began its contributions. Moved by .some
force similar to the habits of blen, similar to their inherited in-
stincts, similar to the fashions of the human race, these crystals

'assumed certain forms and seemingly passed them on to their
descendants, a kind of perpetual inheritance. Let us break, for a
moment, with the conventional treatment of our subject and 1'oo15.

at it from a point of view different from the one with which every
teacher is familiar.

Still speaking figuratively. Quartz made up its mind to 'crystal-
lize in the form of a regular hexagonal prism, capped by a pyramid.
Calcite or Iceland spar decided on a rhomboidal solid with its
interfacial angle about 75*: Alum, Gold, and Magnetite selected
the octahedron Salt and Fluorspar preferred the cube, and in sim-
ilar fashion other substances took on, in crystallizing, these or other
definite geometric forms. Such substances lived their lives, again
speaking figuratively. and passed on their habits to their descend-
ants: and many millions of years later humanity came and fol-
lowed the fashions which some unknown Power- -call it "Nature"
if you wish --set in. an age so far removed from the present that
our minds are helpless when they attempt to grasp the length of
time which has since elapsed. Throughout these long reaches of
time all these crystals have obeyed the law that F F ± 2,
where the letters stand respectively for the number of faces, ver-
tices, and edges. The law may have been known to Archimedes
more than two thousand years ago: it was announced only three
centuries ago aiul was made generally understood by Euler about
the middle of the eighteenth century: but it has existed for all time
because it is one of the eternal truths of geometry in the space in
which we speak of living. The fashions of these crystals, and these
eternal laws. fixed long before the world's genesis, are followed
today in the arts of all ranks of civilization. The world seeks, as
it has always sought, geometric forms for its dress, its habitations,
and it decorations of rim1)1.4, of garden. and of its fe'tive boards.

'When Job t xxxviiit 2 2 ) a`:(41. la-.1 thou entered into the trea:-
tires of the ,,now? or ha:t thou ,:t'f.1) the IrCa411rt's of the hail.'" he
tuu-4 have felt the 1 wanties of the ry-:tals of the former. and of
those which the latter concealed. Ever shire civilization dawned,
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those who saw the snow fall have felt. with wonder tim beauty of
its flakes, each built upon the same general plan but each varying
slightly in the minor decorations. We have no means of knowing
when the first stiow fell upon the earth, or who it was, millions of
years later, who first noticed its symmetry or the fact that its foun-
dation is an equilateral triangle, or one such triangle superposed on
another to fotm a regular hexagon. It was not until 1133o .that
Hassel proved that there are thirty-two types of symmetry possible
in crystals, perhaps 56,000,000 years after primitive man came upon
Earth. -Since ISS5 the snow crystals have lieen systematically pho-
tographed. and out of 4,800 photomicrographs no two have been
found with what may be called precisely the same frills. There is
a rivalry in dress in. the snowflake as well aS in the dresses of our
day. This much is known--that the decorations of the snow vary
with the height of the clouds and the intensity of the cold.

To the artists of our civilization all this has an interest, and
likewise to our natural scientists. To our. mathematicians. it has
the added interest that the lines from the center to each vertex of
the triangle are the graphs of the three cube roots of unity; that is,

anti 2 If the hexagonal form
is taken, the graphs are the six 6th roots of unity.

. The child playing with the kaleidoscope unconsciously studies the
snow crystal as he watches the beautiful forms for the name of
his toy is made up of three Greek words meaning "beautiful,"
-form,- and "look." As he turns the cylinder he sees what Nature
does, and he can make an almost endIess series
upon the equilateral triangle, but all differing
his civilization geoinetric forms have made a

The Race, too, has its childhood in its trivia
its impri,ontnent behind the walls of traditio
has the same. (uartz seems to ..tart out with
perfect crystal; it ends with the recognition of a
It may cut oft some of the angles, or its axis of

pictures, all based
slight details. To
ontribut ion.

1 superAitions, amI
Perhaps Nat ure

desire to trelke a
light imper feet ion.
mmetry may not.

he exat. There is nothing perf .ct in the Universe. 'When Moham-
med:)n: build a mo,ue they purposely leave some slight imperfee-
tion. t in alone,- they say, perfect.- They feel that it- would
be saalli2:e for man to attempt to make anything without a blem-
ish. Even their korans. the most beautifully anti carefully written
In)1;s in the world. seek to have a perfect text. but in the letters
or the geometric decorations there will necess:rily he some imper-
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fections which may be thought to show their reverence for the Per-
fect One, their Allah.

It is not without value to speculate upon the reasons why the
crystals, in the eons of the early life of Earth, figuratively speak-
ing, decided upon building their edifices in such fashion as to give
different rates.to heat and electricity as the waves pass through
them, the rates varying according to the different directions which
they take. It is also interesting to consider why and how the
optical properties of crystals vary according to the substance. We
may say that all these idiosyncrasies are due to the 'way in which
the electrons, protons, neutrons, atoms, anil electric waves arrange
themselves, but the original question simply gives place to an-
other: Why did these electrons and their relatives decide upon
these arrangements? This we cannot answer as we should wish.
We can simply say that Physics finds what is to be measured, for
example with respect to crystals. and Mathematics devises formulas
which state the law which is discovered. The two can combine
to give valuable results, and Commerce benefits by using these in
the verification of precious stones and the determination of mineral
species. Did Mathematics contribute this incidem in the structure
of Civilization, or was it Nature? If the latter, what is Nature?
Is she the twin sister of Mathematics? The two seem closely
linked. Cut through the seed bulb of the rose, or take a cross
section through the core of an apple, or study the web for which
the spider, spins the threads, or under a powerful microscope view
the geometric shapes of various bacilli. Which contributes the
more to Civiliiation Geometry or Nature? At any rate, Geometry
does not contribute disease L;erms as Nature often does.

Contributions in the early historic period. Leaving these specula-
tions about what we call the prehistoric period, concerning the
civilizatiOn of which. our ideas are too cloudy to be called scientific,
let us consider the earliest written %records which have as vet been
revealed. There are several regiorN which, if we were to proceed
with a view to scientific accuracy, should he studied with special
care. These are China. the earliest records of which are con-
fessedly of doub tful authenticity; India, of which tl e early chro-
nology N quite unknown; the lands overrun by the S merians, the
recent ili,coveries in which are opening, a new vista. I nittim. our
knowledge of algt.bra. for example, back more than a thousand
(perhaps two thousand) years before Euclid's geometric treatment
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of the subject ; aind Egypt. in which new phases of the earlj, history
are, even now Being revealed.

For our present purposes, however, it is immaterial whether our
civilization had its beginning in Central America, in India, in China,
in' Iraq, or in Egypt. What is concerned with our present interests
is the influence which tnathematics had upon the early stages of
any of these civilizations.( When we attempt to weigh ,this Influ-
ence we are confronted by the fact that the earliest written records
in every case show that the chief interests, aside from mere barter,
of the countries mentioned were based upon a study of time and the
heavens. This study involved extensive number systems, and the
angle measures required in their astronomical records.

Civilization has always sought for the meaning of the Universe,
and to this search Mathematics has contributed throughout the
historic period at least. The primitive savage went to the "medi-
cine man,- the fakir, the fortune teller, the priests the self-styled
prophet, the astrologer, the numerologist, and later, as science
slowly replaced- superstition, to the astronomer, the physicist, the
physician, the chemist, and the natural scientists in general. In
the scientific period. each of these authorities has come to the
mathematician for assistance, and it is ,from him that there has
come a new international written language of sciencethe algebraic
formula. In physics for example, we have collie to depend upon
.formulas and their graphs as our most potent aids in thinking; and
through their manipulation by algebra, the discovery of heN laws.

Instead of considering the early theories of the universe in de-
tail, we may turn for a moment to the fascinating subject of the
Maya civilization on our own continent; A German astronomer,
Professor lienseling, has asserted that a study of the inscriptions,
especially at Copan and Naranjo, shows that more than 5,000 years
ago the knowledge of astronomy possessed by the Mayan scholars
was much superior to that of any other people in the wqrld. In-
deed, he contends that the inscriptions reveal a system of chrono1-
0:;y which goec hack to 84os n. c. This assertion is based upon
data determined by Professor Ludendorff, director of the Astro-
physical InAitute at Pot-dam, NOM h;!< himself. it is asserted in the
press. come to reculmize the validity of lienselings
Whether or not these dates are accepted, there k doubt of the
early interest of the Mayan people in the mathematifs of calendar
making and of the ;:pproximate accuracy of their work.
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The earliest evidence that we have of the contribution of Mathe-
matics to Civilization, beyond such matters as the mere counting
needed in barter, and taxes payable in kind, is seen not only in
the calendar of the Mayas or the records of celestial movements.
It is everywhere, in every continent, connected with religion, being
little more than elementary astrology. For example, in China such
records as may fairly be called authentic. relate to this subject, and
the philosophic-religious cult of Taoism originally concerned the
revolution of the heaVens. The Sumerian records, recently made
known, tell the same story; the astronomy of these people was
passed on to the Babylonians, and by them to the Chaldeans. It
was probably from the latter that 'Tales learned how to forecast
the eclipse which contributed to his fame. So it was that, for
many centuries, such ancient races as the Assyrian, Aramaic, and
Egyptian brought their Mathemotics to bear upon that phase of
their civilization which is concerned with first causes, with our
status in space, and with the movements of the stars which were
thought to control our several' destinies.

It was not alone in the making of calendars or in the, measure-
ments of angles, like those which locate the prominent stars, that
mathematics contributed to the early civilizations. The sundial
was scientifically made with a fair degree of accuracy in the second
millenniuin before our era, and probably earlieran important step
in the measurement orihne and in the consequent civilization. of
the race. Aristarchusjil the third century B.C. measured the dis-
tance to the moon, failing to approximate it closely simply because
accurate instruments were not available:: by the time of Ptolemy
the astronomer, nnthematics had opened up a vast field for the
speculation of men. now this field has been cultivated by such
mathematicians as Copernicus, Kepler, Newton, Euler, and Laplace
need not be considered. Eliminate the mathematical achievements
of men of this type and the world would return to the mentality
of those who placed faith in the astrologers and soothsayers of
ancient times.

So it came alout that Mathematics contributed to that phase
of (sivilization.t.NvIlich leads mankind to search out the nature of
the universe as a \\hide and which led the Erwlish poet laureate dui,
to express. two centuries ago, the ancient feeling of inalkind:

0 God, we thank Thee for this great universe our home; for its
vastne-s and its riches and for the manifoldness o is life!
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There are those who would say that Religion is not a part of
Civilization, although their number seems silently decreasing.
There is no doubt, however, that Mathematics has contributed to
practically all tilt. religions of the world. The earliest authentic
records of India show how advanced was the geometry which the
priests applied to the building of.altars. The Sulbas of the Vedic..
priests of India were concerned chiefly with this work.3 The altars
were of various shapes, such as those with square, circular. and
semicircular bases, it being required that areas be the same in all
cases. This led to the approximate squaring of the circle and its
related problem. the circling of the square. These problems refer
to the construction of sacrificial altars and, may date back as far
as the Rig-reda Sa 'Willa, some 3000 years n.. This raises the ques-
tion of the influence of the geometry of Ind' upon the work of the
Greeks. as in the altar at Delos and the duplicalitm of the cube.

The vision thus opened suggests other possibilities, chief among
them being the mathematics of temples; tombs, and other religiems
edifices. The contributions of Mathematics to the. art and rigidity
of the buildings are too extensive to be mentioned it this article.
Such a study would lead to the question of the orientation of tem-
ples. of the real or imagined mysticism of the mathematics of the
Great Pyramid of Gizeh, of the use of tfre Golden Section in the
dimensions of a temple, of the designs of a Gothic church.4 all of
which are contributions of Geometry to some of our noblest evi-
dences'of Civilization and its fine arts. The word ,*tilba or .1111.4
is a geometric-one and refers to measures, including a rope for
measuring lengths. It is also used in connection with a compound
word meaning ''the science of geometry." and in the texts mention
is made of '.the rope holder- (the royal -land surveyor ''), and
the "uniform rope-stretcher. This seems to show that the -rope-
stretchers- (harpy/ow/pa) of the Egyptians concerning whom
Democritus wrote in the fifth century n.. were related to the
earlier altar builders of India.

To Religion. then, Geometry made a flelinite contriOution
temling over many centuries. Of the influence of Astronomy upon
the early religion.: life of all peoples it is unnece7-sary to speak, since
the evidence- are well kmeAn. as in Biblical pas-ages like these:

, s, WI, [Lot In.tit tif Lt. ;.
4!..:(. %,,ittr". t G,r1;i( Par:-. two, pH\ ately printed. now in

117m
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The heavens declare the yloty of God, and the firthament showeth
his handiwork. .

He telleth the number of the stars; he calleth then-,all by their
names.

The heavens are the works of thine hands..
When I consider the heavens, the work of thy fingers; the moon

and the stars which thou `halt ordained; what is man that thou art
thin'ilful of him? and the son of man that thou %:isitest

To the nomad shepherds watching their flocks on the slopes of
the mountains of Palestine. Iraq, ,or Iran ( Persia) tonight, as they

havewatched for thousands of years, such thoughts as these musf
vaguely coille. -although in simpler language..

All this haslittle direct hearing upon the contribution of :\ lathe-
matics to Civilization; but it reveals the early steps in the under-
standing of the noblest branch.of applied mathematics our present
astronomy.

Contributions to present civilization. Referring to the contribution
of Mathematics to the Civilization of today, and taking Civilization
to include our industries, our financial Interests, our science:. our
sports, and our arts, we come to a field of immeasurable extent.
The number of applications of "Mathematics to the interest, of.
mankind, existent or potential. is too great for our ready compre-
hension. We may, however, refer to a few by way of illustration.

It is manifestly impossible in an article of this kind to sum-
marize the contributions of Mathematics tc; that element of Civ-
ilization which we call Science. In the first place we are confronted
by another term which admits of no definition that is generally
satisfactory to the scientists themselves. It will be better to select
a single case of the simplest group of sciences and con4ider a few

the contributions which Mathematics has made and. is making
NI this field. Let us take for our illustration the field of Geography.
one which is more extensive than we may at fir:t and' one
which is continually expandingith the aid of MaPhematics, our
ancient and ever - increasing itteritane. It mu,t l,e under-tom].
however. that this is one of the simplest illustration,: that we could

-take. If the contribution of Mathematics is 2yeat in a cat; like
this, in other sciences it would naturally be expected to be much
greater. We shall find, however, that GeoLgaphy is so extensive
that it makes 11-e of fully as wide a ranee nt nuthmatk:il subje'ut:
a some of the other sciences: in fact the I qrrivr, I Iv tWet t ; :,'gra;phy
and the other sciences have been almost eliminated as in the cage
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also with the otter departments which were founded separately
by ancient scholars.

4 Contributions to geography. Probably the word `,Geography"
will call to 'the redder's 'mind a simple subject of study in the
elementary schoOls. It includes, !however, what we calt,geodesy,
which has to do with both the size and the frgure of the earth
each of which is a mathematical subject. If if is wofh while to
know, with a close approximation to accuracy, the distance from
New York to Naples, to Greenwich, or to the North Pole, we need
something besides a measuring tape. We need to know not merely
that the earth is not 'fiat, but that it is not even precisely spherical.
We must know it;4radius at different points of our terrestcial
spheroid,, and the mathematics involved is by no means simple.
One who would wish to master the subject must be well versed
in spherical trigonometry, the calculus, least squares, and numerical
.equations of considerable difficulty, besides being an expert in the
mechanics of measurement.

*Cartography, less formally. known as map making, has manifestly
much to do with. civilization. It may seem to a casual observer .AA
to be a {simple matter. If, however, the retder will look at even k,S'
a popular article on the subject, in any standard encyclopedia, he
may find that fields of Mathematics which he thought to be mere
useless abstractiOns when he was in college are necessary to any
intelligent examination of the subject. In'iparticular, he will find
a definite use for curves of Which he may have only a faint memory
orthodromic lines, loxodromic lines: for projections of various
types cylindric, orthographic, stereographic, perspective, gnomonic,
central, conic, polvconic, zenithal, elli .c, and others. To make
use of these he will need a good comman f geometry, algebra,
trigonometry, elementary calculus, and differentia. cations. He
will, however, find the need for mote mathematics th, this if he
wishes 6') prirsue the subject into the fields of the influ nce of the
tides upon the land surface, the measurement of terre trial mag-
netism and its effect upon the i truments employed. II must also
he conversant with contour in )s, not merely of dry la d but of
the wet land which forms the tee of the oc+ans. To master this
part of geography will require a thematical knowledge of modern
"soundings" by echoes from the . ea bed, leading him into the do-
main of physics. The seeming liracle of telling, IT a seismograph.
the time. place, and force (A an earthquake, possibly thousands of
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miles away, is bu, one of the relatively simple results of a combi-
. mition of mathematics, geography, physics, and mechanics.

Contributions to sciences' in general. What has been said of the
uses of Mathematics in Geography, and of the wide field opened
by this elementary study of the earth's surface, is only a small
intimation of the uses of mathematics in connection with what we
call our present Civilization. Science. has been rather poetically
defined as that branch of knowledge that exists by the aid of Mat he
statics. It calls upon the latter to determine the number oI thermal
units per cubic meter sof various gases, the yield of gas in cubic
meters per metric ton of coal at various temperatures, the height
of the stratosphere, the power of the cosmic rays, the size and
frequency of Sun spots, the equations of chemical compounds, the
formulas for theoretical gravity at the surface of the earth, the

. formulas needed iii the Mendelian theory of heredity, ind those in
hun,l-eds of other branches which compose the tree of -cience in
the present time.

From the formulas created it leads us to their pictures the
graphs -attd there are few stati: tical tables which do not now
make'use of the visual ids. The man of commerce, the financier,
the engineer, the statistician -all these and men of many other
gilds rely upon the graph not iv as an expression of results but,
figuratively speaking. as an Mil irtant element in the thought
prncs,.

it is not necessary to attem, to recite all the contributions of
Science to Civilization. The two terms may almost be called
synonymous, since Scknce enters into all the arts even into
the rmultbrn concepts of Religion and Philosophy.

It should he understood, however, that there is a line of separa-
tion between Mathematics and Science, and hem e between Mathe-
inati-s and Civilization. As already remarked, Mathematics says

Medicine, Chemistry, and Astronomy, your observa-
tions are u,rrect, then this formula is correct, and hence this nu-
nwric,d result is correct." In other words, Mathematics is always
ha-,d upon as-umtions. The old costnolog'es made such asser-
tions as this: -There :!re seven }it'lli-pheres in the heavens: they
move in a certain %%ay: now tell us \den planets B, and C will
he in conjunction." Mathematics then takes up its rile: it com
putt results from the data provided. If these data are right. the
result- will ht. ri.r:ht. Although the old cw;mulugy w,1.-; wrung as a
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whole, it was app.oXinlately correct in some of its observations;

, and hence the mathematical results were equally approximate. Pro-
fessor A. N. \Vhitehead, in his Adventures of Ideas (1933), makes
this interesting assertion: 'plc Certainties of Science are a delu-

sion. They are hedged around with Iniexp' red limitations." And

so were the ancient cosnu)logiel. The mathematics was- not at.
fault ; it was the obserations,and the confused thoughts of the
astrovrtmer that were the source of inaccuracies of result. Newton
based his theory of gravitation On the ohservations made by him-

self and men like assini; his mathematical law was only as perfect
as these observations were perfect. Einstein modifies it, anti his.
modification is perfect only 'so far as observation.s conform to tif
si-Tc. as bases for his new formulas.

In Science we are especially cOficerned \tit h the probability of
our conclusitn, and hence the study of this branch ()I applied
mathematics is a matter of .importance. For this reason some ref-
erence to it is desirable at dirk. point.

Probability as a factor in civilization. 11:ithematics is constantly
influencing CiviliAation throuJi the Theory of Probability. It lies
at the lia:is of all type., of in.surance and also of statistics when
u-ed in prnu.nHsticat ions. such or the probability of a rise in stocks,

or bad (-nips next ye:ir, and of an eclipse within, say, 0.1
Atid ,t arc I:zoscd upon nh-ervath105 which are never

ab,olutely exact. \Vt. auntr. iltmcVur. that the observations are
exact anti frame mathematical laws to represent t he assumptions.
From this time on. the ..ulutiuns of equations based upon a given

law ;try correct but althoo:_th the mathematics is cvct tilt results

are nil ..:sect than the Iiiiy!-1c;t1
It \\ fluid ahnh-t In .-*)-,,t) the probability that a

probable statement is probable. is \er/(mproli;Wle pAradoxical

111.1\ `doggie ;chi:1)11...0i en in Initie time ;in,' -pave the mat he-

111:itik ;it 111 li in:iy Ire ex act. - itcrl rand ku-sell
cttltltpl \,,1;11'd in uhcnrity anti

.11;ntti- ht 116(. :11111;1 of ni.idern In spite of all this,
er, thy Iwo Al 1 r,-it incn! a ItwinUla 11,4'11

1't'; a! ,11. nil!' fir tit!' ;1,1 y. It -. Bulled

it.p.ited. 11.0.\ th.tt 1,;,\,. in mind that Malin.-

- I. ::.I -t'd Ottttll t uitain hich hcrn (;ffitql

11.1ffit - I' 1, flq/pi:f1);. Zifid

111.0hclii,Ilit t,.111;1!t 1)11)1,IV:11. 1).1:% little at-
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tentifut to whether or not they are truein infinite as well as finite,
space or time. All.that MathematicS s is this: If this postulate
is true, then my results are tfue. hulk- .1, a familiar definition of
mathetitatics is expressed in these words: If .1, then Po.ztu-
littc.s.ilre based won olpiervation: mathematic: is based upon rea-
.son, To Nlathematics it is of 11c ...ter whether Newton's Law of
Universal Gravitation is true or not. it asserts that it two particles
have massest .1/ and .1/', force, F of their mutual attraction,
when they are, d distance apart, is given by the formula
6.1/.1/' where c; is a universal constant known as -the constant
of gravitation.- Given this formula, which expresses in algebraic
shorthand the law, Mathematics operates with perfect certainty to
find the value of any letter in terms of the others. Similarly, 'Alath-
ematics does nut find the precise distance from the earth's center to
that of the sun. It simply Says that. assuming that the observa-
tions, on for example the transit of Venus, are correct to a certain
degree of accuracy, then the distance, to a corresponding degree of
accuracy, is exact.

The temptation of teachers is often to (Itiestiint the value of such
topics as determinants, differential equations, convert4ency tests,
recurring series, summation of series, series in general, various
formulas for means, the theory of functions in general, elliptic func-
tion.4 various perist9di functions in particular. inequalities.
differential (Agitations, binomial equaliHn.,, and limit:. of eout,e
most of these topics are beyond the high school range. -unit are.
beyond the elementary college 1v()rk, butathis ha- no hearing upon
our proldem the influence of Nlathemati.: upon Civilization in
general. It would nothe contended that the in,ur,mcv of Mt. of
property and insurance against occidents nut an important factor
in our modern ukilization. Indeed, without tin, factor our whole
p:ddtn of >tcurit\ ctf hume and family would temtin un-olvd.
I, will probably he agreed, thertfore., that the malhemitie, of
ttratice has a decidedly important hafin...! upn ,ur

It may ht. that the amount ()I madly/Mt flo tIi
purpo-e is slight, hut nut long ago I listened to .1 le( Hr.,. hv
f -sor Fr(*chet of the Facultt'A ties Scion( of the I -nkersit%
Paris. It upon a iirtain type of prokibilitie, :t- de\ eloped hy
such leaders as FrohenitN. Markoff, oi;Nare. liadamard. Ilotim-
!-Ly. and him.--elf. iii thi:, lecture all of the tlio%( namtd touic,
were freely u-cd in the development and 1,--t of the net t. -:irk formu-
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As of the science. Among the scholars who made up the audience
were representatives of insurance companies of various kinds, stat-
isticians, 'and financiers, and in the discussion the speakers repre-
senting these interests stated that the results set forth in the lec-
ture were freely used by them, even in what would seem to be the
very elementary field of preparing tables for use in the subject of
fire insurances'

Conventional contributions. The references to the contributions
of Mathematics to Civilization have, in this paper, been thus far
somewhat unconventional; that is, many of them have referred to
matters not ordinarily considered as the application of mathematics
to everyday life. The branches of Mathematics needed in one of
the sciences usually thought of as merely a school subject have
been mentioned, as also .those needed in such a.. more advanced
subject as the Doctrine of Probability. These two regions have
been selected as types. and attntion has been called only to the
most apparent applications of mathematics to these subjects,

It should be ohq.rved, however, that a consideration of such sub-
jects as Accounting, Aeronautics, Astronomy, Astrophysics, Atomic
Theory, Ballistics, Bridges, Calculating Machines, Chemistry, En-
gineering.. Geophysics, Kinematics. Light. Measures, Optics, Per-
,pective, Physic;, Simml, and the like, will give some idea of the
extent of the contributions which Mathematics is making to the
arts and sciences. The reader 1k ho cares to get a synoptic view of
I hi. silhitlet 011h1 do Mall ti) ct)ii 11 It I Eih CIO p (lifl Brit (1

(14th Edition) under the above heads, following; this by a further
examination of article: of a similar nature. After such an exam-
ination it will as,kt in the comprehension of the importance of
mathematics in our time it the reader will consider what Moults
happen to modern civilization if all mathematics, and the re -alts
which it ha; given to the \\nild, were ahsoluteiv destroyed.

It k also the conventional practke to call attention to the older
unlit ribul Luis of Mat hemat to the \ ilii.ttion of today. .111 hough

these tm,, he found in anv standard history of mathemati;-s, it ntav
he of a-sistancv to the reader if a few of them are briefly men-
tioned.

In the 111th century (..c. three (;reek philoophers Zeno of ica,
Ito ippiN, and Memo( Fitts \\r tonnectd thii the introduction

I) f -.o)n thu I.. H ht,fl,
. .
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1";
of the ilia of infmitesimals. It seemed a useless subject, but it
was upon this idea that Newton, two thousand years later, based
one of his theories of the calculus In the samescentury Antiphon,
and in the following one Eudoxus, improved upon this by intro-
ducing the method of exhaustion, which still more nearly ap-
proached the modern calculus. In the third -century B.C., Archi-
medes approached it even more closely and practiCally made use of
integrations No One of these men conceived of the tremendous
importance of the calculus in the present civilizatidn, as in physics,
mechanics, astronomy, and other sciences, but each laid out the
first stages of the route which Newton, Leibniz, and their successors
followed, and which eventualky assisted powerfully in placing sci-.
ence where it k today.

The Greeks knew a number of, important curves, such as the
quadratrix. the com.hoid, and ciss6id. They also knew the conic
sections, and .1pollonius ( ''the Great Geometer,' as the Greeks
called him) \\Tote a treatise on the subject in the third century B.C.
Neither he nor his contemporaries had any bwa of the use that
Kepler would make of them toward establishing modern astronomy,
Ow most imposiwg edifice that science has erected.

Cavalieri, of the lay order of Je-suates (./c,uath, who taught at
Bologna, wrote a book on the itulnitesimal in geometry. It ai
PUN 1;5, a few year; before Newtpn was horn. Ile, too,
could not have foreseen the u%:e that would 4te made of hi.; work by
the greater makers of the calculus in 'he ge'neration following.

Ia*.onard uler and a number of his Contemporaries in the eig,ht-
cnth century vrote about the 'imaginary ntimbet.". Tt may have
seemed a u--elss vaste of time to most of thug, who knew him:
but it led to some slight appreciation of the significance of such num
hers a little later, to the inventions of Sir William I:owan Hamilton
(011a1,./ninny) and I lermann Giinther Grossmann ( .-11PrIehnunizc-

lehrr who applied their method; to phy,ics. Still later these same
ima"inaries bruntne even more real in the invention of vector anal
vsk by J. Willard Gibk in the hilt two decades of the nineteenth
( nturv. v. The \vial; of Gild); lei,: punvcd of gytkot value in the study
of pbv-ik al problems. and civilization ha- het tered by I in' result.

The,c are a few of the ;11(1-.tration t.f tas- in whit h apparently
ti -tiles; studies of special branche; u1 mathemoics ha\ e, Tar%:
centurit. later. provcd to he of great -.et% e to humanity and to
he ktitrihulion- to our t ivnization.
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Contributions to the tine arts. The contributions of Mathematics
to the Fine Arts are chiefly in three lirt'es: (1) the theory of pei-
spective, (2) the beauties of prop . 'ion, and (3) the theory of music.

Of these, the first has occtipie(' the attention of the We Stern
world (Europe and America) much more than the Eastern (China,
India, Japan, Iran. and Ira(!). Euclid xaote about it in his Per-
spectiva: Vitruvius mentions it in his De architretura; in the
Middle Ages it was studied by Roger Bacon and numerous other
scholars. As a mathematical subject applied to the graphic arts,
however, it may be said to have had its beginning in the fifteenth
century, and in Italy. liy the middle of the sixteenth century it was
taught in all the important schools of painting of Europe. Some-
times, as in the works of Cana letto, the subjects of the paintings
are so selected as to make perspective seem to dominate the picture.
In any case, this contribution of Mathematics is pronounced in the
works of the European painters, and is lacking in much of the
work of the Orient.

As_to.the second, the use of proportion in the arts, there is a
considerable literature upon the beauties of symmetry, axial and
central, beauties found in nature as ,\ ell as in art. 'There is also
literature upon the beauties of lines divided in extreme and mean
ratio. known by the modern name of "Golden Section," A line
..1/3 is said to he divided at P in Golden Section when : AP

P.; PB. If a line is eight inches long, it is approximately divided
in Golden Section when fthe two parts are five inches and three
inches.

Nature seems to build on the h :o -is of axial symmetry, as in most
leaves: circular synitnetry, as in the cam:: sections of many fruits
or in certain crystal; snow, qUartz1; or the Gulden Section,
that is, about 3 to 5 in the amingement of (ertain branches of
trees, as in that of leaves on a or the hranclic- of a fern leaf.
Moreover, in ,irt the approximate 5 tiiviion i- ',Oct) ti-rd un-
con-t inti-l a- kell a- con-i Thi, is -evil in the dimensions
of clas-ical building-: like the Parthen.,n, tiat4-, of kink pars,

of \\all decnratinn-.
!n the line of licaut therellive. make, a con -tart

cuntrilmtiun to tin: must ple:isiiez. phases nt.
111.) e ado) fiir the mathematical

1 .10, \ , i 1: I 010 ZIly - ,% r-, ittlt.t + +,

I ;; :I, I P.1 ! .11 ;!;:, ??I;!!. I. - , :;, , 04
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theory of aesthetics should read Piifi.:.;sur (jeurt!,e I). Birklioirs
Irov1;1,:sthrtii- .1/rib/tn. Ilarard Iniersity l're-s. 1 ();; ). The
authil ha.; there ..11()N,11 the t',1).-4 dependence of mathenr,bics anti
the tine arts, each upon the other, and has dune this with an un-
usually stable bitcl.gr! wml Dt the former and a genuine apprecial
tion of the best that is in the latter...*

Looking backward. In con,idering any social. political. ecclesi-
itstii.al, scientific, or elluettiunal problem, it is intere,tim; and often
helpful to look bitekN%itril and set, what our allt:Stlirs hail to say
upon the subjitet. In this way we rind holy the \orlii has prouse,,sell
in litn.411;t2e, ill method, of presentint4 an ar...!unient, ill education,
in the nee& of pem)le, in the vitriol!: branches ut kniiNvleilt.w, and
in what INe call our civilization. It k fur such reasons that it is
Nvurtli vitile' to cutt-ith.t what were thhtit2,11t, nearly four ..enturies
ip.t.o, to lie stifle if the cuntribttt inns (If- such.a :stiftiet a:- ele-
mentary arithmetic to the civilization of the time.

The fulloNviii...f quotation i., from one of the mo,t celebrated text-
books that the 1..n2lish ever i;rodueed, Thr (;-ro;.uil f 1 .1).tr., Nvritivn
llittttt 154u by Rbbcrt Rt.t. br tie it %%As cbmpb -441 like a isatechkill,
a dialol.,,ue bet%%-een the pupil cSeholar) nditeauher
and lw...!an with 'The declaration (if the profit of .1rillimeticke.-

hook %\!lt throti...!.11 many edition, and revi-ion,, and the fol.
lu%% e\crpt is from the um. of 1040. a centur after the rust.
Thi- edition chosen lit eati0 it contain- additi.11- and .

!well teacher, I)i.e and John Mllis and may therefore
1(1 rpnt tilt' h,t educaticinal \ie \ \, of the Si \teellth :11111

-t*\ v10:1'11(11 centurie It I, here -et -%\itli Ihe
punctuatinn. anti ,i.iitent

hiilar. I pert eive lit' thAT \-tr.,11..my
(;eonetr Mut li till the help tit IttI!!Ihrtir2.: hull III it tither i
tIit (-; l'h -it k, awl -tit Il hilt. ILI t any
help lit .rithintTi. Is. I I.( It ei'o. not

: \ l a - t e r . I I 1 , 1 y I I . It (It I I1,6 t lit' Iles
uii Milli' >t 1111 t hill I \\lit Ill ILI 11.1- 11. t .1 11 -,. It I. fi ut llt'tIl
I 1 II The matter t h 11 I 111111111, ;i1111 I will \ 11.i .\Iilluneiitk

;11-ir::! III III (111.-- li.t1 ;ti hi \ tiiii Iv;

.11111C11.2. iih-t int
. is ! ; ! .

1 I) \ ,%!., It ,. 1; ,. ; ; ii. ' t. !.1.,1.) I i: ; . .11 k

I
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First (as You reckon them) Musick hath not onely great help of
Arithmetick, but is made, and hatli his perfectnesse of it: for all Mu-
sick standeth by number and proportion: And in Physick, beside the
calculation of criticall dayes, with other things, which I °alit, how
can any man judge the pulse rightly, that is ignorant of the proportion
of numbers?

And so for the Law, it is plain, that the man that is ignorant of
Arithmetick, is neither meet to lie a Judge, neither an Advocate, nor
yet a Proctor. For 1:-,w can hee well understand another mans cause,
appertaining to distribution of goods, or other debts, or of summes
of money, if he be ignorant of Arithmetick? This oftentimes causeth
'right to bee hindered, when the Judge either delighteth not to-hear of
a matte': that hee perceiveth not, or cannot judge fur lack of under-
standing: this cornmeal by ignorance of Arithmetick.

Now, as for Grammer, me thinketh you would not doubt in what
it needeth number, sith you have learned that Nouns of all sorts,
Pronouns. Verbs, and Participles are distinct diversly by numbers:
besides the variety of Nouns of Numbers, and Adverbs. And if you
take away number from Grammer, then is all the quantity of Syllables
lost. And many other ways cloth number help Grammer. Whereby
were all kindes of Meeters found and made? was it nut by number?

But how needful! Arithmetick is to all parts of Philosophy, they
May soon see, that do read tither Aristotle. Plato, or any other Philos
ophers writings. Fur all their examples almost, and their probations,
depend of Arithmetick. -It is the saying of Aristotle, that hee that is
ignorant of Arithmetick, is meet for no Science. And Plato his Nlaster
mote a little sentence o\er his Schoolhou:4-1 door, Let none enter in
hither tquoth 1w) that is ignorant of Getnnt try. Seeing hee would
have all his Scholars expert in Geometry. much rather 1w would the
same in Arithmetick, vithout which Geometry cannot stand.

And how tWedfull Arithmetick k to Divinity, it appeareth, seeing
so many Doctors gather so great nut of number. and so much
do %%rite of it. And it I should go about to write all the commodities
of Arithmetick in ci. ill acts, as in governance nt ommon-weales in
time ut peace, and in due provision & order of Armies, in time of
war. for numbering of the Host, summing of their wages, provision
of virtual,, VirWint": of Artillery, with other Armour: beside the ...n-
ningest point of all, for casti,:g of ground. for encamping of men, with
such other like: And how many s ayes also Arithmetick is eondueible
for all private Weales, of Lords and all Possessioners, of NI"rchants,
and all other mcopiers, and generally for all estate; of men, besides
Auditors. Treasurcis. Receivers, Stewank, liailiffes. and such like, whose
nfIcs withuut Arithmeth k are nothing: if I should :,,:ty) particu-

repeat all ;:jit h t ommodities of the nohle 't ital. e ut Arithmetick,
it were enough to make a very great book.

The edu. problem. *1 he fact that NIathernatics is the ruck
upon whit 11 toe arts and ience- of the \vothi rust does not
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that it must be taught extensively to boys or 'girls in our schools.
Children are not supposed to be versed in the treatment of small-
pox or epilepsy just because the physician must 'have this knowl-
edge; but they should know something about first aid, hygiene,
and the value of vaccination. They need not learn the mineral
resources of Meshed, or where this place is located, but it is de-
sirable to know something about the general products of the lead-,
ing,prts of...112e world. Similarly, a pupil in the high school need
not know what the calculus is, although it is quite possible to give
him some idea of the subject ; but in the freshman year at college
it is desirable that he should come in contact with a subject of
such far-reaching importance. Speaking more generally, i. is de-

, sirable that every well-educated person should hav9 some idea of
the bases of human knowledge. Needless to say, the school can
simply open the doors of this knowledge. To know the significance
of history; to come in contact with certain models of the hest
literature, music, and the other fine arts; to know what the sciences
mean in the intellectual and physical life of today: to realize our
duties to society: if possible to know something of another lan-
guage than our vernacular: and to understand the significance of
mathematics as one of the most important bases of all scientific
work -all this should he a part of the training of our people. This
is not a plea for making expert mathematiciatk, physicists. musi-
cians, botanists, or WeaVVCS at a loom : it is a plea fur givip" a
general idea of the significance of the rat branches of human
knowledge. I often recall tlw remark made to me years ago by
a scholar who came to the United States and became one of ttllC
valued Citizens. He said, ...Imu-st the first thing that impreed
me most was the appareut fact that American edw-ators aro so
uneducated. Were our schnul-; to blame then? What of the

\ present ?
\ The Seven Lamps of Mathematics. .14 a. further summary of rile
contributions which mathematic: has made, let me refer to The
Sc\en Lamps of Mathematics which. it ,cenk to me, have served
to iNuminate civilization through the ages.''

The first of these lamps i, the himp, for \t t'
IllathernatiCS tH the ,...!reat of people tulles-

inl!,r,i,in!.! qui it ud aro. 1:1) !.
h thr :11:th"r- pnthli.),cd rit.' »?;!t., :?.r.

c NI oh. 1 :., ; n. -

t!.bi
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dwell upon the utility of the subject and imagine what would hap-
.

pen tothe world if every trace of mathematics and of mathematical
knowledge were blotted out tonight.

The second is the /ampas dcoris, the lamp of beauty; because
if we are to teach mathematics at all, real success is /lot possible
unless we know that the subject is beautiful as well as usefill and
can pass this knowledge on to our -pupils. Mere utility- of the
moment without. any feeling of beauty. becomes a hopeless hit of
drudgery, a condition which leads to stagnation.

The third ha' been the lampas imagiationis. which has always
seemed to me especially appropriate'. in referring" tO a medieval
cathedral in which we set our lamps, and which seems equally so
in respect to our chosen science: for what would mathematics have
amounted to without the imagination,of its devotees. its giants and
their followers? There WaLt never a discovery math. without the
urge of imagination, of imaginathm which broke the roadway
chrouith the forest in order that cold logic mi'gh't follow.

The fourth.. is the lampos porsi, the lamp of poetry: because if
one does not feel the poetry in mathematics, he may as %veil cease
teaching the science. What, after all. k mathematics but the poetry
of the mind, and %%hat is poetry but the mathematics of the l' art ?

The fifth lamp we all seek to light is the tompos mystrrii. This
it is that reveals to us one of the great charms of the science that
in Nurkintl, in the domain of mathematics, we are surrounded by
clouds, and succes drives hack these ',thuds a little way, and a
discovery i- made: then someone makes :mother discuery :Ind
drive-. them hack a little more; and at rare intervals in time a
Newton come- and drives them b;1!1: what seems a long, long way,
and an Einstein ptkhes them still farther and still there is the
-urrounding mist of mystery, It is a great experience. this piercite.:
the ciunik: but try a-., t. may, there i- -'till the mist ahnut us.

The ne\t is the !'tarp'( iotioit.;ti,, the lamp of the infinite. .\
writer not long :tett, in zt verse \\hich appeared in lute of our 111:1'..a-
tinr-.. -I >at of mathematic; fl, the science whuh la -:nt'', the tiVill'..!
-,; a n - . I t Ilicall- much to ILIVt 1)1:1 (41 tvon :t little ;in tund Hi).

nut -INIrt -: HI "1110 ItIt'llfa' Vt'llrral dr,- tn 11:1Vt seep htm it reve;11.

)!Iicillin:: 'if (mr .\ \n po-ition in the netcroco-nin-. and f t) ...et. \vim'

inrilii7 t--1111;11 tiling: V.t 'WPM \\ 11(.11 we look :t_s/inr-elves in the light
I 1011 rnatlitail:11 it -- --11t.(1). 111)011 1 Ili '..!1*Ca I C11,11111,. I'lle other day
a n,,chem.!i it ian truth a (t'i' tin tned-umment, and it \\as by no
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means one of the greatest of our time. He found that one of the
other universes about us was six quintillion miles aa,e'one mill inn
light years. The. greatest speed that we can obtain mechanically
by any present means is the speed of a rifle bullet, which may go
half a mile in a second a velocity so great that we can hardly.
imagine its possibility. If we ask how long would it take the rifle
bullet to reach that other universe, even our very elementary mathe-
matics gives us the answer it would take three hundred eighty
billion years. Truly it is "the science that b sues the.stars.-

And the seventh of the lights is the tampas rigionis. We may
wonder if such a candle burns and siis-ds its light. Inn I have an
idea that we all feel that, while a mathematician may not neces-
sarily he a very religious man. on the other hand no man can
appreciate religion to the full unless he has to assist him some
knowledge of the great field which mathematics opens to his vision.

.ALIthematicc may not make any man more religious, but if he is
religiously inclined it makes him see the grandeur of religion as
nothing else can.'"'

1" SIT an ittdr,,, by the author rot 12(-16:i(1 MAI hemat ic nicri.an Math -
em.Ph ql moldy, 1(4 : and OW Tecifqh (1,1110' Re, ord. No\ endwr,



THE CONTRIBUTION OF MATHEMATICS
TO EDUCATION*

BY SIR CYRII. ASIIFORD
bite lleaantaster of the Royal Naval College, Dartmouth

A sciioouiov wrestling with the ele..ents of arithmetic or algebra
cannot he expected to have any grasp at all of what mathematics
really is. But any educated man who has, as it were, stood. back
and looked at mathematics as a whole will agree that it stands

,
almost uniquely as a stupendous structure, a monument to the
human intellect. It deals with abstractions in a perfectly ordered
and logical manner: it is in no wise concerned with human values,
and it scorn's contact with /material things. You may supply it
with postulates or assumptiOIns which are startling or absurd from
our limited human point of view, and it will duly produce the con-
clusions that logically follow. Indeed, that is the normal procedure
in, for instance, the geometry of T obatchewsky, the four-dimensional
space-time continuum essential in Einstein's work, or the still more
unimaginable live- or six-dimensional space which is needed to
reconcili.the quantum and the classical mechanics.

Although mathematics holds itself aloof from practical affairs,
it supplies the practical man with the tools which are absolutely.
essential to his everyday work --ranging from the village carpenter
to Signor Marconi or' the designers of aeroplanes, from the cashier
in a teashop to the Astrorkomer Royal.

This editice has been built up by the devoted labors and geniuste....
of a long series of investigators, and it is now so vast that it would
require most of the working lifetime of a picked brain to compre-
hend the wlu of it probably no living mathematician would claim
such complete comprehension, since he would have been attracted
away into research in the part that specially interested him before
he haul ma-4 (Ted all that has been achieved in other directions.

* 1;;-prit,ted 1,. prni;,,ion of TIn. :Macmillan l'ompany from Harrow Lert urei
1-:,11:
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*7- .0ranting all this, the questions that probably the minds.
of many educated men maN, well be something like the following:
Is it advisAle to force all 'boys to essay these very abstruse and
alien modes of thought, as part of their training for life? It is
doubtless magnificent, but is it education? Is not mathematics
comparable, so far as the ordinary man is concerned, to an enor-
mously elaborated game of chess, which may safely be left to chess-
masters with unpronounceable names? Is it not so entirely unre-
lated to everyday life and thought and human intercourse that it
may he relegated to the fourth dimension with which it is preKred
to deal ? certain, very limited amount of arithmetic, too simple
to he called mathematics, is. undoubtedly essential tR.,the conduct
of ordinary life why not let boys be drilled in this, and leave the
rest to such as enjoy that kind of game, who will continue to pro-
vide another st of abnormal people; the theoretical .and practical
scientists and engineers, with the machinery needed for their work?

It k probable that you cannot as yet dictate the policy or cur-
riculum of any of the great public sehOols; but sooner or later, as
tutor, house tutor, housemaster, or headmaster, nearly every public
schoolmaster becomes. concerned with all parts of that curriculum
and its reaction o, the boys who are his especial charge. So it is
Of vital importance that if you have such ideas as I have suggested._
their expre.ssion should not be inhibited because of a fear that they
may seem narrow minded or heretical, to become in the jargon of
psychologists a "complex," with evil results to yourselves and
those who live with you.

Let us therefore face the question with complete frankness, and
so far as pos-ible discard all prejudices. It is easy for me to do so,
since I have p:;ed the stage when it matters what anyone says or
thinks of me and it is fortunately easy for you, since you have
only to li,ten and are not necessarily called on to express dissent or
concurrencv.

If you look into the history of education you will see that at
different time; the-t' (inestions have keen answered in different ways.
I)(m.ti to about a hundred years ago. all European peoples with the
exception of the GreeLs uffectively yotted alzainst mathematics as an

suhiect. A few schm)ls. ;14, Chri-rs anti
the Mathematical :chiull at Ri,che-zter in Newtte-, time. tati"ht
"(((td deal nf mathematic fifi tw.htlical purpn-e-. Rut the alt4ence
at :atch teachitr in fa.dinary !-Thant: wa.: 11(4 clue to contemporary

O
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ignorance of the subject. For higher mathematics, as we Should
now rate it, was pursued with great eagerness and success at the.

,universities,, in England and on the continent. Those in charge of
l school curricula, if they thought about it at all, must have frankly

condemned it as a subject for boyt. ,
1)0 not fear the worst if I admit that I am going to quote from

my own experience of the seventies and eighties,of the last century;
this is not a Speech Day address in glorification of the past. On
the contrary, I am prepared to assert that, under the conditions
prevailing at that date, it would be difficult to refute the objectiOns
which I have put into the mouth of the Devil's Advocate. But I
hope to be able to convince you that his general conclusions are
sound only because the school teac`illg of mathematics was then
designed on the wrong principles, n&t because mathematics is an
unsuitable subject for the education of schoolboys.

Let us first inquire how much validity there is in his complaint
that mathematics employs abstruse and alien modes of thought; un-
related to everyuay life. A survey of the process by which a boy
reaches the multiplication table will serve our purpose, in this and
other respects.

The normal course of imparting the very earliest stages of arith-
metic -it would be absurd to call them the simp st stages, though
they are the most elementary'consists in mak. the child deal

tit

with groups of matches, dots, inches, or any sets of similar objects,
with his own hands. He learns to use the conventional names for
the number of similar objects in the group; and by adding and
subtracting other groups he learns to work various little oral sums
in additiOn and subtraction, each result being obtained by direct
experiment in one concrete instance. By changing from matches to
the same numbers of dots or counters, and observing the Similarity
of the results, he gets the first inkling of the idea of generalization.
Later, he reaches the stage of visualizing the groups of matches,
etc.. and "working in his head." iftei a great deal of practice of
this kind he may attain to some notion of pure number as an
zilmract idea but it is a long; step from the experimental result,
"If we add 2 matches to 2 matches and add-another 2 matches to
them, we f.; C t ( matches,- to the staNment. "three two's are six."
:\Iost little kit's will not really compre; nd the hitter phrase until
they have done very mAny expel invents with a variety of numbers

for abstraction is a more difficult proce,;s, than induction.
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The common practice.is to deal at this stage only- with small
numbers, yp to say 9; the shorthand for the names or so-called
Arabic symbols (which are really Hindu) can of course be taught
at any time when it seems desirable to begin writing downs the
problems. I suppose most children associate small nun*ers with. ..

definite patterns. as on playing cards; such .numbers are not for
them purely abstract symbols. But for larger numbeis,'such as 144,
patterns are useless. So boys are introduced to the de\IFte of making
up bundles of zo, and to the notation on the dechhal system, with
its place value forthe various digits. The ideaof the series formed
by successive natural numbers is also rubbed into them', so that.

...they can get a notion of the relative magnitude of largish num-
bers hv their positions in/this siries, by the times it would take- .
to- count up to them from one, and from the length of those num-
bers of units of length put end to eml. So the larger numbers proh-
ably.represent rather more purely abstract quantifiesto them than
the smaller, and their relative magnitudes are a little less definite.
But persistent return to (oncrete exaroples enables them to grasp
the meaning of the multiplication tahlti up to 12 '.; I.?. They then
have to learn every individual item of it by heart, and practice
themselves hi it until it becomes part of their mental equipment,
unfailingly ready to he produced automatically ortio,,t needed

In this long, and tedious process, the numbers have doulitiv.,.. Le-
conte to them pure numbers, and perhaps have ceased to possess
much meaning unless they are called back from their shadowy ex-

4...\")
istence in order to help in solving some problem dealing with the
concrete. I am not sure that this does not happen (Nen With
mat henito Hans.

II will he readily admitted that rvefy mr,h, of a civilized
i community most attain to a mastery of at lea-t ii,is amount of

poerof dealing \\it}, alwraet symbol -, and that he can most easily
attain it by this pence - -. So some at least of the mode.: of thought
that are of fundamental importance in mathematic-. though they
may he alistrusc. are hy no mean; alien or nnrelated to everyday
lift' except in their_ pi ilosophir:ii de-cript:on th,-:, are net :it all
caviar to the general.

----- 1 sele0ed this example pattl% heian4 Iiii ha,e probably forgot-
ten your owl experience of it in ou e\trme youth. Ihat in it-
!zelf tna lie taken a, a testimony to the .-ell i es: %%jilt which von
%very taught I ha\ e nothing hut pr-:: .e for the -hill and patienie

I.
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of our nursery governesses. But when we go on Vzi consider the
mathematical work in the schools, we find a very different state of
things.

Since. the broad outlines of the method of gukling a boy's first
. steps in generalization and abstraction have probably changed lit-

tle' in the last fifty years, we can assume that in the'r88o's boys
went, to their preparatory schools in much the same mental state as
in the too's.

But those earlier generations were then treated in what we sbould
now consider a preposterous manner, in leading them on in arith-
metic and starting them in geometry and algebra. It was practi-
cally assumed (hat theyhad -once and for all mastered the idea of
abstraction, that they hid no further need of inductive processes,
and that the aim was to treat everything henceforth by deductive
logic. Merely as an instance o`f this point of view,ftwhich, however,
throws a flood of light on it,i would remind you that textbooks
on arithmetic and algebra nearly, always gave blocks of examples
of manipulation of symbols, to be worked out on the lines of a
specimen in the text. When a boy could do so and obtain the An-
swer at the end of the book, he could pass on to the next block.
There was very littl$ "explanation" given in the textthat was
supposed to be done by the master, but it is safe to say that. it was
not always enlightening. There were also blocks of so-called "Prob-
lems" which may be described as the application of symbolic.*
methods to concrete questions; but the average boy was so hope-
lessly out of his mental depth that it. was quite impoissible for
him to come back front the abstract to the concrete so he was
:exustql problems."

On the whole the treatment of geometry was even ,worse. It re-
duc -I itself, for the average boy, to learn.= by heart. the axioms,
postulates, and theorems of Euclid, with little or no hope of under-
standing what it was all about. There were no riders in Euclid's
text : if Todhunter added some. tht y were for the mathematically
elect. It is eit, to see now why the schoolmasters failed where
the nursery governesses succeeded. The former came down to
the school, from the universities with their minds full of their
special subject. and Proceeded to vxpoutui it as it had been ex-
pounded to them, without much reference to the imwers4of the
Itaittlier While the Ltoverness knew little of the stihjeZ't but pH,-
,essed a great deal of sympathy and in-i!ht into what is now called
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the child mind. It 'oust also be remembered' that in those days
there were no Courses for Junior Public Schoolmasters or Training
Colleges for Elementary School Teachers or Professors Of Educa-
4ion at the newer universities- -few or none 4)f such societies as
the Mathematical Association, the Science Masters' Association,

1/4... the Modern Languages' Association, the English Association, or the
Classical Association (although the Association for the Improve-
ment of Geometriqn1 Teaching was an early forerunner) and few
or no clearing houses for educational ideas such as the Journal of
Education. A public schoolmaster was to a great extent a law unto
himself. On joining a.school he 'was given a form or division to
cope with single-handed, with not much support in the maintenance
of 'discipline and no guidance at all in his teaching. If he failed
he left, and if he. succeeded he became entrenched in an impreg-
nable position with every inducement to believe in his wn powers
as a teacher and in the perfection of his methods of teach' They
were indeed "the good old days" for the master, but perhaps not for
the boys, or for the art of Ilucation.

I honestly do not think I have exaggerated the badness of the
school teaching of mathematics at that time. If the picture is even
'reasonably true, what impression do you think the situation will
have on the minds of the majority of boys who were forced through
the process during the whole of their time at their preparatory
school and public schools, until they could -manage to drop the farce
of learning."Mathetnatics-? kris quite obvious that even if they
had successfully taken the earliest steps in the comprehension of
the abstract, am; the,. meaning and use of symbols, their Sahse-
fluent ,experience must have been like 1 fog descending on them,
Which. like all fogs, cited blindness amt exaspeotion. And they
Were the men who have now attainvl to mature years and corre-
spodingly authoritative positions whose opinions carry very gtcat
weight. I submit that it is asking more than is humanly possible
if we now expect them to put 'twat' altogether from their minds the
titter Memories of their youth, in regard to the -Contribution of
Mathematics'' to their education. Frankly, it is at least doulitful
whether$that contribution hadmmich intellectual or 'utilitarian value.
thimgh as a training in some of the Moral Virtue-: then may have
been, sonivt him; to be said for it.

A certain number of the victims struggled thoteg14. and by dint
of laborious effort and natural aptitude at lung ls: attained a
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clearer conception of what had been almost wilftilly ul,cured but
1 believe that their earlier struggles handicapped rather thaa prof:
ited them. l'robably it thug had postponed Hi, it in mathe-
matics untii their minds hail hcen aLic -tiler learn-

.
mg, they w(aild hae gained in the end. This %%aseffet.tikely the
C:ty,st \\ it h the rapidly increasing number of own who devoted th.m.
selVe.-rto the study 01 science, 'They found that mathematics was
for them an essential :mot ; so they' had to set themselves to master-
ing so much of it as they required. They mostly began with what
is now calit'll "Practical .latlielliatics," and, after all, that is not .
a bad way io which to begin. When they wi.re teaching themselves,
with a definite object in view, aml at an age when deducliv'e rea-
soning and ahstract ideas are congonial, they naturally matte rapid

' progresi.and largetSovercame the handicap of their misspent outh.
The direct outcome of this has been the separation of a definite

stratum of edqicated`Eoglishinen into two camp:, one devoted to
iiumanitit.:A, the other to Science, using that term fairly broadly.
And it is larLtely a class distinction, for the former group came
mostly from the older schools; a few of the latter came
from those schools, hut most were recruited from less socially. dis-
tite.olished schools. The eon,c(ittent interiority complex on the part
of the followers of Science emhittered their .ttacks on the -grand
old fortif)ing (Niaical c urricultim,- while its :supporters could con-
gratulate themelves on not being as those other men are, and
tended to asq..rihe it to the curriculum they hat' enjoyed at :school.
It is this \rhich makes the separation into No c hops a serious mats.
ter. .(.1),(ratinn is inevitable to some extent. for the tastes
anti aptItidus of different own will always lead them to specialize
in what ma he broadly cla-,ed in one or other of these categories.
lilll tilt' -t' and npt it title, an. not, I ;WI conVinCed, :statistically
a function of birth or ocial status: where the evidence :we'll:: to

that thr\ are, I IR-lieve it is due to the pre-sure of }mow
or -ncial irmnient. \\ hen they inly to :11i11-4 (twin-
,kI\ t-, :Joni) \\ 1(1111;611 filyn uf and one
cau -e of tilkundeis-tamdile.; %\ li:Re

The end of iii,. 1111)1 now fort enatelk ill and the place.,
of men of that geniation are :41.tdually heing h\ Men \vim
ha, not 11(1'11 11;11'11cd Illuir 1I ill; h. tilt \\It' 111:IV MI hi a
more theertol topit , and llitti lur' 1 lir ( ha twr
ha, taken plate Ill -t hoot mathentatit.11 tea( 111112.
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About the beginning of this century---or some years earlier in
a few schools ,the physical sciences secured a real foothold in the
public schools, with effects that have been revolutionary in many
ways. The one lvto are chiefly concerned with at the moment is the
effect it has had in modifying the teachhig of mathematics. It now
makes, for the first time as I think, a real contribution to the edu-
cation of the ordinary, not specir'ly m Ithematically minded, boy,
and has widened the intellectual equipment of the- future mathe-
matic,ian and scientist, -st smaller matter, but by no means negligible.

The revolution in the school teaching of mathematics of course
began. many years before the end of the century the did
great work in the seventies, but it lacked driving force. This driv-
ing force wA supplied, in my belief, by the astonishing growth and
importance of scOce in the outside world.

Physics and 66 mistry were reluctantly admitted as school sub-.
jects and were treated at first very much as a Cinderella. They
were undoubtedly a nuisance; and consent to their introduction was
only granted when the external pressure became too great to re-
sist. Once they were made available, however, a surprisingly large
number orboys found ,them,decidedly'congenial to their tempera-
ment ; and these boys were not solely the dt;llards. as classical mas-
ters used to assert. So illternal pressure was added to that from
outside, and the extersion became very rapid.

A reaction on the teaching of mathematics was inevitable. if
only because of the immediate demand that physics made-on the
mathematical equipmeta of boys, which had previously been of

,valpe to theit solely for passing examinations. But, standing alone,
thz4 would not have sufficed to produce any profound modification
in ihe methods of teaching mathematics. What was, I think, the
prime cause of the revolution that occurred at this time was the
demonstration to the mathematical masters of the suitability of the
experimental method anti inductive processes to the mental ;we of
the boys. To anyone who had attempted to teach along the ()Id
lines of al,straction and deduction the response to tht methods of
science was a revelation an I Itla...lough the bulkheads het Ween de-
partments in a school were. and unfortunatelystill art', fairly water-
tight, the effects on the hays were so obvious that they could not
pass unnoticed. So with commendable breadth of mind the mathe-
maticians on the staffs of many schools set themselVeS to adapt
their teaching so as to --t-Au advantage of this new knowlechze.

ti
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As the revolutionary. ideas were born in the schools and not in
the universities, and the changes were needed. oilly in the Schoolboy.
stage, it called for much hard work and persistence on the part 0,.
the reforming schoolmasters to get their views accepted by the
authorities responsible for external examinations; but in the course
of a comparatively few years it became universally admitted that
the traditional conception of the proper way bo present the earlier
stages of mathematics to boys had to be revised... A rather chaotic
period supervened,' but somethin'g like agreeinent has now been
reached on the broader issues. This agreement can be,put briefly
(and of Course adequately) as the application, as a boy begins-any
fresh branch of mathematics, of the methods which I sketched as
being traditional in the teaching of the multiplication table.

For instance, in geometry he is given an extended course of prac-
tical work, using a graduated ruler. protractbr, etc., which were
taboo to Eucli 1, until he. has a working knowledge of the material
from which the concepts of formal geometry are abstracted.
Through this practical.work he acquires enough general notion of
thesubject matter of the postulates and axioms of Euclid to make
it quite unnecessary to formulate them in precise terms for the
earlier course in formal geometry; such formulation admittedly
does not help a boy to compreltend them. This earlier course is to.
lie regarded merely as an attempt to regularize.his experiments and
intuitions, and not an attempt to practice him in strict logic. But
i serves,as an admirable step towards a later, more rigorous treat-

lent of the same material if he persevere with the subject.
In the sail; wz;y, algebra is introduced as generalized arithmetic;

trigonometry is prefaced by a great deal of numerical trigonome-
try.: statics and dynamic are taught experimentally at first and
so oh. All these changes are so recent that I need not inflict on,
you a detailed description and analysis of the procedure now
adopted.

Stating the position broadly, I believe it is safe to say that mathe-
matics is now for the first time taught to boy,:. in such a way that
all but the very stupidem can without undue effort understand
what they are doing and, in a general may, why they are doing b..
Nlethods have been adopted which .are suited to I heir mental age.

. The subject no long,er stands in splendid isolation, but is intimately
connected with another school subject, b9th depending on the
other fur mutual help. Science asks mathematics for essential
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machinery; mathematics ask science for essential material; a.td
they employ at this stage largely the sante methods.

This rings me to what is rather delicate ground. I ant goh a to
cl im th privilege of age and venture to give those of you w'ao are
e gage( in teaching mathematics a little good advice. T'ls revo-
I don in the teaching of elementary mathematics must, imagine,
be credited to your seniors. It is not a complete and final reforma-
tion, incapable of further improvement, but rather a change of
attitude towards a very difficult and complex problem. It would
therefore be fatal if you folded your hands in smug self-com-
placency. I do not for.a moment imagine that this is likelyso I
am tempted to suggest to you one way in which, if I have correctly
at alyzed the cause Of the recent improvements, you can profitably
exert yourselves to carry on the good work: This is, in brief, to
get in touch at every possible point, and to keep in touch, with the
physics teaching that is going on in your schools.

I know quite well that this is not easy. The more highly organ-
ized a school becomes, the greater is the pressure to keep a man
in his own department. I confess that, although throughout more
than twenty years as a headmaster I set myself to put this excellent
principle into practice and not only facilitate but almost compel
men to work outside the narrow limits of their own specialty, the
extent to which I succeeded fell far short of my hopes. Tillman
nature is very strong, and persistent in its influence; a rut is a
comparatively pleas-Int Krack. The alternatives are, on one side,
smooth running with the maximum of Immediate efficiency, on the
other, troublesome dislocAtion of habits and arrangements for the
staff and the provision of less expert teaching for the boys; in these
circumstances it is very tempting to keep master.; doing their own
special jobs. But I am convinced that an occasional change of
pulpit; between mathematicians and physicists is of immense value
in the long run, and that the benefits far outweigh at y present dis-
comforts and loss of efficiency.

If this can he arrang0 officially. so much. the ,better ; if not.
much can be done on the initiative of individual masters who are
prepared to sacrifice some of their scpny leisure, and by exercise
of diplomacy get their rollrai4ues. pen to act as an assistant
demonstrator (unpaid) in a physical lttory.or swell the audi-
ence in a lecture room. k not So diftiCtlit it may appear, if
tlw physicist can be made to realize the zidvantage of seeing with
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his own eyes how well mathcmati s is now taught, and how little
grounds there are for his' complaint of boys', ignorance of practical
mathematics and lack of Skill in manipulation of symbols.

In urging greater co-operation between mathematicians and physi-
cists I may be suspected of forgettiiA; the Mathematical labora-
toile: which havebeen established at some schools. These are of
course far better than nothing. In a school where no 'physics is
taught, they would be invaluable, but I doubt whether such a school
nosy exists-. Under modern conditions. they are open to serious
ceiticism; for example, to a scientist there is a sense of unreality
in using a Boyle's Law apparatus with the primary aim of plotting
a rectangular hyperbola, or in investigating the connection betwien
the length and period,, of a simple pendulum because it furnishes
an easy example in algebra. But to my minis one of the most
weighty objections to them is'that they represent a weak sub-
mission .to the forces opposing t 0-operation. They are devices to
make life easy for masters rathor than profitable for boys. The
boy will of necessity pass to and fro betv,,en the physical labora-
tory and the mathematical classroom, getting something of the
spirit peculiar to each. It is far better when the master does so
too, learning when he is outside his own domain, and on his return
using his new ,knowledge in still further improving the methods
for teaching his own subject. And this is not the only or the great-
est, benefit that he will reap from his travels abroad. For the
frontier, between mathematics and physics is not easy to delimit ;
there is a ;treat deal of interpenetration and overlap; it is almost
true to say that it is only in the school stage that overzealous or
ganizers have succeeded in marking out a sharp boundary between
them....1\aix, one of the contributions to education which is rightly
claimed for mathematics is what is called "outlook on the modern
world." There is no outlook from a watertight compartment ; to
get one we must ascend to the bridge. or some deck above which
the bulkheads do not extend. So if we want a boy to go into the
W(irld with a desire for a wide outlook and some practice in obtain-
ing it, we should provitk him with masters who themselves have
nut only the right to pas from one -.ompartment to the next, as
thts boy must do, but also some of the faculty of co-ordinating the
activities in the separate compartments that are usually found among
those assn 11)441 on the bridge.

Since I have, in the last few st:rds, mentioned one definite con-
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triutin to edliCation, it may he as Well to apologize for not at-
tempiing to deal direct!) with what may seem the proper sub;ect
matter of this paper, the actual contributions which can he expected
from mathematics when properly taught. My t xcuse for not doing
SO is twofold. In the first place it has already been done in
countless books, most of which are readily available notably in the
Report. of the Mathematical Association Committee on the Teaching
of Mathematics in Public in id Secondary Schools, I certainly could
not hope to improve on that.

But my main reason is that the history of the changes that Have
rendered these contributions actual tristead of theoretical furnishes
a most striking illustration of the supreme importan in education
of the reaction between various subjects, and of the disastrous re-
sults of isolation. I know of no other branch in which the evidence
is so direct and so conclusive stud at a conference of this kind,
which is composed of all the talents, it should he of greater inter-
est and profit to consider this asp 1 of the matter than to attempt
to confirm the faith of those'.who already believe, or convert the
doubters or infoth, the igaorant by special pleading directed to
establishing the benefits derived friim the inclusion of mathematics
in general education.

I am very conscious of the fact i that I run a certain amount of
risk in making this choice of topic. No history k sS little taught
as recent history the expert historian usually refuses to touch It
on the grounds that it is still too near to he in perspective, that it is
too imperfectly studied for a soled judgment to be possible, and
that it involves people who are still alive. So the amateur has
to rush in. as I have done, and risk being dabbed a focAl for his
pains.

.knd that br;ng, me to my last point. ! have drawn a gloomy
picture of school mathematics in the pa-a. It wohld he disastrous
if I left you With the impres.ion that the picture i't now anything
bit ',right. I have no heitation in :-aying that under pre,ent con-
dition,:. there is full Warrant for the claims put fun\amd by mathe-
matical experts. ev'en for that exit( me one at which many men
of an older u.ynerat on hove lale.thed. bitterly or deri,keiy, accord.
inz to their temperament. the claim that the average boy can
actually cnjoc l mathematical work.

Since 1 !ive been taught that the end of a -entence 'the ion
of Hat-1 inplia:-is. it is on that c til.' fill imtt, that I Him %.nd. r
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The meaning of mathematids. Many persons associate mathe-
matics with some geometric propositions or algebraic operations,
like the theorem of Pythagoras, the binomial theorem, or the solu-
tion of quadratic equations; the more meticulous might think of
differential and integral calculus, differential equations, or Fourier
Series. Thus, those who have to do with mathematics outside of
school life are an awe-inspiring minority. But simple operations
with numbers, the development of the concepa of percentage, the
computation of interest, as well as the knowledge of any graphical
or numerical conception of plane or solid geometric forms, belong
to mathematics.

When practical experienif embraces these phases, however, the
feeling that one is dealing with a science disappelis. The long
division we study at present was a subject taught in universities
in the sixteenth century. The function concept and graphical rep-
resentation were given scientific meaning only during the last
century, when they were practiailly applied in certain branches of

itechnology and applied natural sciences. Only at he turn of the
nineteenth century had the rising mathematical re, orm movement
introduced and spread this concept in the schools; now there is no
newspaper, no popular work dealing with facts represented by
measurements, which does not employ graphical representation of
empirical functions. Here also it is not quite obvious that .mathe-
matics is involved.

When we consider mathematic.; in.this scope, at the expense of
depth, its part in getieral education becOmes quite apparent. r These:
arquments do not exclude the educaticn.of the future research math-
ematicians or other groups of science students, such as the astron-
omer, the theoretical physicist, the research technologist, for whom
hiiher mathematics is a necessary tool. But the sphere of the
application of this science is much wider.

194
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VOCATIONS AND MAT'. .NIATICS1

Mathematical applications. It is very important to make clear,
once more, hoivgreat the field of mathematical applications is, when

\ mathematics is considered in a broad sense. We shall consider
groups of vocations and we shall inquire-how useful and hecessary
mathematical abilities"-are for them%We 'shall not consider the
mathematical subject matter, such as the knowledge of certain defi-
nitions or theorems, the mastery of certain algorisms and methods,
as much as the general dependence on mathematics and the discov-
ery of specific mathematical abilities.

The tnerchlnt. The merchant 'in the broad sense, be he store-
keeper or wholesaler, farmer -or shipper, must deal with numbers..
and measures of various kinds, with plane and solid object4; with
measures of weight and time, perhaps also with speeds, forces, and
measures of work. For all 0.iese he must possess a quantity-feeling,
which will enable him to determine prices quickly and correctly;
to calculate them, and on this basis organize his business. He who
cannot do this is himself the loser, or he is the cause of misfortune,
especially when heavy taxes, ruinous duties, or emergncy demands

are imposed.
The artisan. In the case of the artisan, the ability to calcblate

is important, because very often he is at the same time a business-

man. But the mathemat'cs pf bricklayers, plasterers, painters, car-
penters, tinsmiths, of auUrnobile-mechanics, especially, and of. elec-
tricians who are also engi eers, is a mixture of arithmetic and plahe
and solid geometry. T e method of thinking from a mental image
through.a drawing on aper to the ready-made product requires the
ability of space percep ion. The young man, for example, who des '
not master the various kinds of wood - combinations is useless as a
carpenter; the mechanic who cannot read a blueprint is equally
incompetent. The examinations for licensing the arious trades
involve an amazing extent of mathematical plioblems.

The artist. Many artists proclaim themselves enemies of mathe-

matics. But the wildest expressionist, who professes to be thf de-
spiser of all perspectives, must look out for the true forms, espkially

' This subject was discussed by the writer on another occa,.ion in an article:
"Die geistige lialtung: des Matiwn. &hers, Yererblin.2 other Ertiehung?" gritsrhrift
fiir mathemalisrhen rind naturcio:',ochalilichrn Unterrichi, 09i5), pp. 369 11.,
Teubner, Leipzig.
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when he desireS that the observer understand him. The plastic
artist must not only be able to think in spatial tems,,and represent
in conformity with them: as a relief artist he. must also master
geometrical laws. '1 hat the architect not only must be a space-
geometer but also must he familiar with certain number yariations
has been shown us recently by one of the most successfularchitects-____
of our times, Th. Fischer.2

in primitive art, as in the highly developed ornament' and in
hand-made tools and objects for the home, there iN apparent a geo-
metric -feeling- which is theor'eically based on the group concept.
The symbolic drawings of vli-ious peoples are based on definite
knowledge of form which Las been deciphered only 'in recent limes.4

The scientist. In the vocational group of scientists, particularly 4
the scientifically trained technicians, a Asst (range of mathemat-

Acal skills is net esFarty. To this field 'belong not only physicists.
chemists, aFtronnImei.s. engineers, and technician.: in all fields of
endeavor, but also biologists, geologists, geographers, physiolo-

.gists, psychologists, and specialists in economical sciences. Rep-
resentatives of history, philosophy, and allied branches .proclaim
the nonnvathematiqal nature of these silences: yet chronology
is their essential tool. While some jtalicious members of the medi-
cal profession and Jurists appreciate the value of mathematical.
training. many- of the so-called Gcistuszcisscuschalttrr (representa-
tives of the belles- lettres, humanities, and the like) deny it and thus
corn rant themselve.:., not only to all exact sciences but.ailso to manual
workers and tradesmen generally.

Ifow deplorable, for example, is the rift among present-day
philosophers arising from the fact that some are :}hie to think math-
ematically and some are nof.. In the flows di Plato, Descartes,
Leibnitz, and Kant, thcr 'was lin such difference.

Ole titir.en. Even if th few remarks concerning the mathematical
needs of 1hr various at inns ,mve not completely indicated the
breadth of 111.. ce of mathematics. we must recoLmize that

' Fi-chrr. Th., 14.0>t), ulwr Pr,,t),rtionr) Mitnehm, 193.4.
1.irt IhNirmtrik rind 16;4, n,/, h Hirt,

hk .1:111.,r "C;i1,tiwt ric um! 1, pp Sti It.
!no uPd 1 rtC, 11 .'it. ;., hr/ it': t ih:1 fr. -i kr): l',erri. ITh r,; t ) IiI, it; ii

Ilw rr.olor c .111111 tc, ihr uldh Ow Anwric
:\ ,:r.0 limk its Ncr.% limb rttIn r. 1 1.. Thk-H\ ,f

!1),- 11- ;.1! .:. k,: c : 11 tIvr. 01 1 ;,L, 4. . 111-311, Ch.
eHt ,-,
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the citizen in general, regardless of his vocation, is dependent on
mathematics, He must balance his budgetmake adjustment be-

,

rween his incoMe-and expenses.; Ile must pay his bills,.compUte his
'taxes, evaluate life and fire insurance, and daily make decisions on
,the basis of comparative measures. As a citizen of 4 community or

116of a state he participates in community life and should interest 4

himself in the conduct of the business or his immediate community
and of the nation. Understanding of the business of the- state, of
commerce. and trade, depends on mathematical abilities,

The individual will is interested in sports utilizes spoets-mathe-
matics. Mathematical abilities likewise contribute in large measure
to successful parti nation in the so-called mental games, such as
chess, cards, and puzzles. Indeed, mathematical thinking is, a help
which 'cannot be overestimated.

SPACE ilERCEPT,11

Geometrical concepts. Let us try to examine in detail what we
call niathematical thinking and thus determine the echquional
value Of mathematics. We begin with the development of space
perception, a very olwious function in every mathematical study.
We say very. obvious: yet for quite a long time it was. eglected.
There were many teachers who thought, "Everyone can see; what
is there to teach?" If models of simple mathematical forms were
introduced, or better, if these were made by the pupils themselves,
then these same teachers would say with an air of superiority: "We.
won't bring up workers for some cardboardvfactory,- but mathema:
ticians." In contrast to this, without presenting any ob;ections to
it at present, we say definitely: The teaching of space perception

,when within the limits of his inherited capacities the pupil will
otherwise be unable to comprehend telationships. -is not only possi-
ble but is also necessary.

Everybody at some time or other must have a definite knowledge
of, how to recognize triangles. and quadrilaterals as well as line
configurations, to discover parallelisms and symmetries, especially
when he conies in contact with them, and then proceed to the theo-
retical ,point of view. Certainly, the road from actuality to the
theoretical concept is the best.

In flit. case of such a conceptual development of geometric forms
it is oftentimes necessary to simplify the "given" facts. but this
abstraction offers the greatest difficulty on ow side, while on the

!WS

,o
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. ,other, in the fixation in memory of contour lines .(like, land plans

and maps), it represents (offersi-Aipplitications..
For the selection of the content atiCrinepod of mathematical

study it therefore follows that the continuot5s interchange between
alztract geometric fbrms and concrete facts is very important when-

, ever a new geometrical concept is introduced. I

Space geometry. Man lives in a world of three dimensions and
not in flatland. When, theref9re, we go from the theoretical geom-
etry of plane figures to spatial figures, and specially when we
proceed from closed,figures such as lines o bodies with a finite
content, bounded planes, lengths, or other limited (in size) figures,
such a step has a fundamental psychological meaning. Naturally,
while we exist (live) in space, we should not be content to remain
in the domain orthe plane when we teach space 'perception.

We shall state three stages in the dewlopment of this phase of
teaching. I

.

, r, In plane geometry the figures with which we work should be
connected with spatial (three-dimensional) figures; thus triangles,
quadrilaterals, and circles, for example, should. be considered as .

plane sections of pyramids, prisms, and spheres.
2. We should enrich the study of plane figures and of similarity

with numerical work and with drawings of simple figures of gpace,
such as pyramids, prisms, cylinders, cones, and the like.

3. The relation between straight lines and planes in space, espe-
cially their graptItal treatment, should be studied, according to the
methods of descriptive geometry by means of vertical and hori-
zontal projections.

Space imagination. In all this we should not forget the follow-
ing: 'Whenever we apply mathematics to some problem there is a
beginning and an ending, but between these two there predomi-
nates the purely mathematical problem. The builder, the mining
engineer, the landscape artist, the theater director, must first create
his objects in terms of space imagination, before creating the draw-
ing, and then 1w must turn it into re.dity. and whatever he has thus
created he must afterwards submit to proof.

Not only is space imagination important for the creative individ-
ual. but it i- also nucestary for the under,.tandint.; of event.
whether pre4.nted in a novel. a drama, a destription of exploration,
a historical account, or in verbal descriptioA of astronautical, grn-
graphical,, and other phenomena.
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Whoever is confronted with the theories of the structure of the
macrocosmos of the universe or the microcosmos of the atom is im-
mediakly confronted with the difficultiesof measuring magnitudes
.which are either uncommonly very large or Very small.

Interpretation of space representations. Unfortunz4ely, we must
often resort to t1.-dimensional representation of spatial objects.
Should such representation beoteue visuarcrxations, then the pic-
gure is easily understood by means of the central perspective. ,Paint-
ings and photographs are common examples of such representations.
Projections (Shnigriss), however, such as used by .1apanese and
Chinese and others, in their paintings, represent to. some extent
"visual'' (anschauliche) pictures..

Artists and laymen have objected to the idea that the knowledge
of fundamentals of geometry isaof iise to painting. They protest
that it is an obstacle to the artistic feeling. In reply, we may state
that the first and proper selection of the point of view and dis-
tance of the observer if a painting enables him to comprehend
(feel) the representation better., In photography, for example,
especii ; when enlargement is desired. proper location of the ob-
ject in elate n to the lense of the camera is important so that the
plane picture may give a spatial effect.

In engineering we prefer. to the central-perspective representa,
!ion. .the representation that employs the vertical..horizpntal. and
base projections. Though more difficult for visualization, it is more
helpful in the representation of size. During the last few years, in
order to make the presentation and teaching of this subject easier
in German schools. an orthogonal single blackboard method has
been introduced.'' It is connected by means Of introduction of
'perpendicular projection and dimen,ion-measurements with the
making of maps and drawings. .\t any rate such topics should
Writ he excluded from descriptive geometry in the schools- on the
ground that it has only to do with certain specific technical proc-
esses of certain trade!:. layman who has occasion to draw in-
ferences concerning spatial shape of cross sections. or microscopic
sections, or geological profiles, must understand and utilize hori-
Iowa] and vertical projections.

This is found now in ail mathematics It tbonks tot Grni.to hither
he-r gtr qv by G 'cheater. and \V I.: imei
,. I: I:onb llr., Cm, awl yr. aiso W.

,ht -tr:kode ;ronione:- t I Marh Pi., BIN.
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Descriptions of form. We usually underestimate the difficulties
of describing forms, whether they are plane or three-dimensional
forms, whether they are sinr, perfect, and with no unnecessary
superstructures. Description must be studied. Unfortunately,
slovenly description is prevalent in everyday use. The election law
of a certain country, for example, states that during the election
a four-edged urn should be used. The author of this law natu-
rally did. not think of a tetrahedron, but of a rectangular paral-
lelepiped which has eight edges, but he saw only :our:.

The difficulties increase when we proceed from simple to highly
developed forms or to combinations of form-groups. Let the reader
attempt to describe fully'the familiar form of a:Violin! The orna-
ments of the Gothic, and Roman architecture, the baroque, and
the rococo can be distinguished easily, but to describe their differ-
ences in words is not easy at all. Such dtscript: )n of forms must
always begin .with the simplest *figures, and in this rase mathematics
is a tool that has no substitute.

Samples of trends. The conditions in the world around us are
not static. Our ideas are constantly changing. Trends are revealed
in all fields.- intechnology in natural sciences, in the spiritual sci-
ences.

The geometry of Euclid was static. and it did not satisfy the
ihequirements of an education. The geometry of our times has be-
come more and more kinematic; motions, rotations, reflections, and
transformations are common to it. Thus modern geometry so nec-
essary in certain professions was developed. Here again we fluty
draw examples from the variot,s vocations.

Geometrical propOsitions. Only the specialists require applica-
tions of the propositions which are in the foreground of, a course
in school geometry and which are related 'o geometrical magni-
tudes, straight lines, angles, surfac,s. and volumes in making con-
tructions or in computing 'numerical values. -Shall we say, then,

that such problems as these should be confin,1 to Tecial vocational
schools: the system of propositions concerriing triangles, quadrilat-
erals. and circles, the study Of surfaCes, the study of similarity, in
elementary, geometry, then trigonnmetr and solid geometry and
-ante other advanced topics in geometry I cannot agree with this
point of view. Any one of these abilities may at sonic time be
necessary in the solving of even a simplex problem. Moreover.
geometrical percept ion, especially in relation to common problems,
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is best taught in the course of geometry. The instruction should in-
corporate real applicatio s from life and thus develop the abilities
in space imagination disco ql earlier,

DEvELoentENT of NustuER CoNcErT

Number concept, __We distinguigh two types of men who
work with nuns ersf One Whm vuiderstand numbers, or think in
numbers, the her to whom number problems are a terror. The
first type allows quite instinctively a freeplay of a number .feeling
when it has to do with series, magnitudes, quantities, which is
completely absent in the case of the second. To this second group,
stuck exchange records, statistical records, and even business records
are unpleasant. Yet they employ the words much and /ink small
and large, long and short, which are associated with numbers: with-
out a comparative scale these terms %vould be meaningless and empty.

The purpose of mathematical education of a great portion of
youth is to develop variofis applkatiotk when these are especially
of practicaruse.

Number comparison (evaluation). As it is iniportztnt to develop
a skill in correct performance of numerical .operatitm, so it is im-
portant to d?velop the ability of proper iwnparison of various
numerical magnitudes Until Wt have developed trite ability of
comparison (by means of many problems), we cannot clearly,com-
prehend the various gcullit'triCal or physical magnitudes. Here the
comparisons are not confined to lengths. tingles. surfaces, but in-
clude also groups of individuals and physical magnitude, such as
the horsepower (if a machine, strength of a current, carrying capac-
ity. and thousands of other comparative items.

The number feeling enables the individual to estimate in ;u1-

vance the approximate result for a mathematical operation. The
teaching process should provide training in "judging the accuracy of
results. 'omputation, can be performed on a calculating machine,
but a thin 'nu, computer is necessary in the preliminary estimate
and in the final chuck on results. The number, fueling is a protec-
tion against blind, purposeless tittnerical operations.

Nunetber phanta,y. The la-man often fails to appreciate the care-
ful mathematical planning behind technical projects, inventions.
and products. Every machine. every airplane. cvery -hip. every
bridge is constructed according. to mca,ured spccnicat ion-t to render
certain performance,. number of revolution-. -peed. carrying capac-

41.
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ity, and the like. All of these capacities can be numerically deter-
mined. Tbe preliminary Work, before the project takes material
form, cannot be done without an eminent sense of number feeling
and space imagination.n.First, the project is a product of imaging'
tion.; then by means of Aide rule or calculating machine and draw-
ing board, the first fonts of thought become reality, and only then,
the execution can be started. . .

141Se objectpn may be offered that in general schooling the tech-
nologist or the constructor and their work are not considered. In
small industry and in daily life, however, there are similar prob-
lems and applicati9ns. Various requirements and specifications
are frequently expressed in terms of percentages. And 'here also
the developed number feeling makes posisible. approximations in
practical situations. . ,

Functiontl thinking. Iy ly experience and scientific observation,
unadulterated\empirics and pure thought, lead man likeWise to the
fact that magtNides are dependent on ne another. that a change
in one magnitude involves a change in anothevand oftentimes in
many other magnitudes. This is the source of the movement which
since the Middle Ages has been responsible for the function con-
cept, and throUgh its dominance has furthered its development.
!Wring the last decades it brought a change of mathematical edu-
cation froin a pu e rigid number concept to a dynamic function
concept. It is not lecessary to elaborate further on this point be-
cause everything important in this respect was said by II. R. Ham.-

i,ey in the Ninth Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics.

Graphical representation. Luckily, in the teaching process the
function concept is connected with its geometric representation
as well as'with its arithmetic illustrations. This relationship is of
imenst, pedagogical importance : the number-feeling abilities of
t he pupils are strengthened and space perception is developed. The
function concept is of :-cientitic and mathematical importance also. .

Even Euler considered as a function that Which might. he presented
in any manner by means of arithmetic syml)ols. I )irichlet first de:
veloped the function concept in the present general form, where
any two variables are defined in a given relationship. We make
direct use of this generalized function concept when, in teachinu
the graphical representation of an empirical functior, we do wit
examine it but con,sider it from the methodological point of vie%.
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Infinitesimal calculus. The development of the function concept
still remains a difficult task. if we do not introduce operations of fhe
so-called infinitesimal methods. The introduction in schools of the
differentia! and integral calculus has put in contrast as 'omething
mystical theilevelopment which had to do with the infinit ly small
and infinitely large. The pedagogy of infinitesimal calculus has now
progressed so far that the rmeolamition of the infinitely small by
means of finite averages as their limits, thanks to Cauchy and
NVeiorstras,;, offers little difficulty in the higk schools. The impor-
tance of the results of the pedagogical work of the last decades
cannot be overestimated.

Only recently has it becdme obvious how simple are certain
'things, such as the geometrical problems of liTe tangent or the area,
and the concepts of velocity. acceleration, wOrk, and force to name
only a few. Nloreover, the infinitesimal calculus is'an indispensable
instrument iit obtaining thorough knowledge, particularly in the
:-Audy of definite organic growth.

1/Evt.ormiiNT or GENERAL.TuiNRING Aiiii.try

The teaching of Language. The proper use of language is the
prerequisite for the formalation and transference of thought from
one to another and as such it is necessar; lilt the process of correct
thinking-. flow a certain :4641LT states in words its achievements is
of importance fur itself. but it is also generally important for edu-
cational purposes and fur practical Ad ,cientitic thiking. Nlathe-
matical language is simple and direct. It avoids superficialities.
It is essentially definite. Such directness would be equally com-
mendable in other matters of daily life.

'Co the spoken language corresponds the written expression: clear,
direk t simplicity dispenses with the unnecessary but makes use of
all that is required. What the requirements are fir s'uch a proce-
dure irr mathematical education are quite obvious and need no
further elithoration.

The development of concepts. When it_ is the aim of mathematics
and other exactkoienes to ;2.o to the l);.tis; of things, then there
should be the an,wers to the questions "On what is this based ?'
and "limy i4 it further developed?" It has to do with definite con.
, pts. We should then take trat care that our concepts he defi-
nit in their application' . We should Use logical definitions for
I onct pt-, developed afterwards. and the fundamental concept, must
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be very carefully based on the foundation of their science. What
we thus accomplish in general education is the clear realization of

; the necmsity of concepts in everyday life: \That is, a ioter, a kilo-
gram?" flow is our concept of timedeveloped 110w (10 we deter-
mine the'position of some place on the surface of the earth and
what is meant, for examle. by the net on a geographical map?'

4 Such questitms lead thfn to the problems of epistemology. \Vhen
ene speaks of space. he may express it in terms of the wye or touch.
.mother may refer to the space of experimental or theoretical
physics: again another. a. disciple of Kant, may speak of space as
pure pet ceptitm and would believe it three-dim tsional Euclidean.
Then enters the mathematiaan and speaks of the 14)11-Euclidean.

altine. projective. or n dimensional ;;;pact-4. \\ hat does all this
signify ? tWn persons concern themselves with the problem
of siyice. the lust rerequisite is that they chkrify their concept,-.

It iwiluld be fortunate if in mathematical education we cduld
concern ourselves at least with the questions of fout.dations. This
is out of the question in high school. but in colleges it should not
be iteglected." Intrmluctitin to purer concept deterinination is al-
leally possible in school mathematics, in arithmetic as well as geom.

anq at the very Ii('. inning not by means of a logical deductive
treatment, bnt as an inductive perceptual introduction.

Consecutiveness. The sequence of propositious should be eau;
ti011Sly Liklmined in order to determine their logical relations. In
mathematics the pupil teat ns by chaps forward : .by the connectives
-therefore- and -thus- he arrives at the conclusion that one theortim

a consequence of another. and by -but it is'' he is introduced
to another fact. 'Ile learns to distinguish biqween a hypothesis and
a conclusion. 110 learns the conditions for the formulation of a
fact. Ile learn-. to dktinutii--11 hetween ient and neces,ary con

lie learn-. tin' difference between hpothe:es and state.
Briedv. he understand, how to deal \\ ith ,ituatiow; in life

even if they are not altt2et her
4 hudena. R "Nlatt r end 1:11,,et.tInm. I/ h Pnv Ttqmr. LeipLig,
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1443onsibility. In the logical and correct. relatiohship of proposi-
tions lies the proof. Other things being egital, the step from a sim-
ple conclusion with its three propositions to a more or less long
chain of conclusions offers the pupil difficulties. The teacher should
proceed cautiously and thoroughly. He should .not underestimate
at any rate the ability to absorb and to reprbduce a proof.

Very important in this case is the awakening of the critical abili-
ties, through emphasis on fallacies, incomplete proofs, and the like."
The pupil must be' fully responsible for. what he generalizes and
for what he accepts on belief. In life we conic in contact with two
types of persons. One is very careful and reticent in hiwexpression,
but we nuiy rely on what he says; the other --well, everybody
knows him. Mathematical education is a very good means of up-
bringing. because in it there is no beating around the bush. Either
wha; Nit generalize is true or it is false -there is no third case. If
we cannot say whether it is true or false, then we must .admit that
fact. The teacher should in such cases fearlessly say to 11;s pupil:
-I do not know this and others do not now know."

Under no condition "should anyone resort to authority in order
to justify oneself. like to address my pupils as follows: ''You
shouldn't Fay. 'It is said in the book,' or -You shouldn't say, 'We
learned that before:-

Ability to combine. No mathematical edlication should avoid the
step from a receptive reproduction of a proof to later and produc-
tive work, to the individual working out of originals. This' may
well occur in simple Cases. The most important mental activity
based on work thus done is the application of combinatory ability.
We search various routes which lead to the same goal and test
their practicability. Such procedure is often difficult because there
is not merely one step, but a series of different steps. It is similar
to chess. in that not the single move hut the possible series of
moves that follow determines the i;ood player.

I will not dwell on the famous transfer problem, but so much
can he said In practical life generally such clombinatory ability in
thinking is necessary, especially when there :ire no quick solutions of
problems; for example, when long deliberation is necessary. when
one must consider the reactions of others.

Scientific thought. Mat'.a.a.:cs -ie .ample of a science dcvel-
'See Lietzmann, W.. "Trut..Nchlikse." Math. Pin: Bib! ;;, Tolima, Leipzig,

1923: also "Wo Stekt der Fehler ?" Math. Phyt Teulmer. 1923.
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oiled deductively. But whenever an exact science is purs ied,. it is

first obtained inductively : singular cases are anally connected in a
deductive system, even if at first we do it in partial fields, but
mathematical thinking has a training value in general for exact sci-

thint.ing.
For general education there is another value: that is, that we know

the limitations of our thought. Nowhere is it so apparent as M
Mathematics that there are problems which have no solution, others
which have not yet been solved.

Conclusion. Consideration of the educational value of mathe
matics gives rise to new problems: First, is such education possible?
In other words, to what extent are mathematical abilities innate
;il to what extent can they be influenced by the surrounding
world? Second, there is'the problem of method. Third, there is the
problem of the content of the mathematics curriculum. The ques-
tion of the course of study should by all means never be 'considered
from the materialistic point of view; as, for example. "What uses

,does the pupil make in his future life of mathematical knowledge
As a rule. this.jeads to a very poor solution. We should mostly
determine the course of study in relation to the general educational
objectives. But this opens up the question of the educational value
of mathematics as the central point of the pedagogy of mathematics
as a whole.
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MATHEMATICS AS RELATED TO OTHER GREAT
FIELDS OF KNOWLEDGE

BY GEORG WOLFF%
Dusseldorf, Germany I)

PART ONE

MAT4ENVI1CS AND THE SCIENCES

INTRODUCTION

IT CANNOT be denied that many people think of mathematics as
an abstract, dull science concerned with points, straight lines, seg-
ments,jurves, magnitudes, fractions, powers, roots, logarithms, and
the like. They believe that matherriatics is based on rigorous and
difficult proofs (understood by only a'very few)' and also on cer-

in fundamental ideas named axioms. Naturally one can trace
b ck this view to the generations when Euclid and always Euclid
was studied in schools. 'I his study was done according to a dry,
dull, and lifeless method, since discarded. The day of this method
should have been forgotten 4ong ago.

Much credit goes to the International Commission on Mathe-
matical Education, whose work since about 1908 has influenced the
methods of mathematical education throughout the entire wqrld.
We here in Germany, as well as Americans, even now vividly rAall
how David Eugene Smith, a historian of mathematics and a mathe-
matics teacher by calling, collaborated with the International Com-
mission.

Through such efforts a decidedly new course of study was intro-
duced into the schools. We no longer teach the difficult proofs
of the Greek Mathematics in their abstract imperceptible forms:
we search for the relation of mathematics to the life of the prac-
tical man and his workshop, the merchant who needs to perform
many calculations, and the engineer who performs his calculations
and drawings by means of technical .tools. In short applird, live
mathematicc forms the central core of modern mathematical edu-
cation. Instead of exact deduction we have many intuitively con-

207
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sidered examples supplemented by numerous illustrations from
many fields of applications. /

Among these applications we should especially mention here
those which appear in pure and applied natural sciences, in physics,
chemistry, biology (botany and zoology),1 as well as in the arts,
such as music, painting, sculpture, architecture, and even poetry.
We shall show the relation of mathematics to these sciences, but
because of limited space we shall be able to show it in general
outline only.

AIATIIEMATICS AND NATURAL SCIENCES

Natural philosophy. Not always have men applied mathematics
to natural sciences. The school of Aristotle (384-322 B.c.) exam-
ined nature by means of the mind and therefore was satisfied with
very few observations in order to arrive at a natural law as a gen-
eralization. This Aristotelian"spirit dominated all natural sciences

\until the,sixteenth century, when Galileo Galilei (x564-164 2 for-
mulated a new method. He showed that the inductive method of
thought; such as that used by Aristotle himself, cannot lead to ab-
solutely safe conclusions and cannot claim to be scientific; he re-
quired that observation and thought, experiment and number, induc-
tion and deduction, should be in agreement. His classical examples
are freely falling &Wes and ballistic curves in. vacuum. Observai
tions show that the distances through which bodies fall, S1, S2, S3
. . . are in definite relationship to the time element ; namely

: S2 : S3 . S4 . . . = I : 4 : 9 : 16 . . .

This property Galileo generalized in the form of law only when
it was expressed by means of the formula

S =
where g stands for gravitational attraction, and t denotes time.
After this general property is discovered other conclusions may be
arrived at ; as, for example, the paths (20 traversed by a falling
bon;.'-iii a single second which are in the following proportions:

: e2 : 2113 : UP, . . I : j : 5 : 9 . . .

(')rrespondingly we have the parabolic law v cx'. This is
geometrically represented by a parabola concave downward.

The novelty in this case was that Galileo formulated the founda-
' Hereafter the term "biology" shall be under -toad to include botany and zoology.
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tions of mathematization of natural sciences, and this made him
the founder of the exact natural sciences. Thereby he gave form
to the method of natural research due ti Plato (427-347 n.c.), and
this became the common procedure in the succeeding centuries. It
is still valid today. Mathematics is and should be in the full sense
of the word the servant of the natural sciences. Thus number re-
ceived a new mean*, in natural research; the laws presented above
represent functional relationship and dependence.

The most important problem of the new trend in the field of
research in natural sciences is that the magnitudes which enter in
a 1:1w should in reality he observed and obtained in agreement with
the mathematical formula by means of which this law is derived.
Whoever has rfortned experiments knows what it means to deter-
mine the time : of a pendulum, to evaluate the speed of
the how of gases, to observe the heat of a joule, or to measure the
length of a light wave in terms of a io.5 precision. The develep-.
merit ()T the experimental natural sciences has traversed the road of
varied and improved scientific apparatus which has replaced the
eye and the-ear, and has enabled us to obtain measurements in close
,sagreement with thevformulas. This road to precision, known to
mathematics only, remains as a sign of progress up to the present
day in owtural sciences.

We must mention the fundamental investigations of observation
and understanding performed by the rational thinkers throughout
the whole world. The best way is to examine the history of phi-
losophy as well as the various systems formulated by these philoso-
phers. The important spiritual giants are found among the criti-
cal thinkers. such as Plato, Galileo, Descartes (15-96-r65-o), Leibnitz
(1646-r716), Newton (1643-1727), Kant (1724-1S0.1); and among
the devotees of the theory of knowledge of the modern times one
may mention such men as Whitehead, Rusell, Hilbert, Hermann
'We.-1, Planck, Heisenberg, as well as men why. belont.; to various
professional scientific circles.

In one respect, however, the help of mathenmtic, to natural
sciences has not been f 11.u..y utilized. The natural l:iw thit,; has a
purely apodictical nature: it is too per cent certain. To this ce--
taintv probability wa,. added durimt rt'Celit yt'aN. .11111-;. not a .%in-

.1.;11' env nt butt (1 Wit: of l'72111i.c Or COM PIThiblif 1111110 ncec arc

cm:cif/1rd. Nowadays when we are de:tliII!.;' '\ h the hinetical
tiwory ut "ases, the laws of inheritance. the law, fdf attraction of

.;
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.masses, or the research in the constitution, of atoms, it is universally
acceptefi that a statistical interpretation is not only valid for one.
particular natural science but equally valid for all, whether it is
physics, chethistry, or biology.

Physics. Naturally, we have no desire to disregard the methods
of pure observation in natural research. These have their value,
and have produced considerable results. We think of cathode rays "f
--or X rays which were discovered solely by experiment ; we think
of autdmobiles and airplanes, of the, use of motors, of the vast field
of electrovchnics, of °optical. apparatus, and of appliances in the
field of acoustics.

On the other hand, we have many phases of development in
pli!,sics where mathematics and mathematical' methods have pro -"
duced strong impulses on research in natural science. One need
only thinkorthe steam engine. A new epoch began after a long
standstill when the concept of c r y was introduced, when that
part of energy which could no produce practical work was con-
sidered from the logical of iew.

Most results in physics are due to the develop?nent/of differen-
tial equations, and especiaty to their modern advances, as wellas
to differential and integral calculus, the fundamentals of witich
should be studied in all high schools.

We are familiar with most of the many and notable advances of
mathematical natural sciences. It is impossible to enumerate all of
them.,

So Widespread was the skepticism concerning- the expanding fields
of the application of mathematics that multitudes were astounded
when the Frenchman Leverrier, and the Englishman Adams, by
observing certain perturbations in the movement of the planet
4-ranus in the sky, discovered mathematically a new planet : the
Berlin astronomer ksralle, in 1846, needed only to direct his excellent
instrument in the place determined by calculations in order to an-
nounce the stirring new. It was approximately where Leverrier
had predicted it by his iomputati(ms, and it was the planet now
known as Neptune: Tin.; glorious triumph of mathematical think-
ing cannot he repeated anywhere Icy' anyhnfly in the Nvor I (1 .

We may add other illustrations. As the radio signals reach
the smalle-t hamlets or the fartheNt corners of the earth, a physicist
tiny twill the tlr,t ,tp in the dc\ cl,pment of hi-: scienre. The
philo-ophcr of natural rrienue and ph!-.it inks .L.Ples Clerk ,:lax-
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well (1831-1879), when exatnining the Faraday force-lines, dis-
covered that electricity travels with the speed.of light+ This mathe-
matical discovery. was floulited by the scientists of his fillies; they

e considered,Maxwell a confused phantastic span whose claims had
no foundation. Experimental substantiation was lacking, and these
ideas were considered .impossible.

At that time the physical demonstrations which would have con-
firmed the prophesied electrical waves were not feasible. About
a quarter of a century later, by risking his health and after many
attempts, the well-known physicist Heinrich Rudolph Hertz (1857-
1894) demonstrated these waves .experimentally. '..But people were
far from being able to harjiess these waves practically. It was more
than twenty-five years before it was possible to put them to work.
The differential equations of the light-waves and of the electrical
'waves stated in the same form had shown the theoretical physicist
Maxwell the proper method. / Thus, thanks to Maxwell, who-gave
us the electromagnetic theory of light, the unity of light-waves
and electrical waves was demonstrated.

A bKief examination of the latest phase in modern physics, the
quantum theory, shows again the value of rigorous deduction: With
the disCoveries are associated the names of Max Planck and Niels
Bohr.

Basically this theory had to do with the following: Concerning
the rays of light of a candle, of an electrical lamp, or generally any
ray of light) before 1900 two laws were advancedone of Boltz-
mann, .the other of W. Wien, both contradictory to the Maxwell
electrodynamics.

Max Planck believed that the theory of Maxwell could not be
doubttd; therefore thg fundamental concepts of transmission of
energy (radiation)..must be changed. He boldly proposed a hy-
pothesis that energy consists of very small particles, similar to a
table consisting of atoms or electrical waves of protons. This small-
est eljment of energy was named an energy-quantum c, or simply
quantum. 'Planck then fearlessly assumed that this E is propor-
tional to the vibration number of the respective way : so that we
have the equation c -. bv, where b is a proportionality coefficient
(factor).

How fortunate this assumption was. one can judge from the
meaning of the. proportionality factor in quantum theory. It rep-

Ig
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resents the quantum effect and its magnitude was experimentally
determined. It is

L = o.5.5 to 2' erg. sec.

By means of these assumptions Planck was able to reformulate
the laws of radiation that were contradictory to Maxwell, and the
two radiation laws agreed with each other. This discovery pro-
duced a tremendous effect. But it was still more important when
Planck, st4iting in another direction, determined the number of
molecules in a cubic cenflmetor of gas at o' temperature and 760
nun. pressure as

= 27.6 1o",

which is known as the Los/kin/di number, ind which up to the .

present time is the best value known.
Besides this great discovery of the quantum theory there are

many others, of which it suttices to mention four : the explanation
of- fluorescence, the explanation of strong and weak 11 rays, the
study of the inconstancy of atomical heat, the Compton effect.

Of particular value to 'the discovf ry of the quantum hypothesis
was the new atomical theory of Niels Bohr, who studied energy on
the basis of Planck's assumptions, especially that energy radiated
in any quantities but in integral multiples of E.

The surprising conclusion gave clear ideas of the structure of
atoms, in the sense Of the Keplerian planetary laws. We state them
here:

t. .79 paths of the dertrons are ellipses. The central body is
the atom-nucleus----it is located at tlw focus.

2. One elicit-0n may mo-,,e about the nueleu; along' one deter-
mined path. This path ean be computed by mean:- of the quantum
theory.

3. The elections can jump from One path to another. When an
clef Iron jumps fTW11 on, path to another nearer to the nucleus,
thi a I 'f) t,'1' iv ; path b,' fvrt bey from the nucleus
then energy is taken on.

it only remained to study the path-: of the electrons of atoms in
the same manner as the satellite; of the plimets in the sky, hut
there is a distinct difference: mama lv, that the study in microcosmos

more difficult. It enabled us to fin !inflate the inner structure
of elements. and to dicover a new element knout as hafnium.
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We have to mention also the new wave mechanics2 as it was
formulated by Heisenberg. The latest consequences of this quan-
tum mechanics shook the strongholds of causality. And thereby
statistics and probability entered into foundations of natural philos-
ophy. The effect of a cause is only certain when the conditions of
that cause are definitely known. If this is not the case, then we
have to deal with indeterminateness; -and the probability must be
computed. There is no connecton between cause and effect from
the .point of view of certainty, but Wily from the point of view of
probability.

Thus we have reached the present limits of philosophy and of
thought and of religion, concerning which the last word has not
yet been spoken; for the quantum hypothesis gave rise to many
contradictions which must be clarified.

After all, the quantum. theory and the atomic theory represent a
tremendous victory of the pure mathematical method in.- the field
of physics. Many new problems were offered for solution to the
practical physicist by Planck, Bohr, and their coworkers. We can
judge the difficulties which confronted these workers from the fol-
lowing constants, which will subsequently be augmented by others.

1. The constant of the electrical elementally quantum:
1.6 io-'9 coulombs, or 4.77 to-i° LE.

. 2. The diameter of an hydrogen atom (H): 12 10 8 mm.
3. The weight of the H-atoms: 1.66 to-2' gr.
4. The mass of an electron: 9 to-18 gr.
5. The averageNaration between two collisions (II): II.2 10-6 cm.
6. The number of collisions (H) per second: 15.1 to'.
7. The number of molecules in a cubic cm.: 6.o6 to".
8. The weight of the earth: 6 to" kg.

Up to the present we have considered illustrations in which the
mathematical investigation of the natural phenomena influenced
the substance of subsequent experimental investigations. But the
development of theoretical physics shows that experimental physics
likewise influenced exact physics. The mathematical physicists
had to base toany assumptions on experimental physics. We know
that in many cases the mathematician, in order to solve his prob-
lems, had to reorganize his method of analysis. Thus, in order
to be able to study heat, Fourier developed his series ; Einstein had

'Wolff. G , "Quantenmechanik and Kausalitat." Unlerrichtsbldtter fur Mathe-
mot w und Saturwissenschaften, 1931, 37, pp. 107 ff.
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to master functions with an infinite number of variables; Laplace
had to invent spherical functions so that he could solve certain
astronomical problems.

The development of the Law of Attraction may serve as a very
forceful example of the interdependence of 'experimental physics
and mathematical physics.

Copernicus 0473-1543', with his fiery imagination, made a defi-
nite step toward the heliocentric system, according to which the
sun was placed at the center of the world-system Curiously
enough, 'the astronomers in this new epoch, as in ancient times, had
not yet formulated the behavior of the planets. Tycho I3rahe
(1546 -1601) studied their motion by means of certain measure-
ment's, but heacould not discover their paths, because according to
Euclidean geometry these appeared to be circular, and as 'such
they were accepted by all.

Johann Kepler (1571-1630), who studied Apollonius and his
conic sections, recognized the ellipticp paths, and found their sub;,,
stantiation in Tycho's tables. Thus. he arrived inductively at his
thiee. laws.

Bu,t these fundamental laws of Kepler lacked rigorous founda-
tion. The next imPortanCistep was developed by Newton (164,3-
1727), who generalized the problem of the behavior of bodies
throughout the universe. In this generalization he used behavior
of two masses (n, and in:;). Thus he discovered his Law of At-
traction

mon?.
= e r2

where r is the distance between the masses, f is the force of attrac-
tion, and c is the famous gravitational or attraction constant.

With the help of this law Newton, by means of differential and
integral calculus. proved from a purely mathematical viewpoint the
correctness of Kepler's laws. Only after such proof did this law
obtain full citizenship rights in nature, whereas; preVi011Ay its
Soundnesti had been doubted.

It remained for physicists to determine experimentally the gravi-
tational constant. Experiments were repeated many times. The
most recent value k given as

c o.00 io

The meaning of Newton's law is universal. With it one can
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explain the tides, explain the fundamental changes in the starryi
heavens, predict the motions of planets by corirectin fur the pertur-
bations of courses. Such vas the state of affairs \Own Lever-
rier stumbled into the discovery of a new planet by means of
Newton's law. The theory of potentials in the gravitational field
was evolved, and thus arose zt new functional theoretical develop-
ment in mathematics.

'Ile culmination of current experimental development is found
in the latest unification of the behavior of bodies (and thereby of
Newton's law also) in Einstein's General Relativity Theory. The
theory employs Newton's law as its first approximation. Its sec-
ond approximation is represented by the thus far puzzling behavior
of planets at the perihelion. Besides this, the theory holds that
the rays of fixed stars, due to solar attraction, should be bent in
the vicinity of the sun. Finally, the lines in the red part of the
spectrum mast be displaced in a gravitational field. These theorieg,
were substantiated by painstaking experiments.

So ends the historical excursion in the meaning of experimental
illyz-lCS, just where it was begun. Throughout, there has been

constant interplay: induction aucl deduction, observational and 'ex-
act physics,.each coeitributing to the other, each forcing the other
forward.

NVe cannot close this section without mentioning the unification
Of .cporce and time by Einstein. Previously space and time had been
endowed with properties of the absolute. In the unified natural
science, relativity dragged in statistics. Strong and much too vig-
()roils rationalism had to make concussions.

Chemistry. When one looks into a chemistry textbook these
days. 1w immediately notices a great number of tables and graphi-
cal repre,ent,Itions. none of which can be found in earlier texts.
This deluge in textbooks reflects the development of chemistry.
1)uring the last two hundred years. at first rather slowly. then more
rapidly. as a subsidiary science to medicine at first. it finally came
to stand on its omn, and thus from a descriptive science it emerged
into an exact science.

This is not to be \\owlet-v(1 at. The formulaangudge of chem-
istry is a kind of shorthand based on mathematcal principles.
Whatever the pupil has to do during the first few hours refers
, holly and only to magnitude and numbers.
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The total w ight in a chemical experiment must remain constant.
The elements /combine only according to definite weight relation-

ships.
If there are several combinations pdssible between two elements,

then their weight-relationships behave like integers. (The law of
multiple proportion.)

The study of the laws concerning gases also led to formulas,
which were gradually improved. These are :

Boyle (1627-1691): pv = constant
Gay-Lussac (1778-1850): v = v. (I + 41)
Combined law: pv = pa.. (I + dt) = R 'I'

4 a
Van der Waals (1837-1923): (p -+; iTi) (v - b) = c

It is known that Avogadro (1776-1856) came across the law of
Gay-Lussac. He discovered that it is possible to determine the
molecular weight (M) by means of the pressure. of steam (D).
Thereby he introduced into chemistry further mathetnatico-physi-
cal methods. The molecular weight of any gas, relatively to the
air, is

= 28.94 D.

Avogadro arrived at it deductively. His hypothesis was: The num-
ber of molecules of any gas in equal volumes is the same. .Thus
arose the problem concerning the numbe of molecules in I cm.3

We mentioned above the Loschmidt number, which is also known
"as the Avogadro number; it is:

27.6 trillion molecule's.

The next problem was concerned with the weight of the atom.
Dulong ( 785-I838) and Petit (17ot-182o) expressed 'it by, means
of the law of atomic heat :

(atomic weight) (specific heat) = 6.4.

We may add here that the Faraday laws of electrolysis found
their application to chemistry immediately after their discovery
(1833). "I'hus we have the rise of quantitative p'sical analysis.
We are now confronted with the epoch in which chemistry became
an exact science. This was clearly shown in the investigations of
the leading chemists. Faraday's teacher, Davy (177S-IS29), was
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interested not only in chemistry but also in physics. Ile not only
experimented in electrolysis but studied the electric arc between two
coals. And Faraday, cheAst by profession, became _immortal

\ through his discoveries in physics. His contribution made possible
the development of present-day electrotechnics.

After chemistry took a definite course from a descriptive to an
exact natural science, there remained the deyelopment of a definite
scientific system, This tendency became obvious NN hen attempts.
Were made to discover generalizations of known laws which con-
tained these known laws as special cases. 'And tkis the mathe-
matico-physical methods were moil. intensis,vly applied.

Thus were developed chemical dynamics, .'he sciuice of dissocia-
tion, the laws of,the influence of mass, the sti ructure of matter, and
the periodic system of elemi.nts. The last /is an abstpact idea of
INIendeleyeff (1334-1907). Ile based it on the grimp order of eld-
ments which were arranged according- to their atomic weights. This f

system led in time to important discoveries, It made possible the
prediction of the disoivery (It unknown elements. We mentioned
the discovery of hafnium: but others were discovered in a similar
manner: scandiuni, gallitim, germanium, masuriiim, rhenium, and

( the numerous properties:.6f these elements were predicted and
finally experimentally oliserve(1. Theft cannot be a more wonder-
ful example of deductive thinkin2. than in all,. ea,t.. of chemi....try.

The history of disinteuyation of radium before Bohr introduced
the atomic model is not only a part of ph-sics hut al,o a part of
chemistry. The chemist must 1. familiar with the difficult mathe-
matical theories which led Planck and other; to the niicrostructure.
Then only can lie understand that :

hfinicd/ on,/ ill ptopi.11i, c of an eb.mcnt turf' Uf

firt b 11 by I bi l 11-( t1 tbr (111-1', Hi%

Cllr' sa MIMI. t)f el 'ill "1" 'hr.'. PioP,
2. Ail atoms of rIcun, Ill ( winc)

and prubaHlit y become m:ithema!it tuuls of
computation in c'h('nli,tl V.

But infinity-Una! culculu7,, tint In'' iiny- an t',-t ttlidl Innl fur
computation ako. I11 du. N k , 1 1 k i l u N N i1 h( N ern-1 !..t 1111(10ln4.

Finfiihrin; in di,- .11,il iir-nbiti, II.. I;, r .Vdt

mclid ti 11,3 app ar- thy 16(111t)111t1:2; ,Litcmcilt :
?: :!!..71 I p:

ti
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The chemist must constantly,be aware of the fact that without the
mastery of the elements of higher analysis theoretical chemistry will
remain a boa with seven seals. And if ht wishes to avoid the (larger
of missing the opportunity of understanding all the developments in
theoretical chemistry, a chemist should take care that the symbol of
a differential and an integral cease to be mere hieroglyph to him.

Not only in number lies the strongest link between chemistry
and mathematics, but in certain studies of form as well. The crys-
tal forms of minerals are in most cases complicated mathematical
bodies, as is shown in the variety of forms illustrated in Figs. r to
8 on the opposite page.

In conclusion we should mentiorhe shell from geology (am-
motilite) with the mathematically constructed spiral, illustrated in
Fig. 9 and Fig. to below.

FIG. 9. Ammonite Fu:. io. Constructvil
Spiral

."'"...-Biology. The biologists will never admit that mathematics has
citizenship rights in their field. But biology would never have
peen a natural science had it not employed measuring devices
and numerical methods, and had it not used thj in order to ex-
press its laws quantitatively.

Apparatus. We therefore find many varieties of measuring ap-
paratus, tables, or graphical representations in the field of biology.
Fig. it shows one example, an apparatus which indicates the growth
of a plant in a flowerpot. In Fig. t: We have :t graphical representa-
tion of the growth of a 5nowdrhp plant in the period from Decem-
ber to March.

A very important idea in plant ,tudy is aimilation. We now-
adays study the advanc t. or retardation of :1imilatiim by means

f the diiferent colors of the :--pectrum. We inimeNe the leave!.;
of !flaw- in alcohol. The extract is Tectroanalyzed so that
the al-orplion spec aunt enable, u- learn of the interchange
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of material. In Fig. 13 the analyses Of both assimilation and
absorption are plotted alongside each other so as to show their
relation.
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record reproduced in Fig. 14 shows how laboratory apparatus meas-
ure- the effect of breathing exercises in speeding up the building
of red corpuscles in man's body.

FIG. 14. Graphical Representation of Nicai-
urement of Metaboli,m

Measurements of temperatures of animals and plants, as well as
functions of mass, surface, interchange of material, are performed
by the finest apparatus.

The difficult measurement of pressure,
such as that in capillary tubes in thin
strands, or especially in roots, is thorouizhly
studied. The apparatus used in such meas-
urements is illustrated in Fig. rs.

Finally. we should add mention of the
study of the behavior of gases in cells of
animals and plants. It frillows an osmotic
motion which is studied by means of physics.

Forms and Numbers.. One of the most
interesting fields of bioloi.;y is the study of
statics of cells and %yetis in the animal and
plant world. That an ant in spite of its ex-
tremely small size is able to carry relatively
heavy loads; that a very small bird may Fit lg.
overcome with little fatigue a strong air current : that small hollow
bones of a small animal may wit 1;111(1 heavy strain of weight, that
thin plants. such as grass. wheat. and the like, are con;tructrd so
strongly .these are matters that intereA every friend of nature..
And still we h:ive not progressed very far in the ,tudy of the
,trength of the material of biological'y small things: the re,istance
to bending, to twisting, and to pull are still to be studied then--
oughlY-

We descritk the arrangement of leaves on plants by means of
divergencies.- If in I iq. 16 the number, o. I, 20 3, the arrange-
ment of the leaves succeeding one another, we find that o corre-
,pond, to If \ye examine the divergyncy angle between the mid-
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dle lines of two neighboring leaves, we find that it is 120 °. This
divergence is called 1/3, that is, we must go
1,/3 of the stem further in order to reach the
next leaf above. Generally we have the fol-
lowing divergencies:

1 2, 1:3, 215, 3:8, 03, 8,121, 13/34, .

We observe the rule that the numerator
and denominator of a new fraction are rep-
resented respectively by the sum of the nu-

nierators and the sum of the denminatoss of the two preceding
fractions. The divergencies are between the limits and 1/3, and
the divergency angle approaches 137°. 30'.

When a branch of a plant spreads out in smaller branches, then
it loses an energy E. If we denote the energy of -a new smaller
branch by c and the angle between the two branches by a, then

E e co,
The size of the heart of a fish is proportional to its capacity for

performing work. :1 trout, for example, has a larger heart than a
carp,

The Fechner law gites the relation between sensation (E) and
excitation (R) [in vision]. It is represented by the equation

E - k lug R,
where k a factor of proportionality. This equation valid for
human being,. In the case of certain animals and certain plants
it takes another form.

In order to show how biology leads into mathematics.we may state
the fulliwing. prThlems:

1. The multiplication of animals, as well as humans. foll&ws a geomet-
ric progres,ion. In the case of a rabbit a 2. q 7: in the case
of a house muse a 2, r 12. What is the number of the ani-
mals of one generation after live years?

2. There ;ire primitive animals which multiply by mews of division
into spores (for example, the germs of mahria). The division
into spores takes place eVery two days. How ni:tny descendants
of one (ell are there after fourteen cla.s. when in every division
etch spore divides itself into eight -pores?

In the parthenogenetic multiplication of a plant limse only females
the species are l'urn. During the summer there are on the

a%erage ten generations. What is the total number of individ-
uals at the end of the last generation when each time the average

11G. 16.
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number of eggs laid is 3oo? After how many generations will
there be 8,127,000,000 inhabitants?

4.. A coccus [a germ] with a diameter of I .2U divides itself under favor-
able conditions every twenty minutes. What is the number of
individuals at the end of the sixth generation? How many cells
are there after twenty-four hours? What is the weight in kilo-
grams of a coccus-colony aftei. twenty-four hours when the spe-
cific gravity of a live substance is o.o?

5. The cylindi ical bacterium of a gangrene has the dimensions: length
414 and width 214. The division takes place every forty minutes.
How many bacteria are there developed after six hours? after
two days?

A very important. branch of biology is the science of heredity.
We often desire to make .permans:nt certain changes in plants and
animals. This is only possible, however, through modification of
many subjects. We investigate the size, the weight, the color, the
number, the seeds. and other characteristics of many individuals of
a species.

Hr.. 17. Caliper:

In this ca -c statistical investigations only may be of help. If we
wish to inveti:.:ate the size of licatk. for example, we measure their
le.gths with calipers (Fig. 17 ) and obtain a distribution like the
following:

Length in min
Number of bean;

I0 I I t 2 I;
I 7 i; 21)

14 I c it% 17 IS IQ 20
no 70 04 A2 t.3 S 2

If we plot these values on squared paper.(Fig. is), we obtain a
variation curve (Gauss's error curve). The plotted curve deviates
ft-inn the ideal curve, as in Fig. 19 for example, and it k necessary

70
40
SO
40
Ja
20
/0.

(0

I. IL Isz l'hoted Nli..1-tirr-
trirrlts

o. Error Curve
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to determine this deviat on. If Fig. 14 is carefully drawn, then it
ip the Gauss's error curve and is represented by the following
formula :

= e- x2

V7r
With the help of Galton's sieve (Fig. 2o) it is possible to pedant
such investigations of collections of objects; the experiments yield
the above stated exponential function.

This metho'd is found to be the best in all investigations of groups
of men, animals, plants. Mortality tables of insurance companies
are constructed along the same lines.

ktv

k \ 1k\111/4 \\ \\\1\\ .<kk,1\\\\.,1/4\,..\\ .1/4.1/4 \\\NC
C

Flo. 2o. G'tlton's Sieve

Form and Space. 'When we consider animal or plant forms, then
we immed:ately notice the predominance of symmetry. Whether It
is a leaf, or a flower, or a stamen, whether it is a cell, or a body of
any animal, an artery, or an outer ornament, in many cases the
left side is a mirror image of the right side. It would be an inves-
tigation in itself should anyone wish to study animals and plants

,along these lines. liaeckel and others have made very interesting
discoveries in this direction: namely. that all lower animals on land
and in water have ornate forms.

If one wishes to study thoroughly the inner and outer structures
of biological bodies, he must be proficient in. space representation.
In this respect a kno-Nvledge 'of unet ry and sNre perception is of
great help to biological studies.

tt
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Ifow expedient nature is in its workings can be seen from the
example of a honeycomb (Fig. 21). Very .careful investigations

have shown that the bee is able to build pee-cells with a minimum
amount of material; the cells are six-sided prisms with a superposed
t,at the bases) pyramid consisting of three rhomboidal plates. The
natural scientist de Reaumur was the first to offer the suggestion
concerning this maximum and minimum problem. Exact math('
matical calculations by means of differential and integral calculus

, .. have substantiated the fact. that the bee encloses a maximum of

HG. 21. Structure of I li,oe

space with the t mmum amount of wax. The rly. nboidal plates
meet at an angl of about loci' 2S'.

This example of the bee-cell is 'especially significant for the
assertion that mathematics should enter into biology. It is irrefu-
tably certain, as the historical.development of the connection be-
tween mathematics and physics and between mathematics and
chemistry has so markedly shown, that from decade to decade,
from century to century, the9mathematical method of thinking, the
mathematical method of number and space, the analytical method
of higher mathematics, have increasingly become an invaluable aid
in natural science. We mathematicians are proud of the fact that
our science may help in the advancement of natural sciences. Many
natural scientists may oppose this calculating tAil and aid, but the
day, will come when the biologist will realize the amazing part
played by mathumarics in the progress of his -eience.
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PART TWO

mAmEmATIcs AND`THE ARTS

INTRODUCTION

Since the nineteenth century mathematics has become an in-
creasingly wonderful structure. Mathematicians' of all kinds, alge-
braists, geometricians, and those who irwestigate the theory of
numbers and the theory of functions, repeatedly say in one form
or another: We, too, are artists.

Whether one has a narrow or a broad conception of art, the mathe-
matical method of working shows in its creative output a close
relationship to that of the artist. Whether the one works with
brush, with chisel, or with pen, whether the other works with num-
bers, with relationships between quantities, with configurations in
a plane, in space. or in spaces, it is the creative imagination of each
that is responsible for the finished product.

F P . 22 Representation of an
Elliptic Function

If ore examines either analytically or geometrically certain mathe-
matical creati ins such as differential or integral equations, the
theory of numbers, or Riemann's theory of functions, if one has
before him the graphical representation of an elliptic function ( Fig.
22 ) or a S"teinerian surface or curves and surfaces in space ( Figs.
2a and 23b), he will have to admit that research in these fields
demands not only a keen intellect but also a 'real insight into and
appreciatitm of the concepts of number and space. To the. exam-
ples already cited could be added many others if the scope of this

Seripta Mohnilit.t. Vol III. No. pp. to : pp 1:o if. Emcllcnt articles
by Nathan Alt,chilkr -Court anti b J_
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discussion permitted. Anyone who has a sense of rhythm or an
aesthetic sense must admit that mathematics and art are related
to each other.

FIG. 23a. Fro. -23b.
Curve:. and Surfaces in Space

Artists have not been lacking in an interest in mathemaC!s. We
all know that the same person _often has both musical talent and
mathematical ability. The great Johann Sebastian Bach ( to85-t 750),
his son Wilhelm Frit dtamann Bach (1710-1784), and the well-known
.Nlendelssohn-Bartholdy (1809-1847) often occupied their leisure
hours with algebraic and geometrical problems.

Of especial interest are the founders of the art of the Middle .ges.
We know the famous group in Florence to which belonged the
painter and architect Brunelleschi 1377-144o ), the sculptor Dona-
tello (1.z8o-i400), the painter i'ccello (i.;n7-1475), and the versatile
scholar Leon Battista .lherti (1404-1472). They were regarded
not only as artists but as scholars, and v.e know that they had
a strong interest in mathematical problems. This fact is revealed
by their published statements. and especially by their association
with mathematical scholar!, among; whom were the mathematician
and scientist Paolo Toscanelli I4S2 ) and the theologian and
mathematician Nicolaus Cusanus (1401-1.04).

We must still say a word :Wio the artist and scientist Alberti.
This year we are celebrating the live hundredth anniversary of the
completion of the manuscript of his work, De Pi, tura a work
in which was attempted for the first time a scientific explanation
of the principles of perspective, so important to the painter. lie,
who wished to serve art, busied himse:f with many mathematical
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problem,,, and with the ptinciples of measurement and of surveying
and the quadrature of the circle. Some of his technical problems
of a mathematical nature have been published.

In certain ways Alberti reminds oneof Leonardo Da Vinci. .They
N%Vre Without doubt spiritually related --related, too, in their mar-
velous versatility and productivity. We know that Leonardo was
familiar with Alberti's work, and we know that in Leonardo's
writings he referred to his predecessor as his authority.

Leonardo had a strong interest in mathematics. Many. of the
drawings in his Sketch Book itulicate that. For example, one
sketch contains in the upper part a study of his most important
work, The Last Supper, but in the lower part are No geometric

- figures which suggest the construction of the sid$, of a regular
octagonartistic and mathematical problems on OA? same page!

Such harmonious propinquity is also to be found .in the work
of our great German master, zrbrecht 'hirer (1471-1528). There
is a drawing by Diirer in the Dresden Library where a head is
drawn at the bottom of the page, while at the top is the very diffi-
cult perspective drawing of a circle well w6rked nut.

There are connecting links, too, between poetry and mathmat-
ics. Lessing. Goethe, and Schiller showed both in prose and in
poetry an understanding of mathematical thinking; the romanticist
Novalis sings of mathematics; literary nwn -Eyth, Ifesse, Las,z-
witz, Morgenstern, Dominik, and others discuss mathematical
problems in their books.

here we should mention aLfain the new American publication
already referred to, in which ( 'assius J. Keyser and Alt-chiller-Court
have made important contrilmtions. Hut above all is to he men-
tioned the outstanding (,:say of I) avid EttLft.tit, Snlith in his excellent
little volume, The Poetry of Hat himoticv and (Why

tnit4ht close this introduction to the rtlation-hip between art
(puetcy, music, architecture, !4culpture, painting) and mathematics
milli the words of Oswald Spengler in Dcroti of th,.

. . . "Ihe mathematic.: of beauty awl the beauty tlf mathematics
Ate ilenct'fiq'th inseparable. 1 he uttclidiw..t -fttct. t.me And the all-
round body 4)f or br.ljite arc inlerprutntiun: of the

2 rip:4 31 r tr.e,
3 l'nfer,:11::' ;P.!. I CI: 101 1:. I. \thin I):1 The

krted norm., r. h (,,!t.t the
tool Is takt n. /-4
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extended. They belong to number-asrelation and to number-as-
Ineasure. In fresco and in oil painting, in the laws of proportion and
;hose of perspective, the mathematical is only indicated, but the two
final arts are mathematics, and on these peaks Apollinian art and
Faustian art are seen entire. [ 284]

In the acival. tones are something extended, limited and numerable
just as lines and colors are; harmony, melody, rhyme, and rhythm no
less so than perspective, proportion, chiaroscuro, and outline. The
distance separating two kinds of painting Can be infinitely greater than
that separating the painting and the music of a period. Considered
in relation to a statue of Myron, the art of a Poussin landscape is the
same as that of a contemporary chamber-cantata; that of Rembrandt
as that of the organ works of Buxtehude, niche Wel and Bach; that
of Guardi as that of the Mozart operathe inner form-language is
so nearly identical that the difference between optical and acoustic
means is negligible. [220]

. . . And so the born mathematician takes his place by the side of
the great masters of the fugue, the chisel, and the brush; he and they
alike strive, and must strive to actualize the grand order of all things
by clothing it in symbol and so to communicate it to the plain fellow
man who hears that order within himself 1w cannot effectively possess
it the domain of number, like the domains of tone, line, and color,
becomes an image of the world-form. For this reason the word "cre-
ative" means more in the mathematical sphere than it does in the pure
sciences -Newton, Gauss, and Riemann were artist-natures, and we
know witt. what suddenness their great conceptions came upon them.
[011

MUSIC AND MATIIEM BTU'S

Oscillations and waves. Since we have asserted that music and
mathematics are closely related, we will illuminate our statement
with a single illustration. When J. J. Sylvester in the year 1864
said in his Trilogy: "Thus the musician feels mathematics, the
mathematician thinks music," and vhen he writes of 'the spiritual
relationships: Mozart-Dirichlet and Beethoven-Gauss, so we today
see this relationship confirmed by pages of music where the artists
have first written their ci.mpositions in curves before writing the
music notes. It is certainly nn accident that the "sine melody"
or the -cycloid melody' may lie discovered in so many compo-
sitions.

If one wishes to produce a tone, he does so through the vibra-
tions of wires, little metal discs, and the like. These vibrations
Iran -qnit themselves through wavys. Each wave has a length A, a
time of oscillation 7', and a speed of transmission C, (about 33
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m/sec.). The relationship between these magnitudes is given by the
equation

X = Cl'

If one observes a wave, it is seen to resemble the sine curve. If t
is the time of observation, then

y= a sin (27r fi)

is the analytical expression of the wave which is shown in Fig. 24.

Flo. 24. The Sine-Curve Wave

By observing in a revolving mirror (Fig. 25) the vibrations which
produce a tone, it is possible to get a graphical representation of

Fin. 25. Graphical Representation of Sound

the sound. Before we go to the scale, we must introduce the idea
of vibration number

n =

That is,

nX

The tonal scale. We start v.ith the C major scale N% hich has the
notes C, E, F, G, :1, II, C Hg. 2 . I If one understands by interval
o/ two notes the quotient of their vibration numbers, one sees that the
vibration numbers of these eight notes are

24, 27, 40. 45. 4S

Consequently the intervals of the series are

() 10 11) () 10 () t 6

15 S () S 15
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We take now the ratios of each tone to the.original tone (C), as
follows:

1..24 = 1 (keynote) 5. 36 = 3 (tifth)
24 2

27 0 g2.
24

0
= (t econd) 64. = =- (sixth)

8
..

4

30 5
7. 45 = 15 (seventh)3. = (third) ,. -

2 4 24 .2,
32 Q 48 7 t

4. = (fourth) S. = 2 (octave) .24 , 3 24

The diatonic scale has not always had the last-named interval.
Pythagoras (C. 53o B.c.) who delighted in number speculation,
placed them together as follows:

or

0 81 4 3

8 04 3 2

27 243
16 128

In the course of centuries this series underwent many changes.
until on November 18, 1885 at the international music conference
in Vienna, the Parisian concert pitch with the vibration number
435 ( Fig. 27) was accepted as the international concert pitch. From
it. with the help of the other intervals, the vibration numbers of all
the notes of the C major scale and the preceding and following ones
can be determined, and in addition the vibration numbers of the

1.1c :6 halm i.:.,.tivant

! 32 1=IFEEIM 40 EOM

1 u. 2 7 Cunt crt l'Itt h

notes advance from octave to octave according t0 the law of
geometric series with ratio 2.

( )n the piano keyin,ard ( Fig. 20) the white kev- give the seven
notes of the C major scale. Hut a:: the intervals between consecu

, 10.
t iVe Ilott4., :IS \t have are not cqual the -black
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keys" sharp, .11 sharp, F sharp, G sharp, and .4 sharp have been

introduced between the great notes and 19, now giving twelve
8 9

notes to the octave with approximately equal intervals. Thus was
developed what is known as the chromatic scale. In contrast to the
chromatic scale, the seven notes of the scale have been named the
diatonic scale.

With the use of the black keys, one conies to the minor scale
C, D, D sharp, F. G, G sharp, II, C with their own tones, which
unfortunately we cannot follow here. We will place the intervals
together:

0
Consecutive notes:

15

Transposed to C: 9 6

8 5

w
9

4--

3

0

6

3

2

16

15

8

5

0
8

Q

5

10

9

If one examines the intervals of the chromatic scale, he finds, as
we have already said, that they are 'approximately, but not abso-
lutely, equal. On the basis of 0!s number investigation, musicians
have adjusted these intervals. The nece3sary correction has been
called temperament. The method by which musicians made the
twelve notes equal was named equally balanced temperament, or
equal temperament. One speaks.. then, of the tempering of the
scale, and of the tempering of the piano. Every interval then
amounts to

V2 = 1.0505 ...
Harmony and melody. Until the early Middle Ages music was

for one voice. With the development of church music part-singing
With introduced. In the theory of harmony, the euphony of notes
sounded together Na:-; studied, and one speaks of consonance and
dissonance.

If one sounds two notes together, the simpler the ratio of the
numbers for that interval the more harmonious the sound. For
example, if one strikes together consecutive notes of the C major
scale. the sound will not he as agreeable as that of a note combined
with the third or the fourth or the fifth note following. This
observation leads us to follow up the intervals in detail. For pleas-
ing' sound of notes together, the triads given on the opposite page
must be observed.
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:Major triad or major chord< ur major tunic chord, .
5

: = 4 : 3 :

4

Minor triad or minor chord orthinor toiCc chord, t : : to : 12 : 15
5

,Major-sixth-tunic chord, : 3 : 4 : 5
3 3

Minor-sixth-tonic-chord, i : : 5 = 12 : 15 : 20
4 .3

The figuration of notes gives to a piece tif music the melody in
thewidest sense of the word. Parts of the composition yet to he
considered are the rhythm, the time, the rest, the measure, the end
or tonic accent, and the end or end tonic chord. These, too, can be
and are expressed in numbers.

These suggestions do not exhaust tht. numerical possibilities of
the notes and their combinations. One could still give ,the- intervals
of the different major and minor scales: one could speak Of tones
and overtones : one could aim high and express the relationships
in formulas. Then, too, one could go into the exact calculation of
the vibration numbers. Hut we must put all of that aside in order
to consider number relationships in other graphic arts.

PROPORTION IN Tut.: GRAPHIC .CRTs

Architecture. In the last section we referred to Pythagoras as the
roan who had studied number relationships in music. We must
now refer to him again in connection with 'the graphic arts ; for
from him came the statement: Art is number. Modern schola N
have said: Architecture is

Urbino,
music. More significant is the

statement of the Duke of Urbino, Federigo von Montefeltro, be-
cause it reveals an app rcciation of geometry in architecture:

Architecture is fomIded on arithmetic and geometry, which belong
to the foremost of the seven free arts because they carry within them-
selves the highest degree cf certainty.

We know that the circle was held in high regard by the ancients.
For zi long time it dominated geometry : it dominated the Ro-
manesque style which flourished in the tenth and eleventh centu-
ries. Circular (lows, circular arches, even circular cross-vaultint!
predominated. Fig. 2S shows the importance of the circle in the
window by Villard de Ilonnecourt, French artist of the thitteenth
cent ury.
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The Gothic style broke away from this and created the \pointed

arch, illustrated in Fig. 29. In the. Gothic arch is to be seep the
\ .

Flu. 28.

transition from the circular to he curve. Its supreme expression is
found in the dome of the Cathedral of Florence built by the Floren-
tine architect, I3runelleschi (1377-1446). Brunelleschi renounced the

Flu. Jo. Gothic An h

pointed tower of the Romanesque awl Gothic st:, ies and created the
dome. We know that the architectural construction, the calculations,
caused him much mental strain. We know that conversations with
his mathematical friends turned him in the years 1420-1434 to actual
constructu n of the dome. The outer form of the dome was also an
innovation. For the first time a catenary (Fig. 3o) was used as a
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cross section of the dome of a cathedral. The equation of a catenary
is:

2
V + e-t1

a
)

which must be seen as a transition to the
,30. parabola. Galileo himself at first thought the

catenary was a parabola. If one rotates the inverted catenary
around' its axis of symmetry, he has the contour of 'the dome. Fig.
31 shoals the constructed dome. The dome stands as a symbol at

is
U

/ FIG. 31. Cathedral of Florence

the beginning of the Renaissance. The curo and the straight line
were its elements, but above all the line.

Common to the Romanesque, the Gothic, and the Renaissance
styles is symmetry. The Roman architect Vitruvius has handed
down to posterity in his ten lu.oks about architecture the tenet that
not only must (.very building possess right and left symnietry, but
the entire structure must also lw ruled by this harmony. The
mathematician rejoices when the architect or the art historian
speaks. of the functional tie-up of the entire structure with its parts,
i; rhythm is to pernwax. the building. What the temples of Rome
began we see throughout the As in Italy. in Germany, and
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in France with fixed regulations for the ground plan and façades
of churches, palaces, and residences,

But mathematics goes still deeper. The great masters of Italy
and of other countries gave their pupils exact instructions for the
drawing and the arithmetical construction. During the Middle
Ages in Germany the Bauhutten (foreman's offices in a building
yard) played a great role. Their directions' were regarded as
secrets (Iliittengekeimnisse). Only a few details could be men-
tioned. Houses several stories high were, in general, so built that
the height of each story was greater than the one just above it
because it had a greater weight to carry. However, there are many
buildings where only the first story is higher than those above it,
the rest being of equal height (Fig. 32). In the French Baroque

5. Fisch- FIG. 30. Romanesque 'Window

C

style the upper stories markedly diminish in height. As an illus-
tration, we will examine a part of the west wing of the Louvre
(Fig. 33). The front stories are arranged almost. like the terms of
a decreasing arithmetical series. In the Renaissance the heights
of the stories of the front elevation do not diminis.b so rapidly.
The great architect-theorist, Sebastian Serlio .(i475-1552), has told
us that according to his opinion the terracing of the front stories
from the first floor up should follow the law of the geometrical series

where r = z while with the famous Palazzo Strozzi in Florence (Fig.

34) the ratio is r
The construction of church windows has always been a difficult

problem. "Fisrliblasen' I in the form of a fish bladder ] (Fig. 35)
and circular windows (Fig. 36) were favored. It is a stimulating
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exercise for a mathematics class to cpmpute the radius .1.1/a from
BM'. The result is:

.1.113 = I B.1/1
3

In the Gothic style there is an abundance of tracery in the deco-
ration of the windows. Especially characteristic is the round trefoil
(Figs. 37 and 38). The construction of this ornament is based
upon the equilateral triangle.

FiG. 37. Round 'Trefoil
Construction

Fit:. 38. Round Trefoil Window

The equilateral triangle plays an important part in Gothic archi-
tecture. We have already net it in Fig. 29 with the pointed arch.
The masters used it in many places from the ground floor to the
turrets. There had also developed some knowledge about the appli-

cation of the so-called triangle, the rigorous proof of which is

Mill 10 he undertaken. We shall not attempt to discuss it here;
for it appears partly mysterious and speculative.

We are quite Certain. however. about the construction of the
pillars. The Saulen-Ordnungen (order of pillars) gives the mathe-
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matical construction to the smpilest detail. We must at least men-
tion the Siiulenbuch of Vignola (15o7-1573), which gives the ratio
'of the height (h) to the diameter (d) of the lower base:

Doric columns: Sd
Ionic columns: h = cad
Corinthian columns: It = rod
Tuscan columns: h = 7d

While the artists of that period concerned themselves with pro-
portion and form in architecture, Raphael (r483-r52o) bemoaned
that Vitruvius had thrown too little light on the architecture of
the ancients.

O

1.1... zt,. .1 ht. Catitti, Vitrit%

4,e

iu-

Sculpture and painting. Michelangelo (1.175-r504) recommended
to the architects of his day that they master the necessary tenets
of proportion through a study of proportion in the human body.
One sees from this how prevalent at that time was the idea of "man
as the measure of all things." The oldest source which we have
concerning the proportion of man is Dc Architcctura, the pre-
viously mentioned ten-volume work of the Roman architect, Vitru-
vius. In the third volume Vitruvius compares the temple building
with the figure of man: the building which serves for the glorifica-
tion of the gods must have as flawless proportions as the most
perfect thing created by the gods themselves.
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Thus it came about that the measurements of man were recorded
in a table called the Canon.{ It contains the proportional numbers
for all parts of the body. Over this Canon, however, hovered as
the first law that of Symmetry as the harmonious foundation of
that concept of beauty of the ancients and of the Middle Ages.

Vitruvius based his fractions on the total height, 1 (Lange) of
man, the face, g (Gesicht), and the head, k (Kopf) (Fig. 39).

Tin; CANoN of yr FR UYIL'S

r. It Of the headchest 1/4 1

2. Chetit --upper part of the thigh 1/4
Upper part of the thigh -.knee 1/4 1

4. Knee sole of the foot 1/4 1

5. 'Fop of the head- hairline I/40 /
0. Top of the head--chin (head) x/8 /

7. 1 !airline --chin (face) I/xo/
S. Lower neck bone --chin 1./8 /

o. Upper part of the breastbone hairline
to. The face (Grvicht)

(0 Hairline eyebrows

1/8 /

I/3 g
(lo) Eyebrows-- wing of the nose 3 g
(e) Wing of tin: nose chin 3 g

1. The hand (Nvrist --finger tips)
I 2. Out Of a.man
13. Foot of a woman

But Vitruvius way not satisfied with finding the relationship of
the human body to its parts; he also repreSented it geometrically
standing with outstretched arms in a square, and also with wide-
spread legs and raked hands touching a circle whose .center is the
navel. Leonardo da Vinci (1452-I51))) studied in detail the Canon
of Vitruvius, and from the study he drew a sketch in his hook
which Vitruvius previously had drawn as two figures

The Gothic style brought from Villartt de Honnecourt the geo-
metrical construction of the face (Fig. 4o:1) and of the body (Fig.
4ob) based on the square. the rectangle, the equilateral triangle. and
the isosceles triangle.

In this historical chain belong, too, the measurement tables of

'The Canon k the table tked in art. painting. 0: de,igning. In the ratio em-
r.1.,% rd. the detn.niiri:dor k the length of the human body, the numerator is the
length of a part of the body. For example, if the dktance from tlw toil of the bead
to the che,t is co cm.. the length of the body 2 00 cm.. then we have the propor-

50tion -- t 1. t tivrt 1 i, the length of the body.
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Cenninu ('ennini (e. 1400), of Lorenzo Ghiberti (1373 1455), of
Filarete (1400-1469), of the mathematician Luca Picioli (1445-
.1514), of the sculptor Pomponius Gauricus (e. 1504). tO name only
the most important.

. The course of development .shows plainly the one line from the
still unmentioned Egyptians---who drew their people and animals
on squared divisions to Vitruvius, illard, and many others on
into the fifteenth century. All have made their canons in order
to give to their gilds, to their pupils, this instrudion: Thus and
only thus may you proceed with the graphical representation of man.

tion of Fat I: an.1 of Iiu Iv. h (1c 1 hinny( curt

111e :1hell Let in Ilattkta Alherti 11404-1472)
whom wt' have previously mwl/wed. \vrnte his .11 /thropometric: f)r.
.chitua which nut have !wen finished in the years 140.1.1472. With
this art-theuri-a and ver:-atile scienti:4t a new epnch in art lweatt.
Ills that ni the Renais.sance: to unite art ith to
free it irom the 'era p nt technicalities, ;old to strive inr an ideal
standard uf lleauty. Ile Liave, therefure, nu r :tttus, nut alis,lute
nunilters: introduced 111. n n rule and a nivat-uriniz in -'t unient
\VII 11 \\Ilk h the nit. t exact ineaurnient: (-wild hi. made I Iii
tuauy mea-intuents. he 1;t.iit in his cant.n. Ile (unlit:tied to strive
for u.icatcl. 0\a, fur uliiecii\ ity in the -t ient t s! Pint it \\

«Mil'ar 1' tit toot elititni that Ili- 'winker -elle,
a( tepieil ilemanileil (if other arti-t- that the tnal,e their ti\vri
inea,urenient-, that the. nut tin nirchanikal painthei: hut de( urative

4
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painting, that they not employ the art of a book of rules, but that
of 'the artistic eye. So he strove toward a warm, picturesque style
in art, toward beauty!

Leonardo industriously studied Alberti's views and digested them.
If in his canon he also followed Vitruvius,it was in an artistic way
and far from mere mechanical construction. The fact that he did
not think of a table of measurements for adults only showed that
he wanted to see with an artistic eye, that he wanted to develop
an ideal of beauty. In his treatise he said

In early childhood the width of the shoulders is equal to the length
of the face . . . but when man has attained his growth, each of these
has developed.. . . The height of a well-proportioned adult is ten
times the length of his fact'.
That implies that Leonardo assented to the divisions of Vitruvius
for Vitruvius was the only one who used the ten divisions before
Leonardo.

Fir. i Fit:. 411).
Ct,n-trtn tint) of Fact and of d.t Vint i

It was not Leoardo.,: way to work a 1011:4 tithe on one problco.
Iii= head wa.; too full of ideas for him to be able to \cork at each
problem !Nstatically. So he It'aVt",. U no (1)11111rVilt'll',.1Ve s11111-

ry : one must collect the number., piecemeal. fie likewise left
no table of nubeis conrnitn4 proportion in the human form.
We ha\-e ,t\-eral sl:tches like those of hit-z. .1Ia and 411).
re( ognize plainly that the face is trisected by the brow, the no,:e,
and the mouth pd chin. \V -ee that other ;14 the eye ;Id
t he upper lip. art' in proportion. l he same !rue ut t he (Ira \vire.;
!slit i% t he

I n tiermany .1ihrcult iirer (1.170-15...':) gave close attention to
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proportion. He also wrote an extensive treatise about it. It wouli
be interesting if we could examinehis conception here in detail
but we will seek to clarify his goal by discussing several of his
pictures.

The numerous lines in one of his figures show how the artist has
striven to divide the body into a still greater number of parts in
order to achieve a still more accurately constructed figure, The
exactness was Diirer's own,. inasmuch as he was an artist of the
Renaissance period.

Diirer did not restrict himself to the arithmetical divisions. He
repeatedly made geometrical constructions. He tried to represent
the human body not only at rest but also in motion.

How rhythmically he proceeded with his composition is shown
in a couple of drawing of the human hand and face. In the future
of the hand one can see the lines that Ditrer himself drew. In the
drawing of the face the lines were copied by Herr Justi.

Diirer also made a scale drawing of a horse according to his own
method and according to Leonardo's in order to be able to recog-
nize how, even in the animal kingdom, a standard of beauty was
striven for through the canon.

Perspective. There are two problems with which the artists of the
Renaissance occupied themselves the problem of beauty and the
problem of three-dimensional representation. The first was solved
through proportion, the second thnnuth a knowledge of perspective.
Iirtnelleschi, Alberti, Donate llo, Uccello, Leonardo. and Diirer
shared in this development.

To understand perspective. one must compare the pimre which
one sees w;:h the object itself. For example, if we look down a
railroad track, we see the tracks. telegraph poles, trees, and perhap,
a river. In reality the rails are parallel. the tele2Taph poles cf
equal heiLfht, the tee.: of equal size, and the river of practically
constant vidth. Rut in :t picture of this view the rails apparently
run tovther in a point which we call the vani-hint: point call it

II: the tel2raph poles heelime !.tnaller and smaller in the di.stanee
and also converitv toward //: the river appear.: in the form of
triangle with the vertex in If the tree.: on the tthitmt.tite-ide appe;tr
to have dimini-bed in !-sizt. at II. Su( h a picture is Nide,' p,
spectixe drawim4 (if the object. All of the receding line- meet in
one point. H.

If zt painter wi,ht, to depict !..p:1( expoctcd to ch.....e a
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central point. Painter; have not always done that. Before 1400
it was not done at all: and even after the Florentines had found
the point II, it was a long time before it was universally well
done. In the works of Konrad Witz (c. 1447), a well-known
painter of Basel, the receding lines do not converge. The painter
did not construct his framework, but created the picture as.he felt
it to he. For that we cannot reproach him, for artistic freedom
is due him : and we know that impressionism, expressionism, trul
cubism have created some tine works of art without the artist's
submitting, to the laws of perspective.

Quite different was the famous teacher of Raphael. the painter
Perugino 523) . In his Annunciation we see all the recedim,
lines in the lower picture rapidly converging at a point. The ame
is true of the two upper pictures at the sides, as one may ol..:erve
by drawing the lines.

In the year 15 r, .lbrecht I )iirer completed the fanion-: enrav-
int! St, irrome in Ills Study. Thi%; time II (the point of con-
vergence) is not in the center of tho picture, but to the right.
'ithout central perspective and without symmetry the artist has
succeedod in crealiin2; an impression of L;reat inward calm and of
spirit nal accord.

One frequently rinds the opinion expre-sed that it w*:t only in
the Renai-sane period that a central lineament was employed as
the foundati.on of :Tare. This not the case: in every century.
even today. there art' many arti,ts of reputation and eminence who
have deviated from -.Itch prat tit c:

Peter ios.! had always olt-ecvcd the vanishim; point
in hi- pictures: in hi- Int' )ior of d Put, It llmi . a- fur example,
the door lint.- and the wall line- all are directed toward a point (II).

( )li-ervant e the ut.ntral point i< more diffi.adt in !,colpture.
41 I hinliellI) t reaird exqui-its' architeetuepla-tit -; ttr art-culptures.

Ini- in -tone of hi- "r1:, one girl the recedite..; lines %\

fully triurrrd. thy lit' in relief pet-1)(111\e.
From -!:1 It anal\ and rrron-truction ttr dr;, he,-. 1(111' an ac

qui!e an art i-ti: point of \it' \\. It offer- ti' mathematit
app:odi It t'' art ruin( atilin and to art ii-elf.



FORM AND APPRECIATION*

By GRIFITni C. EVANS
University of California

Ir wAs Newton's modest disclaimer that he was not a great man,
but stood on the shoulders of great men. We question rightly the
first clause of this remark, but the last part seems as certainly true
as the first part is false; for, like acrobats in the realm of time,
we see the mathematicians of the present day standing on the
shoulders of those of the previous generation, and so on back, for
many centuries. Newton does not climb with difficulty to the height
of Galileo, but is almost born thert ; and Newton's successors have
the same advantages over him as he over his predecessors. It is

this characteristic of mathematics, that what has been done in the
past remains .lit and important in the present, which seems to set
it towering above other branches of knowledge. Moreover, mathe-
matics does not end with Poincar6 and Einstein.

The modern painter regrets that he could not have been born
during the Renaissance and talvn grit in the vit.,1 discoveries of
technique that were made at that time of perspective, of the treat-
ment of li,ht and shade, of accurate anatomy, and so forth. In
mathematics, that lament is inconsequential. for mathematicians
in each age stand at the level of new things. and it is for each
person an individual matter what iww height can lit' reached. There
is room on the shoulders of great men for us all to stand and peer
out into the unknown.

This may seem to he an undue exaltation. Some tell us that
mathematics is that science by mtns of which anything may he
proved, whether nr not it hadces to he so, nr they tell us it is that
something% not science, in which one. does not know what he is
talking about, or whether it i: true or not and they uggest t)er-
haps further that nohody el -c' cat us very much. Mathematicians
indulge in endless comninatUms of sylis.!ok, develop hair-splitting

dchverefl at the annual meet in14 of hapter Alrha of Phi
. Kappa. Nlarth 7, kt-it'1
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distinction: about the properties of lines that have no breadth and
points that have no size 'it all. imagine figures in a fourth dimen-
sion, and spend their time in various mays on things that do not
exist. What (difference does it all make in a buNy world?

Vet evidently this is a very incomplete account of mathematics.
For our whole lives, from paying a gas bill, to designing a piece
of machiner, are dominated by it. The revolution of the planets
and the flux of the tides are subservient to it the molectiles and
elctnin:: are under its sway. And also. perhaps for that reason, it
provides an opening through which the mathematician may look
at Ilk world. .1 wish to explain what 1 see, through this high
window, of some of the things of the world of spiritual values, and
what mathematics seems to teach me of the creative activity of
of hers.

We are all familiar with the fact that there is such a thing as
non-Euclidean geometry. and we know that it has something to
do with the unsuccessful effort, lasting over several centuries, to
prove the ancient and time-honored statement that through a given
point, not on a given line. there could be drawn one and only one
parallel to the line. .1:: it tinned out. this effort was unsuccessful
for a very good reason : namely, that. as was finally discovered,
s:sstems of 'geometry, just a., sound as the customary one, could
be built up in such a way that the statement would not be true.
rhe ..4eotnetry Avhich resulted was about as real as before. in the
Nen.e that it could he interpreted in some sort of fa -pion in space.
In fact, one of the geometries of this kind could be applied to a
portion of the surface of a sphere. and its theorems were familiar
as solutions to the problems of geodetic surveyity.z. But in this
way. the empha,is in geometry calm. to lie in its nature as a coin-
Ho:Ilion of axioms and dedtntions, rather than in a study of actual
11,4tire- in -pace. Thus a :4enmetry of four dimen,ions, or of any
convenient 1.111111)ff of dimen.ion.- could also he de eloped .:ystem-
aticallv out axioms and definition..

From thi- kind of development. howeet there :(rose :in entirely
ntW attitude towards ntAthematiks. .t is thi, ;mitotic \hich 1 \\*1::,11

t1 e\pl;lin briefly. and then. to some extent. to combat.
In projective t_eotnetry 1st spa,e the a\lonts are ,u .4;0(41 that

there is a duality: if tile .point- and -plane- in any axiom
are interhaie.n.d. the axiunts as a \\ hole are the same as before.
1 lir "xample, if we write the tmo.axioins -two points determine
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a line" and (2) "two planes determine a line," the change men-
tioned obviously does nothing but interchange the two axioms, and
the system is

propositions
same as before. It results, therefore, since the

theorems or propositions are deduced from the axioms, that if we
take any proved proposition and interchange in it the words "point"
and "plane" the resulting statement will be true Not only this,
but we can find other entities, not points or planes in the ordinary
sense at all, which satisfy the axioms as if they .were points and
planes, and to which, therefore, all the theorems apply just as
well as to points and planes. In the same fashion, in the non-
Euclidean geometry which we mentioned, the so-called lines may
be understood to stand for semi great circles on an ordinary sphere.
The names do not seem really to stand for specific things. We
seem to make assumptions and prove results about these names,
merely as names.

Mathematics in this way reduces to a sort of logical scheme in
which we may fit things that satisfy the logical axioms, and pull
them out again from the logical theorems Or, possibly, we need
not fit anything at all, but just keep the logical shell, with what-
ever names may be convenient. and develop it by successive deduc-
tions to any extent that we please. Roughly speaking, the axioms
become merely definitions of new logical term :;. and we can also
expand these to any extent that we please. Mathematics becomes
identical with pure form a game of combinations, without regard
to content.

Form enters largely into our appreciation of art also. \V hen we
study a classical symphony we learn that there is a sonata or a
rondo form, or some general scheme in which the music is laid:
but, of even more imi)ortance, there is a beautiful and complex
arrangement of theme, development and counter' theme, with a
logical order approaching that of mathematics. Without such an
order, a long piece of music would he monotonous and trivial.
Moreover, the more we study the piece the more relations of this
kiwi we perceive, so that the order forms a sort of minutely rami-
fying skeleton on which the music grows: and a large part of our
estimation of the composer is our appreciation of his skill in this
regard.

Having emphasized the relation of mathematics to pure form,
we should «ith eney he able to look at thing.; with a point
of vic revcr,w(1. and say that wherever we have pure forte,
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have mathematics. This statement certainly contains some truth.
The mathematics need not be carried to such a farcical simplicity
as it is in that fad of artificial and obvious painting which is
founded on the square root of two, and in which all lines are pur-
posely either the sides or the diagonals of squares; for as we know
from what we see in mathematics and music, form may be anything
but simple. But from this point of view we must regard seriously
an attempt to evaluate our appreciation of.form. If pure form is
part of the beauty of an object there must in fact be criteria which
differentiate pleasing form from the rest. If a curve is beautiful,
there must be some abstract element of it which makes its beauty,
even though the artist draws it on the basis of his own taste, with-
out analysis.

A recent attempt to investigate this side of the appreciation of
art is a book by the mathematician, George I). 13irkhoff, with the
title Aesthetic ilLasure.' We should not cast it aside with a su-
pcior smile. It is not consistent to make the hypothesis, as most
artists and architects do, that an essential feature of art is in the
relations of form, which are themselves pleasing, and then laugh
at the practical pursuit of neneral and theoretical criteria by means
of which form may be judged. ' the "golden section" is good,
is it not permissible to speculate 01. why it is good?

The author is not proposing to make works of art by a formula.
He admits, with us, that analysis comes after the fact. This is 'a
statement which may give us pause when we come to make some
additional remarks about mathematics. Nevertheless, unless we
admit, as of course some do, that all criti's of art and literature
lead an aimless and wasted existence, we must hope that analysis
of art is possible and instructive, and that there is justification for
the attempt to analyze, form apart from the object in which it is
embodied, and give it its aesthetic ranking.

The figure by which we illustrate our discussion is a simple com-
bination of squares and rectangles, equal segments of lines, and/
right angles arranged with symmetry.2 When we sketch in a few;
arcs of curves with reference to these lines, we obtain a Ming jar
of repute (Ming dynasty 136s-1644). The curves themselves, with-
out the rectilinear framework, suggest these many relations of di-

' I farvard UM% er-ity Pre, 19.;3.
lop fit , pp so, S2; there the careful drawines arc then from t%hich the

alio% e skrit h is reproduced.
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rection and dimensions, and the effort of attention, which is neces-
sary in the apprehension of them, is not too great.

Birkhoff's aesthetic measure for a form is in fact high according
as the number of simple relations of form is large in comparison
to the complexity of the object necessary to produce these relations.
He writes a formula: M 0/C, to express this comparison, M
being the so-called aesthetic measure. In the
numerator, the 0 is evaluated by counting the
various types of relations of order and the num-
ber of times they occur, weighted according to
their importance. In the denominator, the com-
plexity C, for the case of the vase, is regarded
as given satisfactorily by the number of points
(to) which it is necessary to fix with the eye in
order to apprehend the desirable relations. The
larger the ratio, the better the form.

The vase rendered here is closed in itself ; it
is a jar or container. Other forms of vases, say,
with flaring tops, we may perha regard as in-
complete, and to require a compl men, tary form
of masses in order to complete t eir harmony.
Such a vase provides aesthetic employment for the housewife who
owns it. She must "say it with flowers."

In a somewhat similar fashion may be analyzed the structure
of a melody or of combinations of chords. Above the line we have
the favorable elements of contrast and periodicity, the order of
the secondary melodies, and so forth; and below, the complications
necessary to produce these relations and the strain necessary to
apprehend them. The strain detracts from the pleasure obtained
by the perception of the relations, and the aesthetic measure is
an indication as to whether the strain, or the pleasure in the rela-
tions, predominates.

A textbook on harmony is a discussion of form. It tells us what
chords are permissible in what combinations: and we learn these
forms by practice, and thus acquire an elementary knowledge of
the subject. So perhaps there does not seem to lw much point in
doing the same thing by a formula. But tlw author's aim is more
ambitious, Ile wishes to find what the reason is that makes a
teacher of harmony permit this and not that, and he thinks he finds
not only a criterion for such things, but even one which runs

FIG. I
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through all the forms of all the various kinds of art. It is a"
theory of the aesthetic nature of form, as form, without regard
to its special content.

An objection to all this theory comes at once to mind, of greater
or less weight according to the individual opinion. Some believe
that the form of art is, more than anything, tradition. We do not
appreciate Chinese music; and likewise, to the Chinese our music
is meaningless and disordered. Even though it is possible that in
this case the same elements of form are there, but hidden in the
strangeness of the sounds, it must be admitted that appropriate
forms change with time, and what is aew in one'age is classic in
a later one. At present, for instance, we meet various forms of
free verse, which seem to be at variance with structure that we are
used to.

A casting away of this formal portion of our art does indeed seem
to be merely a deliberate sacrifice of one kind of pleasure. On
the other hand, the development of form to new complexities is
not contradictory to the general theory. For as vie become used,
say, to classical music, its complexities become less complex. We
are able then, with the same mental ell.1 as before, to apprehend
a more complicated structure and we can thus increase our aesthetic
pleasure by enriching the form still further. That is to say, a
piece of nu music which is so complex as to be barbarous to
an untrained ear is not complex to one that has had practice in
apprehending simpler forms. Of course, there are limits ! Tradi-
tion, then, enables us to appreciate new relations and gradual
changes by getting us used to file old; and we should therefc-e
expect a gradual development of complexity in a given direction

Let me present the situation in terms of an oversimplification.
We shall represent the complexity of an object by the number of
elements, and the relations between them the number of com-
binations of the elements, say just two at a' time. In this case the
aesthetic measure would be given by the formula

number of combinations two at a time
.11=

number of elements

Thu-; if the number of elements is 2, there is one combination and
; 2

r if the number of elements is ,, there are 3

011111inatinn.; and 11 .2_1. i ; if the number of elements is 4 there are
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4X3
- 6 combinations, and 111 = 3/2. In general

2

111 1/2 (number of elements less I)
and therefore increases with the number of elements.

Roughly speaking, the number of relations of form obtainable
increases more rapidly than the complexity of the object. This is
what happens pethaps, up to a certain point, with modern music.
.After that point, the attention required on account of the complexity
becomes too great for any but a profesiional ear, and the relations
can no longer be appreciated. Development ceases to be possible,
and the relations of form must be sought in a new direction.

The formal technique in mathematics is in the logical structure.
Here, too, although many will not believe it, there is the influence
of tradition. Por if we regard mathematics as a development of
logic by the addition of arbitrary deficiitions and postulates, there
is nothing to prevent us from changing the laws of logic with
which we are to proceed. That has always been done to some
exttnt. What was good logical procedure to Euler is not always
good procedure to 'is, and even Newton has "proved" some theorems
which are not true. Lately there has been much more experiment-
ing in this direction, and the "free logic" of the present day is a
fearful and a wonderful thing!

For some mathematicians or logicians mathematics has thus been
reduced into a mere game with marks on paper. Each makes his
own rules and plays the game his own way. But it is hard for us
to believe that after so many fruitful centuries the subject is to
degenerate ;iito a hocus pocus. I should say myself that pure form
is as fruitless in pure mathematics as it is elsewhere.

I think we can find the key to our difficulties by loOking again
at the nature of appreciation. For it is not form alone which
makes a work of art appealing, although form is desirable and
even essential ; it is even more in the associations and meanings
connoted by the work of art. Let me quote the %cords of Professor
Birkhoff:

Music owes much of its aesthetic importance to its peculiar emo-
tional effect. This attribute is readily understood. The human voice
is a primary means of human expression, and at the same time is a
musical instrument. All of us become accustomed to its musical tones,
and simultaneously learn to apprecir.te that which the voice expresses.
Thus musical tones have been intimately associated with emotional
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feeling. [According to our general theory] music will be most affective
when it unites surpassing beauty of form with effective suggestion
of emotional utterance."

For example, it is hot poetically suggestive, however accurate, to
say that friKi the Berkeley hills at night the lights of Sausalito
look like a bundle of fish eggs!

In a Wagner opera such as Die Uri:afire there is an exceedingly
complicated form based on themes which are used as symbols,
themes for love, for the sword, for Loki, for H. )(ling, and so on.
These themes are almost immediately grasped by the listener and
associated with their objects. But the music is no mere procession
of titles, like an index or a table of contents; nor is it mere de-
scription, like a tone poem with a subtitle such as -kittens playing
by a brook"; it is organically welded into a structural whole,
its suggestion is more and more rich, and the final scenes build up
a clim"ax tragic in its emotional weight. We are conscious of the
fire theme; but the symbolism is merged as Wotan's voice dies
away, in the significance of the music as music.

There is here an appreciation of.the content, of the music as well
as of its form. But even in this most pictorial kind of music, we
lose most of what the composer intends if we hear nothing but
fire licking the rocks. The content is not to be ,translated into
words or pictures. It may or may not be strongly emotional. The
composer has some elementary musical idea, and he deTlops it
in all possible ways that have meaning to him, by making varia-
tions, by setting one part against another, by developing the re-
latioos.of the parts, by all sorts of manipulations of the form. thus
trying as far as possible to come to a realization of the complete
content of his idea. It is this aspect that interests us most pro-
foundly.

In mathematics the activity is much the same. An idea which
is not clear has the germ of clarity in it. We work it out, guessing
where we can and proving where we can. until it no longer has
contradictions or surprises for us, and all its parts are knit together.
The definitions in mathematics are often relatively simple, and, ;ks
we know, everything should he a consequence of tl definitions.!
Yet it is not sufficient to state definitions. It is the uttermost in
triviality and banality to say that in mathematics, since one's re-

"op. (it , p. 57.
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sults are merely logical' consequences of the postulates, one gets
out only what one puts in. Exactly the same triviality applies to
art in any form. One gets out only what one puts in. It all. de-
pends upon what one puts in. After concepts have been developed
so that they seem to satisfy, and rest, perhaps stagnant for gen-
erations, some new mind sees them confronted with other concepts
and in a new light; and a new theory bursts forth. It is as if
facts were generated by the rubbing together of concepts.

We are familiar with the story of the ancient painter whose king
gave him a prize because he had painted a curtain so accurately
that the king had tried, to raise it, or of another painter who was
chagrined because the birds had tried to peck the painted grapes
held by .a painted boy -if the boy forsooth had been well painted
the birds would have feared to come near!

Or again, at a country fair, a buffoon imitated the cries of ani-
mals. He ended by squealing so like . pig that he delighted his
audience. But one farmer came by who wagered that he, the farmer,
could do much better, if he had just one clay of practice. So
the next day when they were at the fair again the countryman
appeared on the stage, and, putting' his head down, squealed so
hideously that the spectators hissed and threw stones at hip to
make him sto, . "You fools," he cried, "see what you have been
hissing," and,held up .t little pig whose ear he had been pinching
to make him uttet. squeals. "Men often applaud an imitation and
hiss the real thing," says Aesop.

But, the audience at the fair had justification for hissing. The
real pig's squeal had no place in the holiday Iiooth as an aesthetic
creation. Art is a synthesis.

What, then, is its content ? Similarly we ask, what is the content
of mathematics? It does. not matter to me whether mathematics
is art or not. Apart fror what may he in a name, it is undeniable
that music and poetry yield emotions which have no place in mathe-
matics. and perhaps painting also, to a lesser degree. It would
probably be farfetched to maintain that a superb painting and a
page of Poincare hay:. 0,.e same effect on one who is capable of
appreciating both. Nevertheless, the answer to either of the above
questions about content affords a suggestion for the answer to the
other.

Both artist and mathematician are pursuing the object of making
clear an initial concept which has to be worked out, The working
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out is guided by an intuition of the completed object, by intuition
being meant (quite untechnically) a rough foreknowledge of the
result, a more or less accurate or hazy mental image. Gradually,
and (if the concept is not trivial and the form is restrictive) with
intense effort, the image becomes more definite, and the essential
details fall into place. The question we are asking now is, what
is the nature of the object, which, in order for the work to be
appreciated by others than its creator, has to be significant?

In the mathematics of early antiquity the first objects were defi-
nitely of the physical world astronomy or geometry or mensura-
tion. This dues nut mean that ancient mathematics is limited to
trigonometry. For the pursuit of the elementary properties iri the
measurement of right triangles leads to the fact that the diagonal
of a square cannot be measurable rationally in terms of a side: that
is, that there is no length whatever, no matter how small, which
can be chosen so that it will go just a whole number of times into
both side and diagonal. This fact was the secret of Pythagoras.
The NN hole nature of number thus becomes important what are
the numbers with which we count, and what are the numbers by
which we measure? You see ict retrospect hpw from the time of
the early Greeks such concepts pressed their demands for clarity
on the minds of the eager barbarians. The theory of numbers,
algebra (in which the language was long entirely geometrica0,, and
geometry were ti.11 objective, from this point Of view.

Newton attacked seriously tae problem of the behavior of con-
tinuous -media, hydraulics, elasticity, flow of heat, and so forth,
and for the investigation of such ideas introduced the study of
differential equations. This subject, in the opinion of many, has
been the central theme of mathematics for the last two centuries,
and its 'clevelopments and variations still leave us at the present
day a host of tempting and difficult problems. But as I suggested
at the oiwning of this address, these are not isolated problems. We
look at them with all the experience garnered from the time of the
Greeks until 'the present :lay. They have a richness which it in-
spiring.

MathematicF takes its departure from concrme situations, and is
continuously refreshed by them. But it draw-; back from a too
slvi,h imitation of the physical world: it c. ates combination,. of
ideal obiect.:, by succes-ive staus of abstraction. The naturiN sci-
ence-, lie upon the bosom of the earth. the more theoretical sciences
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hover closely above them; it is only mathematics which is free
and creative. It still seeks the truth, but it is the truth about the
truth about the truth . . . of objects.

Let me mention at this point an easily comprehended theorem
which exhibits the character of withdrawal from slavish imitation,
and, at the same time, formal elegance. It is known as "the geo-
metric theorem of Poincare."

In the diagram below we imagine a displacement of the points
of the plane ring T, among themselves, in such a way that points
on each boundary remain on that bounk-lary, points close together
remain close together, and no part of the ring is covered twice or
fails to be reoccupied by points. In. other words, the displacement

is a continuous one-to-one transformatitm of the points of the ring
into themselves, leaving the positions of the boundaries unchanged.
If on one boundary the displacement is clock-
wise and on the other counter-clockwise, and if
the areapf a small piece of the ring is unchanged
in value by the transformation: then, accor-dinv
to tho'theorem, there must be at least two points
of 7' which are not moved.

There are relations of order in the theorem
itself apart from the proof. and the complexity
is indicated by "the tension" necessary to understand the theorem;
that is, to comprehend the hypotheses assumed in the figure.

The theOrem came originally from the consideration of motions
of a dynamical system which may repeat themselves, as in the par-
ticular case of the motion of the sun, a planet, and a.small satellite.
The statement that there are unchanged points in the geometric
situation was seen by Poincar6 to be equivalent to the statement
that there must he corresponding periodic motions in the case of
this celebrated problem of celestial mechanics The theorem, as it
happens, was not proved until after the death of Poincare, and the
proof was ultimately given by this same Birkhoff.

We notice the birth of the _problem in contact 'with nature, the
clarification of the concept which is thus withdrawn from methanics
into geometry, so that it is not any longer an attempt to describe
a punk ular event in the physical world, and the resulting generatitv
of the ideas which enables the theorem to he applied on the 'one
hand to geometry and on the other to celestial bodies and hilliard
balls. The theorem is classic in form and fine in the logic of its

FIG. 2
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proof. Its content and effective suggestion are so vast as to be
amazing. Of' what importance is it, from the point of view of
mathematics, that it can be reduced logically to definition and syl-
logism? It surely would never have been discovered merely from
a knowledge of logic. Yrom every point of view, except the formal
retrospective one, it is more than mere logic!

I maintait't that this is also the characteristic of the artistic
endeavor. It seeks not a slavish imitation of objects, and, indeed,
we scoff at such a shallow interpretation of man's relation to the
world. Rather, also, it refines itself in successive stages of regreF-
sion and withdrawal, renewed and revitalized by occasional fresh
contact with the world, but essentially free and creative, seeking,
by construction, the truth about the truth about the truth . . .

about the world and man's relation to it. Conscious of its sym-
bolism, and compressed by its form, unconscious of its purpose, it
is the human drama in miniature. As I write, I study on the wall
opposite a painting of -the Big Thompson Canyon- -the colorful
rocks, the deep ravine, rhythmically composed with sparse patches
of 't.egetation, and, behind a crag at the very topmost -furthest
height, the tip of an, evergreen against the sky--man's aspiration
in a rugged world. *.

It is quite likely that the painter did not have that idea in mina/
But he is. trying with all the force of his personality to tell the
truth about something, without much thought for his gallery--as
though he were imbued with the spirit of the famous argument that
if an idea is perfect the existence and immortality of its object are
consequent attributes of that perfection. As Thornton Wilder re-
lates, "Uncle Pio and Camila Perichole were tormenting themselves
in an effort to establish in Peru the standards of the theaters of
some Heaven whither Calderon had preceded them. The public
for which masterpieces are intended is not on this earth."

Creation is novelty and novelty seems w be an essential char-
acter in the world. For some persons. science and mathematics
seem to stand as the antithe-Ts of art, and, liv making certain pre-
diction possible. to intend the eradicati- of novelty. it used
to be stated a generation ago, "if the velocities and positions of all
particles that make up the world wet, L.6ven at a given instant,
their motion and position would then he detrmitubd at all subse-
quent times by the immutable laws of mechanis." Perhaps a dif-
ferent fht-mulati(111 Wollid be advanced IluWit(1.ar:. but the intent
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would be the same. The question is always asked, "How is free-
dom of the will, how is creative art, possible in a world for which
the scientific hypothesis is valid that future events are predictable?"
For apparently it is merely a question of time until such prediction
will involve mental processes and the entire actions of individuals.

The hisPAPPItif science, however, yields for us quite a different
result. In the first place science is wayward; it aims at one goal
and instead of getting there goes off at a tangent and reaches an-
other ; or, in better words perhaps, when it reachesa goal it finds
something different from what it expected; something is left un-
answered that is as important as what has been achieved ; what
answer there may be opens a universe of discourse that is larger
than the one in which the question was asked.

We are familiar with the fact that there was an atomic theory
in the time of Democritus. But such a theory is entirely different
from the present one, for the questions that are asked of atomic
theory now were not only. undreamed of in the time of Democritus,-
but they would have been entirely meaningless. When the ele-
mentary theory of gases was replaced by a kinetic theory of mole-
cules, it was at first sufficient to consider the gas as equivalent to
a number of small elastic spheres. In fact it icis not necessary
to give the spheres any size at all, as long as they could have mass.
The pressure of the gas was the momentum of the spheres, and the
temperature was their kinetic energy.

The natural questions as to what would happen then in concrete
cases, say, if the gas were greatly compressed. led to experiments
which showed quickly that a more refined mechanical model would
be necessary. Up to the present time no model has been sufficient.
In each case additional experiments are suggested, and sooner or
later they have led to unexpected results. Smashing the nuclei of
atoms by shootir:-, them with very small high-speed particles is not
one of the concepts of Democritus or Leibniz. What would Ernst
Rickel think of the principle of uncertainty?

Of course it may be merely an accident that novelly creeps con-
tinually into the physical universe, and a day may come when
physical theory may not need further radical adjustment. On the
other hand it may he that this necessity is a sort of dual image of
another sort of wilfulness that our objectification of the world
remains and must remain only partial. .\t any kstage of its develop-
ment science has only a finite number of concepts at its dispual in
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fact, only a finite number of words. It looks, in the light of Hs-
tory, as though a finite number of concepts would not be sufficient.

Mathematics has long been fascinated by the various types of
infinity. Of these there are two relatively simple ones, character-
ized respectively by the collection of all the whole !)umbers and
by the collection of all the real numbers. Or, if we describe them
geometrically, one type is like the discrete row-of dots, illustrated
in the figure below (where the interval on the right of a dot is half
the interval on the left), and the other is like the Continuous row
of points that make up a whole line. In the second type the
points a-e so thickly collected that there is no next one after a
given one, there being a point wherever we break the line. But -in.
the first type, given any dot there is a next one beyond, like a path-
way of stepping stones.

1 t I Lt

FIG. 3

It is this kind of infinity that seems to mark the path of science.
At any stage there is a next step, but not necessarily a final one; on
the basis of given concepts there are always new ones which are
necessary ; and no gap may perhaps ever be filled completely. The
situation is always just be:.'ond finiteness and complete description,
and holds out always the temptation to proceed further.

Art and mathematics share this insidious character. When a
memoir of mathematics is done it may seem to be nothing but form,
and to reduce (as far as the logician is concerned) to a logical
skeleton of definition and deduction; but this "seeming" is in the
precise sense that a painting may be reduced to a mere pattern of
colors. The doing of art and mathematics, and their appreciation,
are both creation and discovery. In that way they are practical,
for they transform the universe.


